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American War of Independance – Lafayette and others 

1. CONSTANT (BENJAMIN), PAGES 

(JEAN-PIERRE). -LETTRE AUTOGRAPHE 
SIGNEE ADRESSEE A .A.S. « B 
CONSTANT ». [Paris], 20 décembre 1821. 
1 double leaf 8-vo folded (185 x 120 mm) 
handwritten in brown ink, address on the 
back of the second leaf with address and red 
and black postmarks indicating the year (trace 
of folds, small lack of paper by breaking the 
wax seal without damage).Vintage paper 
folder. 

Autograph letter signed by Benjamin 
Constant addressed to his friend editor and 
journalist Jean-Pierre Pagès, document 
coming from the archives of the latter where 
appeared his correspondence with La Fayette. 

Benjamin Constant (1767-1830), 
encyclopedist, novelist, politician, and French 
intellectual of Waldensian origin, is the 
author of numerous essays on political and 
religious issues. He also wrote psychological 
novels about love, such as Le Cahier rouge 
(1807). A Republican involved in politics 
since 1795, he became the leader of the 
liberal opposition under the Consulate. 
Elected deputy in 1819, he will be elected 
again at his death in 1830. Sitting in the group 
of the famous "Independents", he was one of 
the most prominent speakers in the Chamber 
of Deputies and defended the parliamentary 
system. His speech "De la liberté des Anciens 
comparée à celle des Modernes" (On the freedom of the Ancients compared to that of the Moderns), delivered in 1819, 
contrasts two conceptions of freedom, one practiced by the "Ancients" (mainly, the citizens of ancient Greece), and the other 
by the "Moderns", in our societies. He is one of the beacons of the liberal school, fighting for the respect of individual liberties 
within the framework of the Charter and against the ultraroyalist demands. This fight was pursued in the press (the Mercure, 
the Minerve, the Renommée, the Courrier français), by the publication of numerous works, and in the Chamber of Deputies 
where he sat from 1819 to 1822 alongside La Fayette, whom he had convinced to run for office. At that time, both men were 
linked to Jean-Pierre Pagès (1784-1866), a lawyer, encyclopedist and politician from Ariège and one of the drafters and 
founders of the Constitution of the II? French Republic. In 1815, under the Restoration, Pagès was placed under house arrest 
in Angoulême. He then began a work of historian (published in 1817) on the general principles of political law in their 
relationship with the spirit of Europe and with the constitutional monarchy of the beginning of the Revolution. Pagès thus 
established epistolary relations with actors of the political life, of which Tissot, Benjamin Constant, La Fayette and Lamartine. 
At their invitation, he moved to Paris and continued to write and publish: Annales de la session 1817 et 1818 à Benjamin 
Constant, De la responsabilité ministérielle... From 1818 to 1829. As a journalist, he kept up a correspondence with La Fayette 
during his trip to the United States in 1824-1825. Levasseur, secretary of the general, will write "he was a friend of Lafayette as 
a journalist, Lafayette left to make a trip to the United States during the Restoration, he wrote to him to have these letters 
published, and this gave rise to press articles at the time. The present letter of Benjamin Constant comes from the archives of 
Pages which included these famous letters (public sale of November 2022 in Toulouse).  

In this letter of October 20, 1821 sent by Benjamin Constant to the Parisian address of Jean-Pierre Pagès (24 rue Neuve St 
Roch), he answers his friend about his state of health: "Thank you my dear Pagès. I feel better, but far from being well" ... 
"Don't worry about my doctor". He evokes his parliamentary activity which he continues in spite of his state: "I however went 
this morning to the preparatory session, in the hope of obtaining a ticket. Fate did not reward my courage". He worries as well 
as his wife about the health of Mrs. Pagès: " I am annoyed that your wife is still suffering. Mine says a thousand things to her 
and to you too". He ends his letter "Best regards. B. Constant" followed by the poscript um "When will I have proofs from 
you? This question evokes the editing of an article or a work in progress on which the two men were working.  

This is a beautiful and rare document, a testimony of the work and the bonds of friendship between these two thinkers and 
actors of the French liberal current of the first half of the 19th century.            $ 2 860,00 



2. [AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE] LE BRETON, OFFICIER. -« LIGNE DE BATAILLE DE L’ARMEE 
COMBINEE DE FRANCE ET D’ESPAGNE SOUS LE COMMANDEMENT DE MR LE CTE D’ORVILLIERS. CHASSENT 
L’ARMEE ANGLOISSE DANS LA MANCHE LE 26 AOUST 1779. » s.l.n.d. [1779]. Panorama on paper laminated on 
canvas (605 x 2000 mm) consisting of 2 large juxtaposed sheets and a cutout of paper bearing the title, drawing in ink and 
watercolor (cracks, yellowing, old restorations).  

Remarkable panoramic view, executed in ink and watercolor by the naval officer Le Breton, representing the face to face 
between the British and the Franco-Spanish fleet working alongside the Americans in front of Plymouth, August 26, 1779. 
Exceptional original document remaining unknown to historians.  

France first engaged in the American War of Independence by supplying equipment and aid to the insurgents, then officially 
in 1778. The French naval and land aid as well as the support of its allies contributed significantly to the American victory, in 
particular by its victories at sea and at the battle of Yorktown. The war ends with the Treaty of Paris of 1783 which recognizes 
the independence of the United States of America. 

Louis Guillouet, count of Orvilliers (1710-1792) was appointed lieutenant general of the naval armies on February 6, 1777. 
He was in charge of the command of the naval army, made up of 32 ships and divided into 3 squadrons, which was based at 
the port of Brest to engage the Royal Navy in the Atlantic Ocean. At the Battle of Ouessant in July 1778, he defeated Admiral 
Keppel's British fleet. In May 1779, d'Orvilliers left the port of Brest with 30 ships, and went to La Coruña where the Spanish 
fleet had to rally to its flag. Three months passed by and half of the French crews were decimated by scurvy, including the 
admiral's only son. With 65 vessels, the assembled Franco-Spanish fleet went back to the English Channels with the intention 
of landing in England near the ports of Portsmouth and Plymouth. However, the shortage of crews and headwinds did not 
allow this landing. The confrontation of the fleets is, therefore, reduced to a few individual fights (including the capture of the 
"Ardent" by 2 French frigates on August 17) and the face-to-face meeting of August 26, 1779, represented by our panorama, 
which results in the stalling of the British fleet but does not allow for a landing. 

Executed on paper in ink and watercolor, our gigantic panel of two meters long is the work of a French officer present on the 
scene: At the top left, we can read in part the inscription "fait par Le Breton, officier sur le vaisseau le …" The title, executed 
on a laminated piece of paper placed at the top center of the scene, is Entitled "Ligne de Bataille de l’armée combinée de 
France et d’Espagne sous le commandement de Mr le Cte d’Orvilliers. Chassent l’armée Angloisse dans la Manche le 26 
Aoust 1779". It is surmounted by the arms of France (polychrome coat of arms bearing 3 fleurs-de-lys, surrounded by foliage, 
wearing the royal crown and flanked by 6 flags, a naval anchor and a cannon). 

Panoramas depicting naval battles are unusual. Engraved or drawn by hand, they rarely represent more than forty ships, with 
a width not exceeding four feet in width. Officer Le Breton's ambition was to represent all of the two fleets here. Thus, nearly 
150 vessels of all sizes are represented. He also recorded most of the names of the ships of the coalition and indicated the 
number of guns they carried. For most of these ships engaged in the American War of Independence, this depiction is the 
only iconography remaining. Thus, this unparalleled document for its details, size and the historical importance of its 
iconographic content is of major interest for the maritime history of France, Spain, England and America whose fate is then 
linked to maritime engagements. 

The panorama has unfortunately suffered the ravages of time, with parts becoming illegible and the light-induced yellowing of 
paper. However, we were able to observe and decipher: On the central part and on the left is represented the Franco-Spanish 
Fleet, with a hundred boats, including: The Light Squadron commanded by Latouche Tréville (on the left) comprising: The 
St Michel with 64 cannons, L'Expania with 64 cannons, La Couronne with 80 cannons, Le Mignon with 64 cannons, Le Triton 
with 64 cannons, La Magiciene with 44 cannons, La Catarina with 18 cannons, Le Delocermel with 36 cannons, Mutineer 
with 18 guns, Senegal with 18 guns, the hospital ship the Santa Vita, La Diane with 40 guns. Another small squadron (in the 
middle, slightly to the left): L'Emerada, Le Jupiter, La Santa Rosa, Le London, Le Daswood, Le Menage, L'Etourdy de 22 
cannons, La Concorde de 40 cannons, La Junon de 40 guns, La Tartante of 40 guns, L'Espiegle of 8 guns, La Curieuse of 42 
guns, Le Chabbeau of 40 guns, Le Pluvieu, Le Saumon, L'Horizon of 40 guns, La Grana of 18 guns. 

On a single line, below, are represented 45 French ships recognizable by their flags and flames but whose names appear in 
negative or are illegible.                 $ 8 250,00 



3. HOLROYD (JOHN BAKER, FIRST EARL OF SHEFFIELD). -OBSERVATIONS SUR LE COMMERCE DES ÉTATS 
AMERICAINS, PAR LE LORD SHEFFIELD. Rouen, Imprimerie de la Dame Besogne, 1789. 1 vol. in-4° of: vi, (7)-228 
p., 16 tables as follows: I-II 1 folding l. each, III: 5 pp. and 2 fold. ll., IV-VII: 1 folding l. each, VIII: 1 l., IX: 24 p., X: 1 fold. 
l., XI: 1 l., XII-XVI: 1 p. each, pp. [231]-238. Original plain boards, uncut. 

First French edition. A detailed statistical comparison between the imports and exports of Great Britain and the United States 
between 1700 to 1783. Holroyd continually revised and enlarged his text through a number of English editions. He mentions 
the growing importance of trade with the West Indies and Canada, especially Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, their fisheries, 
lumber, and shipbuilding. The tables compare the export and import of trade between the United States and other countries. 
This first translation from the English was by de Rumare, a magistrate of Rouen. Mirabeau’s later translation did not include 
the statistical tables. 

Sabin 32638 mentions a London and a Rouen edition of 237 p. Howes (Hartley) H604 notes the work “Pointed out 
superciliously the helpless position of American commerce, and thus influenced the shaping of England’s trade policy from 
1783 to 1789, so detrimental to American commerce and shipping interests as to contribute greatly to the formation of a 
Federal union, better able, than were the separate federated states, to retaliate against British maritime might.”  

Provenance: remnants of private library numbers on spine, bookplate of Alberto Parreño.          $ 1 375,00 

4. LAFAYETTE (GILBERT DU MOTIER DE), CARLE 
(1ER COLONEL DE GENDARMERIE NATIONALE), 
CHARTRON (CHARLES-FRANÇOIS), HENRY 

(GRENADIER DU BATAILLON D'HENRY IV). - 
[DEMANDE DE RECOMMANDATION POUR UNE 
SOULIEUTENANCE]. SLND 1 sheet in-folio handwritten 
in brown ink on both sides (335 X 220 mm.) signed Henry, 
La Fayette and Carle (traces of folds). Period folder. 

Letter from grenadier Henry asking general de La Fayette 
(1757-1834) to renew his recommendation for a position as 
second lieutenant in the regiment of Mr Charton.  

Aged 22, the young man gives the list of the people who 
recommended him, among whom George Washington de 
Lafayette, son of the Marquis, who will start a military career 
in 1797, at his return from exile in the United States. Henry 
was a grenadier in the Henry IV battalion, one of the 
elements of the Paris National Guard that La Fayette 

commanded until October 8, 1791, when he resigned. This guard was composed of 60 battalions, including the one of the 
Veterans, whose members were distinguished by a Henry IV hat and a white scarf. This letter from Grenadier Henry to his 
former commander is a second attempt to obtain this position, which he did not obtain despite a first recommendation from 
La Fayette: "Well my general, the orders you may have given have not been carried out...". He therefore asked for La Fayette's 
support to join the regiment of Charles François Charton (1765-1796), a brilliant officer of the revolutionary period whose 
career began in 1789 in the National Guard. Second lieutenant in 1792, he died in the battle of Castellaro on September 12, 
1796 with the rank of general. Having been appointed Adjutant General in charge of a battalion by the representatives of the 
people on December 20, 1793, it was certainly in 1794 that Grenadier Henry tried to integrate his regiment. Now, since La 
Fayette had been imprisoned since 1792, this would mean that despite his captivity, he maintained a correspondence and that 
he kept a great influence with the French officers. 

Transcription of the letter: "Sieur Henry, 22 years old, height 5,05 feet inches, educated in mathematics, had the honor of 
representing you about five months ago, he had Monsieur Carte give you a memorandum in which he stated the differences 
and the last ones that he has rendered since the beginning of the revolution, and which was apostilled by Monsieur George de 
la Fayette, Carte commandant, and several other persons who all recommended him and asked you to have him obtain a 
relief in one of the newly formed corps. According to the recommendations of all these people named above, you were kind 
enough to promise Monsieur Carte that Sieur Henry would be placed in one of the three regiments; well my General, the 
orders that you may have given concerning the place that you had intended for him have not been executed and he is presently 
without being placed. Since your departure, Sieur Henri has gone to Monsieur Charton to ask him to have him enter his 
regiment, observing that he was recommended by Monsieur de La Fayette; Monsieur Charton replied that as he had served 
in the battalion of Henri IV and was recommended by Monsieur de La Fayette, he would do everything possible to have him 
have a relief in his regiment. Thus, my general, I hope that you will be kind enough to recommend him to Monsieur Chartons 
and participate in his advancement. You will oblige the one who has the honor to be with the deepest respect, my general, the 
very humble and obedient servant. Henri grenadier of the battalion of Henry IV. Signed in La Fayette's hand: "Recommended 
particularly to Monsieur Chartron. [Signed] La Fayette". And on the right: "Recommended very particularly by the very humble 
servant Carle, 1st lieutenant-colonel of the third division of national gendarmerie."Beautiful document testifying to La Fayette's 
gesture to a young officer recommended to him by his son George.             $ 1 850,00 



5. LA FAYETTE (GILBERT DU 
MOTIER DE), POIREY (JOSEPH-
LEONARD), BAILLY (JEAN 
SYLVAIN), BOULA (GUILLAUME-
SYLVAIN). -BREVET DE LIEUTENANT 
DE CHASSEURS VOLONTAIRES DE LA 
GARDE NATIONALE PARISIENNE. 
Hotel de ville de Paris, 1er et 6 
septembre 1791. 1 sheet in-folio 
handwritten in brown ink on both sides 
(382 X 246 mm.) signed Henry, La 
Fayette, Bailly, Poirey and Dejoly, 
stamped at the bottom right corner (traces 
of folds with old restored breaks, stains or 
traces of adesif ). Old paper folder. 

Patent of lieutenant of the Parisian 
National Guard bearing the signatures of 
Bailly, first mayor of Paris, of La Fayette, 
founding commander of the guard and of 
Joseph-Léonard POIREY, his former 
comrade-in-arms of the American War, 
then secretary general of the National 
Guard, document erased later. 

Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert 
Motier, marquis de La Fayette (1757-
1834), honored by his heroism in 
defending liberties during the American 
war of independence, was the founder of 
the National Guard in Paris on July 15, 
1789. He remained its general until his 
resignation on October 8, 1791, following 
the revolutionary unrest of the previous 
months. Joseph-Léonard Poirey (1748- , 
who was his military secretary during the 
American Revolution, participated in the 
battles at Petersburg, Jamestown and 
Yorktown. Returning to France with 
Lafayette, he served as captain general 
secretary of the French National Guard at 
the end of 1789 and then general secretary 
of the Parisian troops. In 1790, the U.S. 
Senate confirmed President George 
Washington's appointment of Poirey to the rank of captain and the following year he was admitted to the Society of the 
Cincinnati. George Washington wrote to the Senate on May 30, 1790: "M. de Poirey served in the American Army for several 
of the last years of the late war, as Secretary to Major General the Marquis de la Fayette, and might probably at that time have 
obtained the Commission of Captain from Congress upon application to that Body. At present he is an officer in the French 
National Guards, and solicits a Brevet Commission from the United States of America. I am authorized to add, that, while 
the compliance will involve no expense on our part, it will be particularly grateful to that friend of America, the Marquis de la 
Fayette. And La Fayette will write on April 20, 1801. "I do but justice to Captain [Joseph-Léonard] Poirey when being called 
upon as a witness of his services in the American Revolution..."  

Jean Sylvain Bailly (1736-1793), mathematician, astronomer, academician, writer was appointed mayor of Paris on July 15, 
1789 by acclamation. It was in this capacity that he gave the tricolor cockade to the king during the latter's visit to the town hall 
on July 17. On July 17, 1791, the National Guard, under his orders, shot at the petitioners who were standing on the Champ-
de-Mars. His popularity fell to a low point and on November 12, he resigned. 

The present patent established in the name of lieutenant Guillaume-Sylvain Boula being written at the beginning of September 
1791, it bears the signatures of Bailly and La Fayette then in office. The clerk's signature (Dejoly) is added to it. However, that 
of the general was later crossed out as well as the printed words "Par Monsieur le Maire" and "Général". 

Rare and beautiful document.                $ 2 750,00 



6. LA FAYETTE (GILBERT DU MOTIER, MARQUIS DE). -[AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED, ADDRESSED 
FROM THE CHATEAU DE LA GRANGE, 8 FRIMAIRE]. La Grange, 8 frimaire An XII (30 novembre 1803). 
1 ff. 4-to (181 x 142 mm.) handwritten in brown ink, dated and signed. Held by tabs in a period paper folder. 

Handwritten letter of the marquis de La Fayette (1757-1834) written at his home in the castle of La Grange on November 30, 
1803 informs us about his financial concerns and his state of health after his accidental fall at the beginning of the year. 

The famous hero of the American 
War of Independence was away from 
public life at the time and lived with 
his family in the Château de La 
Grange-Bléneau, an old fortified 
house located in the commune of 
Courpalay, in the department of 
Seine-et-Marne. He lived there from 
1802 until his death in 1834. In 1803. 
La Fayette concentrated on 
agriculture and the improvement of 
his estate. However, in 1802 he 
opposed the attribution of the title of 
"consul for life" to Napoleon 
Bonaparte and he voted against the 
title of Emperor in 1804. In his letters 
to Thomas Jefferson, he questioned 
the Empire and its infringement of 
civil liberties. La Fayette gradually 
made up his debts thanks to his farm 
and the resale of land he owned in 
Brittany and Cayenne. He addresses 
his letter to his "dear former 
colleague" who is "appointed to the 
presidency of the court". He asks him 
to come and see him at La Grange to 
rest and informs him of the deal that 
Mr. Villars is proposing by selling him 
the bare ownership of his house: "and 
he adds: "if I had money, I would 
rather invest it in agriculture than in 
houses in Paris (translated from 
French)". But his children might be 
interested and he asks her to negotiate 
the price of the house.  

The end of his letter gives us a 
precious information about his health 
ten months after his accident: "My recovery is progressing gradually and will be complete". On February 23, 1803, La Fayette 
slipped on ice while leaving the Ministry of the Navy in Paris and broke his femoral neck. He relates this accident in his letter 
of March 31, 1803 to Thomas Jefferson: "(...) My dear Sir, I am dependent upon an accident which has rendered it impossible 
to write myself, and not very easy amidst my sufferings, and the attendance of surgeons to direct a correspondence. I have 
already been for five and fifty days under the pains of a broken Phémurés-neck and the operation of a new invented machine, 
I have still three weeks to remain uncomfortably on my back, but I now am sure to recover the use of my thigh without any 
lameness. As to the particulars of my misfortune and treatment, nobody can better give them than General Bernadotte who 
has been a most friendly visitor at my bedside (...) ". Then in a new letter to Jefferson written on May 17, he relates: "the 
breaking of my Thigh, at the Col du femur it has been more compleatly mended than perhaps any fracture of the Kind, but I 
have paid it dear-the application of a new machine has left me very deep Wounds, besides the great sufferings I have 
undergone-My Situation does not yet allow much writing-But I wanted to express to you my Joy on the grand affair and my 
Gratitude, both to Congress and to you, for the honourable bountiful mark of Kindness I have received". Thus, to avoid a 
shortening of the leg and a permanent infirmity, La Fayette had opted for an alternative proposed by his doctors: the 
confinement of his leg in a new "machine" and thus endured 6 weeks of suffering.  

In this letter to a friend written at the end of 1803, La Fayette is therefore optimistic about his recovery. However, he will limp 
and walk with a cane for the rest of his life. 

$ 3 520,00 



7. MONTEIL (FRANÇOIS-
AYMAR, CHEVALIER DE). -
[ARCHIVE CONSISTING OF 7 
HANDWRITTEN 
DOCUMENTS]. Brest, St 
Domingue, et à bord de la 
"Renomée", 1776-1777. 7 
manuscripts kept in a 
contemporary cardboard cover. 
Set of 7 handwritten documents 
from the personal archives of 
François-Aymar, knight of 
Monteil (1725-1787), one of the 
most brilliant French naval officer 
of the American Revolutionary 
War, and a founding member of 
the society of the Cincinnati. 
François de Monteil entered the 
Navy Guards at Toulon on 
August 15, 1741. He was famous 
at the beginning of his career, 
especially during battles against 
the English. In 1746, he was 
appointed ship's officer and ship's 
lieutenant in 1756. He distinguished himself during the 7 years war, particularly at the battles of Gondelour (April 29, 1758), 
Negapatam (August 30, 1758) and Pondicherry ( September 10, 1759). March 30, 1759: he is made Knight of the Royal Order 
of St. Louis. In 1766, he participated in the raid against the English settlements of Newfoundland. He then occupied various 
command posts on the ground (Inspector of Forests and Mature Workshops, Commander of the Marine Guards, Major of 
Infantry in the Rochefort Regiment, Brigadier of the Naval Armies), and at sea: he commanded the frigate the Zephyr for a 
mission to the Levant. On February 17, 1776, King Louis XVI wrote to him from Versailles "Monsieur le Chevalier de 
Monteil, I have chosen you to order my frigate « La Renommée » that I am arming at the Port of Brest, I give you this letter 
to tell you that my intention is that you follow this destination, and I pray to God that he will give you the Chevalier de Monteil 
in his holy guard. "On the 20th of April, while commanding this frigate, he struck a reef at the exit of Brest. He was acquitted 
by the Council of War on May 28. On July 1, 1777 he was appointed commander of the company of the Guards of the Navy 
in Brest, from April 1, 1778 to December 31, 1779, he was appointed Command of « le Conquérant » in the fleet of Orvilliers 
He participated in the battle of Ushant in July 1778, during which he was wounded, and in the campaign of the Channel of 
the French-Spanish naval army from May to October 1779. He is made Knight of the Order of St Lazare and Mount Carmel 
On May 4, 1779, he was promoted to Wing Commander. From January 1, 1780 to July 21, 1781, he commanded the vessel 
of 74 « le Palmier » in the Guichen squadron and took part in the three battles of Dominica on April 17, May 15 and 19, 
1780. May 9, 1781, with five ships and two frigates attack at the request of the Spanish, the establishment of Pensacola (Florida) 
held by the English that forced to surrender. The king approved that he accepts the portrait enriched of diamonds that made 
him send the King of Spain to thanks him. From July 21 to December 14, 1781, he commanded the ship of 80 Languedoc, 
the rear guard of the fleet of Grasse to the victory of the Chesapeake (September 5, 1781). September 1, 1781: he is made 
Commander of the Royal Order of St Louis. On February 8, 1783, he was promoted to Lieutenant General of the Navy and 
became a founding member of the Cincinnati Society of France on January 7, 1784. 

The present archives from this famous sailor includes: I. Autograph letter of the Chevalier de Monteil, aboard the « 
Renommée » on April 14 [1776] (2 pp. In-fol.), Relating a training made off Brest with the « Perle » and the « Moucheron », 
and evoking the qualities of the « Renommée » comparable to the ancient « Sylphid », both for governing and for wearing sail. 
The Chevalier is preoccupied by the improvement of the French ships as the war against the English is announced: "I would 
not fail to make an estimate of the perfections that could be added to the frigates of this species whose use is dear to peace but 
which can be of great use in war ... "II. Letter autograph, Brest June 23, 1776, addressed to his brother Charles François Just, 
Marquis de Monteil (8 pp. In-4 °). Letter written before his departure for Santo Domingo. Monteil announces to his brother 
his next departure for Santo Domingo. He regrets that the secret of this mission has been poorly guarded and is surprised to 
have been appointed to command a frigate, while officers younger than him are leading vessels of 74 guns. His brother, who 
must meet the minister, might intervene in his favor: "I will abstain from saying anything to M. de Sartine, from whom he could 
infer that I am displeased; for your part, let him see how he treats me, and at least he must, in all fairness, send as soon as 
possible one of the 10 or 12 frigates that are available here, get up, so that armament case I take my place, and that he must 
honestly leave me as little as possible for orders, or M. Dennery, or those of M. de Traversais my junior, especially having no 
division in my command, and finding myself very out of place on the most beautiful frigate but the least habitable and the 
most inconvenient that corsair ever had » . He adds: "I confess that in that I am allowed to see here my packages, it is apparent 
that I will not take food in Santo Domingo, so I'll leave as soon as possible. It is recommended to me to keep the sea, to relax 
in the ports as little as possible. Never was recommendation more superfluous, when it must be supposed that I know that the 



ports until the end of September in these climates, are the most unhealthy that can be imagined, and when fortunately the sea, 
at this time, is still healthy enough "... He announces that he will remain aboard his ship, and that he will leave Brest for Cadiz 
with three other frigates as soon as the winds are favorable. "You feel [...] how important it is to me to be informed of what 
you could have said to the minister when you can see him and ask him that in view of the appearance of a great armament, he 
will not let me in a colony at the orders of everybody, with my frigate, where I am deprived of all convenience. That it would 
make me pay too much for a misfortune, where the council of war judged me innocent : that without this misfortune, arming 
large ships, he could not have the idea of depriving me of it, to restrict me to a single frigate now the lot of our lieutenants "... 
III. Manuscrit signed "Michel": description of the rigging of the « Renommée », Brest May 7, 1777 (1 p.in-4 °), with the 
dimensions, in feet, of the various sails of the frigate (span, fall and border). IV. "Quote of the frigate of Roy the « Renommée 
» at the return of the campaign of 12 months 25 days, finished April 29 [1777], that this frigate has just done under the 
command of Mr le chevalier de Monteil, part of the squadron commissioned by Mr Cte Duchaffaut, and then to the coasts 
of Santo Domingo "(2 pp. in-folio.): technical characteristics of the building, embarkation of ballast and ammunition from 
Brest in June 1776 ... V. Letter written in his name, Mole Saint-Nicolas [Santo Domingo] January 7, 1777 (2 pp. in-4 °). There 
is talk of Monteil disease, with "continuous fever," the protection of free cabotage along the coast of Santo Domingo, and the 
American War of Independence : "The English American ships will appear little in the future in these parts, though what we 
learned yesterday from a French boat captain from New York is true. He assures that the Royalist troops were at his departure 
only five miles from Philadelphia, that the Congress was dislodged, that each fled and abandoned this city. The Hessians and 
Scots, according to this captain, have contributed the most to the success of General Howe ». VI and VII. 2 Autographed 
letters signed by F. Augustin Hofer, chaplain of the galleys, Brest 24 and 26 May 1777 (3 pp. In-4 °), asking for help about his 
expenses after a beaching during his campaign with the Chevalier de Monteil. 

Set of documents lifting the veil on crucial period of the life of this sailor, when a beaching nearly broke his career; documents 
allowing an intimate approach to the concerns and actions of this famous sailor who was, by the posts he occupied on land 
and at sea, both craftsman of the modernization of the French fleet and man of action in the heart of major fights of the 
American war of independence. 

$ 7 480,00 

8. [RECUEIL FACTICE MARQUIS DE LA FAYETTE]. -I. [DUBERGIER]. HISTOIRE DU GENERAL DE 
LAFAYETTE, PAR UN CITOYEN AMERICAIN. - II. [BARBAROUX]. VOYAGE DU GENERAL LAFAYETTE AUX 

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE EN 1824 ET 1825. [I AND II OF  4 
LIVRAISONS]. III. DISCOURS SUR LES AMELIORATIONS DES 
GOUVERNEMENTS PAR CHARLES INGERSOL. [LU LE 1ER OCTOBRE 
1824 A PHILADELPHIE] . Paris, Ponthieu, Jehenne, 1825. / Paris, 
L'Huillier, 1826. 1 vol. 8mo ( 210 x 132 mm.) of: I. 104 pp. (including false 
title and title); II. 4 pp. (prospectus), [2] ff. (lithographed portrait, title), 178 pp. 
[of 364 pp.]; III. 30 pp. (scattered wrinkles, tear previously restored). 
Contemporary half morocco 
with corners, smooth spine 
decorated, brown morocco title. 

Factitious collection dedicated 
to the Marquis de La Fayette 
comprising 4 rare texts in 
original editions published in 
the wake of his final and very 
popular trip to America. 

La Fayette's (1757-1834) 
participation in the American 
War of Independence earned 
him immense fame and a 
symbolic place as a link between 
the Americans and France and 
to be nicknamed "the hero of 

both worlds". His commitment to the cause at only 19 years of age and the 
circumstances of his departure from France, without the authorization of the 
king, financing the trip with his own money, made La Fayette the symbol of 
French support for the insurgents in America.  

In 1824, La Fayette was 66 years old when he undertook his last trip to 
America. The particularity of this tour, during which he criss-crossed the 
country, was that he was welcomed with an enthusiasm and popular fervor that 
lasted from his arrival in New York on August 16, 1824 until his departure on 
September 9, 1825.  



The first text in the collection is 
Dubergier's original French edition of 
the general's biography. This work 
traces the career of the war hero up to 
his journey in 1825. It ends with the 
chapters: "Lafayette in America", 
"Declaration of the Rights of Man and 
Citizen", "Lafayette's Captivity", and 
"Stanzas dedicated to General Lafayette 
by his compatriots living in New-York" 
(translated from French). Bound 
afterwards the very rare prospectus 
announcing the publication of the 
account of the general's trip to the 
United States, preceding the first two 
issues (out of 4) of this famous account, 
with a lithographed portrait of Lafayette 
by C. de l'Asteyrie as frontispiece. 
Finally is bound in-fine " Discourse on 
the improvements of governments, by 
Charles J. Ingersoll. 

Beautiful set preserved in its original 
binding. 

$ 1 650,00 

9. [ROCHAMBEAU, JEAN-BAPTISTE DONATIEN, DE VIMEUR COMTE DE]. -I. « PLAN DES VILLE, CITADELLE, 
FORTS ET PORT DE CALAIS »; II. CASSINI. CARTE PARTICULIERE DES ENVIRONS DE LILLE, TOURNAY, 
VALENCIENNES, BOUCHAIN, DOUAY, ARRAS, BETHUNE. 1745. [I. France, circa 1780]. II. Bruxelles, chez 
George Fricx, rue de la Madeleine, imprimeur. 1745. I: 1 sheet of 1,102 mm by 511 mm, drawn in ink and watercolored; 
II: 1 sheet of 420 mm by 456 mm, printed in black. Both are laminated on canvas. Vintage cardboard with flaps. 

Exceptional set of two plans from the personal collection of the Count of Rochambeau (1755 -1813), famous hero of the 
American War of Independence. Upon his victorious return from America, the Count of Rochambeau was received by Louis 
XVI to personally thank him for his decisive intervention in the American War of Independence.  The king rewarded him 
with the blue cordon of the Holy Spirit, which Rochambeau received during the reception ceremony on January 1, 1784. On 
April 3, the following year, the king entrusted him with one of the finest military commands in the kingdom: the region of 
Picardy, Calais and Boulonnais, a vacant position following the death of Marshal de Croy. These two maps therefore represent 
the region of his command. The city of Calais has always been a strategic place located in the front line against England, against 
which Rochambeau and his troops have just fought on American soil. In 1779, just before his expedition, Rochambeau had 
also prepared a project of invasion of England, which was finally aborted. With peace just signed, Louis XVI entrusted him 
with a strategic position for which he was particularly competent. 



The archives of the Count of Rochambeau, including the collection of plans and maps, were kept for 200 years in his family. 
Most of it was recently removed by the National Archives of France. Only a small part has been sold, including some maps of 
American battlefields sold at record prices. The present manuscript map of the city of Calais is remarkable for its size and the 
precision of the details depicted. It is executed at a scale of one inch to 100 toises and features a compass rose and fleur-de-
lis. Inscribed in pen on the back "IK 84" [classification number of the Vimeur de Rochambeau family library] and titled "Calais". 
Depicting the fortified city of Calais, its citadel, its harbor and Fort Nieulay. There are other versions of this plan, all preserved 
in public collections (at the Musée des Beaux Arts in Calais, at the Bibliothèque nationale and in the Marine collection of the 
Archives nationales). The second map is by Cassini: Carte particulière des environs de Lille, Tournay, Valenciennes, 
Bouchain, Douay, Arras, Béthune. Printed in 1745 in Brussels. 

$ 7 480,00 

10. ROSSEL DE CERCY (AUGUSTE-LOUIS DE). / DEQUEVAUILLER (FRANÇOIS JACQUES). -COMBAT 
NAVAL LIVRE LE 6 OCTOBRE 1779 PAR MR. DU  COUËDIC, LIEUTENANT DE VAISSEAU. DEDIE AU ROI. Paris, 
Mérigot le jeune, 1788. 2.e Livraison, et se trouve à Paris chez Mérigot le J.e Libraire, Quai des Augustin, au coin 
de la Rue Pavée, N° 38. et chez l'Auteur, Rue de Tournon, N° 6. A. P. D. R. Imprimé par Damour, [1791] 1 large 
engraved sheet of 790 x 603 mm. (some light stains, tears or breaks at the edges, old reinforcements at the back). 

Important historical engraving representing the naval combat of October 6, 1779 between the frigates the Surveillante and the 
Quebec, at the very beginning of the American War of Independence.Engraving executed by François Jacques Dequevauviller 
after the original painting by Marquis Auguste-Louis de Rossel de Cercy (1736 - 1804), famous for his works dedicated to the 
naval confrontations of the War of Independence. After 28 years of service, this naval officer left the "Royale" in 1779 to begin 
a career as an artist.  

 

At the time, most of the works depicting naval battles were fanciful because the painters were not sailors. De Cercy, on the 
other hand, produced works of great realism because of his experience. Recognizing his talent, the Ministry of the Navy 
commissioned him to paint the battles of the American War of Independence. His depiction of the Combat de la "Surveillante" 
by M. du Couëdic is part of his collection of 18 sea battles that he painted between 1788 and 1789. Among the confrontations 
painted by de Clercy, we find that of the Juno and the Gentille in front of Plymouth, the Minerve in Dominica, the engagement 
of the squadron of La Motte-Picquet in view of Fort-Royal de la Martinique or even the battle of Louisbourg. The original 
work is preserved in the Musée du Petit Trianon in Versailles. In 1790, the engraver Dequevaulier realized the present print 



with etching and burin. The engraved allegorical 
vignette placed under the image indicates: "This fight 
was delivered at the height of Ouessant, by the frigate 
of the King "la Surveillante"...". And at the bottom, on 
the right is specified. Engraved after the Original 
Painting... belonging to the King, and being part of the 
Collection of the Eighteen Sea Fights and of the last 
War, painted by order of His Majesty, by M.r de 
Rossel, Former Captain of Ships...". Print announced 
in the "Journal général de France" on June 18, 1790 - 
The original is in the gallery of the Ministry of the 
Navy. It is part of a suite of 18 paintings representing 
naval battles fought during the war of independence of the United States of America. They were executed on the king's orders 
by Captain de Rossel who had even begun to have them engraved at his own expense. The battle: On October 6, 1779, off 
Ushant, the Surveillante, commanded by Lieutenant du Couëdic de Kergoualer, met the HMS Quebec (32), commanded by 
Captain George Farmer. A violent three and a half hour battle ensued. Both frigates suffered considerable damage and heavy 
losses, being both dismasted. The battle ended when the Quebec, firing through her own sails which had fallen and covered 
her deck and gun ports, caught fire and exploded. La Surveillante, which was under water, had 30 dead and 85 wounded on 
board. The French captain du Couëdic launched his only remaining boat to collect all the English sailors who had survived 
the explosion. They joined forces with the French to save the Surveillante. Together, they managed to return to Brest the next 
day, and, in gratitude, the English were treated as shipwrecked and not as prisoners of war. This work by Rossel masterfully 
depicts one of the most heroic episodes of the French sailors' involvement in the conflict.  

Very beautiful print having kept its very contrasted inking, of this engraving representing an epic naval battle of the conflict in 
which the superiority of the French fleet in the fighting was decisive. 

$ 4 950,00 

11. SAINTARD (PIERRE-LOUIS DE). -ROMAN POLITIQUE SUR L'ETAT PRESENT DES AFFAIRES DE L'AMERIQUE, 
OU LETTRES DE M***. À M***. SUR LES MOYENS D'ETABLIR UNE PAIX SOLIDE & DURABLE DANS LES 
COLONIES, & LA LIBERTE GENERALE DU COMMERCE EXTERIEUR. NOUVELLE EDITION. A Amsterdam, Et se 
trouvent à Paris, Chez la Veuve Duchesne, Libraire rue Saint Jacques, au Temple du Goût. M.DCC.LXXIX. 
1779. 1 vol. 12mo (170 x 106 mm) of : [2] ff. (false title, title) ; 352 pp. (Pagination error without affecting the text: p. 120 
noted 012). Engraved label of the bookseller Pallandre of Bordeaux pasted to the back cover. (small tear on the title page, 
rare foxing, fresh overall). Contemporary full marbled glazed calf, smooth spine decorated, brown morocco title, gilt fillet on 
the edges, marbled edges. (some wear and tear to the binding). 

Reissue of this rare essay in which Pierre-Louis de Saintard (1718-1766) exposes the consequences of the European presence 
in North America, when the Seven Years War was about to break out (O.E. : 1756, Amsterdam). Presented in the form of 
an epistolary novel (letters dated from July to September 1756), the work proposes to find a balance between the different 
colonial powers in order to avoid conflict while promoting commerce and trade. According to Chadenat, the work is: 
"Interesting for the origin of the Canadian War ". Pierre-Louis de Saintard, the son of a landowner in Santo Domingo, worked 
for the East India Company and quickly understood that the divergent interests of European nations in America would lead 
to confrontation unless a balance of power could be found. He is also the author of: "Essay on the French colonies" (1754) 
and "Letters of a citizen on the permission to trade in the Colonies" (1756). In 1763, he was a member of the Superior Council 
of Port-au-Prince and a deputy of this Council at the Colonial Assembly in Cape Town. 

If commercial and economic interests are not foreign to Saintard's thinking, he is first and foremost a humanist and his primary 
goal is peace: "Is there at least in any part of our globe a people who agree to live and let others live? As we travelled around 
the world, we saw Europe filled with weapons and ships, and by a new event in modern history, infested with pirates; Asia, in 
the midst of peace, subjected to the military sword; Africa, in the most absurd barbarism, busy selling its inhabitants to other 
continents. America alone remained tranquil after the exhaustion or extinction of its inhabitants, whom the Religion of the 
Spaniards had destroyed: but its new Citizens are, at last, no longer taking a simple part in the wars of Europe; a contention 
peculiar to America has risen, the sparks of which, if this incipient fire cannot be quenched, will in time set her continent 
ablaze; & by accustoming it to principal and personal interests, will one day perhaps separate it from those of Europe. " 

This second edition of 1779 (OE: 1756) was printed by Duchesne's widow and is particularly rare. Bookseller's label pasted 
on the upper back cover, reading : " Pallandre le jeune, Libraire, sur le Cours du Chapeau-Rouge, près la Nouvelle Comédie 
& en face de l'Hôtel des postes, à Bordeaux. Donne en lecture un grand Assortiment de Livres choisis, à 3 liv. par mois, ou 
24 liv. par année. Vend livres François, Italiens, Anglois, Espagnols, Allemands, Suédois, Hollandois, Latins ; Cartes 
hydrographiques, généralement tous les ouvrages dressés pour le service de la Marine. Il achète toutes sortes de Bibliothèques, 
plus ou moins importantes." . Nice copy of this treatise on international politics. 

$ 1 540,00 



Americana 

12. ACOSTA (JOSE DE). -HISTORIA NATURALE, E MORALE DELLE INDIE; SCRITTA DAL R.P. GIOSEFFO DI 
ACOSTA DELLA COMPAGNIA DE GIESU; NELLAQUALE SI TRATTANO LE COSE NOTABILI DEL CIELO, & DE GLI 
ELEMENTI, METALLI, PIANTE, & ANIMALI DI QUELLE: I SUOIRITI, & CEREMONI: LEGGI, & GOVERNI, & GUERRE 
DEGLI INDIANI. NOVAMENTE TRADOTTA DELLA LINGUA SPAGNOLA NELLA ITALIANA DA GIO. PAOLO 
GALUCCI SALODIANO ACADEMICO VENETO. In Venetia [Venise], Presso Bernardo Basa, All'Insegna del Sole. 
M D XCVI [1596]. 1 vol. 4to (227 x 163 mm) of : [24] ff. (title, dedication, notice to the reader, table) ; 173 ff. (f. 168 noted 
167, without incidence on the text). Numerous engraved wood ornaments. Full contemp. vellum, smooth back titled in ink. 
(Small internal corner dampstaining on the first ff., rare foxing, a few marginal wormholes filled in). 

First Italian edition, translated by Giovanni Paolo Galucci Salodiano. Acosta was one of the first Europeans to provide a 
detailed image of the physical and human geography of Latin America; his studies of the Indian civilizations of the New World 
were a major source of information for several centuries. He may, indeed, be called the first of the true Americanists. 

Fine copy.                  $ 2 750,00 

13. [ALBUM OF DRAWINGS ARGENTINA]. -ENSEMBLE DE 40 DESSINS AU CRAYON NOIR OU A L'ENCRE, 
CERTAINS REHAUSSES D'AQUARELLE. S.l., 1858-1864 (pour la plupart) 1 vol. 4-to oblong (225 x 300 mm.) of : 35 ff. 
of drawings (the last 6 on tinted paper); 3 ff. added manuscripts. Contemporary black half-chagrin, smooth spine decorated 
with a gilt motif, gilt title "Album" on the first board, gilt edges. 

Magnificent album including 40 drawings in black pencil or ink (some enhanced with watercolor) on Argentina in the mid-
nineteenth century. Most of them are dated 1858-1864 but do not show a specific place. 

The drawings, mounted on the album leaves or executed full page, show portraits of Gauchos, or herdsmen of the South 
American plains, various characters, allegorical scenes, military men, horsemen hunting, views of a bay and some islets, as well 
as mining installations in Argentina. Among this set, 5 drawings are signed "P.A. Conil" or "P.A.C", 1 is signed "Emilie Jaudin" 
and another "Rosenthal"; the others are not signed. 

 



There are about fifteen drawings mainly evoking Argentina: Gaucho sitting, in profile (signed P.A. Conil). - Argentinean 
Gaucho represented seated, three-quarters. - Wheel of the Ojo de Agua (dated January 16, 1858). - Argentinean Gaucho, 
depicted in front, wearing a spur to a boot. - Map of Guayco (ink and watercolor). - Argentine Gaucho standing, seen from 
the front. - Portrait of man, seen in profile (dated March 15, 1858). - Paraguayan Gauchos (signed P.A. Conil; depicts a gaucho 
and a gaucha). - Portrait of an inhabitant in costume (dated July 27, 1860). - Faena de la Mina Eufemia (black pencil, ink and 
watercolor highlights). - Mina Eufemia (ink and watercolor, 4 cuts on double page dated 1861 to 1864). - Casa y Despensas 
de la Mina Eufemia (ink and watercolor). - Cerro de la Yba Buena (sketch of this mountain, with the mention "visited on 
January 15, 1858 with MM. Lelong, Martin de Moussy, Shaw, Léon Roque"). - Gauchos watching a cockfight (signed P.A. 
Conil). - View of a bay bordered by mountains. - View of several islets (with 3 small drawings in ink, wash or pencil). 

 

The author was probably employed in one of the mines represented in the album, these being located in the province of 
Córdoba, in the north of Argentina. One of the handwritten pages states: "The mines of the Company A. Barrau & P. Jaudin 
are nine in number, eight of which are in the mining district of Guayco and one in that of Ojo de Agua. The Guayco is at a 
distance of about six leagues from the smelter establishment; it is separated from it by a road that it would be easy, at little cost, 
to make passable..." (translated from French). This is followed by a list of the mines in question, itself followed by a synoptic 
table of the exploitable mines from which the lead and silver ores were extracted. 

 

At the end, a drawing depicts a village near a river; executed in pen and black ink, it is dated and signed "04 P.A.C". Another 
drawing, also in ink, represents a map of the surroundings of Sainte-Foy (Dordogne); it is signed and dated "P.A. Conil 1907". 
These two drawings seem to be by Pierre-Auguste Conil, who died in 1942, prehistorian and archaeologist, vice-president of 
the Historical and Archaeological Society of Libourne, author of numerous works on prehistory and Gallo-Roman antiquities. 

 

As for the drawings made around 1860, they were probably made by a relative of Pierre-Auguste Conil established in Argentina 
and bearing the same initials. One of the drawings shows that he went on an excursion with the famous doctor and geographer 
Victor Martin de Moussy, who explored Argentina, Chile and Paraguay from 1855 to 1859. Curious album evoking the mines 
in Argentina in the middle of the 19th century. 

$ 6 600,00 

14. BETHENCOURT (JEAN DE) / [BERGERON, PIERRE] -I. 
HISTOIRE DE LA PREMIERE DESCOUVERTE ET CONQUESTE DES 
CANARIES. FAITE DES L'AN 1402 PER MESSIRE JEAN DE 
BETHENCOURT... PLUS UN TRAICTE DE LA NAVIGATION ET DES 
VOYAGES DE DESCOUVERTE & CONQUESTE MODERNES, & 
PRINCIPALEMENT DES FRANCOIS. PARIS, MICHEL SOLY, 1630. II. 
TRAICTE DE LA NAVIGATION ET DES VOYAGES DE DESCOUVERTE & 
CONQUESTE MODERNES, & PRINCIPALEMENT DES FRANCOIS. AVEC 
UNE EXACTE ET PARTICULIERE DESCRIPTION DE TOUTES LES ISLES 
CANARIES, LES PREUUES DU TEMPS DE LA CONQUESTS D'ICELLES, & 
LA GENEALOGIE DES BETHENCOURTS & BRAQUEMONS. LE TOUT 
RECEUILLY DE DIVERS Paris, Michel Soly, 1629. Two parts bound in 1 vol 
8vo (172 x 115 mm.) of: [10] ff. ; 208 pp. (of which 1 engraved portrait on p. 4) 
; [6] ff. of table ; [6] ff. of which 1 blank. Some corrections by the editor in brown 
ink (traces of wetness and soiling on some ff. Some corrections in brown ink 
(traces of wetness and soiling on a few pages, worm work at the top of the inner 
margin of about 20 pages, erasure in brown ink and filling of a small gap in the 
upper right corner of the title without affecting the text). Contregards and 6 ff. 
of endpapers original. Full vellum glazed period stamped in gold, double 
framed with gilt fillets and central coat of arms on the boards, smooth spine with 
gilt fillets and decorated with a gilt leopard, titling in gold, headbands crossing 
the headpieces, traces of laces, edges speckled. (Defects of use, small stains and 
soiling, cross in ink almost erased crossing the coat of arms). 

An exceptional copy, printed on large paper and bound in vellum embossed with the Béthencourt arms, of this rare 
Americana, complete with its two parts, the only edition of the very first French publication devoted to the history of maritime 
exploration, including the most recent French expeditions to America. 

The first text, which relates the conquest of the Canaries by Jean de Béthencourt in 1402 [-22], was written by two chaplains 
of the family: Pierre Bontier and Jean le Verrier. The second is essentially devoted to the first French navigators and explorers, 
gathered by the editor Pierre Bergeron. Béthencourt, a Norman from Grainville in the Pays de Caux, embarked in 1402 for 
La Rochelle, then Spain before sailing to the Canaries with two ships. The book relates in detail, in short chapters, each step 



of the voyage and the conquest of the archipelago by the intrepid adventurer. A very nice finely engraved portrait of the 
explorer faces the first chapter. It is titled at the bottom "le vray pourtraict de Messire Jhean de Béthencourt Roy des Canaries. 
Bathazar Moncornet-Fecit". The Norman adventurer is depicted in front, in armor, with a cape over his shoulders and a spiked 
hat. At the top left is his coat of arms and to his right a window opens onto a country landscape. A large analytical table 
completes the work. Although occasionally mentioned as a separate work (notably by Penrose and Borba de Moraes), it is 
obvious that the "Traicté des Navigations", both in its subject matter and content, is related to the first work, which expressly 
mentions it in its title. 

Pierre Bergeron's treatise on navigation and travel is a remarkable history of the world of exploration in the early days of the 
discoveries, especially focused on the voyages of the French. It opens with a detailed study of the different methods of 
navigation: compass, quadrant, longitudes... referring to Gilbert, Plancius and Stevin as well as other early sources. As well as 
other early sources and names. Chapters deal in detail with the expeditions to New France of Sieur de Mont, Lescarbot, 
Poutrincourt, Champlain, Cartier, Alfonce... The French voyages to Florida of Sebastien Gavot and Jean Ribaut and the ill-
fated expedition of Laudonnière are also recounted. Other European explorers are treated, including the most famous 
Spanish, Portuguese and English expeditions, as well as those of the Russians, Swedes and Dutch, not only in the Americas 
but also in China, Japan, Tibet and parts of Europe... Thus are related such relations as the discovery of Brazil, the explorations 
of Vespucci, and later the expeditions of Villegagnon... 

Our copy is printed on a finer and better glued vellum paper than the one, very different from the other copies we have been 
able to consult, and it presents wider margins. The presence of the editor's corrections in ink by the same hand attests to a 
unique edition of which this copy is the only "luxury edition" that we have been able to identify. 

Provenance : The copy is preserved in its vellum binding embossed with gold on the boards and the spine, the famous coat 
of arms “D'argent au lion de sable, armé et lampassé de gueules” of the Béthencourt. This coat of arms is identical to that of 
the engraved portrait of Jean de Bethencourt. 

This remarkable work, contemporary with the "Champlain" and "Lescarbot" stories, remains unknown to many bibliophiles 
because of its extreme rarity. Our copy, preserved in its original condition, and of an exceptional provenance, is certainly the 
most desirable one to be found. 

$ 27 500,00 

15. BOITE (GASTON). -[CHILI - FRENCH IMIGRANT MANUSCRIPT JOURNAL]. Ca. 1909. 1 vol. 8vo. 129 handwritten 
pp. [19] ll. 3 trolley tickets, stamps, official papers, etc. Contemporary cloth binding.  

Spirited narrative by Gaston Boite, French emigrant to Chile in the beginning of the 20th century.   

The journey from France to 
South America still was an 
adventure, for the crossing and 
the installation and this log gives a 
vivid picture of it. A fascinating 
story by Gaston Boite, a French 
emigrant who left La Rochelle for 
Chile at the beginning of the 20th 
century. The diary begins: "We 
were therefore determined to 
emigrate to America and that day 
were housed at the Police, across 
the Pacific Stream Company 
office, me, my wife, and the two 
girls, Hélène and Berthe, in the 
company of my step mother ; and 
on Saturday the 14th of 
September, in the morning, we 
were able to see majestically the 
"Orita" liner of 10,000 tons which 
was to take us. At the beginning of the century, traveling to Chile was still truly adventurous both in crossing and settling in the 
country, and this newspaper gives a vision that is both lively, colorful and detailed. The first part is devoted to the journey: 
Gaston Boite retraces the stops by focusing on different atmospheres, depicts the landscapes and living conditions on board, 
reports the flow of passengers and goods, in a painting where the scenes are mixed more or less incredible on board and in 
the ports, including scenes of sale on the sly, and more precise elements on the prices of the various goods and the nationalities 
and social backgrounds of the passengers, all forming a precious testimony on these crossings at the beginning of the century. 

$  660,00 



16. [MAP]. CLOUET, J-B. L. (ABBE). -CARTE D'AMERIQUE, DIVISEE EN SES PRINCIPAUX PAYS, DRESSEE SUR 
LES MEMOIRES LES PLUS RECENTS ET SUR DIFFERENTS VOYAGES, ET ASSUJETTIE AUX OBSERVATIONS 
ASTRONOMIQUES... Paris et Cadix, Mondhare, 1776. Printed map (960 x 1240 mm), enhanced with watercolor and 
divided into 40 segments canvas-backed at the time. Map surrounded by 20 medallions with bilingual French-Spanish 
cartouches. (Rare brown spots and soiling, weaknesses of the canvas at the folds). 

First edition in this large format with medallions of this impressive wall map of America in period colors by Abbé Clouet. 

Abbé Jean Baptiste Louis Clouet (1730- circa 1790) was a cartographer and royal geographer of the Academy of Sciences of 
Rouen. Although he produced several sumptuous maps, he is best known for his geographical atlas: "Géographie moderne" 
(1767). 

From the 17th century onward, wall maps became objects of art for the educated and wealthy classes of Europe, especially in 
France and other parts of Western Europe where the merchant classes began to seek trading partners outside of Europe. 
Maps such as this one were created for salons and private libraries to demonstrate their openness to the world and their 
knowledge of the world beyond the borders of Europe. 

The present map is a modern representation of America as it was known before the Voyages of James Cook (1728-1779) were 
well documented. The "Western Sea", represented north of California, remains a cartographic myth based on the alleged 
discoveries of Admiral de Fonte, whose idea was championed by Joseph-Nicolas Delisle (1688-1768) and Philippe Buache 
(1700-1773), both eminent geographers. In the 1770s and 1780s, Cook and other French and English explorers began to 
refute this idea and, in 1787, La Pérouse (1741 - disappeared in 1788) put a definitive end to this myth by systematically 
surveying the coasts between Mont Saint-Élie and Monterey. The other theory of the region, which Clouet attributes in part 
to Russian explorers, is shown in the upper left corner of the map. This small map shows the famous Northwest Passage based 
on the apocryphal voyage of Admiral de Fonte and Bernada. It bears the mention: "New discovery made in the West and 
North-West of Canada by the Russians in 1731, with that made by Admiral de Fonte and Bernada, his Captain" [translated 
from French]. 

The map is surrounded by 20 superb medallions with bilingual French-Spanish text, tracing the crucial events related to the 
exploration and discovery of the New World: "Discovery of America"; "First victory of the Christians in America"; "Discovery 
of Brazil"; "Division of the Indies between the Spanish and the Portuguese"; "Discovery of the River Plate"; "Discovery of 



Yucatan"; "Discovery of the Coasts of America"; "Conquest of the Empire of Mexico"; "Discovery of the Straits of Magellan"; 
"Taking possession of New France" ; "Discovery of the South Sea"; "Conquest of Peru"; "Conquest of Chile"; "Establishment of 
the Franciscans in New France"; "First colony in Florida"; "Establishment of the English in Virginia"; "Expedition against the 
Iroquois in 1695"; "Discovery of the Mississippi River and Louisiana"; "Monarchy of the Yncas"; "Establishment of the Mexican 
Empire" [translated from French]. 

The French title of the map is in the lower left corner of the map and indicates the name of the author: "Mr. L'Abbé Clouet 
de l'Académie Royale de Rouen". While the title in Spanish is in the cartouche in the lower right corner of the map and bears 
the places where the map was made, the date as well as the name of the printer: "En Paris casa de L. Mondhare calle de S. 
Yago Y en Cadix casa de Mondhare. 1776." 

Like the Cassini map, the interest of this canvas map with its small storage case lies in its ease of storage. Once unfolded, its 
small rings, themselves made of canvas, allow to hang it on a wall very easily. 

Rare original print of which we count no copy passed in sale these last 25 years and only 5 preserved in public funds. 

A copy in a good state of conservation, without any lack or restoration. 

$ 14 850,00 

17. CHAMPIGNY (CHEVALIER JEAN DE). -ETAT-PRESENT DE LA LOUISIANE, AVEC TOUTES LES 
PARTICULARITES DE CETTE PROVINCE D'AMERIQUE, POUR SERVIR DE SUITE A L'HISTOIRE DES 
ETABLISSEMENS DES EUROPEENS DANS LES DEUX INDES ; PAR LE COLONEL, CHEVALIER DE CHAMPIGNY. A 
la Haye, chez Frederic Staatman, 1776. 1 vol. 8vo (210 x 130 mm) of : XIV pp. (title, notice to the reader, preamble, 
foreword) ; 147 pp. (resumption of pagination at 15) ; [2] pp. (table) ; headbands and footnotes. Handwritten bookplate in 
brown ink on title: "H.W. von der Afseburg". Later identification inscription handwritten in black ink on the first board. (Fresh 
body of the book). Vintage marbled paper binding. Modern slipcase, half red morocco, boards covered with period marbled 
paper, smooth spine titled in gold (Loebstein-Laurenchet). 

A fascinating account first published under the title "Louisiane ensanglantée" (Mesplet, 1773), devoted to the repression of the 
New Orleans Rebellion, a work due to Chevalier Jean de Champigny (1712-1787), a colonel of infantry. 

The work gives the account of the trial and punishment inflicted by the Spanish governor Alejandro O'Reilly (1723-1794) on 
the French leaders of the Louisiana insurrection. O'Reilly was a highly respected military reformer and inspector general of 
infantry in the Spanish empire. He was the second governor of colonial Spanish Louisiana and the first official to have real 
political power in Louisiana after France ceded it to Spain. For his much appreciated services to the Spanish crown, he was 
knighted and made a count. Indeed, after its defeat by the Spanish and English in the Seven Years' War, France ceded 
Louisiana to Spain in the Treaty of Fontainebleau of 1763, which ratified its expulsion from North America. The French 
citizens of Louisiana, sensing the weakness of the Spanish government then headed by Antonio Ulloa (1716-1795; explorer, 
astronomer, writer, military officer, and Spanish governor of Louisiana), proclaimed a republic that existed from 1768 to 1769, 
and sent a delegation to Versailles. The Spanish government then sent O'Reilly, to re-establish its authority, and he crushed 
the uprising with a harshness that moved France. 

This work covers the whole event: from the cession in 1762 to 1771. According to the publisher's preamble, he collected this 
manuscript from a witness just before his death: "During my stay in Louisiana, I witnessed the cruelties that the Spaniards 
exercised there against the Inhabitants of this Colony; curious to know what could be the crime of these unfortunate people, 
I inquired what could have given rise to such barbarities, & had all the particulars of this procedure explained to me with the 
most circumstantial details ; I was so struck with horror that I thought it my duty, for the good of mankind and my country, to 
put it all down in writing, so that in reading it, our Englishmen would feel even better the price of this priceless liberty which 
our ancestors have handed down to us and which they have cemented in their blood." (translated from French, pp.IV-V). 

Provenance: Hermann Werner von der Asseburg (1702-1779), leading minister of the Electorate of Cologne (handwritten 
bookplate in brown ink on the title). This copy is the one that passed in the Bonhams New-York sale of 2010, whose listing 
stated: "purchased from William Reese Company, 2001, 5,000 USD". 

A very rare work of which there are only 2 copies sold in the last 40 years. 

A beautiful untrimmed copy with large margins preserved in its original binding, fresh inside. 

$ 5 500,00 

18. COLUMBUS (FERNANDO). -LA VIE DE CRISTOFLE COLOMB, ET LA DECOUVERTE QU’IL A FAITE DES INDES 
OCCIDENTALES, VULGAIREMENT APPELLEES LE NOUVEAU MONDE. TRADUITE EN FRANÇOIS. [PAR CHARLES 
COTOLENDY]. Paris: Claude Barbin et Christophe Ballard, 1681. 2 parts in 1 vol. 12mo. 18th cent. sheep.   First French 
edition, translated from the original Italian (1571, Venise), of the first biography of Christopher Columbus, by one of his 
contemporaries who knew him best, his portside son, Ferdinand. Henry Vignaud, severe critic of the origins of the so-called 
Columbus Legend, judged it to be "the most important of our sources of information on the life of the discoverer of America," 
and Washington Irving honored it as "the corner-stone of the history of the American continent." A more recent historian, 
Benjamin Keen, translator and editor of Ferdinand's Historie - published as The Life of Admiral Christopher Columbus by 



His Son Ferdinand, New Brunswick, N. J. (Rutgers University Press), 1959 - calls it "a work of great authority," and continues: 
"Ferdinand's Historie is more than a rich and faithful source of information about Columbus. It is also a moving personal 
document that vividly re-creates the moral and intellectual atmosphere of Columbus's world and the swirling passions of which 
he was the center. . . .”."For the rest, Ferdinand's book has the irresistible virtues of a splendid adventure story. It is in large 
part a straightforward narrative of action . . . the breathless moment of discovery, shipwreck, storm, battle with mutineers or 
Indians, or a marooning." Ferdinand accompanied his father, Admiral of the Ocean Sea, on his fourth voyage to America in 
1502-1504, the most difficult and disastrous adventure of them all. He wrote, therefore, from participation, from verbal 
narrative from his father's lips concerning the other voyages, and from unique access to his father's papers. That the first edition 
of the Historie was not published till more than thirty years after its author's death, and in Italian rather than the Spanish in 
which it was written, is accounted for in this passage from Admiral Samuel Eliot Morison's life of Columbus (1942). "How 
early Ferdinand began the biography we do not know, but it was not finished until shortly before his death. The manuscript, 
which has since disappeared, was taken by D. Luis Colon, the Admiral's grandson, to Italy in 1568, before any Spanish edition 
had been printed; and the sole surviving text is an Italian translation by Alfonso Ulloa printed at Venice in 1571." Don Luis, 
son of Diego, was the "playboy grandson of the Discoverer" (Keen), who was interested in livelier matters than family papers. 
He sold the manuscript of Ferdinand's Historie to a wealthy Genoese physician, Baliano de Formari, who underwrote the 
translation and publication, and to whom the work is dedicated. (Parenthetically, in the past century doubt of Ferdinand's 
authorship was cast by the able Americanist, Henry Harrisse, on the basis of evidence which seemed impressive at the time. 
Discovery of subsequent evidence strongly tends to refute Harrisse's conclusion and demonstrates the pitfalls of bibliographical 
conjecture, even when made by experts.) When Ferdinand Columbus (born in 1488) was a young boy he became a page to 
the Spanish heir apparent, Prince Juan, and later to the Prince's mother, Queen Isabella. At thirteen, in 1602, he went to 
America with his father, and again, in 1609, with his elder brother, Diego, who was Governor of Hispaniola (Espafiola). 
Thereafter, he traveled widely in Europe, served the Spanish government with his knowledge of the colonies and of geography, 
and acted as Diego's legal adviser in the latter's disputes with the Crown over the rights of the heirs of the Discoverer. It is 
likely that his Historic based in part upon documents gathered to present his case, grew naturally out of this litigation. 
Ferdinand's share of his father's estate included the income from the labor of 400 slaves in Hispaniola, which, along with 
several royal sinecures, made him a wealthy man. Much of his money he spent for books and manuscripts and collecting 
became his most important pursuit. His library of more than 15,000 volumes was bequeathed to the cathedral chapter of 
Seville. Because of centuries of neglect the collection has shrunk to about 2,000 volumes, but the Bibliotheca Colombina, as 
it is known, nevertheless remains one of the great treasure-houses of books. 

$ 3 080,00 

19. [DUTCH WEST INDIA COMPANY]. -ORDONNANCES, PRIVILEGES, FRANCHISES, ET ASSISTANCES 
OCTROYEZ & CONCEDEZ. PAR LES TRES-HAUTS & PUISSANS SEIGNEURS, LES ESTATS GENERAUX DES 
PROUINCES UNIES DU PAYS-BAS. A LA COMPAGNIE DES INDES OCCIDENTALES, PAR LEURS EDICTS DU 9. IUIN 
1621. 10. IUIN 1622. & L’AMPLIATION DU 21. IUIN 1623. Paris, Jean Anthoine Joallin, 1623. 1 vol 12mo. 36 pp. 
Modern marbled boards. First edition in French of this charter of the Dutch West India Company: “trading and colonizing 
company, chartered by the States-General of the Dutch republic in 1621 and organized in 1623. By the terms of the charter 
no citizen of the Netherlands could trade with any point on the African coast between the Tropic of Cancer and the Cape of 
Good Hope or on the American coast between Newfoundland and the Straits of Magellan without the company’s permission 
[see p.3]. The company was responsible to the States-General in larger matters, such as declaring war, but otherwise had 
almost complete administrative and judicial power in its territory. 

$ 1 320,00 

20. D'ABBEVILLE (CLAUDE). -HISTOIRE DE LA MISSION DES PERES CAPUCINS EN L'ISLE DE MARAGNAN ET 
TERRES CIRCONVOISINES, OU EST TRAICTE DES SINGULARITEZ ADMIRABLES ET DES MŒURS MERVEILLEUSES 
DES INDIENS HABITANS DE CE PAIS. (...). Paris, François Huby, 1614. 1 vol. 12mo (167 x 110 mm) of : [8] ff. (engraved 
title-frontispice, epistle, permission and approvals, privilege, table of chapters); 395 ff. (Including preface, pagination errors 
without incidence) ; 7 pl. hors-texte ; [35] pp. (table of the most remarkable things contained in this history). (Small marginal 
stains and foxing, a few leaves foxed by oxidation of the paper, worm work in the margins, overall quite fresh and nice print 
of the engravings). Full contemporary vellum, edgewires through the headpieces, trace of laces, spine titled in brown ink, edges 
speckled.  

A very rare copy of one of the first publications devoted to French attempts to colonize Brazil and a valuable source, in part 
unique, of ethnographic and geographic information. 

At the beginning of the 16th century, the French made several attempts to colonize America, with successes in the North 
(founding of New France by Samuel Champlain), and a few abortive settlements in the South. Claude d'Abbeville, born in 
Abbeville, was a Capuchin missionary who participated in the 1612 French attempt to colonize equinoctial France in Brazil 
(Saint Louis de Maragnan, located at the mouth of the Mearim River). The short-lived colony was established with the support 
of Queen Regent Marie de Médicis, who appointed the Sieurs de La Ravardière and de Razilly "Lieutenants of the King of 
France in the island of Maragnan" (translated from French) and sent Capuchin missionaries to exercise their apostolate among 
the Tupinambas tribes. 



From this colonial experience came a body of 
writings composed of apologetic letters sent from 
Brazil by the Capuchins and especially of two 
important accounts. The first is the present work 
published in 1614, a complete account of the 
journey to Maranhão of its author, Father Claude 
d'Abbeville, until his return to France accompanied 
by the Sieur de Razilly and six Tupinambas 
ambassadors. The publication of this book, in a 
luxurious edition, as well as the solemn ceremonies 
and the printing of the engravings representing the 
ambassadors aimed to encourage new sponsors and 
to prepare a possible emigration to the Brazilian 
colony. It is thus partly a work of "propaganda" 
comparable to that of Marc Lescarbot (Histoire de 
la Nouvelle France, 1609) published with the aim 
of encouraging French people to try the adventure. 
The situation was not the same a year later, in 1615, 
when the Capuchin Yves d'Évreux published a 
second work entitled "Suite de l'Histoire des choses 
mémorables advenues en Maragnan, des années 
1613 & 1614 [...]". However, the latter was never 
made public, because the print run was destroyed 
in the workshops of the printer François Huby. 
Nevertheless, François de Razilly managed to save 
a single copy of the book, alas damaged. The story 
is told in a letter that he had printed and bound 
carefully with the story, and that he offered to King 
Louis XIII in 1617. Aware of the political interests 
that threatened to compromise the colonial 
enterprise, Razilly reveals the circumstances that led 
the "Spanish faction", which supported the project 
of marriage of the young Louis XIII with the Infanta 
Anne of Austria, to exert pressure so that the 
French would leave the Maranhão. It was for these 
reasons that the French crown renounced further 
support for its Brazilian colony, which was 
dismantled in November 1615 by Portuguese 
forces. 

In France, the political and religious dimension of 
the missionary project of Maranhão found its best 
expression during the reception of the Tupinambas 
ambassadors in Paris, in 1613-1614. Always accompanied by Claude d'Abbeville and the Sieur de Razilly, the two ambassadors 
were taken to the Louvre to pay homage to the king of France and to submit "their land and their persons to his scepter", 
recognizing him as "their King and Sovereign Monarch of their country" (translated from French, pp.340-341). 

The present work by Claude d'Abbeville was published twice at the beginning of 1614, in a context of euphoria linked, on the 
one hand, to the presence of the Tupinambas in Paris, and on the other hand, to the urgency of the departure of a second 
company to Maranhão, to provide for the material and human needs of Equinoxial France. The present edition is published 
immediately after the first one, printed in a hurry on his return a few months earlier and quickly sold out. Coming out of the 
same presses, the two editions differ only by some minor typographical differences (errors of the first one corrected leading 
to the suppression of the errata and index amplified, passing from 27 to 35 pp.) 

Since the publication, in 1551, of the booklet reporting the participation of about fifty "savages" in the Brazilian festival 
organized for the Royal Entry of Henri II in Rouen, a whole series of documents attest to the presence of "Brazilians" in 
France. It is also in Rouen, in 1562, that Montaigne met the three Brazilians presented to King Charles IX, who "spoke to 
them for a long time", and to whom they "showed our way, our pomp, the shape of a beautiful city" (translated from French: 
Essais, Book I, chapter XXI). In 1566, in Bordeaux, another parade with Indians of Brazil had been organized in homage to 
Charles IX. The monarchical propaganda that inspired the Parisian ceremonies of 1614 closely followed the modern apostolic 
principles dear to the Capuchins. On the one hand, the missions constitute a strong time of progress of the divine feeling 
inhabiting virtually every man. On the other hand, collective devotion participates in the political process of the emergence of 
a universal Catholic community, which would thus embrace the island of Tupinambas as well as the kingdom of France. 



Claude d'Abbeville's work begins with a beautiful and finely 
engraved frontispiece depicting scenes of devotion and 
religious history. D'Abbeville's account offers the first printed 
description of Maranhao (Sabin), and "gives us valuable 
information concerning the religion and astronomy of the 
Tupis, which is not found in any other writing (Borba de 
Moraes)” (translated from French). An engraving placed 
opposite of p.90 represents the erection of a cross on the shore 
by the members of the expedition: "The cross being planted, 
as it is said, the island was also blessed, while from the fort and 
from our ships one fired force canonades as a sign of rejoicing” 
(translated from French). 

D'Abbeville also provides us with extensive descriptions of the 
customs, laws and social life of these hunter-gatherer islanders: 
"It is a people that does not want to be led by rigor, but only by 
gentleness and reason. They are very ingenious and industrious 
to do everything they need, either by hunting, or for fishing, or 
for war. They have a thousand pretty ways to embellish and 
beautify their bows, their arrows, their feather ornaments, and 
to make all their tools and what they usually use. " (translated 
from French, p.316). 

The last part of the book contains the story of the journey to 
France of the six Tupinamba Indians. Unfortunately, these 
South Americans contracted European diseases and three of 
them perished before they could be "properly honored" 
(translated from French). The account of this unusual journey 
for the time is illustrated with engravings of these islanders, with 
their names engraved at the top: François Carypyra, Jacques 
Patoua and Anthoine Manen represented in their traditional 
clothes, dressed in a leafy loincloth, with bows and arrows. The 
body of the first is entirely covered with a tattoo with a 
geometric pattern. Louis Marie, Louis Henri and Louis de 
Saint Jehan follow in European dress with feathered hats and 
flowers in hand. As much as the effectiveness of the 
propaganda of the Capuchin missionary work, it is the image 
of the good Indian, ready to convert, that is spread here. In 
these stories and images, which are part of a more general 

westernization, the Indians are "decontextualized", abstracted from what can be called "indigenous custom". This is how Claude 
d'Abbeville expressed himself upon his arrival in France: "[...] we were eager to show the French the fruits of our Mission & 
as the first grafts of our new Colony" (translated from French, p.334). Like "grafts" of the new France, the Tupinambas are 
detached from the "savage reality" and serve the spectacle of the conversion to the religion and to the civilization of the French. 
Nobody suspected, then, that Maranhão would never be French. Nor that Saint Louis would survive in spite of everything on 
these equinoctial lands, in mixed race bodies. 

[Note that two plates were printed before the publication of Claude d'Abbeville's account and divulged in Paris. They showed 
the Tupinambas in an exotic and edifying spectacle, integrated into the monarchical and Catholic order of the solemn 
ceremonies. The first of these prints is a copperplate engraving, circulated around April and June 1613, in which six savages 
are represented, three from the front and three from the back. They appear to be performing a dance with rattles in their 
hands. Two of them wear feathers on their heads that fall down their backs and the rest of their costume is French (the 
justaucorps, the bloomers, the rolled stockings, the laced shoes and the cross in pendant). The second engraving, made in the 
same year 1613 and sold in "Paris, chez Michel de Malebourse à la rue Monorgueil", represents the scene of the Baptism of 
the three Tupinambas in the Capuchin church. This time, three Indian catechumens are kneeling before the King, in the 
presence of the Capuchins, the Regent and the representatives of the Court. Three versified stanzas, placed under the image, 
evoke the monarchic and Catholic order in which the presence of the "foreigners" at the French Court, who had come to "learn 
in religion" and pay homage to the King, was inscribed]. 

The present work is considered a true rarity: the historians Alfred Métraux and Jacques Lafaye, in their introduction to the 
republication of the present work in 1963, note only 10 copies still in existence: "there are only about ten copies left in the 
world of the original edition, that of the printing house of François Huby in Paris." (translated from French). As early as 1878, 
Leclerc describes this edition as important as it is rare: "work as important as it is rare" (translated from French). Our research 
has revealed only one complete copy that has come up for sale in the last 45 years (Sotheby's, New York, 12 November 2017, 
lot 21). 

A fine copy preserved in its original unrestored binding.           $ 35 200,00 



21. [FROM THE LIBRARY OF FERNAND 
COLOMB: "COLOMBINA BIBLIOTECA"] - 
[GAUTIER DE METZ (F. 13TH CENTURY)]. -
[IMAGE DU MONDE. NOUVELLEMENT IMPRIMEE A 
PARIS PAR ALAIN LOTRIAN]. SENSUYT LYMAIGE DU 
MONDE CONTENANT EN SOY TOUT LE MONDE MIS 
EN III PARTIES, CESTASSAVOIR , ASIE, AFFRIQUE ET 
EUROPE. AVEC LES PAYS, PROVINCES ET CITEZ ET 
LES MERVEILLEUSES ET DIVERSES CREATURES QUI 
SONT DEDANS... Paris, [Lotrian], [circa 1520-1530. 1 
vol 8vo. 2 wood cuts. 19th cent morroco. Scarce copy of 
this popular geographical work consisting of a medieval 
collection of geography, astronomy and other physical 
sciences, a text that has circulated in the form of verse and 
prose since the 13th century. The work is attributed to 
Gautier de Metz, French poet and priest who produced it 
around 1246, based on the Medieval Latin text "Imago 
mundi" by Honorius Inclusus. Gautier's poem is one of the 
many "encyclopedic" medieval works that describe 
creation, geography and astronomy with factual and 
imaginary passages. Monsters, treasures and distant lands 
are evoked in this pseudo-scientific poem, which has been 
translated into several languages during the Middle Ages, 
and beautifully illustrated in numerous manuscripts. The 
poem "Mappemonde", attributed to Gautier de Metz, was 
probably transformed into prose by Maistre Gossouin in 
1265. This edition reproduces that of 1485 due Cailant, 
but with some additions at the end. A similar copy is 
present in the collections of the NY public library. 
Provenance: from the library of Ferdinand Columbus (ex-
libris, "Colombina Biblioteca"), then from Baron Pichon 
("bought in 1885") with his ex-libris in red leather on the 
front, then Charles Fairfax Murray (with shelf "288" on the 

back of the cover). According to Murray, this is the only known copy of this edition. Ferdinand Columbus (1488-1539), son 
of the discoverer of the New World, accompanied his father during his fourth voyage to America between 1502-1504. After 
his death, he returned to Spain, then traveled all over Europe and set up a library of more than 15,000 books. He seems to 
have had a particular interest for the editions of the “Image du Monde”. This book, and others such as Imago Mundi by 
Pierre d'Ailly, inspired his father's first discovery plans. Ferdinand's library was entrusted to the library of St. Paul's Cathedral 
in Seville. During the 16th and 17th centuries the library, like other Renaissance libraries, was neglected. Thus, when the 
library was inventoried in 1684, its contents had decreased to 5000 volumes. The books of the Ferdinand Columbus Library 
are extremely rare on the market. According to our research, no other volume of the Colombina Biblioteca" has been sold in 
auction  for the last fifty years. 

$ 82 500,00 

22. DRASLE DE GRAND PIERRE. -RELATION DE DIVERS 
VOYAGES FAITS DANS L'AFRIQUE, DANS L'AMERIQUE ET AUX 
INDES OCCIDENTALES. LA DESCRIPTION DU ROYAUME DE JUDA 
ET QUELQUES PARTICULARITEZ TOUCHANT LA VIE DU ROY 
REGNANT. LA RELATION D'UNE ISLE NOUVELLEMENT HABITEE 
DANS LE DETROIT DE MALACCA EN ASIE, ET L'HISTOIRE DE DEUX 
PRINCES DE GOLCONDE, PAR SIEUR DRASLE... Paris, Jombert, 1718. 
1 vol. 12mo of : [3] ff. ; 352 pp. ; [2] ff. Contemp. calf.  

Rare first edition (the following are from 1726 and 1728) of this precious 
relation of a journey made between 1700 and 1718.  

These trips, that author gives us the account, are constant comings and 
goings between continents : taken prisoner by the English, he is forced to 
visit parts of Black Africa. Released, he returns to America and seeks to 
participate in military events. His stories are anecdotes often full of interest 
and sometimes funny (see: p. 7, about Buenos-Aires: "Women are beautiful, 
lively, witty, and gallant, and quite well prevented from Francis, to whom 



they willingly make advances, as if they wished to console them for the incivility of their fathers or their husbands, who are 
always a little dominated by Spanish antipathy, but we must render justice to those who live. Buenos Aires, I did not find them 
jealous like the others, and they even used French enough with regard to their wives, to whom we went to visit with a lot of 
freedom, and without them finding it bad. It seems that some air of Paris has passed into this country, and that it has expelled 
the Spanish jealousy ... ") and strewn with descriptions of cities and tropical kingdoms. List of countries crossed: South 
America. Brazil. Argentina. Mexico. Africa. Guinea. Benign. Martinique. Asia. Indonesia. White Stone Island. India. Fine 
copy, in its original binding.                $ 4 620,00 

23. [DUGUAY-TROUIN] DU GUE-TROUIN (RENE). -MEMOIRES DE DU GUE-TROUIN, CHEF D'ESCADRE 
DES ARMEES DE S. M. T. C. ET GRAND-CROIX DE L'ORDRE MILITAIRE DE S. LOUIS. Amsterdam, Pierre 
Mortier, 1732. 1 vol. 12mo (143 x 83 mm) : [3] ff. (title in red and black, epistle); 290 pp. (pagination errors without missing). 
Full contemporary calf, spine ribbed and decorated, red morocco title-piece, cold fillet framing the boards, gilt fillet on the 
edges, edges speckled with red. (Rare stains and soiling). 

A well preserved copy of this second printing of the original "pirate" edition.  

In 1720 or 1721, soon after he stopped sailling, Duguay-Trouin (1673-1736) started to write his memoirs. With the exception 
of a brief show of force in the Mediterranean sea in 1731, which was meant to impress the Dey of Algiers, the man of the 
famous “capture of Rio” hardly ever sailed again. The sincerity and the commitment to truth, which are very rare in the many 
Memoirs published at that time, as well as the absence of any pause in the text are partly due to the fact that this text was not 
intended for publication. Written at the request of his brother and his friends, it remained for a long time in the form of a 
manuscript because its author did not want to publish it. The exceptional sincerity of the text is due to the fact that Duguay-
Trouin did not want to make a character out of himself nor to dissimulate parts of his life. Far from trying to compose a 
character, he conceals nothing of what he knew and felt in his life as a sailor: “The sincere confession that I make of the errors 
of my youth, and my too violent inclination for women, will serve as a lesson to young people to urge them to avoid similar 
pitfalls, and not to give themselves up to this tyrannical passion which makes us slaves for the rest of our lives. (translated from 
French)” He was very irritated to see his Memoirs published without his authorization in Amsterdam, in 1730, from a copy 
of the original manuscript that Duguay-Trouin had lent to Cardinal Dubois in 1723 and that he had recovered, thanks to the 
intervention of the Regent, only after the death of the Prime Minister, which happened in the same year. This clandestine 
edition of 1730, which was republished until the publication of the official one of 1740, bears the title: “Mémoires de M. Du 
Gué-Trouin”. It is due to Pierre de Villepontoux and the 
text was not expurgated. In his epistle dated London, March 
7, 1730, Villepontoux wrote: "Allow me to have the honor 
of offering you your own work... (translated from French)" 
The title of this work carried a double insult which irritated 
Duguay-Trouin even more: his favorite spelling of his name 
was not respected and the glorious title of Grand-Croix of 
the order of Saint-Louis which was attributed to him was 
usurped since he was, since May 1, 1728, only commander 
of this order. Less disdainful of the success of his author, 
Villepontoux had complacently reproduced his youthful 
adventures which Duguay-Trouin, on the advice of Cardinal 
de Fleury, had cut out of his manuscript. In the official 
edition published by his executor in 1740, the famous 
“youthful misadventures” of the great sailor were obviously 
removed and his very spontaneous style was totally 
reworked. Le Nepvou de Carfort, in his biography of 
Duguay-Trouin, declares that of the two, he prefers 
Villepontoux's edition, in spite of its imperfections, because 
it is, according to him, much closer to the original texts of 
which he was the rediscoverer.   
            $  880,00 

24. [ENGRAVINGS ALBUM] -BUENOS AYRES. 
S.l., S.D. [vers 1900]. 1 vol. 8-vo oblong (155 x 245 mm) 
of : 11 black photogravures (some subdivided representing 
23 places in total); 1 map of Buenos Aires. Publisher's 
cherry percaline, smooth mute spine, large decorative plate 
with black and gold motifs on the upper cover. 

Magnificent album of 11 engravings of the city of Buenos 
Aires representing a total of 23 places.  

Done in black and titled, these represent one place in full 
page (130 x 205 mm) or several in a smaller format (90 x 



125, 65 x 125 or 60 x 115 mm) on the same page. These illustrations represent some of the most famous places in the 
Argentine capital (La Boca, Teatro Nacional, Avenida 3 de Febrero, Plaza de la Victoria, El Congreso etc.), giving a glimpse 
of the architectural richness and effervescence of the city at the beginning of the 20th century. These engravings have the 
particularity of being arranged in accordion. Thus, the album can be consulted normally or by spreading out all the engravings 
on a large table. Finally, a map on the back of the last plate gives a glimpse of the layout of the city. Below is the complete list 
of titles. 

1. Buenos Ayres desde el Rio; 2. Muelle de pasageros y aduana; 3. Muelle de la Boca; 4. Muelle de la Boca; 5. Nuevo canal 
de la Boca; 6. Alsina; 7. Teatro Nacional; 8. Avenida 3 de Febrero; 9. Calle Rivadavia; 10. Casa de Gobierno; 11. Plaza de la 
Victoria; 12. Santa Felicitas; 13. La Bolsa; 14. El Congreso; 15. Avenida 3 de Febrero; 16. Recoba vieja; 17. Grutta de la 
Recoleta; 18. Coliseo; 19. Lechero; 20. Paseo de Julio; 21. Banco Hipotecario; 22. La Opera; 23. San Martin. 

$ 1 320,00 

25. GAMOND (THOME DE) & BELLY (FELIX). -CARTE D’ETUDE POUR LE TRACE ET LE PROFIL DU CANAL DE 
NICARAGUA. PRECEDE DE DOCUMENTS PUBLIES SUR CETTE QUESTION PAR FELIX BELLY. Paris, Chez Dalmont 
et Dunod, 1858. 1 vol. 4to of : 90 pp. ; [1] f. ; 1 large colored folding map (710 x 960 mm.). Publisher cardboard binding. 
Important work for the history of the construction of a canal in Central America, describing the canal project in Nicaragua of 
Louis Joseph Aimé dit Thomé de Gamond (1807-1876), illustrated with a large original map. The construction of a shipping 
lane crossing the isthmus of Central America and thus connecting the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean is almost as old as the 
European presence in the Americas. Although the Panama Canal was completed in 1914 and a Nicaraguan canal was never 
built, it may be surprising to learn that for most of the second half of the nineteenth century, Nicaragua was preferred to 
Panama for the construction of an interoceanic road. Despite many proposals explored from the sixteenth century, it was not 
until the late 1850s that the French duo Félix Belly (1816-1886), impresario and journalist, and Thomé de Gamond, eccentric 
engineer but brilliant especially precursor of the Channel Tunnel, gets a technically credible proposal for canal construction. 
Even if their ambitious project was not realized, for lack of personal failures and lack of success, it was a strong inspiration for 
future generations at the origin of the Panama Canal. Despite this, the idea of a Nicaraguan canal has been recently revived. 
Indeed, in 2013, a Chinese consortium was officially authorized by the Nicaraguan government to build a canal crossing the 
country to rival that of Panama, too crowded. Although the plans seem credible on paper and the project is technically feasible, 
it will not succeed. Indeed, the Chinese billionaire Wang Jing, principal investor, having fainted and the local populations 
having strongly protested against the project, this one was stopped. The present work includes an impressive large folding 
map, color chromolithography. 

$ 1 760,00 



26. [ILLUSTRATED MANUSCRIPT/BOULAY/FROGER (FRANÇOIS)]. -ÉTAT DE CE QUE MR DE GENNES A 
TROUVE DE PLUS REMARQUABLE DANS SON VOYAGE FAIT EN 1695, 1696 ET 1697 AUX COTES D'AFFRIQUE, 
DETROIT DE MAGELLAN ET ISLES ANTILLES, BRESIL & CAYENNE, COMMANDANT UNE ESCADRE DES 
VAISSEAUX DU ROY. 24 juin 1813 1 vol. 12mo (160 x 105 mm.) manuscript in brown ink of : 62 pp. ; 33 plates drawn in 
brown ink (some of them enhanced with green and two folding). contemporary shagreen, smooth spine decorated, red edges. 
Provenance: Boulay (handwritten signature on title page). 

Manuscript devoted to the natural history observations made during the exploration trip of the count de Gennes in America 
between 1695 and 1697, illustrated with 33 pen-and-ink drawings, 23 of which are original and not included in the book 
published by François Froger relating this journey. 

Between 1695 and 1697, Jean-Baptiste de Gennes (1656-1705) carried out the first French exploration of the Strait of 
Magellan. The expedition composed of 6 ships visited the coasts of Senegal, Cape Verde, Brazil, the West Indies, Cayenne 
and the Strait of Magellan. The engineer François Froger, a member of the expedition, published his account in 1698. Hill  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

considers this work "particularly estimable for its natural history subjects... 
(translated from French)". The author of the present manuscript (Ex-
libris/signature "Boulay" on the flyleaf) entitles it " State of what Mr de Gennes 
found most remarkable in his voyage... " and the beginning differs from 
Froger's book because it is written in the first person: "  

I saw in my voyage... ". (Maybe he had access to a report of the expedition?) 
From Froger's relation, he extracts all the passages related to natural history 
and he illustrates them with 33 plates finely executed in brown ink, some of 
them enhanced with green and two folding. Ten of them reproduce engravings 
from the printed edition (cahouar, African storks, porcupine of Brazil, Cape 
Verdean purse, pineapple, capivard and banana tree, lollipops...) to which he 
adds 23 original botanical plates. Remarkably drawn with a pen, they 
represent: "p.4: The Palm tree, first species drawn after nature, The Palm tree, 
2nd species drawn after nature, p.20: The Igham, The Potato, p. 21: The 
Coconut tree, p.22 The Guava, p. 33: The Manioc, Sugar cane, P. 36: Tree 
that bears the oil and balsam of capahu, Plant that bears pepper, The Canelier, 
P. 37: The Hypopecouane, The Para-ayra-braba, P. 38: Rose of the Mogol, 
Orange of the Mogolp.42 P. 44: Mangles tree, P. 44: Mahogany apple tree, P. 
42: Machenelier, P. 44: Papaya, P. 46: Male and female Pite, P. 46: Vanilla 
bearing plant, P. 44: Cocoa, P. 61: Dragon's blood. One plate remains in the 
rough state (p. 52). The quality of execution of the drawings suggests that they 
are the work of a botanist. Some of them bear dates from the year 1812 and 
the title is dated June 28, 1813. 

Remarkable document completing the printed work.              $ 7 150,00 

 

27. JONGHE (EDOUARD DE). -LE CALENDRIER MEXICAIN. ESSAI DE SYNTHESE ET DE COORDINATION. Paris, 
Au siège de la Société des Américanistes, 1906. 1 vol 8vo. Half black cloth.  

Remarkable essay on the Mexican calendar by Edouard de Jonghe (1878-1950). Belgian doctor in philosophy and letters, he 
published his work in the “Journal de la Société des Américanistes de Paris”, of which he was a member. His work is as much 
about astronomical study, through the explanation of the functioning of the Mexican calendar, as from the ethnological study, 
interested in the customs that are linked to it. He focuses his work on the "Relationship between the Tonalamatl and the solar 
year", the "succession of ritual feasts" and "Synchronology". In this work, Edouard de Jonghe discusses the two periods of 
Mexican computation: "Tonalamatl", period of 260 days and divided into 20 thirteen, and "Tonalpoualli", period of 365 days 
and divided into 18 twenty. Fine copy. 

$  385,00 



28. LA CONDAMINE (CHARLES-MARIE DE). -RELATION ABREGEE D'UN VOYAGE FAIT DANS L'INTERIEUR DE 
L'AMERIQUE MERIDIONALE. DEPUIS LA COTE DE LA MER DU SUD, JUSQU'AUX COTES DU BRESIL & DE LA 
GUIANE, EN DESCENDANT LA RIVIERE DES AMAZONES ; LUE A L'ASSEMBLEE PUBLIQUE DE L'ACADEMIE DES 
SCIENCES, LE 28 AVRIL 1745. Paris, chez la Veuve Pissot, 1745. 1 vol. 8vo. Contemp. calf. 1 fold. map.  

Original edition of his conference at the Académie of Sciences.  

La Condamine was the geographer of the French Scientific Expedition to South America, sent by the king to measure the arc 
of the meridian at the Equator in order to be able to determine more accurately the dimensions of the planet. Having 
completed their measurements, each member of the expedition went their own way. La Condamine chose to return by the 
way of the Amazon, and then produced the first scientific exploration of this great river. His narrative is full of interesting and 
curious observations. The folding map is the first detailed map of the Amazon published. Fine copy.                $ 1 320,00 

29. LEON PINELO (ANTONIO DE). -EPITOME DE 
LA BIBLIOTECA ORIENTAL I OCCIDENTAL, 
NAUTICA I GEOGRAFICA. Madrid, Juan Gonzalez, 
1629. 1 vol. small 4to (230 x 167 mm) of: [1] f. (engraved 
title) ; [43] ff. ; 186pp ; xii. ; [1] f. Full contemp. vellum from 
re-use, smooth back titled with ink (worm galleries fillings in 
the margins). 

First edition of this very rare bibliography : the first to 
mention books on America.  

Its author, Antonio Leon Pinelo (1589-1660), probably 
born in Valladolid, immigrated with his parents to the West 
Indies in 1604. He lived in Argentina and Peru, where he 
followed the teaching of Jesuits in Lima and graduated from 
law. This allowed him to occupy many official posts in South 
America, and in particular that of mayor of Oruro. When 
he returned to Spain in 1612, he soon became a member of 
the Indian Council as a lawyer and columnist. He is 
considered one of the Council's most important chroniclers. 
This institution was in charge of administering the colonies 
of the Crown : the East Indies (Philippines) and Western 
(America), from the 16th to the 17th century. Officially 
founded in 1524 by Charles V, the Council decides on 
judicial, governmental, military and religious issues. Around 
1615, Pinelo began to catalog these decrees and orders 
issued by either the Government in Spain or by the Viceroys 
of the American possessions, and proposed in 1623 a first 
publication referencing the different articles of laws relating 
to the administration of the colonies. This is the first of a list 



of important American works considered by the author as Biblical Paradise (see El Paraiso en el Nuevo Mundo, 1656); 
including "Tratado de confirmaciones reales, que requieren para las las Indias Occidentales" (1630), a very serious one: "moral 
questioning if the chocolate quebronta el ayuno ecclesiastica" (1636), "Aparato politico de las Indias Occidentales" (1653), 
"Acuerdos del Concejo de Indias" (1658), etc. The present work : "Epitome of the Eastern and Western Biblioteca, nautica y 
geografica" (Madrid, 1629), remains its major work, and an unavoidable reference, the first bibliography to mention travel 
relations and other works relating to America. Pinelo refers to the titles of two libraries, of 1,200 and 2,250, brought together 
with particular care ("con particular afecto y devocion"), as well as the 300 volumes which made up his personal library and 
which he left to the Council of the Indies. He enriched this catalog with references to major works and manuscripts which he 
could only consult in the great libraries of his time (Duke of Sessa, Ramirez de Prado, Valenzula Velasquez, Nieremberg, 
Saldierna, Constable of Castile, Count Duke of Olivares, Palace of the Escorial, Archives of Simancas, Chronicler of the 
Indies). Following a tradition from the beginnings of the Spanish bibliography, the titles of foreign works are translated into 
Spanish, but Pinelo was inspired by models such as the Libreria de Doni (1550), and French and English cataloging traditions, 
to arrange his material. The first part (pp. 1 to 60) is devoted to works relating to Asia (especially India) and Ethiopia, the 
second (pp. 61 to 136) to works dealing with Central America or Southern, as well as Pacific Islands. The last two parts (pp. 
137 to 186) refer to many general navigation or geography books, as well as maps. Each section is chronologically classified. 
At the end of the introductory pieces, the author lists forty-three Indo-American languages, then practiced in the colonies of 
South America. A second edition appeared in the first half of the 18th century (see n° 18 in this list). On the title, engraved by 
J. de Courbes, are allegories of India, Spain (Iberica) of Geography and Navigation. 

Rare reference book for travel in the New World.            $ 10 450,00 

30.  -LETTERA RARISSIMA DI CRISTOFORO COLOMBO RIPRO- DOTTA E ILLUSTRATA DAL CAVALIERE 
AB. MOELLI BIBLIOTEC. REGIO IN VENEZIA.  MORELLI. In Bassano, Nella stamperia Remondiniana, 1810. 1 vol 
8vo (220 x 140 mm) of : XVI (title and preface) ; 66 pp. Contemp. pink cardboard, untrimmed copy. (Defects of use, foxing 
and stains).  

Reprint of the Italian version of the letter to Ferdinand and Isabella, written from Jamaica, July 7, 1503, ed. from the unique 
copy in the Marciana, Venice. 

$ 1 650,00 

31. [PLAUTIUS (CASPAR)]. -NOVA TYPIS TRANSACTA NAVIGATIO NOVI ORBIS INDIAE OCCIDENTALIS... NUNC 
PRIMUM E VARIIS SCRIPTORIBUS IN UNUM COLLECTA... [Linz], 1621. 1 vol. in-folio (315 x 197 mm) of : 1 engraved 
title ; [3] ff. ; 102 pp. ; [3] ff. (including 1 full-page woodcut diagram); 18 numbered full-page engraved plates and 1 half-page 
plate. The plate depicting Christopher Columbus with a world map is signed Wolfgang Kilian. (Traces of wetness, some 
discrete fillings of wormholes). Contemp. vellum.  

First Edition, second issue of this famous relation of the Benedictine missionaries who accompanied Columbus on his second 
voyage to the Americas. Although laced with miraculous accounts, beginning with the mass celebrated by St. Brendan on the 
back of a whale (pl. 2), the narrative is full of authentic details of Caribbean customs, flora and fauna, and agricultural products.  



A specimen of music is given on pp. 35-36. The author accuses the Protestant de Brys' accounts of being filled with lies, and 
dwells on the barbaric cruelties of the natives in support of the notion that Satan ruled the native American religions. Only the 
first engraving is signed, by Wolfgang Kilian (1581-1662), Augsburg master-engraver, but the others are comparable in style 
and were probably also executed by him. Kilian's plate shows a full length portrait of Columbus under a globe or circular map, 
with the inscription “Almirante de nauios par las Indias.”           $ 16 500,00 

32. ROBERTSON (WILLIAM). -L’HISTOIRE DE L’AMERIQUE. Paris, Panckoucke, 1778. 2 vol. 4to. 1 fold. Plate 
+ 4 maps. Contemp. mottled calf, spines in 6 compartments with 5 raised bands gilt, brown morocco lettering-pieces (rebacked 
preserving original spines).  

Original 2-volume edition of Suard and Jansen's translation of this brilliant history of America.  

This edition was published one year after Robertson's original English edition of 1777. The set is illustrated with 5 engraved 
plates folded at the beginning of each volume, including 4 large maps of Mexico and South America and a figure of the 
Chronological Table of Mexicans. This translation was published in another fairly common edition in 1778, in-12 format. 

$ 1 430,00 

33. 

[TUCKER (JOHN GOULSTON PRICE)]. [SOUTH AMERICA / URUGUAY]. -A NARRATIVE OF THE 
OPERATIONS OF A SMALL BRITISH FORCE, UNDER THE COMMAND OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL 
SIR SAMUEL AUCHMUTY, EMPLOYED IN THE REDUCTION OF MONTE VIDEO, ON THE RIVER 
PLATE, A.D. 1807. BY A FIELD OFFICER ON THE STAFF. ILLUSTRATED WITH A PLAN OF THE OPERATIONS. 
London, Printed for John Joseph Stockdale, 1807. 1 vol. 4to of: 60 pp. ; 1 engraved map in frontispiece. Contemp 
cardboard binding.  

Rare copy of the first and only edition of this work written by a field officer, attributed to John Goulston Price Tucker, of the 
capture of Montevideo by Samuel Auchmuty in 1807.  

Auchmuty (1758-1822) was born in New York, from a family of loyalists,  was the son of the Rector of Trinity Church. This 
attack is part of a series of British incursions in South America in the early Nineteenth century. Auchmuty's initial mission was 
to retake Buenos Aires, which had been briefly under British control. Held in check in his mission, he decides to attack near 
Montevideo, a city much less fortified than Buenos Aires. The book contains the narrative of the operations and the text of 
Auchmuty  general order of declaring the victory. An appendix gives Auchmuty’s version of the events, with the names of the 
British employed in the attack and those who were killed, the catches made at Montevideo and the related proceedings in 
Parliament. The engraved plan placed as a frontispiece shows the geographical area, with the delimitation of the movements 
of British troops. 

$ 1 760,00 



34. ZORGDRAGER (CORNELIS GIJSBERTSZ). -HISTOIRE DES PECHES, DES DECOUVERTES ET DES 
ETABLISSEMENS DES HOLLANDOIS DANS LES MERS DU NORD. TRADUCTION PAR BERNARD DE RESTE. A Paris, 
Chez Nyon l'aîné & fils libraires, 1791 - an IX [1800/1801]. 3 vol. 8vo of : I. [3] ff. ; XXXVI pp. ; 432 pp. ; [1]  f. bl. ; 
13 folding plates (including 1 map) ; II. [3] ff. ; 464 pp. ; [1] f. bl. ; 3 full-page plates and 2 folding maps ; III. [3] ff. ; 378 pp. ; 
[1] f. bl. ; 4 folding plates (of which 3 maps) and 4 full-page plates. A total of 13 folding plates, 7 folding maps and 7 full-page 
plates. Culs-de-lampe. Ex-libris of the "Duchesse de Crès". Contemp. calf. 

Work of capital importance devoted to fishing in 
the Nordic countries in the 17th century due to the 
Dutch navigator Zorgdrager. First French edition 
translated from Dutch by Bernard de Reste. The 
original work "Nieuwe beschryvning der 
walvisvangst", of which no trace is found in public 
funds, is said to have been compiled by V. van der 
Plaats from the work of Zorgdrager. 

Cornelis Gijsbertsz Zorgdrager (circa 1650 - ?) is a 
Dutch navigator who made his first voyage in 1690 
under the name "van Dirk Dirkz" as captain of a 
whaling ship in the Greenland Sea. Noting the 
absence of serious accounts of fishing practices in 
the North Sea, Zorgdrager decided to publish the 
results of his observations and research: "My 
profession for several years," says Zorgdrager, 
"having been fishing in Greenland, I felt obliged to 
acquire the knowledge and instruction it required. 
So, regardless of what I learned from my own 
experience, I was trying to get a good insight into 
what the most experienced captains had known. I 
went through and read a lot of logbooks, history 
and annals: I noted very carefully in my annual 
logbook all the remarkable facts that had happened 
to me, in order to have an exact idea of my 
operations." [translated from French]. His books 
on the North Sea are a major source of information 
and will be used by all authors who have published 
on this subject. 

Considered as one of the first reasoned accounts of 
North Sea fishing, this edition is in three volumes. 
The first one deals mainly with whaling as a new 
source of income for Holland, the ships used for 
this type of fishing and the ways to skin, melt 
blubber and extract oil from the whales. 
Zorgdrager also discusses the fishing of different 
marine mammals and fish: shark, porpoise, sperm whale, seals, narwhal, viper, emperor, walrus, herring... This first volume 
ends with an overview of the profitability of the fishing industry in the North Sea. The second volume begins with a historical 
dissertation on Iceland, Lapland and Samoyed (present-day Siberia) and continues with a detailed description of Greenland. 
The third and last volume deals with the present state of Greenland, the island of Spitsbergen, the archipelago of New Zealand, 
the Bear Islands and Jan Mayen, as well as the Davis Strait. In this volume, Zorgdrager accurately describes the dangers of 
navigating these icy seas and the fauna and flora that surrounds it. 

The illustration consists of numerous engraved plates representing whale fishing (the ships used for this type of fishing and the 
tools used to skin whales and extract their raw materials); the different species of mammals, fish and sea birds (whale, sperm 
whale, vivelle, emperor, narwhal, great blower, porpoise, seals, sharks, walrus, puffins...) as well as the inhabitants of the Nordic 
countries. Also included in these boards are a fisherman with his throat cut by a polar bear, herring fishing, a Greenlandic 
kayak, a sleigh pulled by a reindeer but also a "vigorous fight" between a bear and a man. The 7 folding maps represent the 
Arctic Pole, Iceland, Greenland, Davis Strait, Spitsbergen Island, Jan Mayen Island, New Zealand and Waygat. 

Provenance: ex-libris of the "Duchess of Crete". 

Nice fresh copy preserved in its original binding. 

$ 3 080,00 



 Egypt - Middle East 

35. CARRÉ (BARTHELEMY). -VOYAGE DES INDES 
ORIENTALES, MELE DE PLUSIEURS HISTOIRES CURIEUSES. 
Paris, Veuve de Claude Barbin, 1699. 2 vol. 12mo (160 x 90 mm) 
of : I. [3] ff. (title, epistle) ; 403 pp. ; [4] pp. (privilege, errors, notice); 
II. 2] ff. (title, privilege) ; 403 pp. ; [4] pp. (tables, errors). Bookplate 
in brown ink crossed out on the title. Headbands and footnotes. 
(Body of the book quite fresh). Full contemporary calf, spine ribbed 
and decorated, red morocco title and tome, gilt roulette on the edges, 
red edges. (Covers discreetly restored and bindings slightly different). 

Rare first edition of this account of the travels in the East of the abbot 
Barthélémy Carré (1636-unknown date), who carried out two 
missions to the Indies from 1668 to 1671 and from 1672 to 1675. 
He was sent by Colbert to help the development of the East India 
Company created in 1664.  

Born in Blois in 1636, as the youngest of a family of minor nobility, 
Carré was destined for the priesthood. Around 1662, he became a 
chaplain on the King's ships. It was the time when Colbert created 
the French Company of the Indies (1664), while England and 
Holland had long since (1600, 1602) founded similar enterprises for 
commerce with Asia.  

In 1666, ten ships left La Rochelle with François Caron, a former 
member of the Dutch Company (VOC), as advisor. The purpose of 
the French Company was import trade and trade from Asia to Asia. 
Carré, having received a letter of mission from Colbert, was charged 
with overseeing the enterprise and sending memoranda to the 
minister. In 1669, he joined Caron in Surat. This is the first trip of 
which there is a known report. He returned to France by land, Persia, 
the Ottoman Empire, Baghdad and Aleppo. He was sent back to the 
East when a squadron commanded by Jacob Blanchet de la Haye 
was destined to "show the power of the King to the princes of Asia". 
In this second voyage, Carré followed the land route: he left Marseille 
in 1672, passed through Livorno, was attacked in the Mediterranean 
by barbarian pirates, disembarked at Alexandrette, then reached 
Aleppo and arrived in Baghdad at the Capuchins. He then reached 

Bassora and embarked on the Persian Gulf to India on a Portuguese ship to Surat. The journey lasted seven and a half months.  

Having to join the French on the coast of Coromandel, Carré, who was sick, crossed the subcontinent on a palanquin, where 
he arrived in April 1673 to attend the disaster of the French fleet in São Tomé. He stayed in Madras and returned to France 
with letters addressed to the King from The Hague. This return was also done by land. On the way, he met Jean Chardin, 
took the same itinerary as on the outward journey, then from Alexandrette to Livorno and Versailles. Carré then devoted 
himself to writing the manuscripts preserved from his travel notes. 

In 1699, the widow of the bookseller Claude Barbin published the present work, the only contemporary publication of a text 
by Carré devoted to the account of his first voyage, accompanied by oriental tales. This text was later taken up by the Abbé 
Prévost in volume IX of the "General history of voyages" (1750). The author adds to the account of his journey many "tiroirs" 
(treaties): "The French soldier in the East", "The French trader in the East". The texts were written on his return from his travel 
diaries. Unlike many travelers of his time (Lucas, etc.) who had others rewrite from their notes, Carré's manuscripts were 
autographs. Carré's two journeys are particularly precious, because French relations on India are relatively rare in this period 
(François Martin, La Haye, Lestra). Carré was perfectly aware that his relations should, according to Horatian principles, both 
instruct and entertain. He used many "images" and stories heard during stops in the caravanserai. There is in his account a real 
pleasure of discovery that he tries to transmit to his readers, Carré is a true writer. He shares with us his discovery of hospitality 
and criticism of the corrupting luxury of the West, he describes the Persian and Indian civilizations, his trip to the desert (very 
important in the accounts), the presence of the landscape (new at that time), women (parallel of harems and cloistered nuns...), 
information about diseases and traditional medicine, his culture and "foi du charbonnier", etc. Beautiful copy discreetly 
restored of this rare account of a trip to the East Indies. 

$ 3 850,00 



36. [CLAUSTRE (A. DE) - CERCEAU (JEAN-ANTOINE DU)]. -HISTOIRE DE THAMAS KOULI-KAN, NOUVEAU 
ROI DE PERSE. OU HISTOIRE DE LA DERNIERE REVOLUTION DE PERSE ARRIVEE EN 1732. Paris, Briasson, 1742. 
1 vol. 12mo (173 x 100 mm.) of : [2] ff. (false title, title) ; 455 pp. (including table); [6] pp. (errata, approbation, privilege); 1 
engraved frontispiece (portrait of Thamas Kouli-Kan); 1 folding map ("Carte de la Perse et des états du Mogol pour servir 
l'histoire de Thamas KOULI KAN"). Wet stamp of a German library on the false title. (Very fresh body of text). Full 
contemporary glazed calf, spine ribbed and decorated, red morocco title-piece, cold fillet framing the boards, gilt roulette on 
the edges, red speckled edges (superb condition). 

First edition due to the Abbé de Claustre and Jean-Antoine du Cerceau of this biography of the founder of the Afsharid 
dynasty, Thamas Kouli-Kan, unknown by birth who rose to the throne of Persia. 

His real name was Nadir Châh (1688-1747). He entered the service of Tahmasp, the son of Shah Husayn, and took the name 
"Tahmasp Kouli-Khan" (which means "Tahmasp's slave"). He successfully fought against the Turks, and when in 1732 the Shah 
turned his victory into a disaster with a conciliatory peace, Nadir overthrew him. Tahmasp's son Abbas III was then placed on 
the throne with Nadir as regent. In 1736, he overthrew Abbas in his turn and proclaimed himself Shah, thus ending the reign 
of the Safavid dynasty. He led many successful military campaigns, which are often compared to those of Napoleon and 
Genghis Khan. In 1747, during a campaign against Kurdish rebels, Nadir Shah was assassinated by the officers of his own 
guard. Although the dynasty he founded - the Afshar Dynasty (1736-49) - was short-lived, Nadir is generally considered one 
of the greatest and most powerful rulers of Persia. 

The Abbé de Claustre (XVIIIth century-XVIIIth century), a priest of the diocese of Lyon, first pursued an ecclesiastical career 
and was appointed canon in 1736. He was then the tutor of the Count of Gisors, Louis Marie Fouquet (1732-1758), son of 
the Marshal of Belle-Isle; this is what the dedicatory epistle of his "Dictionnaire de mythologie" (1745) suggests. Then Claustre 
became the tutor of Jean Benjamin de La Borde (1734-1794), future fermier-général and valet de chambre of Louis XV (see 
G. Thirion, La Vie privée des financiers au XVIIIe siècle, Paris, Plon, 1895, p. 438). 

Jean-Antoine du Cerceau (1670-1730) was a French Jesuit priest, poet, playwright and man of letters. A teacher in several 
colleges of his order, he composed for his students several plays, in Latin or French verse, which were performed in these 
colleges. He was the most popular Jesuit playwright: his comedies were printed for more than a century. His success was such 
that he was produced at the King's court. He became a tutor to the Prince of Conti and died accidentally, killed by his pupil 
who unintentionally hit him while handling a gun! 

In their work, the authors Claustre and Cerceau bring us with precision the knowledge of the time on the geography, the 
wealth, the customs and the history of the Iranian kingdom. In addition, the book contains descriptions of the Persian king, 
Tahmasp II, and the Safavid dynasty. One of the most 
famous stories described in this book is that of Nader Shah's 
plundering of the treasures of the Great Mughal. 

The illustration consists of a portrait-frontispiece engraved 
by Pesselier of Thamas Kouli-Kan as well as a folding map 
of Persia and the Mogul states "to serve the history of 
Thamas Kouli Kan". 

Superb copy, very fresh inside.        $  880,00 

37. [FAUVEL, (ROBERT)]. -OBSERVATIONS 
CURIEUSES SUR LE VOYAGE DU LEVANT FAIT 
EN MDCXXX PAR MESSIEURS FERMANEL, 
FAUVEL, BAUDOUIN, STOCKOVE. OU L ON 
VOIT CE QUE NOS GEOGRAPHES ONT ECRIT DE PLUS 
CURIEUX DES ROYAUMES DE CORSE, DE 
SARDAIGNE, DE LA SICILE, ET D AUTRES ILES... 
Rouen, Jean Viret, 1668. 1 vol. 4to (240 x 175 mm) of : 
[4] ff. (title, to the reader, table) ; 882 pp. (including table) ; 
[2] ff. (woodcut representing the signature of the sultan 
"Sultan Amurath, fils du sultan Achmet, toujours victorieux") 
; headbands and footnotes. Handwritten bookplate in brown 
ink on the title page: "Semichon". (Very rare foxing). Full 
contemporary basane, spine ribbed and titled in gold, edges 
speckled with red. (Some defects of use). 

First edition of this relation describing the voyage to the 
Levant between 1630-1632 containing details on the Greek 
islands and the coasts of Asia Minor made by the travelers 
Fauvel, Fermanel, de Launay and Stochove.  



Their names are inscribed on the title page without specifying the author, nevertheless bibliographies agree in attributing this 
account to Robert Fauvel. Indeed, three of these travelers - Fauvel, Fermanel and Stochove - successively published the account 
of their voyage under different titles, formats and contents: "Le Voyage d'Italie et du Levant [...]" (1630, 1664, 1670, 1687); 
"Voyage de Levant [...]" (1650, 1662) and "Observations curieuses sur le voyage du Levant [...]" (1668, 1703). Compared to the 
other accounts, "Observations curieuses sur le voyage du Levant [...]" is the most complete work because of its large format in-
4° and its number of pages. Our copy is a Rouen printing by Jean Viret from 1668. The privilege placed in fine indicates the 
names of two other printers of Rouen (Jacques Hérault and the widow of Antoine Ferrand) under whose sign this text also 
appeared the same year. 

Robert Fauvel, sieur de Doudeauville (end of the 16th century - 1661) was a French traveler and master of the court of accounts 
in Rouen, he was known to have a lot of devotion and a passion for travel. Fauvel made a trip to Palestine to visit the Holy 
Places in the company of Messrs. de Fermanel (late 16th-1672), a counselor at the Parliament of Normandy, Baudoin de 
Launay and Vincent Stochove de Sainte-Catherine (1605-1679), a Flemish gentleman. They left Paris on March 15, 1630 and 
returned on August 4, 1632. This long account of 882 pp. tells of their journey and gives valuable geographical, religious and 
ethnographical observations. Extract from a passage on Constantinople: "This city was first built by Byzantium, son of Neptune 
and Ceroesse, who called it Byzantium by his name. Some maintain that it was Byzantium, Admiral of the Fleet of the 
Megarians, and that he led the first colony there; & those add that having formed the intention to build a city, he went to 
consult the Oracle, to learn from him the place where he could place it more advantageously [...]" (translated from French, 
p.340). Extract of a passage on the Moslem prayer: "They are accustomed to pray five times a day, at sunrise, at nine o'clock 
in the morning, at noon, at three o'clock in the afternoon, & at sunset, & they are so religious to do them at these hours that 
they never fail to do them as long as it is in their power to do them.” (translated from French, p.667). In fine is placed a vast 
table of 47 pages allowing to navigate easily in the work. Follows a translation from Greek into French of the passport issued 
to travelers by the Grand Turk in Constantinople on March 4, 1040, the Christian year of 1631. On this woodcut entitled 
"Passport of the Great Turk" (translated from French) is a reproduction of the tugra (monogram of the Ottoman sultans) of 
Murad IV also known as "Sultan Amurath, son of Sultan Achmet, always victorious" (translated from French) . 

Provenance: "Semichon" (handwritten bookplate in brown ink on the title page). 

Rare work of which only 5 copies have been sold in the last 50 years. 

Beautiful copy preserved in its original binding, very fresh inside.             $ 8 250,00 

 

38. HOREAU (HECTOR). -PANORAMA D'ÉGYPTE ET 
DE NUBIE, AVEC UN PORTRAIT DE MEHEMET-ALI ET 
UN TEXTE ORNE DE VIGNETTES. Paris, chez l'auteur, 
1841. 1 vol. in-plano (597 x 420 mm.) of : [2] ff. (f t., t. with 
engraved vignette), 36 ff. (explanations of the plates and 120 
in-text woodcuts), [1] f. (list of subscribers) and [72 pp.,] and 
37 sepia aquatints after Horeau giving 58 views including 1 
panorama, and 1 portrait. (rare dirt or defects of use, tear 
restored to a board.) Contemporary half calf, decorated and 
titled in gold, boards covered with marbled paper (defects of 
use). 

Unique edition of this sumptuous work comprising a series 
of the most beautiful views of the Nile valley from 
Alexandria to Nubia at the level of the second cataract. 

Its author, the architect Hector Horeau, was trained at the 
Ecole des Beaux-Arts between 1819 and 1822, and was a 
student in the workshops of E. Ch. Nepveu and F. Debret. 
From 1821, he worked first as an illustrator and among his 
commissions he drew the plates of the famous "Voyage à 
Méroé (1826-7)" by F. Cailliaud. In 1825 he received his first 
architectural commission, and architecture remained his 
main interest and activity for the rest of his life, working on 
private and public projects in France and England. During 
the first part of his life, he traveled extensively in Europe 
(Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, England, Russia 
and Sweden) and in Egypt. In Egypt, from 1837 to 1839, he 
visited the whole country, including Nubia. From 
Alexandria, he went to Cairo, explored the site of Giza, 
rented a boat to Luxor and went up the Nile to Abu Simbel. 
To realize the beautiful illustrations of the book, he  



 



mentions in the subscription form that "the drawings made on 
the spot and the benevolent communications of the 
daguerreotype views, allowed me to reach a great precision in 
the reproduction of the wonders of the Nile valley (translated 
form French)". Indeed, he met the photographer Pierre-
Gustave Joly de Lotbinière in Thebes, from whom he 
ordered daguerreotypes, and from which he made his 
drawings, in addition to those taken on site. His interest in 
Egypt lay both in its ancient monuments and in the modern 
country and its people, and it would remain with him for the 
rest of his life, as can be seen in his work "L'Avenir du Caire 
au Point de Vue de l'Edilite et de la Civilisation", published 
two years before his death in 1870. In addition to the large 
sepia plates, the book is illustrated with nearly 120 in-text 
woodcuts. The work was dedicated to Eugène Lanchere de 
Laglandière (1802-33) and there are apparently a few copies 
with color plates. The list of subscribers bound in-fine is 
dated 1846. It includes, among others, King Louis Philippe I 
of France, important booksellers, travelers, architects and 
orientalists. This work is considered as one of the books that 
contributed to make Egyptology known, and it is illustrated 
with very fine plates.  

 

A beautiful copy, without any foxing and preserved in its 
original binding of this major publication in the history of 
Egyptology. 

$ 13 200,00 

 

39. [IRAN-QAJAR]. [ MANUSCRIPT ON PAPER DECORATED WITH MINIATURES / FRAGMENT]. [Iran, circa 1800-
1850]; 1 vol. in-folio (295 x 178 mm) of : [42] ff. with 21 lines calligraphed in red and black ink on glossy paper, with 1 
ornament at the beginning of the chapter and 10 polychrome miniatures set in floral frames. (Soiling, holes in the inner 
margins and small worm gallery). Half morocco in 19th century purple, boards covered with embossed paper of the same 
color. (Epidermures and defects of use). 

Qajar style manuscript written in nastaliq 
script with black and red ink and 
decorated with ten paintings representing 
scenes of court, life and hunting. Qajar, 
Kadjars or Qadjar art is an art form that 
developed in Kadjar Iran, which lasted 
from 1794 to 1925. The period during 
which the Kadjar dynasty reigned saw a 
strong development of the arts, made 
possible by a period of relative stability in 
the country's history, allowing for artistic 
development particularly during the 
reigns of Fath Ali Shah Qadjar (r. 1797-
1834) and Nasir al-Din Shah (r. 1848-
1896).  

Nastaliq is one of the styles of Persian 
calligraphy, in Persian alphabet, whose 
origin is attributed to Mir Ali Tabrizi, 
native of Tabriz, in the fourteenth 
century. It is a mixture, as its name 
indicates it, of the naskh style and the 
ta'liq style. It is from the 15th century that 
this elegant and delicate style spreads 
everywhere in Persia, on the edge of the 
Persian Gulf and even more in the east, 
until the Uyghurs of China. Its apogee is 



located between the 18th and the beginning of the 20th century. It is called "Persian letter" in Arabic and considered as an 
archaic writing that is read with difficulty in Arabic-speaking countries. Used for poetic literature, nastaliq is widespread today 
in Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is also used as a decorative script for titles, advertisements and manuscripts.  

The present text, which is probably part of a book of Persian poetry by an author such as Saadi, is written on a column in red 
and black ink. It is illustrated with an arch-shaped ornament at the beginning and 10 polychrome gouache paintings: the first 
one represents an Imam or a ruler sitting cross-legged under a dome and facing him 5 figures holding fans and cloths. The 
next one represents a scene of libation in the middle of nature: two musicians, a character stirring a pot and two others installed 
a glass in the hand at the edge of a lake where a bird swims. The following miniatures depict warlike scenes, hunting scenes 
or travel scenes. The last one represents what seems to be a commercial transaction taking place in front of a palace. These 
paintings, of great finesse and very vivid colors, in the Qajar style of the second half of the 19th century, may have been added 
later, as suggested by the traces of rulings that they cover. This is a superb example of the art of calligraphy and illustration, 
and is in a beautiful state of preservation.                $ 4 950,00 

40. [LAYLA WA MAJNUN AND OTHER POEMS]. SLND [Iran, époque zand ou qadjare (XVIIIe), ou 
antérieure]. 1 vol. 16 to ( 141 x 82 mm.) of: [48] ff handwritten in 
black ink on 17 lines in a double gilt, red, blue and black frame with 
oblique notes, entétes with polychrome illumination, 6 polychrome 
mignatures representing life scenes. Old handwritten inscriptions on 
the endpapers (restored tears, stains and defects of use, small 
marginal lacks). Half red basane of the period, lacquered boards with 
polychrome decorations in gilt frames, flowers and geometric 
patterns inside, spine . smooth mute. (wear, cracks, small missing 
due to use.) 

Majnoun Leïla is a popular love story of Arabic origin telling the 
adventures of the Bedouin poet Qays ibn al-Moullawwah and Layla 
al-Amiriyya. This story is one of the best known in the wide basin of 
influence of Islamic civilization (Maghreb, Mashreq, Persian Gulf, 
Persia, Central Asia, India). It has inspired over the centuries many 
Muslim writers and artists such as Nizami, Djami, Fuzuli, Navoi and 
Ahmed Shawqi. The Persian adaptation of Nizami, dating from the 
eleventh century, has greatly contributed to its wide dissemination in 
the Muslim East. 

The story goes that, long ago, the handsome Qais, son of an illustrious Bedouin family, falls madly in love with his cousin 
Leila. The young man is a poet and cannot help but sing his love to the winds. He expresses without restraint his wish to marry 
the beautiful Leïla. But among the Bedouins, it is traditionally the fathers who settle the marriages. The desire shouted by 
Qaïs is a shadow on their authority and they refuse this union. He then uses his poems as a weapon against the power. Leïla's 
family obtains permission from the Caliph to kill the arrogant lover. The Caliph brings Leila to see such a great beauty. He 
discovers with surprise that she is a rather skinny young woman, with a sunburned complexion. He then decides to send for 
Qaïs and asks him: "Why do you like this woman who has nothing extraordinary? She is less beautiful than the least beautiful 
of my women. And Qaïs answers: "It is because you do not have my eyes. I see her beauty and my love for her is infinite." 
Qaïs' family asked Leïla in marriage for fifty camels. But Leila's father refused. Qaïs lost his mind. His father takes him to 
Mecca to come to his senses, but the young man hears a voice shouting the name of his love over and over again. His obsession 
is such that he is called the majnoun (the madman) of Leïla. One day Majnoun is quietly at home, dreaming of his love, a 
friend comes to warn him that Leïla is in front of his door. The crazy poet's only answer is: "Tell him to go on his way because 



Leïla would prevent me for a moment from thinking about Leïla's love." Some time later, Leïla got married and left the region. 
Majnoun went to live in the desert with the wild animals. Some claimed to have seen him eating grass with the gazelles. One 
day, his lifeless body was discovered, protecting a final poem dedicated to his love... 

The present manuscript is a Persian version from the Zand or Qadjare period. It is written in black ink on 17 lines in a double 
gold, red, blue and black frame with oblique notes, headings with polychrome illumination. The text is illustrated with 6 
polychrome miniatures representing the adventures of the two heroes of this popular story. The manuscript is preserved in its 
refined period binding with polychrome decorations of flowers on the boards identical to those of the first illustration of the 
book, all covered with shellac. 

Very beautiful manuscript preserved in its beautiful period binding.           $ 3 850,00 

41. LE BLANC (VINCENT). -DE VERMAARDE REIZEN... IN 
DER VIER DELEN DES WERRELTS. Amsterdam, Jan 
Hendriksz & Jan Rieuwertsz, 1654. 1 vol. 4-to (195 x 147 mm) 
comprising 2 parts with own pagination of : I. [2] ff. (engraved title 
page, title page) ; 152 pp. ; II. 116 pp. 7 full-page engraved plates. 
Engraved lettering and culs-de-lampe. Half calf, marbled paper 
covered boards with gilt monogram "H T" surmounted by a ram, 
spine with false nerves ornamented and titled. (Copy trimmed a 
little short in the lateral margin with slight damage to 5 plates, spines 
split.) 

First illustrated edition, in Dutch, of the compilation of Le Blanc's 
travels written by Bergeron and Coulon from his memoirs, 
considered as one of the first accounts of comparative ethnography. 

Published in 1654, this work is the Dutch translation by Jan 
Hendrik Glazemaker (1620-1682) of parts I and II of the original 
French edition (Paris, 1648). Vincent Le Blanc (1554-c.1640) is 
presented as a traveler from Marseilles who would have traveled 
the world from the age of 12 until he was 60. The story begins with 
his embarkation in Marseille for the port of Alexandria, his first 
destination. He then visits Africa (Morocco, Guinea, South Africa), 
Persia, Arabia and the Middle East, Europe (Spain, France, Italy 
and the Netherlands) and some Asian countries as well as many 
islands. 

On his return, Le Blanc presented the manuscripts of his travels to 
his friend Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc (1580 - 1637; Galileo's 

lawyer; art advisor to Marie de Médicis; precursor of Egyptology; 
famous for having designed one of the first maps of the Moon 
based on telescopic observations). On the advice of the latter, Le 
Blanc entrusted his manuscripts to Pierre Bergeron (1580 - 
c.1637), as attested by one of Peiresc's letters addressed to Le 
Blanc: "To Monsieur Vincens Blanc, in Arles. You once showed 
me three or four small volumes of the journals of your great 
voyages to the Indies which you wanted to have printed, if it 
seems to me, and were only at pains to have them written down 
on your memoirs in terms suitable for publication. If you persist 
in the same desire, all you have to do is send them to me here 
while I am here, either by the way of Mr. de Callas, my father, 
who has daily conveniences, or by such other way as you may 
see fit. For I have found here a very honest man named Mr. 
Bergeron who will be very happy to take the trouble to put all 
your best memoirs in good terms, as he has already done with 
the travel memoirs of Sr. Pyrard and that of Mocquet which were 
printed and very well received. (Translated from French)" 
(published by Tamizey de Laroque, Paris, Imprimerie 
Nationale, volume VII, 1885, p.645). 

Bergeron is a writer and geographer to whom we owe two 
important works of the history of the voyages " Traité de la 
navigation et des voyages de découvertes et conquêtes 
modernes, et principalement des François " (1629) and " 
l'Histoire de la première découverte et conquête des Canaries " 



(1650). Adept of travel compilations, he is also credited with the authorship of the travel accounts of Jean Mocquet and 
François Pyrard de Laval, which were written according to the "peregrinatio" narrative technique. Thus the researcher Grégoire 
Holtz defines this literary style where: "in the XVIIth century [...] curiosity is no longer only the tracking of mirabilia reported 
or described by medieval travelers and which still furnish the cabinets of curiosities of the classical age, it is the beginning of 
comparative ethnology and of an ideological use of the travel report (translated from French)" (1). Bergeron began to put Le 
Blanc's memoirs into shape in 1628 by applying this method of narrative. Thus, he makes of Le Blanc a traveler who travels 
the whole world. This allows him to deliver to the reader the descriptions of the many countries listed above and to make 
comparative analyses of ethnography and geography. His death in 1637 prevented him from completing this vast work. A 
second French geographer and historian, Abbé Louis Coulon (1605 - 1664) took over the task and published in 1648. The 
present work, translated into Dutch, attests to its success. 

Thus, the authenticity of Le Blanc's account and the part due to Bergeron and Coulon has often been questioned. Modern 
historians confirm that Le Blanc made only a part of the journeys contained in this work, limited to the countries neighboring 
France (the Alps and the Spanish Netherlands) of which he left an account (1). As for the substance contained in the work, it 
is authentic and of great richness in which the authors propose: "a didactic aim, an encyclopedic aim and a practical and 
utilitarian aim." (1). 

The illustration is composed of eight engravings, including a title frontispiece and seven full-page plates. This particularly 
picturesque iconography includes a scene of landing in a storm (I.-4), a representation of a huge caravan of camels, horses and 
men on their way to Mecca (I.-9 ), a coronation scene (I.-112), an impressive inquisition scene (I.-118), a street scene in Fez, 
Morocco (II.-76), an execution scene in the East (II.-78) and an assassination scene amidst ruins (II.-98). 

Provenance: Charles Henri Ternaux (1807-1864), historian and bibliophile with a passion for travel, also a translator and a 
French deputy (gold-stamped monogram surmounted by a ram in the center of the boards). 

One of the few copies complete with it’s plates preserved in private hands.  

(1) (CRLV: Holtz, 2001 & 2002).                 $ 3 520,00 

42. [BOOK OF PSALMS OF KING AND PROPHET DAVID]. S.l. [Londres], Société pour la propagation des livres 
saints, 1819. 1 vol. 12-mo (160 x 105 mm) of : [1] f. (title); 154 pp. [1] f. Engraved ex-libris on the back of the last leaf : " Ex-
libris comte de Lapisse ". Full brown basane, 
smooth mute spine (English binding of the 
time). English binder's label scratched off 
(Binding worn and missing). 

Rare psalter printed in Arabic for the British 
Bible Society in 1819.  

A psalter, otherwise known as the book of 
Psalms, Sefer Tehillim in Hebrew or Zabur in 
Arabic, is a book from the Bible. More 
precisely, it is the first of the Ketuvin section, 
according to the canon of the Hebrew Bible. Its 
place in the Christian Old Testament has varied 
greatly over time. It did not find a definitive 
place until around the thirteenth century 
between the book of Job and that of Proverbs. 
The book is printed entirely in Arabic with 
black ink in the conventional or sinistroverse 
(right to left) writing direction. Each page has a 
maximum of 20 lines and is numbered from 1 
to 154.  

Europeans have long been the most prolific in printing Arabic characters. In fact, although this technique had been known in 
the Arab world for as long as Europeans (15th century), several reasons delayed the development of this practice before it 
took off in the mid-19th century. The first reason is related to the prestige of Arabic writing, whose handwritten practice is 
seen as sacred. The second reason was that the theologians who were the holders of knowledge and copyists had long refused 
the practice out of respect for tradition and a desire to preserve their authority over the texts. The third was economic: the 
powerful corporation of copyists that developed over the centuries was not ready to give up the large profits that this monopoly 
provided them. The Europeans, on the other hand, perfected printing over the centuries and developed a typography of 
Arabic as early as the 16th century. These works in Arabic were mainly intended for the Christians of the East in order to 
improve relations with them. 

This copy bears the ex libris of the Count de Lapisse (1773-1850), French military. Son of colonel Antoine Pierre de Lapisse, 
he had a great military career with notable feats of arms in the campaigns of 1792 and 1793, where he was at the sieges of 
Namur, Bréda and Gertruydenberg or in 1800 in the army of Italy where he was at the defense of the Var bridge, at the sieges 
of Savona and Verona. He was made a Knight of the Legion of Honor in 1804, then an Officer of the Legion of Honor and 



a Knight of Saint-Louis in 1814. In 1809, he successively directed the works of Maubeuge, Mainz, and Ostend. Back in Mainz, 
he was made colonel director of fortifications in 1810. Employed at Le Havre from 1814, he was confirmed in his functions 
by Louis XVIII in 1816. As commander-in-chief of the Verdun direction from 1822, he obtained the rank of commander of 
the Legion of Honor in 1827. In 1830, he closed the gates of this place to the troops who came from the camp of Lunéville 
to the aid of Charles X. He was then appointed marshal of camp by Louis Philippe in 1831. Transferred to Paris as an engineer 
inspector and member of the Fortifications Committee, he was put in charge of the general inspection of the Northern and 
Eastern divisions in 1832 and 1833. In 1834, he was temporarily a member of the Joint Commission of Public Works and 
the Committee of Fortifications of Paris. He was admitted to retirement on March 31, 1835, and retired to Laneville (Meuse), 
where he died on February 24, 1850, at the age of 76.              $ 1 320,00 

43. [MANUSCRIPT QU'RAN] - [circa 1800]. 1 volume 16-vo (112 x 112 mm.) of : [44] handwritten ff. Contemporary 
full brown morocco with flap, smooth spine, boards and flap cold-stamped with multiple frames, frieze and medallions filled 
with green.  

Lovely small Quranic manuscript in brown ink. The text is composed of 44 unnumbered leaves and arranged on 9 lines per 
page. It has a few touches of green and red for diacritics to facilitate reading. Finally, some words are highlighted in red ink. 
Beautiful little Quran in its nicely stamped binding.                $  660,00 

44. [MANUSCRIPT QU'RAN] - [Circa 1800] 1 volume 8-vo (190 x 115 mm.) of : [282] ff. handwritten. Half brown 
contemporary basane, smooth spine, boards covered with cold-stamped red morocco with dot frieze framing multiple floral 
ornaments. 

Impressive 18th century Quranic manuscript written in black ink and richly decorated in the text. It is composed of 282 
unnumbered leaves and arranged on 15 lines per page. It has a few touches of red for diacritics to facilitate reading. The first 
two and last leaves are beautifully decorated with a frame of three flowery friezes enhanced with blue, red and gold ink. The 
entire text is also framed by blue, brown, orange and black fillets. Moreover, the line separators as well as the points in the 
text are enhanced with gold. Finally, in the outer margin of some leaves, there are ornamental medallions in black, blue and 
red ink. Beautifully decorated Qur'an in its nicely stamped binding.            $ 1 320,00 



45. [MANUSCRIPT QU'RAN] - [circa 1800]. 1 volume 4-to (250 x 200 mm.) of : [33] handwritten ff. Full red morocco 
with flap, cold and gold framing on the boards with central motif in a window tinted with black ink, smooth mute spine with 
traces of gold motifs. 

Beautiful Quranic manuscript in brown ink.   

The text consists of 33 handwritten leaves arranged in 14 lines per page. Each page of text is entirely framed by a triple red 
and blue fillet. Some words are highlighted in blue ink while the text has many touches of red and green for diacritics to 
facilitate reading. Some passages are introduced by an ornamental frieze with flowers in green, blue, red and gold ink. Finally, 
the margins are sometimes decorated with colored motifs in blue, red and gold ink. Superb Qur'an particularly colorful in its 
beautiful stamped and decorated morocco binding.              $ 1 650,00 

 

46. [QAJAR MIRROR CASE WITH 

POLYCHROME DECORATION]. - Iran, 
circa XVIII ème. [Qajar mirror case with 
polychrome decoration]. Iran, circa XVIII 
th. 1 vol. In-8° ( 191 x 135 mm.). Cardboard 
box made up of two parts articulated by brass 
hinges, polychrome decoration on lacquer on 
three sides representing scenes of life, 
recessed mirror with colored paper frame 
and dominoté. (Faults of use, cracks, 
deformation of the cardboard, all in good 
condition). 

Charming female accessory in Qajar style 
with polychrome decoration adorned with 3 
paintings representing scenes of life and 
opening onto a mirror. 

Qajar, Kadjars or Qadjar art is an art form 
that developed in Kadjar Iran, which lasted 
from 1794 to 1925. The period during which 
the Kadjar dynasty reigned saw a strong 
development of arts, made possible by a 

period of relative stability in the country's history, allowing artistic development in particular during the reigns of Fath Ali Shah 
Qadjar (r. 1797-1834) and Nasir al-Din Shah (r. 1848-1896). Beautiful object, well preserved.         $ 1 320,00 

 

47. ZANGAKI, BONFILS, ARNOUX, 
BEATO, FIORILLO, BECHARD, 
SEBAH... -[ALBUM OF 146 PHOTOS OF 
EGYPT]. Egypte, s.d. [circa 1870]. 1 vol. 
in-folio oblong of : [73] ff. containing 146 
albumen prints (222 x 279 mm.). Label of the 
stationery shop "Maison Martinet, Albert 
Hautecoeur, bd des Capucines, 12, Paris" on 
the back of the first plate. Contemp. half-
brown chagrin with corners. 

Remarkable set of 146 albumen prints 
representing landscapes and animated scenes 
of Egypt signed by the greatest local 
photographers of the time: the Zangaki 
brothers, Bonfils, Arnoux, Beato, Fiorillo, 
Béchard and Sébah. 

Active in the second half of the 19th century, 
these photographers of diverse origins 
(French, Italian, British, Ottoman, Greek) all 
established a studio or a branch in Egypt 
(Alexandria, Port Said, Cairo). They captured its landscapes, inhabitants, historical places and important events such as the 
digging of the Suez Canal. Some have collaborated together such as Hippolyte Arnoux and Antonio Beato or Constantin and 
Georges Zangaki, Félix Bonfils and Arnoux. Specialists in the history of Egypt, their works became famous thanks to the 



European tourists who brought back these photos as souvenirs. Nowadays, these prints can be found individually and much 
more rarely in the form of an album. They are highly prized by historians and collectors. The owner of this album got it in 
Paris at the Parisian stationery shop "Maison Martinet" (label on the back of the first plate) and then garnished it with the 
numerous photos collected during his trip to Egypt. 

The 146 albumen prints present a very wide vision of Upper and Lower Egypt: Cairo, Alexandria, Suez, Beni Hassan, Luxor, 
Port Said, Ismailia, El Férdanne, Heliopolis, Aswan, Thebes and the Island of Gezira. We discover mosques, temples, 
portraits of Egyptians (men, women and children), camels, whole sections of temples full of hieroglyphs, feluccas, oases, 
various views of the Nile, the pyramids... 

Magnificent album of real importance for the history of the Egyptian cultural heritage. 

Non-exhaustive list of prints [translated from French]: "Date Harvest"; "Qasr al-Nile Bridge, Cairo"; "Dutch Boat Passing the 
Curve of El Guiroh"; "Cairo Street, Toulon Quarter"; "Ruins of the Amenaphis Temple"; "Cairo, Gate of the Sallam Hassan 
Mosque"; "Luxor, Wild Pigeon Lofts"; "Suez Rade" ; "Fountain of Moses"; "Lighthouse of Port Said"; "Opening of the port of 
Qasr al-Nil"; "Panorama of Port Said"; "Lake Timsah"; "Quay of Port Said"; "General view of Ismailia"; "El Férdanne Station"; 
"Freshwater canal and lock, upstream of Ismailia"; "Karnak. 1st pylon of the Great Temple. Egypt"; "The Ruins of the 
Lighthouse"; "Alexandria. Pompey's Column"; "Alexandria. The Palace of Ras-el-Tin"; "Cisterns of Aden"; "View of Kantara"; 
"Alexandria. Statue of Muhammad Ali"; "Mosque of Muhammad Ali. Cairo"; "Kom el-Dick"; "Bedouin Camp"; "Pyramids and 
Arab Village"; "Cairo Taken from the Mokatan"; "Heliopolis Obelisk"; "View of the Canal"; "City of Suez"; "Arabs Fill their 
Pitchers in the Nile" ; "Grand Bazaar at Kasr el-Nil"; "Arab dinner"; ""The bridge of Kasr el-Nil"; "Aswan panoramic view"; "Port 
and city of Port-Saïd"; "Choubra Kiosk - Galleries"; "Oasis of the Moses Fountains"; "Basin of Radoub. Suez"; "Thebes. Colosses 
of Memnon. Egypt"; "General View of Alexandria"; "Egyptian Curiosities"; "Karnak. Inclined column in the Hypostyle Hall. 
Egypt"; "Panorama of Suez"; "Palace of Gezirah".              $ 3 850,00 

Asia 

48. ACOSTA (EMMANUEL D'). -HISTOIRE DES CHOSES MEMORABLES, SUR 
LE FAICT DE LA RELIGION CHRESTIENNE, DICTES & EXECUTEES ES PAYS & 
ROYAUMES DES INDES ORIENTALES. PAR CEUX DE LA CO[M]PAGNIE DU 
NOM DE IESUS, DEPUIS L’AN 1542. JUSQUES A PRESENT. AVEC CERTAINES 
EPISTRES NOTABLES, & CONCERNANT ES L'ESTAT DES AFFAIRES DU PAYS 
JAPON. TRADUIT DU LATIN DE JEAN PIERRE MAFFEO, EN FRANÇOIS: PAR 
M. EDMOND AUGER DE LA COMPAGNIE DU NOM DE JESUS. Lyons, Benoist 
Rigaud, 1571. 1 vol. 8vo. Contemp. vellum, ink title.  

Original edition in French of utmost rarity of “Historia da missões do Oriente » by 
the Portuguese Jesuit Emmanuel d 'Acosta (1541-1604).  

The author collected the unpublished letters relating the first contacts between 
Western and Eastern civilizations (including those of Father Francis Xavier, who 
introduced Christianity to Japan in 1549) These letters gaves him the matérial to 
produce this first historical work on the subject. The original Portuguese text was never 
published, but a Latin translation made in Rome by Father Jean-Pierre Maffei (1536-
1603), under the title "Rervm a Societate Iesv in oriente gestarvm ad annvm vsqve at 
Deipara Virgine MDLXVIII" was published at Dillingen by Sebald Mayer, the same 
year as the present Lyon edition in French by Father Emond Auger (1530-1591, 
confessor to King Henry III).  D’Acosta's work  is divided in four parts containing 
about forty letters of Eastern missionaries written between 1548 and 1564, mostly 
concerning Japan. It includes two letters from father François Xavier, one from 
Malacca dated June 1549, the other from Kagoshima in November of the same year, 

recounting the first contacts between the missionaries and the Japanese population. Other letters discuss in detail the religion 
and government of Japan, as well as the missionaries' way of instructing and converting the Japanese. 

$ 12 100,00 

49. AKISATO RITO. [SHUNCHÔSAI NOBUSHIGE (TAKHERA) - DESSINATEUR]. -[MIYAKO MEISHO ZUE]. 
MIYAKO-MEI-SHO. DZU-YE. ECRIT PAR UN NOBLE SUGAHARA TAME-TOSHI-KIYO. DESSINÉ PAR TAKIHARA 
SHUNCHOSAI. Kyoto, 1780 (1786). 5 vol. 8-vo (260 x 184 mm.) of : [60] ff ; [51] ff ; [52] ff ; [58] ff ; [76] ff ; more than 
250 woodcuts, most of them on double-page ; woodcut text.Vintage publisher's paperback, blue boards, title pieces in 
Japanese, handwritten title in French on the covers.Rare and unique edition of this exceptional 18th century guide describing 
famous sites of Kyoto and its surroundings, before their destruction by fire in 1788. 



The capital city of Kyoto (Miyako 
meaning capital, is the name given 
in literature to Kyoto, literally the 
capital city) was the symbol of 
national pride and power of Japan 
for almost a thousand years. In 
the fire of 1788, a large part of the 
imperial city was destroyed and 
only the temples and gardens 
located in the mountains above 
the city were spared. The 
descriptions and views in this 
guide to Akisato are therefore of 
great importance, as they are the 
last record of a city that was largely 
destroyed only two years after its 
publication. The volumes are 
dated 1780, but it is known that 
they were not published until 
1786. 

Akisato Rito (1776-1830), who 
was in charge of redesigning the 
famous Ryoan-ji stone garden after the fire, also wrote a book on the famous gardens of the capital (Miyako Rinsen meisho 
zue, 1799) and a treatise on stone compositions in gardens (Ishigumi sonou yaegaki den, 1827). With the Meisho Zue, Akisato 
reinvented the old genre of illustrated guidebooks in Japan and in the following thirty years, most of the Japanese cities and 
prefectures that attracted tourists produced this kind of book to showcase their sites. 

The six volumes contain more than 250 engravings printed on handmade mulberry paper from the drawings of Takehara 
Shunchôsai Nobushige who was active from 1772 to 1801. The illustrations, in addition to the numerous views of the different 
parts of the city, give an idea of the atmosphere that reigned in the city through various scenes of life, in aristocratic residences 
or in the street, on special occasions or in daily life. There are depictions of Buddhist and Shinto temples and altars, religious 
ceremonies and funeral processions, New Year's celebrations, Emperor's processions in Kyoto, as well as more prosaic scenes 
of merchants in their stalls: fan sellers or kimono tailors, tea houses, and many scenes in the estates of great aristocrats and 
imperialists The views of the 10th century Honganji Monastery and the Sanjusaugendo Temple with its thirty-three Buddha 
statues are particularly noteworthy. 

The text is a mixture of Chinese and Japanese. The illustrations are captioned with text in both languages, frequently with 
literary or poetic quotations. 

Nice copy                  $ 3 850,00 

50. [ALBUM OF ILLUSTRATIONS 

ON PITH PAPER] - [circa 1850]. 1 vol. 8-
vo oblong (195 x 295 mm) of : 8 watercolors 
on pith paper. Half tan percaline, plates 
covered with marbled paper. (some discretly 
restored). 

Sumptuous album containing 8 watercolors of 
birds and small animals on pith paper of great 
finesse, Chinese export craft of the 19th 
century. 

Pith paper comes from the central column of 
spongy cellular tissue of the stem of a small tree 
called Tetrapanax Papyrifera, native to 
southwest China. Its use dates back centuries: 
at the imperial court, men and women wore 
colored paper flowers made from the pulp of 

this tree in their hair. To be used in painting, pith paper is cut by hand with a knife into thin sheets from short lengths of 
spongy tissue. Cutting requires great dexterity and the constraints of the process mean that the finished leaves for painting 
rarely, if ever, measure more than 30 cm by 20 cm. The leaves are dried, cut and used for painting as is. Because of the nature 
of the pulp and its cellular structure, the gouache used by the Chinese sets on the surface and produces a brilliant, even 
sparkling effect. It was possible to obtain very fine details. 



Aimed at the international market, pith paper painting emerged to satisfy the growing demand for small, inexpensive and easily 
transportable souvenirs, following the massive growth of trade with China in the first quarter of the 19th century. This craft 
replaced oil, cardboard or canvas paintings that were difficult to transport home. Watercolor albums were inexpensive, 
lightweight, easy to pack, and offered the paintings some protection during the long trip home as well as protection from light 
over the years, so they still retain their vivid colors today.  

Pith paper albums often contain few drawings on a single theme. The theme of the present album is nature and more precisely 
birds. Of the 8 watercolors that make up this album, 7 represent a couple of birds perched on a flowering branch and 
sometimes even bearing fruit. The last watercolor represents butterflies gathering pollen. All are framed with blue mulberry 
paper. Sumptuous album preserved in its original binding.             $ 1 870,00 

51. [ITALIAN ALBUM OF 60 JAPANESE ILLUSTRATIONS IN COLORS ON PAPER]. Première moitié du 
XXème. 1 vol. 8-vo oblong (177 x 385 mm.) of : [2] ff. (including title, table); 60 Japanese color prints on the front of 60 
leaves (62 different illustrations in total). Bound in gilt silk decorated on the first board with a kabuto and arrows. Wooden 
spine with silk thread binding.  

Beautiful album of 60 Japanese color prints (62 different illustrations in total) circa 1935 due to Kokushi Meiga Kankokai 
reproducing works of great masters of Japanese printmaking such as Tsukioka Yoshitoshi (1839-1892), Mizuno Toshikata 
(1866-1908), Ogata Gekko (1859-1920) or Yoshu Chikanobu (1838-1912), who belonged to the Japanese artistic movements 
ukiyo-e (Edo period, 1603-1868), nihonga (from 1880), shin-hanga (from 1912).   

In landscape format and finely realized, they mostly represent samurais in armor in combat, on foot, on horseback or in a 
boat, portraits of them, at sunrise, near a shore, in a stream, in a bamboo forest, in the mountains or indoor scenes. If most 
of them represent more or less historical scenes in an epic way, some are dedicated to Japanese mythology. The 60 prints are 
made on the front side (some of them are gathered on the same page) in the Japanese reading direction and completed with 
a title and a description in Japanese in the inner margin. Finally, at the beginning of the album is a complete list of 62 
illustrations. Beautiful album of Japanese prints in color featuring the masters of Japanese printmaking.        $ 1 320,00 

52. [ANONYMOUS. CHINEESE CRAFTSMAN SHIP ]. -[ WATERCOLOR ALBUM OF ON PITH PAPER FIGURING 
BOATS]. S.D. (circa 1850). 1 vol. 4to oblong (224 x 349 mm) of : [1] bl. f. ; [4] ff. ; [1] bl. f. ; 4 watercolors on mulberry 
pulp fixed on period rag paper ff. with mulberry bark paper frame. (Some breaks and discreet restorations). 19th century 
cardboard, smooth back. 

Nice album gathering 4 watercolors on pith paper paper depicting Chinese sailboats, a craft from the middle of the 19th 
century.  

The watercolors (160 x 226 m.) are particularly well done and the colors are very fresh. This Chinese technique uses the inside 
of the burl, a material spread out in sheets giving a relief and an unequalled vivacity to the colors applied on its surface. This 
"paper" is however very fragile and few of these drawings have withstood the test of time. The present album shows two flat-
bottomed riverboats with a single mast, one of which is a small one propelled by two men with oars, and two larger vessels, 
one with two masts, the second with three masts, capable of facing rougher seas. Despite some restorations due to the fragility 
of the material, the whole is in a good state of conservation and the colors are of a great freshness. Nice example of this refined 
art typically Chinese.                   $  495,00 

53. [ANONYMOUS. CHINEESE CRAFTSMAN SHIP ]. -[ALBUM OF WATERCOLORS  ON PITH PAPER 
REPRESENTING BOATS]. sl.n.d. [circa 1850]. 1 vol. 8vo oblong (155 x 205 mm) of : 10 watercolors on sheets of mulberry 
paper fixed on rice paper by a blue paper frame. (Some breaks and discreet restorations). Chinese binding in acordeon, vegetal 
cardboard boards covered with dominoté paper with geometrical patterns. Protective cardboard folder with black cloth spine. 
(Wear and tear). 



Very nice album gathering 10 watercolors on pith paper depicting Chinese boats, a craft from the middle of the 19th century.  

This Chinese technique uses the inside of the burl, a material spread out in sheets giving a relief and an unequalled vivacity to 
the colors applied on its surface. This "paper" is however very fragile and few of these drawings have withstood the test of time. 
The present album presents various types of sea and river merchant ships, of all sizes, and propelled by sail or oar. Sailors are 
in action on the decks of several boats or pulling on oars. The watercolors are particularly well done and the colors are very 
fresh. The set is preserved in its original binding, whose boards are made of laminated plant leaves and covered with stenciled 
paper. Beautiful example of this refined art typically Chinese.             $ 1 320,00 

 

54. AOU, TOKEI -KOKUGUN ZENZU 
[ATLAS OF PROVINCES AND 
COUNTRIES OF JAPAN]. [Nagoya], 
Toheido, Tenpo  8, [1837]. 2 vol. 4-to 
(280 x 195 mm) of : 1. [14] ff; 42 colored 
maps on double-page; 2. [3] ff; 35 colored 
maps on double-page. A total of 77 
maps.Bound in period yellow paper, spine 
sewn. 

Rare atlas depicting the provinces and 
regions of Japan. 

Second edition (EO 1828) of this rare atlas of 
the provinces and districts of Japan by Tokei 
Aou. This 1837 edition is in two volumes and 
increased by 33 maps. The set consists of 77 
colored maps on double-page spread in 2 
volumes, 35 for the first one and 42 for the 
second one. They represent all the provinces 
and islands that make up Japan, as well as a 
map of the whole of Japan and a bird's eye view of Mount Fuji. Finely realized, these maps show the administrative divisions 
(villages, provinces, counties), the main roads, the historical places, the shrines and the temples. A nice copy well preserved 
in its original binding.                 $ 2 750,00 

55. BROUGHTON (THOMAS DUER). -LES MARATTES. Paris, Nepveu,  
1817. 2 vols. 16mo. 10 engraved plates, 6 folding. Original card-board bindings.  

First French edition.  

Broughton first arrived in India in 1795 as a cadet in 
the Bengal establishment. Following the siege of 
Seringapatam in 1799, in which he was actively 
engaged, he was appointed commandant of the cadet 
corps. At the time he wrote the present work he was a 
military resident with the Mahrattas. His book is 

dedicated to the Marquis of Wellesley, "the acute detector of Mahratta wiles, the firm repeller of 
their insolent pretensions, and the formidable barrier to their ambitious projects; their vigorous 
opponent in time of war, and their generous pacificator in the hour of victory. " Eight of the ten 
finely watercolored plates are after original drawings by a native artist.  

Fine copy.            $ 1 320,00 

 

56. CLEYER (ANDREAS). -SPECIMEN MEDICINAE SINICAE, SIVE OPUSCULA MEDICA AD MENTEM SINENSIUM. 
Frankfurt, Johann Peter Zubrodt, 1682. 1 vol 4to of: [2] ff. ; 48 pp. ; 99 pp. ; [11] pp. ; 54 pp. ; [1] f. blank ; 16 pp. ; 29 
plates engraved on full page and numerous woodcut text. (Lacking an engraved title, a few short trimmed leaves with damage 
to the text, freckles and scorched leaves). Ancient vellum. 

First edition of the first illustrated work on Chinese medicine published in Europe.  

These Latin translations of a late medieval version of the Mo cheh (Instructions relating to the pulse) and other short texts 
were the work of the Polish Jesuit Michael Boym (1612-1659). They were published, with no mention of Boym, by Andreas 
Cleyer ( 1634-1697), a physician with the Dutch East India Company who served in Java in the 1660s and later in Japan. The 
only earlier printed Western work on Chinese medicine was a short unillustrated collection of Jesuit translations of similar 
Chinese works entitled Secrets de la medicine chinoise (Grenoble 1671). The texts translated here, of which several are by 



Vam Xo Ho (or Wang Shu-ho), deal primarily with theories relating to the pulse, and 
the closely related subject of acupuncture is discussed extensively. One chapter gives 
remedies for various types of disorders of the pulse, while the chapter on materia medica 
lists and describes 289 plants, with phonetic transcriptions of their Chinese names, and 
their Latin names where the plants have been identified. The final section contains 36 
descriptions of various pathological symptoms as manifested in the appearance of the 
tongue, illustrated by woodcuts of the tongue with captions describing localized 
discoloration, etc. The curious engravings, copied from a Chinese source, probably 
Chang Chieh-Pin's Lei ching (1624) include several anatomical engravings of organs as 
well as the first acupuncture charts published in the West; unfortunately, these were 
dubbed 'anatomical' by Western writers, causing much confusion and misguided 
criticism. A portion of Boym's translation of the section on the pulse was abridged and 
paraphrased in English in the second volume of John Floyer's Physician's pulse-watch 
(1707-10). Floyer, presumably influenced by Chinese theory, was the first European 
physician to advocate regular observations of the pulse. 

$ 24 200,00 

 

57. DELESSERT (ADOLPHE). -SOUVENIRS D'UN VOYAGE DANS 
L'INDE EXECUTE DE 1834 A 1839. Paris, imp. Bétrune et Plon pour 
Fortin, Masson et Cie & Langlois et Leclerq, 1843. 2 parts in 1 vol. 8vo. 
35 lithographs (24 hand-coloured), 1 large folding outline hand coloured 
lithographed map. Contemp. black quarter morocco. 

Rare unique edition of the report of Adolphe Delessert's trip to India.  

The work is composed of two parts: Delessert first describes the route of the 
scientific expedition, before going into the heart of his subject, the natural 
history of India, illustrated with 27 plates (24 watercolors) representing 
animals, birds and insects, among which 11 are devoted to lepidoptera 
(butterflies). 

Fine copy.             $ 4 180,00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

58. [DELLON (CHARLES)]. -HISTOIRE DE L'INQUISITION DE GOA. Amsterdam, Mortier, 1697. 1 vol. 12mo (157 
x 92 mm) of : [8] ff. (title, engraved vignette pasted on the title page : "Misericordia et Institia", epistle, warning, table) ; 251 pp. 
(including 1 engraving in the text repeated at the head of the chapter); [13] pp. (table); 6 folding plates; bands, lettering and 
lamp-ends. (Some wetness, foxing and wear, tear on p. 11, wormhole discreetly filled in the lower margin on the last 10 ff. 
with loss of some letters). Full contemporary basane, spine ribbed and decorated, gilt roulette on the edges, red speckled 
edges. (Small defects of use). 

Nice Amsterdam edition of this famous denunciation of the inquisition by Charles Dellon, a text that was condemned and 
put on the index in 1690 (Pirate edition: Leiden, 1687; E.O.: Paris, 1688). 

Charles Dellon (1649-1709), born in Agde into a middle-class Catholic merchant family, embarked at the age of seventeen 
for the East Indies on a vessel of the Company of the same name. He was going to seek his fortune as a doctor, although he 
did not have the title. After many adventures, he settled in March 1673 in Daman, one of the Portuguese trading posts on the 
west coast of the Indian peninsula. In August, he was arrested by the local commissioner of the inquisition and transferred to 
the Holy Office in Goa to be tried. Dellon was accused of denying the sacrament of baptism and of blaspheming against the 
worship of a crucifix, but above all of questioning the Inquisition. He was excommunicated and was penitentiated during the 
autodafé of January 12, 1676, condemned to the confiscation of his goods and to five years of galleys, executable in Portugal. 
Transported to Lisbon, he was freed shortly afterwards, thanks to a French diplomatic intervention obtained through Jacques-
Bénigne Bossuet (1627-1704; French churchman, bishop, preacher and writer). On his return, Dellon received his doctorate 
in medicine and entered the service of the princes of Conti, whom he followed to war in Hungary (1685). Settled in Paris, he 
devoted his time to writing. In 1685, he published his "Relation d'un voyage des Indes orientales" which he dedicated to "his 



liberator", Bossuet, as well as his "Traité des maladies particulières aux pays orientaux, et dans la route, et de leurs remèdes", 
which will earn him a place in the history of tropical medicine. However, "La Relation de l'Inquisition de Goa" (1687) remains 
his great work. In it, Dellon recounts the four terrible years of captivity spent at the hands of the Portuguese Inquisition in the 
East Indies as well as his trial. Dellon, as one can imagine, does not like the Inquisition. He even makes one of the strongest 
and most informed denunciations of it. His work is a weapon. A weapon of Louis XIV against the papacy in 1688, when 
tensions between Paris and Rome were high; a weapon of the Protestants against the Catholic Church and a weapon of the 
Enlightenment against the Church itself. By comparing the accounts that Dellon gives with the preserved papers of the 
inquisitions of Goa and Evora, as well as those of the Council of the Inquisition in Lisbon, they show that not only did he live 
through the events that he attributes to himself, but also that his information is of great precision. The Relation is indeed a 
first-hand account, an eyewitness account, from the inside, of the workings of an Inquisition tribunal. It is worth emphasizing 
the rarity of texts of this kind: the accused of the Inquisition were ordered, at the end of their trial, to keep silent about what 
they had experienced in court. Most of them did so, or at least did not leave any written testimony. There are about ten books 
in total, all obviously published outside the territories subject to the jurisdiction of the tribunal. 

The present work has played a capital role in the fight against intolerance during the Enlightenment. Voltaire was inspired by 
it in Candide, but also Bayle, Limborch, Lesage, Montesquieu, the Marquis d'Argens, d'Alembert, the Abbé Morellet, 
Beccaria, Buchanan, without forgetting the press which used this testimony with the perfume of an adventure novel doubled 
with a formidable political and religious pamphlet. 

The illustration is composed of 6 folding plates retracing the stages of the Inquisition's judgment, including a terrible scene of 
tortured people being burned at the stake. 

$  935,00 

59. FERMANEL DE FAVERY (LUC). -RELATION DES MISSIONS DES EVESQUES 
FRANÇOIS AUX ROYAUMES DE SIAM, DE LA COCHINCHINE, DE CAMBOYE, ET DU 
TONKIN. Paris, Pierre Le Petit, Edme Couterot, Charles Angot, 1674. 1 vol. 8-vo (190 x 
130 mm) of : 8 ff. (title, epistle, preface, table) 367 pp. ; [1] f. (excerpt from privilege). (rare stains, 
worm work at the end of the upper inner corner, fresh overall). Contemporary full speckled calf, 
spine gilt, title gilt (binding worn, corners, edges and spine ends worn, leather missing from second 
board). 

Rare first edition of this account dedicated to the Catholic missions in Thailand, Cambodia and 
Viet Nam, with descriptions of the island of Reunion, the Cape Verde Islands, the bay of Surat.... 

As the author of the preface summarizes, In 1658, Pope Alexander VII sent three bishops to the 
Far East to govern the churches in these countries. They left Paris in 1660, 1661, & 1662. One of 
them died on the way. The Pope immediately sent a power of attorney to the two surviving bishops 
to consecrate a successor in his place among the Ecclesiastics who accompanied them. The two 
prelates having arrived at the city of Siam, they establish a mission there. But the hostility of the 
locals led them to secretly send ecclesiastics to Tonquin, Cochinchina and Cambodia where the 
Jesuits had previously founded missions but had been banished. The present work gives the 
account of this attempt at new missions, with interesting descriptions of the places and populations 
encountered by the religious: Thus relates Mr. Deydier in his letters to Mr. de Beryte: "Tonquin 
was a province of China 800 years ago, in the same way Cochinchina was a province of Tonkin 
more than a century ago, but today it is a kingdom separated from the two, with this difference that 
it pays tribute to the first one from three years to three years; on the contrary, it draws tribute from 
the second one which is much smaller than it. (Translated from French)" "The people have a very 

good nature and justice is administered with as much order and equity as in any country in the Universe, because the 
Magistracies are neither venal nor lucrative...". "This city is frighteningly long and without walls. One sees there from space to 
space of large lakes, one meets there everywhere so many people, that although the streets are very broad, one has nevertheless 
much sorrow to pass in several places: the houses are built of bamboos, coated with clay, and covered with straw for the 
ordinary... ". 

Fine copy preserved in its original binding. 

$ 3 080,00 

60. JEANSELME (EDOUARD). -[ MANUSCRIPT]. VOYAGE EN CHINE. 1899. 3 vols. small 4to (238 x 199 mm) 
entirely handwritten, mounted on tabs and in continuous pagination of : I. Printed map of China; [1] f. (dedications); 227 ff. ; 
II. 177 ff. (numbered 228 to 405); III. 156 ff. (numbered 406 to 562); 12 ff. (including table). Contemporary fawn half-chagrin, 
boards covered with marbled paper, spine with faux-nerve, title and tomes in brown morocco. 

Original manuscript of the journey of Edouard Jeanselme (1858-1935), French physician, dermatologist and infectious 
diseases specialist, in charge of a mission in the Far East, a remarkable study dedicated to China at the end of the 19th century. 

Édouard Jenselme is the author of numerous medical works. He is particularly known for his research on syphilis and leprosy. 
After obtaining a law degree, he began his career as a physician in 1881 as an extern at the hospitals of Paris, then became an 



intern in the class of 1883. He then spent a year at the 
Saint-Louis Hospital, where he became the head of 
the laboratory from 1888 to 1896 and became 
passionately interested in dermatology. He became a 
hospital physician in 1896, and then a member of the 
Faculty of Medicine. In 1898, he was entrusted with a 
mission to the Far East, from which he brought back 
remarkable studies on leprosy and on various exotic 
diseases. Appointed professor at the Institute of 
Colonial Medicine in 1900, he became associate 
professor at the Faculty of Medicine in Paris the 
following year and professor of the Clinic of 
Cutaneous and Syphilitic Diseases in 1918. In 
addition to his career as a physician, Jenselme was a 
member of numerous medical societies and 
organizations: member of the Historical Society of the 
6th arrondissement (1911-1935); elected member of 
the section of medical pathology of the Academy of 
Medicine (1919); president of the following societies: 
French Society of History of Medicine, Society of 
Anthropology, Society of Exotic Pathology, Society of 

Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis, as well as one of the founders 
of the International Society of History of Medicine. In 1913, 
he was made a Knight of the Legion of Honor and was 
elevated to the rank of officer in 1919, one year after his 
retirement. From his travels, he developed his taste for works 
of art and his passion for anthropology. During his mission in 
the Far East, he published several articles of a medical nature 
and wrote the present bound manuscript in 3 volumes devoted 
solely to the account of his trip and to studies of the 
population, of which only a few excerpts have been published. 
His journey extends from Hanoi to Manhao, from Manhao to 
Mong Tseu, Mong Tseu to Yunnan Sen (1st vol.) then from 
Yunnan Sen to Tali (2nd vol.) and finally from Tali to the 
Christianity of Tapinse (3rd vol.).  

The first volume begins with a tabbed sheet entitled: "A travers 
le Yunnan à la veille de la révolution chinoise mai-septembre 
1899" (Through Yunnan on the eve of the Chinese revolution, 
May-September 1899) on which appears a dedication to the 
French statesman, Paul Doumer (1857-1932). From 1897 to 
1902, Doumer was Governor General of French Indochina, a 
term during which he cleaned up the public finances and 
launched important works, notably the Transindochinois 
(railway linking Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City) and the Yunnan 
Railway. A preface and a detailed introduction follow, 
beginning with the evolution of China, its political 
organization, education, the army, justice, the customs system, 
hierarchy, taxation, the postal and railway service, the 
organization of families and the cult of ancestors, Taoism, 
Buddhism, the great philosophers, the Chinese language, the 
arts, the qualities and defects of the Chinese people, the future of China, and economic life in Yunnan. The dedication and 
the organization of his manuscript suggest that Jenselme intended to publish his account in full. To our knowledge, only a few 
excerpts were published in the form of articles, as attested by his annotations and a small endnote in the third volume addressed 
to one of his readers. We find, for example, the first paragraph of the first volume published in his work entitled "Les théories 
médicales des chinois, La pratique médicale des chinois" published in: La Presse médicale, Paris, No. 76, September 12, 
1900, pp. 179-182, and No. 51, June 26, 1901, pp. 298-300. 

Jenselme narrates his journey from Hanoi to Manhao which begins with an invitation from the Governor to accompany the 
Public Works mission: "For several months, I had been slowly making my way up the coast of Amman, when on arriving at 
the Residence of Than Hoa, I found at my address a telegram from the Governor General of Indo-China. Mr. Doumer very 
kindly offered to take me up to Yunnan with the Public Works mission charged with establishing the route of the penetration 
railroad and he advised me of the date of departure." (translated from French, f. 119). He travels through the Vietnamese 
cities of Sontay, Hong Hoa, Yen Bai, Viêt Tri, Bac Hah and, finally, Lào Cai, on the border with China. Most of his journey 



was made on the Red River, the Song Koi, aboard a steam boat and then on a junk. He crosses rapids and many obstacles 
while describing the landscapes he crosses and the people he meets (the Thos and the Annamites): their character traits, their 
dwellings and their boats (the sampan). The second chapter is devoted to his journey from Manhao to Mong Tseu, which is 
made on horseback: "Small, measuring 1m18 to 1m22, the neck and the head too big, the rump too low, the Yunnanese horse 
does not look like much, but it has an endurance to the fatigues, to the deprivations and to the bad weather, a docility, a valour, 
a surety of jabot on the slippery clay and then on the polished rock forces the admiration. (translated from French, f. 147). 
Their convoy makes many stops: Choni Tien, Mong Tien, San Tchai, Sing Gan So... He evokes the commercial routes 
between Yunnan and China, partly terrestrial, partly river, as well as their respective costs and the advantages of creating a 

railroad. When he arrived in Mong Tseu, he met the French 
consul, Mr. Dejean de la Bathie, who "offered him the most 
cordial hospitality” (translated from French, f. 173) and visited 
the city alongside Dr. Raygoudaud, the head of the medical 
post. Jenselme devotes himself to meticulous descriptions of 
the attire of the Yunnanese and, on his arrival in Yunnan Sen, 
he writes: "A compact crowd of people crowds the crossroads. 
They look at us with eyes of curiosity in which the barbarians 
of the West cannot penetrate without a special authorization. 
Apart from a few Catholic or Protestant missionaries, dressed 
in Chinese style and wearing mats, the Yunnanese only see 
Europeans from afar; so the arrival of too many intruders takes 
on the proportions of an event. The bells of the itinerant 
merchants, the prayers of the ragged, the crippled and the 
beggars who beg their pittance with a bowl in their hand, the 
brief and imperious warnings of the chair bearers, the cries of 
the mafous who drive long strings of mules loaded with opium, 
salt or tin, give a lot of animation to the merchants." (translated 
from French, f.229). Our traveler then makes his way to Tali 
and indulges in a historical note concerning the region: "The Si 
Tao (Western Yunnan) was then in full effervescence. Chinese 
and Muslims were to come to blows and kill each other for 
many years. The Sino-Muslim war, as far as the Tali region is 
concerned, is imperfectly known. The details that I have 
gathered from the mouth of P. Le Guilcher, the only European 
who witnessed these appalling massacres, deserve to be 
reported; it is a page of history whose documentary value will 
not escape the reader." (translated from French, f.33). 

The account of his journey is very detailed and is written in the form of a diary mixing description, impressions of travels and 
personal opinions, all the subjects are approached: polygamy, consumption of opium, tradition of the bandage of feet, etc. 

The text, mounted on tabs, is written on thick stationary (some of which is blue) in a very legible handwriting and includes 
numerous corrections, erasures, annotations and notes. Towards the end of his life, in 1934, he decided to bind these ff. into 
three volumes and wrote a table of contents mounted on the end of the third volume. 

The illustration consists of a tabbed folding map of the Far East, which gives an idea of Jenselme's journey. 

Superb testimony of this sinophile traveler doctor passionate about anthropology.   $ 9 350,00 

61. MAFFEI (GIOVANNI PIETRO). -RERUM A 
SOCIETATE JESU IN ORIENTE GESTARUM VOLUMEN, 
CONTINENS HISTORIAM IUCUNDAM LECTU OMNIBUS 
CHRISTIANIS, PRAESERTIMŸS, QUIBUS VERA RELIGIO 
EST CORDI. IN QUA VIDERE POSSUNT, QUOMODO 
NUNQUAM DEUS ECCLESIAM SUAM DEFERAT, & IN 
LOCUM DEFICIENTIUM A VERA FIDE, INNUMEROS ALIOS 
IN ABDITISSIMIUS ETIAM REGIONIBUS SUBSTITUAT. 
Cologne, G. Calenius, 1574. 1 vol. 8vo (164 x 111 mm) of : 
[16] ff. (title with engraved wood vignette, epistles, index) ; 472 
pp. ; numerous historiated woodcut lettering ; 5 plates of 
engraved woodcut Japanese characters. Full contemp. vellum, 
back titled in brown ink (Restoration of paper at the bottom 
corner of the title page with very slight lack of text). 

Fourth expanded edition. One of the most important 
compilations of letters relating to the early Jesuit mission in the 



Far East between 1548 and 1571, including 43 relating to Japan written by St. Francis Xavier (two, one of which dated 
November 1549 from Kagoshima on his arrival in Japan), Frois, Almeida, Vilela and others which provide invaluable details 
on Japanese culture and customs. The “Specimen quoddam litterarum vocumque Japonicarum” is illustrated with woodcut 
Japanese calligraphy. 

[Cordier, Japonica 60].                 $ 6 050,00 

 

62. MARTINI (MARTINO). -SINICAE HISTORIAE 
DECAS PRIMA RES A GENTIS ORIGINE AD CHRISTUM 
NATUM IN EXTREMA ASIA, SIVE MAGNO SINARUM 
IMPERIO GESTAS COMPLEXA. Munich, Lucas Straub 
pour Johann Wagner, 1658. 1 vol 4-to(193 x 154 mm) of 
: [6] ff. ( half-title, title, privilege, to the reader) ; 362 pp. ; [1] 
blank f. ; [9] ff. (index). 19th century full calf, double gilt fillet 
on the boards, roulette on the edges, spine ribbed and 
decorated, tan morocco title. 

First edition of this work in Latin on the History of China by 
Martino Martini (1614-1661), Jesuit priest, missionary in 
China, first modern geographer and cartographer of China.  

This History of China is the first part of a titanic project that 
Martini unfortunately never had the time to complete and 
follows directly on from his Novus atlas sinensis 
(Amsterdam, 1655), his most famous work which made his 
reputation as a geographer and cartographer of China. 
Composed of 17 maps of the different provinces of China 
and enhanced with numerous pages of text, it is the most 
complete description of China known at the time. The 
quality of this work by Martini is such that even a century 
later it is still the most complete one. After this large-scale 
work on China at the time, the author launched into the 
writing of his long History, of which the present work 
concerns the birth of the Chinese empire and its first exploits. 
Before that, Martini had published his Grammatica Linguae 

Sinensis (1653), the very first grammar of the Chinese language by a European. 

A native of Trento, Italy, Martini joined the Society of Jesus in 1632. After studying mathematics and astronomy under the 
great scholar Athanasius Kircher, he deepened his knowledge of theology in Coimbra, Portugal, before being ordained a priest 
in 1939. He set sail in 1640 and arrived in Macao in 1642 where he began his study of Chinese. Having taken up residence in 
Hangzhou, he then travelled through the Chinese provinces as far as Peking to collect scientific and, above all, geographical 
data which he used for his aforementioned atlas. Following the Manchu invasion in 1644, he did not hesitate to get involved 
in the defense of the civilian population. 

Recalled to Rome in 1650 in order to defend the inculturated missionary approach of the Jesuits in China, he only arrived in 
1655 at the end of a long and perilous journey passing through the Philippines. On his return journey, he passed through 
Amsterdam, Antwerp, Vienna and Munich where he organized the printing of his works from 1653. The inculturated 
approach that Martini was forced to defend in Rome consisted in granting special respect to Chinese customs that did not run 
counter to the Christian faith, and even in encouraging them. This was common among Jesuit missionaries in China, but 
largely misunderstood in Europe, and Franciscans and Dominicans were particularly resistant to it. In order to ensure his 
defense, Martini has the Brevis relatio de numero et qualitate christianorum apud sinas (Rome, 1654), a long memoir prepared 
by the Jesuit missionaries in China. After a long debate, the Church decided in favor of the Jesuits in 1656 although the 
controversy remained.  

Back in China in Hangzhou in 1658 after a two-year journey marred by illness, during which he was taken prisoner and then 
released on ransom, he resumed his pastoral work. He died of cholera at the age of 47 in 1661.  

Martino Martini's work is considerable for the advancement of European knowledge about China. Although he was never 
able to complete the work on his History, his maps of China and his grammar of Chinese greatly advanced Europe's relations 
with the Far East.  

Beautiful copy in its 19th century binding. 

$ 5 500,00 



63. NORBERT DE BAR-LE-DUC (R. P. CAPUCIN). -MEMOIRES UTILES ET NECESSAIRES, TRISTES ET 
CONSOLANS, SUR LES MISSIONS DES INDES ORIENTALES, ETC. DRESSES SELON L'ORDRE DES SUPERIEURS, ET 
SUR L'INSTANCE DES CAPUCINS MISSIONNAIRES AUX INDES. MEMORIALI UTILI E NECESSARII AFLITTIVI E 
CONSOLANTI, RISPETTO ALLE MISSIONI DELLE INDIE ORIENTALE. SUIVI DE: ORAISON FUNEBRE DE 
MONSEIGNEUR DE VISDELOU JESUITE, EVEQUE DE CLAUDIOPOLIS, VICAIRE APOSTOLIQUE EN CHINE, &C., 
DECEDE A PONDICHERI, LE 11 NOVEMBRE 1737, & INHUME DANS L'EGLISE DES RR.PP. CAPUCINS, 
MISSIONNAIRES APOSTOLIQUES & CURES. PRONONCEE LE ONZE DECEMBRE SUIVANT : AVEC DES NOTES, 
INSTRUCTIONS & RELATIONS CURIEUSES (...). IMPRIMEE PAR LES SOINS D'UN SEIGNEUR, PARENT DU MEME 
EVEQUE. Luques, Antoine Rossi, 1742 et Cadix, chez Antoine Pereira, 1742 1 vol in-8°. Later half sheep; Original 
edition of those 2 works (only ed; for the second). 

Pierre PARISOT (born in Bar-le-Duc in 1697, dead close to Commercy in 1769), in religion the NORBERT father, was 
named Attorney General of the Foreign missions, and made a stay with Pondichery.  

The first text is a rare first edition of this scathing polemic against the Jesuits in India by the cantankerous Père Norbert, 
erstwhile Capuchin in missionary at Pondicherry. The work explains the priority of the Capuchin mission in the area, the 
subsequent arrival of the Jesuits and gives an unending litany of complaints against the invaders. These include charges that 
the Society of Jesus was illegal, that the Jesuits infringed on Capuchin territory and jurisdiction, and that they lied about the 
number of their converts. Many letters and legal documents relevant to both the missions’ hi story are transcribed. The work 
appeared two years prior to the author’s better known Mémoires historiques sur les missions des Indes. His books enjoyed a 
success of scandal throughout Europe, particularly among anticlerical Enlightenment readers, who naturally relished the 
unseemly divisiveness between the two great religious orders. 

$ 3 080,00 

64. RENOUARD DE SAINTE-CROIX (FELIX). -VOYAGE COMMERCIAL ET POLITIQUE AUX INDES 
ORIENTALES, AUX ÎLES PHILIPPINES, A LA CHINE, AVEC DES NOTIONS SUR LA COCHINCHINE ET LE TONQUIN, 
PENDANT LES ANNEES 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806 ET 1807, CONTENANT DES OBSERVATIONS ET DES 
RENSEIGNEMENS, TANT SUR LES PRODUCTIONS TERRITORIALES ET INDUSTRIELLES QUE SUR LE COMMERCE 
DE CES PAYS; DES TABLEAUX D’IMPORTATIONS ET D’EXPORTATIONS DU COMMERCE D’EUROPE EN CHINE, 
DEPUIS 1804 JUSQU’EN 1807; DES REMARQUES SUR LES MŒURS, LES COUTUMES, LE GOUVERNEMENT, LES 
LOIS, LES IDIOMES, LES RELIGIONS ETC. ; UN APERÇU DES MOYENS A EMPLOYER POUR AFFRANCHIR CES 
CONTREES DE LA PUISSANCE ANGLAISE. Paris, Clament, 1810. 3 vol. 8vo of : x ; 301 pp. ; [2], 390 pp. ; 291 pp. ; 4 
tables ; 2 folding maps. Contemp. half sheep. (Some traces of wetness in the margins of a few pages of T. 1, otherwise fresh).  

Scarce original edition of this work retracing the journey made in India, Indonesia, China and the Philippines by Felix 
Rénouard of Sainte-Croix (1767-1840).  

This French officer, 
commissioned by the Empire for 
the defense of the Philippines, was 
imprisoned by the English upon 
his arrival in Pondicherry in 1802. 
Ater being released, he spent two 
years in India where he visited the 
coasts of Coromandel and 
Malabar, Bengal , Madras, 
Tranquebar and Chalambron. 
Then, he went to the Philippines 
where he visited Manila, the gold 
mines of Mabulao, the provinces 
of Tondo, Cavite, Valangas, 
Bulacan, Batangas, Tayabas, 
Pampangue, Zambales, 
Pangasinan, Ylocos and Cagayan. 
He continued his journey through 
the islands of Babuyannes, the 
island of Camarines, the 
archipelago of Bissayes, the island 
of Mindanao, the Moluccas and 
Macao. In this Portuguese colony 
in China, he met in 1807 Pierre-
Jacques La Bissachere, a French 
missionary who spent more than ten years in Tonkin Occidental, before fleeing persecution in 1798. The religious entrusted 



him with his notes on China. After a stay in the United States, Renouard returned to France in 1809 and published this book 
which offers a brilliant analysis of local trade, customs, laws and economic statistics concerning these countries, as well as 
suggestions to limit the British influence in the region. Volume I is mainly devoted to India while Volume II deals with the 
Philippines. As for the third volume, composed partly from the precious notes of Bissachère, it is devolved to China. 2 folding 
maps and 4 tables illustrate the author's intention. Fine copy. 

$ 4 950,00 

65. VEYSSIÈRE DE LA CROZE (MATHURIN). -HISTOIRE DU CHRISTIANISME DES INDES. La Haye, La 
Compagnie, 1758. 2 vol. 12mo. 3 engr. plates, 1 fold. map. Contemp calf.  

Second edition revised (1st ed.: 1724), of this history of Christian missions in India, first serious study produced on the subject.  

Its author, Father Mathurin Veyssière of La Croze (Nantes 1661, Berlin 1739) is a French polyglot orientalist. The son of a 
merchant, he received his first education from the private lessons of his father and his library. Embarked for Guadeloupe at 
the age of fourteen, he learns English, Spanish and Portuguese in contact with foreigners he meets there. Back in France, he 
gave up being a trader to study medicine, then studied religion. In 1682, he took the habit of Saint-Benoit in the congregation 
of Saint-Maur. Independent and critical, he came into conflict with his order and had to emigrate to Basel in 1696, then Berlin, 
where his friends helped him to become the librarian of the Prince-Elector of Brandenburg. He also teaches philosophy at 
the French College of Berlin. Known for his important correspondence with Eastern scholars of his time, he is the author of 
dictionaries of the Coptic, Armenian, Slavic and Syriac languages. His present work is based on a study of the works of the 
Jesuits, Gueva, Geddes, Bernier, Tavernier, Ziegenbalg ... and the many books and manuscripts he had access as a librarian. 
His book is an important source of information on the arrival and development of Christianity in the subcontinent religions: 
a large part of his work is devoted to Indian deities and local religious practices. He is therefore particularly critical of a corrupt 
Portuguese authority over the Indians. He thus judges that religion is only a pretext for European domination: "It would be 
more appropriate for Indian subjects to give religious instruction to their European leaders." Remarkable table of contents of 
60 pages in fine. Engraved frontispiece, 2 plates depicting divinities and folding map of India Fine copy, fresh. 

$  770,00 

Africa 

66. KOLB (PETER). JEAN BERTRAND, TRANSLATOR. -DESCRIPTION DU CAP DE BONNE-ESPERANCE, OU 
L’ON TROUVE TOUT CE QUI CONCERNE L’HISTOIRE NATURELLE DU PAYS; LA RELIGION, LES MOEURS & LES 
USAGES DES HOTTENTOTS ET L’ETABLISSEMENT DES HOLLANDOIS. Amsterdam, Jean Catuffe, 1742. 3 vol. 8vo. 
Engraved plates and maps, some folding, titles printed in red and black. Contemporary sprinkled calf.  

Second edition in French, after the first edition in German of 1719, and the first edition in French of 1741, and including 
information about the Khoikhoi people.               $ 1 650,00 

67. LALANDE (JOSEPH-JEROME, LE FRANÇAIS DE). -MEMOIRE SUR L’INTERIEUR DE L’AFRIQUE. Paris, 
Imprimerie des Administrations Nationales, An troisième de la République [1795]. 1 vol. 4to (270 x 220 mm) of : [1] 
f. (title); 39 pp. Original pink cardboard. (Soiling and defects of use). 

First edition of this rare book due to the famous astronomer Jérôme Lalande.  The author encourages the French to explore 
in depth the Senegal and Niger, little known at the time, and revives the idea of the possibility of crossing Africa from Senegal 
to the Red Sea.                  $ 1 320,00 

68. LOYER (GODEFROY). -RELATION DU VOYAGE DU ROYAUME D’ISSYNY, COTE D’OR, PAÏS DE GUINEE, EN 
AFRIQUE. LA DESCRIPTION DU PAÏS, LES INCLINATIONS, LES MŒURS, & LA RELIGION DES HABITANS : AVEC CE 
QUI S’Y EST PASSE DE PLUS REMARQUABLE DANS L’ETABLISSEMENT QUE LES FRANÇOIS Y ONT FAIT. ENRICHIE 
DE FIGURES EN TAILLE-DOUCE. Paris, Arnoul Seneuze et Jean-Raoul Morel, 1714. 1 vol. 12mo (164 x 96 mm) of : 
[6] ff. (title, preface, licentia, approbation, privilege); 298 pp. 1 engraved frontispiece; 7 full-page engraved plates. Engraved 
armorial bookplate "John Blacker" pasted to the back cover. (Leather markings on endpapers, body of book very fresh). Full 
end of the 18th century sprinkled calf, smooth spine decorated in the grotesque style, red morocco title-piece, gilt border on 
the boards, gilt fillet on the edges, speckled edges (accident on the upper headpiece). 

First edition of this very rare description of Guinea by Father Loyer, composed not "on the testimony of others, but on that 
of his eyes" (translated from French, preface). 

Father Godefroy Loyer (1660-1715) was a French priest who traveled in West Africa. From 1701 to 1703, he spent two years 
in Assinie in the Ivory Coast where he was the first apostolic prefect of this region. In addition, he studied the meaning of 
African fetishism, proving its non-theistic character. 



The Gulf of Guinea, the nerve center of the slave trade, was the object of French 
covetousness since Colbert sent agents of the East India Company there in 1666-
1667. Some claimed that the sailors of Dieppe had opened trading posts there as 
early as the 14th century. Father Godefroy Loyer gives credence to this fable. 
However, his work constitutes, according to Numa Broc (1934-2017; French 
geographer, specialist in the history and epistemology of geography), "the best 
French-language account of this region" (translated from French) - and one of the 
first seriously documented. Father Loyer warns against preconceived ideas about 
these kingdoms: "One will undoubtedly be surprised to see kingdoms whose 
monarchs are peasants, cities that are made only of reeds, vessels built each from 
a single tree : & especially peoples who live without care, who speak without rules, 
who negotiate without writing, who walk without clothes: & some of whom settle 
in the rivers like fish, & others in holes like worms, whose nakedness they have, 
& almost indifference" (translated from French, Preface). But the great business 
of Guinea, which the English, the French and the Dutch were fighting over, was 
its wealth - natural and human - which was traded: "The goods that one draws 
from this country are many leathers, gum Arabic, feathers of Ostrich; ivory, 
sometimes ambergris, which they seek at the edge of the sea, on the coasts; 
indigo, a little of civet, but quantity of paignes, & pieces of toilles, which one 
transports in Europe, & to the Gold Coast to the other Negres. But the most 
precious merchandise is the slaves, which are then transported to our American 
colonies (...) In exchange, they are given brandy, iron, knives, bad guns, coral and 
glass staves, with which they trade in the lands" (translated from French, pp.74-
75). 

The anthropological glance of Loyer does not prevent his commercial ulterior motives. By warning his reader against the 
received ideas on these still distant countries for all and fantasized by many, he affirms that "the things [that he] reports there 
are as certain as they will appear extraordinary" (translated from French, Preface). 

Provenance: John Blacker (1826-1896), bibliophile and lover of Renaissance works (engraved armorial bookplate, pasted on 
the first counterplate). 

The illustration consists of an engraved frontispiece showing the meeting between Guineans and Westerners as well as 7 full-
page engraved plates depicting the Guineans in their clothes in front of their houses. 

Beautiful copy preserved in its original binding.              $ 5 280,00 

69. [MANUSCRIPT]. -[TRAVEL TO NORTH AFRICA/VOYAGE EN AFRIQUE DU NORD]. 1881. 1 volume 12-mo 
(172 x 109 mm.) of : 192 pp. handwritten in blue and red ink and paginated; a few additional slipped ff. Black percale, mute 

endpaper, paper title-piece glued to first board and titled in red ink, title partially 
illegible.  

Fascinating notebook relating a trip to North Africa made in 1881 and rich with 
a lot of information about Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco of that time. Written 
in French in an impersonal style and by an unknown author, the text is full of 
details covering all aspects of life in this region of the world.  

There is information on the ethnic groups and their origins (the Arab, the 
Kabyle, the Moor, the Israelite, the Biskri, etc.), the cuisine (e.g., the preparation 
of lamb by the Muslims), the languages (many points of vocabulary in Arabic are 
provided: expressions, proverbs, place names, etc.), the urban planning (e.g., the 
distribution of neighborhoods, the narrow and winding streets of Algiers, etc.), 
the architecture (e.g., the architecture of the city of Algiers), and the history of 
the city. ), architecture (e.g., whitewashed houses and their particular 
arrangement to cool them, etc.), agriculture (e.g., date palms that must be 
fertilized to produce dates), Muslim rites (e.g., Arab tents oriented east-west, with 
the head towards Mecca), currency (e.g., the Spanish franc in use in Oran), 
beauty canons (e.g., the use of henna), historical monuments (e.g., the ruins of 
Carthage), Arab marriage, etc.  

In addition to this wealth of factual information, the author adds his reflections 
on the Arab way of life and does not fail to add points of humor, notably through 
quotations from proverbs: "Cook an Arab and a Roumi in the same pot and they 
will always come out with two distinct broths" (Arab proverb, translated from 
French). A "Roumi" being the name by which Muslims designate a Christian, a 
European. Beautiful testimony of a French traveler with a curious look at the way 
of life of the inhabitants of North Africa, all with a touch of humor. $ 1 375,00 



70. MOUËTTE (GERMAIN). -RELATION DE LA CAPTIVITE DU SR. 
MOÜETTE DANS LES ROYAUMES DE FEZ ET DU MAROC, OU IL A 
DEMEURE PENDANT ONZE ANS. OU L'ON VOIT LES PERSECUTIONS 
QUI Y SONT ARRIVEES AUX CHRETIENS CAPTIFS, SOUS LES REGNES 
DE MOULEY ARCHY, ET DE MOULEY SEMEIN SON SUCCESSEUR 
REGNANT AUJOURD'HUY, ET LES TRAVAUX ORDINAIRES AUXQUELS 
ON LES OCCUPE. AVEC UN TRAITE DU COMMERCE, ET DE LA 
MANIERE QUE LES NEGOCIATIONS S'Y DOIVENT COMPORTER... 
Paris, Jean Cochart, 1683. 1 vol. 12mo of: [6] ff. ; 362 pp. (of which 33 pp. 
of Arabic dictionary), [5] ff. Handwritten bookplate in brown ink on the title 
"Quincy St Maurice" (ff. 59 to 62 formerly held by a pin, small trace of clear 
wetness in the lower corner of the first 20 ff., a few rare, if not fresh, spots). 
Full contemporary calf.  

First edition of this autobiographical work by Germain Moüette (1651-1691), 
famous for his detailed description of his eleven years of captivity in Morocco 
following his capture by the corsairs of Salé at the age of 19. 

Left for “the West Indies of America” in September 1670, Germain Moüette 
was captured and sold as a slave. He then has several masters, with whom he 
exercises various trades. With one of them, Doctor Bougiman, he learned 
Arabic and Spanish. After two years spent in Salé, he found himself in Fez, 
where he spent another two or three years, then he went to Meknes, where 
he remained six or seven years, participating in the vast construction sites 
ordered by Moulay Ismaïl. He was redeemed in 1680 with 45 other captives 
by the religious of the order of Notre-Dame-de-la-Merci. He then returned to 
Paris via Tetouan, Malaga, Marseille, Toulon and Lyon. 

The account of his adventures is a considerable source of first-hand information for historians on the lives of Christian slaves 
captured by the Barbarians. It is also a very rich text on daily life in Morocco at the time, for which Doctor Bougiman provided 
him with a great deal of information. It also includes a vast Franco-Arabic glossary of nearly 900 words and expressions which 
occupies pages 330 to 362 of the work, followed by a list of "Names of Provinces and Towns belonging to both the King of 
Morocco, 'to Christians, on its shores'. 

Provenance: manuscript ex-libris "Quincy-St Maurice": Charles Sevin, Marquis de Quincy (1660-1728), French artillery 
general, author of a Military History of the Reign of Louis the Great (1726), married Geneviève Pecquot of Saint-Maurice. 
They had a daughter, Catherine Charlotte Sevin de Quincy (1699-1736). Beautiful copy. 

$ 1 320,00 

71. [PHOTOGRAPHS]. -[TUNISIA AND ALGERIA]. Circa 1910. 1 vol. 4-to oblong (255 x 350 mm.) of : 61 titled 
photographs; 1 detached sheet (180 x 120 mm.) with handwritten inscriptions in black ink and one detached photograph (180 
x 130 mm.).red half-chagrin, cold filets, blue and green mosaic morocco in the center, gilt fleur-de-lis in the corners, spine 
decorated with the same flowers, gilt edges. 

Magnificent Album of the beginning of the XXth century on Tunisia and Algeria, comprising 61 photographs of urban and 
rural landscapes, portraits and scenes of life.  

The first 20 are glued on strong paper on the front only while the following are on the front and back. All are titled in pencil 
or directly at the bottom of the photograph and taken in landscape or portrait format. The set is mainly devoted to Tunisian 
cities and their surroundings such as: Tunis (23 in total representing in particular: mosques, perfume souks, bazaars, Arab 
hairdresser, Arab house, snake charmer, fountains with washerwomen, Arab beggar, view of the city, Italian railway station, 
camp, entrance to the Bey's palace, place of the lottery, view of the city etc. ), Kairouan (9 in total representing in particular: 
general view of the city, great mosque, its interior, its exterior, its pulpit, its court, place of Kairouan, interior of the souks, 
tomb of the barber, etc.), but also Bardo (4 in total representing in particular: court of the Harem, view of the city, bed of the 
Bey, staircase of the lions, etc.) and finally Carthage (3 in total representing in particular: Saint Louis of Carthage, general 
cisterns) The album also contains a part on Algeria with the city of Biskra (21 in total representing in particular: Mosques, 
river and gorges of El Kantara, camels, marabout, Moorish bath, falconer etc). Beautiful album witness of Tunisia and Algeria 
of the beginning of the XXth century. Below, the complete translated list of the titles of the 61 photographs: 

 

1. "Sout il Crouk Mosque, Tunis"; 2. "Perfume Souks, Tunis"; 3. "Tunisian Bazaar"; 4. "Interior of Bazaars, Tunis"; 5. "Arab 
Hairdresser"; 6. La Casba"; 7. "Arab house"; 8. "Souki and barber, Tunis"; 9. "Snake charmer"; 10. "Fountain with 
washerwomen"; 11. "Andalusian street, Tunis"; 12. "Arab quarter, Tunis"; 13. "Arab hairdresser, Tunis"; 14. "Arab beggar"; 15. 
"Tunis"; 16. "Italian station, Tunis"; 17. "Mosque and Sidi Marès street, Tunis"; 18. "Sidi Abdérahman mosque (Biskra)"; 19. 
"The river and gorges (El Kantara)"; 20." Camel (Biskra)"; 21. "St. Louis Carthage"; 22. "Biskra taken from the river"; 23. "Tanks, 



Carthage"; 24. "Camels (Biskra)"; 25. "Entrance to the tanks of Carthage"; 26. "Sidi Barkat in old Biskra"; 27. "Court of the 
Harem, Bardo"; 28. "Marabout Juliette in Biskra"; 29. "General view of Kairouan"; 30. "Arab camp (Biskra)"; 31. "The Bardo"; 
32. "Landron property (Moorish bath in Biskra)"; 33. "Exterior of the great mosque, Kairouan"; 34. "Falconer (Biskra)"; 35. 
"Pulpit of the great mosque, Kairouan"; 36. "Great mosque in old Biskra"; 37. "Mosque of the Arabs, Kairouan"; 38. "Small 
mosque in old Biskra"; 39. “court of the great mosque, Kairouan”; 40. “palm tree street, Tunis”; 41. “interior of the great 
mosque, Kairouan”; 42. “camp near the Kasba, Tunis”; 43. “square of Kairouan”; 44. “entrance to the Bey's palace, Tunis”; 
45. “interior of the souks, Kairouan”; 46. “Bed of the Bey in the Bardo"; 47. "A street in old Biskra"; 48. "Arab camp (Biskra)"; 
49. "Biskra (study of camels)"; 50. "Path of old Biskra"; 51. "Camels, Biskra"; 52. "The river in El Kantara"; 53. "Staircase of 
lions, Bardo"; 54. "A street near the mosque, Biskra"; 55. "Tomb of the barber, Kairouan"; 56. a street in Biskra; 57. "The 
Residence, Tunis"; 58. "Palm tree of old Biskra"; 59. "Place de la Poterie, Tunis"; 60. "Moorish"; 61. "Tunis". 

$ 2 420,00 

72. RENAUDOT (M.) -ALGER. TABLEAU DU ROYAUME, DE LA VILLE D'ALGER ET DE SES ENVIRONS. ETAT DE 
SON COMMERCE, DE SES FORCES DE TERRE ET DE MER. DESCRIPTION DES MOEURS ET DES USAGES DU PAYS. 

Alger. Paris, Mongie Aîné, 1830. 1 vol. 
in-8 °. 1 folding map; 5 full-page plates. 
Softcover, printed publisher's cover. 

Second edition, revised and corrected, 
published the same year as the original 
which sold out, according to the 
publisher, after 4 days.  

This edition appeared in April 1830, two 
months before the Algier expedition 
which took place in June and July of the 
same year and which was the first episode 
of the conquest of Algeria by France.  

Written by Renaudot, a former guard 
officer of the Consul of France in Algiers, 
this book was designed to serve as a 
"Guide fidèle aux Officiers de l’Armée 
d’Expédition" (translated: "Faithful Guide 



to Officers of the Expedition Army") and to provide "aux Amateurs qui n’y iront pas, des Documents Historiques et Amusans 
sur le Pays et ses Habitants" (translated: "to Amateurs who will not go there, Historical and Entertaining Documents on the 
Country and its Inhabitants ”). This work contains a description of the habits and customs of the country, preceded by a 
historical introduction on the various Algiers expeditions from Charles V to the present day. 

The illustration consists of a fold-out frontispiece representing a view of Algiers lithographed by Bichebois elder, as well as 5 
plates, 4 of which are costumes and a fold-out map of the surroundings of Algiers. Book enriched, at the head of the publisher's 
catalog. Rare copy. 

$  495,00 

Travel logs and guides 

73.-ALMANACH HISTORIQUE ET CHRONOLOGIQUE DE TOUS LES SPECTACLES. Paris, Chez 
Duchesne, Libraire, 1752. 1 vol. 18vo (121 x 65 mm.) of: [2] ff. 
(engraved frontispiece and title), 160 pp, [4] ff. (bookseller's 
catalog). Full contemporary calf, smooth spine decorated, red 
morocco title, gilt roulette on the edges, marbled edges, red soue 
bookmark. 

Nice and fresh copy of this first volume of this famous almanac 
which will be published until 1815 and will be reissued several 
times.  

It includes the precise list for the past year (1751) of all the plays 
that were performed in the most famous Parisian theaters, such as 
the Comédie Française, the Comédie Italienne and the Opéra. He 
specifies "the three days of parade for the Comédie Française are 
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday. It is for these days that we 
reserve the best plays or new plays (translated from French)". The 
Almanac also contains notes on the works and on the theater in 
general, a list of actors and musicians currently working at the 
Comédie, and excerpts from several dramas. Beautiful allegorical 
frontispiece and ornate title.            $  495,00 

74. [GAUTIER (HENRI )]. -TRAITE DE LA CONSTRUCTION DES CHEMINS, 
OU IL EST PARLE DE CEUX DES ROMAINS, ET DE CEUX DES MODERNES, DE 
LEUR FIGURE, DE LEUR MATIERE, ET DE LEUR DISPOSITION DANS TOUTES 
SORTES DE LIEUX. AVEC UNE DISSERTATION SUR LA CONDUITE DES MATS, 
SUR LES ROUTES A FAIRE POUR LEUR DEBUCHAGE, SUR LEUR TRAITE PAR 
LES CHEMINS, SUR LEUR TOUCHE DANS LES RIVIERES, ET SUR LEUR 
EQUIPAGE DANS LES PORTS, POUR LES FAIRE FLOTTER JUSQUES DANS LES 
MERS. Toulouse, chez J. Dominique Camusat, 1693. 1 vol. 12mo of:  [5] ff. (title, 
dedication, preface), 90, 43 pp. and 4 folding plates. Nice engraved bands and 
engravings. (paper defect at the printing p. 33). Full contemporary basane, spine 
ribbed, title in red morocco, spotted edges (epidermures and defects of use). 

Rare first edition of this work considered as the first scientific treatise on road 
construction. 

Its author, Henri Gautier or Gaulthier (1660-1737), an architect and engineer from 
Nimes, was one of the first inspectors of the corps des Pont-et-Chaussées du Royaume 
created in 1716. He exercised his talents in the Languedoc, the Canal du Midi and in 
the Oise. He also wrote a treatise on bridges (1716) and numerous technical treatises 
on civil engineering and architecture. His treatise on roads is his first publication. 
Published in small numbers in 1693, it will be republished several times because of 
its importance. In his preface, Gautier indicates "When I make reflections on the 
authors who treated of architecture, I can only conceive vast ideas, and almost not at 
all of particularized. One does not find anything on the construction of roads; also I 
had on this matter only what the experiment taught me of it (translated from French)". 

The author gives us a historical and geographical analysis of all types of roads, their 
construction, maintenance, materials... The 4 folding plates bound in-fine are probably the work of the painter and engraver 
Georges Focus (or Faucas) (1641-1708). Beautiful copy preserved in its original binding.             $  825,00 



75. GERAUD (MARGUERITE, MARIE, EMILIE, NEE 

MARNIER). -[ COLLECTION OF 6 ILLUSTRATED TRAVEL 
JOURNALS, 1 PHOTO ALBUM & 1 CARD HOLDER]. 
Cochinchine ; Sénégal ; Madagascar ; France ; Polynésie ; 
Gabon ; Cameroun ; Congo Belge ; Norvège ; Danemark ; 
Egypte ; Etats-Unis. 1897 -1959. 7 vol. 4to (340 x 270 mm) and 1 
vol. 12mo (143 x 118 mm) comprising: 4 typescripts mounted on 
tabs with drawings and photos inset or pasted on; 1 manuscript; 1 
album of drawings; 1 album of oblong photos and 1 card holder: I. 
[TYPESCRIPT] COCHINCHINE [1897] consisting of 6 parts 
(Première traversée ; Thu-dau-mot; Saigon; Cap Saint-Jacques; Long-
Xuyen; Pnom-Penh) in continuous pagination: [1] p. (handwritten 
title in black and gold ink); [3] ff. (1 full-page drawing signed and 7 
black and white photos); 102 pp. (actually 103 pp.); 51 signed color 
drawings; 5 black and white photos. II. [TYPESCRIPT] SENEGAL 
1908 comprising 3 parts: I. Sénégal : [2] ff. (handwritten title in black 
and gold ink, 1 drawing, 2 black and white photos); 26 pp. (actually 
27); 13 signed color drawings; II. Madagascar : [4] ff. (handwritten 
title in black and gold ink, 5 signed drawings in color); III. Saint-
Brieuc - Tamatave : 55 pp. (actually 58); 35 signed color drawings, 2 
black and white photos, 2 polychrome advertising posters printed on 
silk, 1 thank-you card for a gift from Marguerite Geraud to the 
museum of Tanarive, 1 color printed reproduction, 9 signed 
woodcuts. III. [TYPESCRIPT] [POLYNESIE] 1912 comprising 
two parts: I. Le Havre - Papeete: 17 pp; 7 signed color drawings; 4 
photos; II. Papeete: [2] f. (including a handwritten title in black ink, 

a signed color drawing and a photo); 61 pp. (actually 66 pp.); 38 signed color drawings; 6 photos; 1 handwritten letter. IV. 
[TYPESCRIPT] AFRIQUE : GABON, CAMEROUN, CONGO BELGE 1923 comprising 5 parts: I. 1er voyage au Gabon: 
[3] ff. (handwritten title in black and gold ink, a photo and a signed drawing); 16 pp. (actually 19 pp.); 14 signed color drawings; 
1 photo; II. 2ème voyage au Gabon: 25 pp.; 15 signed color drawings; 6 photos; III. Cameroun: 12 pp; 8 signed color drawings; 
IV. Congo : 11 pp. ; 5 signed color drawings ; 1 photo ; V. Appendix: [4] ff; 2 signed color drawings; 1 photo. V. 
[MANUSCRIPT]  VOYAGE D’OSLO JUIN 1952: 1 handwritten title in ink surrounded by flowers and dried leaves; 2 full-
page watercolors; 55 pp. (actually 56 pp.); 7 full-page watercolors; 1 scrap of a silk napkin from a restaurant. VI.  [ALBUM 
OF DRAWINGS] Dakar 1910: [1] handwritten title in black and gold ink; [10] f. ; 17 unsigned enhanced watercolor drawings 
and 2 in gray pencil; Madagascar 1912: [1] handwritten title in 
black and gold ink; 16 unsigned enhanced watercolor 
drawings; Tahiti 1913: [1] handwritten title in black and gold 
ink; 6 unsigned enhanced watercolor drawings and 3 in gray 
pencil or black ink; Paris 1915-1916: [1] handwritten title in 
black and gold ink; 10 unsigned enhanced watercolor 
drawings and 2 in black ink. VII. [PHOTO ALBUM]: 
[39] ff. including 358 photos and postcards (45 x 69 mm 
to 139 x 88 mm), 38 of which are in color; 1 
advertisement for an apartment exchange; 1 receipt 
from a restaurant; 3 hotel receipts; 2 luggage tickets. 
VIII. [CARD HOLDER]  CARTES DE 
SOCIÉTAIRE DE MES DIFFERENTS SALONS: 
76 exhibitor, member and member cards. A total of 
262 drawings; 395 photos and postcards (38 of which 
are in color); 76 exhibitor, member and society cards 
as well as 13 miscellaneous documents. In addition, 
there is a newspaper article of an interview of 
Marguerite Géraud by Blanche Messis (loose leaf) + 
Sotheby's 2006 sale sheet of 2 albums + 1 copy of the 
bulletin of the French society of ichyology, N° 52, 2009. 
Original bindings made by the author, personalized 
according to the journey (canvas, rope, fabric, shell, pearl, 
lace, palm mat, marbled paper, bone, etc.). 

Collection gathering the illustrated travel diaries of the exotic peregrinations of Marguerite Géraud (1879-1969), a French 
artist traveler who delivers with talent her vision of a world and a bygone era in her unpublished writings. 

Painter and wife of a high official of the colonial administration, Marguerite-Marie-Emilie Géraud, born Marnier, tells us about 
her travels which started at the end of the 19th century, and which led her from Marseille to Saigon through the Suez Canal, 



then to Gabon, to the Belgian Congo, to Cameroon, to Dakar, to Madagascar, from Le Havre to New York, to the Great 
Lakes, to the Rocky Mountains, to San Francisco, Tahiti and finally to Northern Europe. Originally from St-Brieux, daughter, 
granddaughter and great-granddaughter of naval officers, heredity must have forged her pronounced taste for adventure. She 
was a student of the painter Eugène Claude, known for his genre paintings, still lifes and landscapes. Marguerite has the cult 



of light and knows how to project its intense reflection on paper. Member of the 
"Artistes français", she exhibits every year in Paris at the Horticulture or at the big 
shows, as shown by her membership cards included in this collection. She also 
exhibited in the galleries Poillé Lecoultre in Lyon and Georges Petit in Paris and 
also executed remarkable decoration works for the Pavilion of Madagascar and 
the aquarium of the permanent Palace of Vincennes. Her husband, Léon Géraud 
(1873-1954), was an administrator and colonial engineer. After serving in 
Cochinchina and Africa, he became director of finance in Madagascar. He was 
then appointed secretary general and acting governor in Tahiti where the couple 
stayed from July 1911 to the end of 1912. 

Marguerite's memories of her travels and crossings are compiled in her diaries, 
which she illustrates with photos, drawings, watercolors and various period 
documents. The present collection includes 4 typescript journals, 1 handwritten 
journal, 1 collection of drawings, a photo album and a card holder. The bindings 
are handmade by the artist, in the spirit of the country explored, decorated with 
embroidery, motifs and materials from or evoking the country visited. 

Marguerite's first diary, entitled "Cochinchine" [1899-1900], with its richly 
embroidered binding of flowers and birds and multicolored flowers, is the account 

of her first big trip. From the very first lines, the 18 year old woman reveals a real literary talent, giving us a lively account of 
the smallest detail of her journey: "Here I am in Marseilles on the verge of undertaking my first great voyage [...] the ship that 
will take me, the Laos, is one of the great ships of the Marseilles-Tonkin line [...] I have a tight heart, my soul is in disarray, 
the hustle and bustle of the ordinary departures, so new to me, distracts me fortunately from my sorrow” [translated from 
French]. During this trip, she travels to Saigon, Port à Thu-Dau-Mot, Nai-Sat, Cap Saint-Jacques, Long-Xuyen and Phnom-
Penh. As in each of her albums, her stories are abundantly illustrated. This one includes 12 black and white photos and 52 
drawings by her own hand: landscapes, monuments and houses, elements of architecture and décors, and the wild animals 
she discovered and for which she showed a great passion. 

The second journal, with its cover embroidered with the name of our traveler, contains the story of her stay in Senegal, where 
her husband has just been appointed chief of staff to the governor. "Dakar dazzles with its raw light on the golden sand [...] 
Around the agglomeration are arranged the native villages. On arid dunes, huts of straw huts or boards covered in oil roofs, 
and placed there as if at random, just respecting the alignment of the streets. Odor of dust and dirt". [translated from French, 
pp.5-6]. Marguerite denounces here the negative side of the colonization for people who "live a very simple and natural life. 
The contact with the European is most often disastrous... The life which is imposed to them ceases to be in agreement with 
his own conception of the existence" [translated from French]. This diary continues with her stay in Madagascar, "the red 
island". She considers that it is one of the most beautiful places she has visited: "Madagascar is the most beautiful thing I have 
seen, and Tahiti does not exist near” [translated from French]. 

The third diary is devoted to Marguerite de France's journey to Tahiti where her husband was appointed secretary general 
and acting governor in Papeete. The couple and their young son stayed there from July 1911 to the end of 1912.  After an 
epic crossing of the United States (New York, Niagara Falls, the Far West, the Rockies, Colorado...), they embarked in San 
Francisco aboard the "Moana" with Gaston MÉLIÈS' film company. "Papeete. It is midday. The torrid humidity reminds me 
of Saigon. Violet mountains rise up, slowly rising on the horizon, cutting out their tormented profile. The passengers, their 
heads full of reminiscences of Stevenson and Loti, think of the voluptuousness that awaits them on this island of joy and 
beauty." [translated from French]. Our artist devotes part of her  stay to a series of watercolors of fish in the lagoon of the coral 
reef of Tahiti. Gathered in 2 albums of 52 and 45 watercolors, 2006, they were sold for 36 000 € by Sotheby's. The present 



diary of Marguerite includes 
several of these fish drawings, with 
their Tahitian names: “Maroa”, 
“Noho Tarao”, “Paraa Péné”... 
Our narrator reveals here her close 
family link with the island: her 
grandfather, grandmother and 
mother preceded her by 70 years, 
coming in 1843 with Governor 
Bruat. 

A few years later, after the First 
World War conflict, Léon Géraud 
was appointed director of the 
Maritime and Forestry 
Consortium of the major state 
railways. For this position, Léon 
went to Gabon where he was in 
charge of building factories. Our 
artist joined him in 1923. The 
fourth typescript diary in this 

collection, with its black velvet and lace binding, is devoted to this trip. Marguerite travels through Gabon and the Belgian 
Congo, passing through Cameroon: "Again it was bush life, in the middle of the forest, under the huts of the natives, with the 
noisy wakings, screaming with the peeps of all the animals, with the vicinity of gorillas, chimpanzees, spiders as large as the 
hand, the visits of panthers, young elephants and wild cats, and the deadly bite of the tsetse fly, which is only bad if it has just 
bitten a nap elsewhere, but which is nonetheless the terrible danger of Gabon." [translated from French]. 

The fifth album is a manuscript dedicated to Marguerite Géraud's trip to the Nordic countries, titled: "Voyage d'Oslo Juin 
1952". Leaving Paris with her husband aboard a sleeper, she stopped in Copenhagen before reaching Norway: She describes 
the landscapes she crossed: "On the road farms and farms follow one another in a lovely landscape, fjords on fjords follow 
one another, the meadows go down to the sea, the beautiful red cows take rest in the grass [. ...] The trees are all in bloom, 
white apple trees without leaves, the flowers are devouring and abounding, pink apple trees, purple lilacs [...]" [translated from 
French]. The title page of the album is decorated with flowers and dried leaves. Nine watercolors of boats and Nordic 
landscapes illustrate the text and a silk napkin from a restaurant is inserted. 

The sixth album of this collection is a collection of 63 cartoons and humorous drawings with captions dedicated to the 
picturesque characters he met during his travels: in Dakar, Madagascar, Tahiti and Paris between 1915 and 1916. These 
drawings, most of them enhanced with watercolor, show another talent of our traveler: the full-length portraits she executed 
with finesse. In addition, the album includes a self-portrait of Marguerite. 

The seventh album contains 358 photos and postcards (from 45 x 69 mm to 139 x 88 mm) of which 38 are in color; 1 
advertisement for an apartment exchange; 1 receipt from a restaurant; 3 hotel receipts; 2 luggage tickets. 

The eighth element of this rich set is a card holder entitled "Membership cards of my different salons" [translated from French]. 
Also made by the hand of our traveling artist, it is made of embroidered fabric and lace with, in the middle of the first plate, a 
carved bone plate representing a monkey. Among these 76 cards are honorary membership, exhibitor and member cards 



from various salons, societies and shows: Société Nationale d'Horticulture de France, Société des Beaux-Arts de la France et 
d'Outre-Mer, Salon d'Hiver et de Printemps, Société des artistes français, Société de l'Ecole Française, Salon de l'Union des 
Femmes Peintre et Sculpteurs, Société Coloniale des Artistes Français, Exposition Coloniale Internationale, Société Nationale 
d'Acclimatation de France The oldest dates from 1921 and the most recent from 1959. 

Remarkable collection of travel journals, of great wealth and sumptuously illustrated and bound by its author, a set of great 
historical interest. 

Complete description available on request.              $ 38 500,00 

 

76. LES SPECTACLES DE PARIS, OU CALENDRIER HISTORIQUE & 
CHRONOLOGIQUE DES THEATRES; AVEC DES ANECDOTES … POUR L`ANNÉE 
1768. Paris, Duchesne, 1768. 1 vol in-18°. Contemp. calf.  

Rare small almanac dedicated to Parisian shows for the year 1768.  

For calendar, some signs of the zodiac are different: eg; the month of June corresponds to 
the sign of the crayfish. We also note that the period of Septuagesima is written therein; in 
Christian liturgy it matched the third Sunday before the first Sunday of Lent, which is the 
70th day before Easter is January 31. The liturgical reform of Vatican II suppressed this 
time of Septuagesima and integrated in Ordinary Time after Epiphany. There are also 
stories about the singers and actors of the Opera and several catalogs: all the opera houses 
of Paris, tragedies and comedies or a list of the living Authors and of course the year's 
program for shows which will be presented in Paris, the French Comedy, the Opera or the 
Comedie Italienne. Enjoyable and interesting almanac, very fresh. 

$  495,00 

 

 

77.  -[MANUSCRPIT TRAVELOGUE] VOYAGE DE 1821 EN FRANCE, EN SUIISSE ET EN ITALIE. 1821-
1822. 1 vol. 8-vo manuscript (180 x 120 mm) of : 189 pp. numbered; 4 
flowers in the text preserved in the manner of a herbarium; 3 small tourist 
engravings; 1 ink view in the text entitled "View of the major lake, taken from 
the Tascon abbey, Dirimpetto al forte milanese. (this view is to be 
purchased)."; 6 pages taken from "L'Italie pittoresque" (Paris, 1834). Half 
vellum, smooth spine titled in ink, boards covered with brown marbled 
paper (binding slightly rubbed) 

Captivating handwritten notebook of a trip made mostly in Italy but started 
in Switzerland between 1821 and 1822. From an anonymous author, the 
account relates the journey of its author starting from the Swiss Alps, arriving 
in the north of Italy and going down to its north-western Mediterranean 
coast.  

Thus the author crosses: Evian, Bex, Scion, Brig, the Simplon Pass, Dorno, 
the Borromean Islands, Arona, Milan, Parma, Bologna, Florence and 
finally Pisa. The account of this trip is rich with comments on architecture 
(especially Italian churches), landscapes (especially the Swiss Alps), nature 
and especially flora (flowers) but also his comments and observations. 

The first part of the text devoted to the Swiss Alps is accompanied by flowers 
picked on the spot and sewn into the book with a white thread. Here is the 
caption: "branch of capillary of the rock of Maillère. This rock has deserved 
the attention of Rousseau who speaks about it in the new Heloise. Its wild 
and frightening aspect could inspire the melancholic philosopher", "Perseus 
of the Simplon inn before the 1st gallery of the 10th refuge", "Fleur d'Hortu 
of the Simplon inn", "Flowers of the interval which separates the second 
gallery from the 3rd, while coming from Italy". 

Slipped into the notebook are 3 small tourist engravings probably bought 
on the spot entitled: "Gallery of Gondo", "Saint Charles Boromee", "[an uncaptioned view of a town (probably alpine) on the 
edge of a lake and mountain in the background]". There is also a view in ink in the text titled "View of Lake Major, taken from 
the Tascon Abbey, Dirimpetto al forte milanese (this view is for purchase)." 



 

Folded in 4 and slipped into the notebook as well, are attached 6 loose pages from "L'Italie pittoresque" (Paris, 1834) by 
Norvins, Jacques Marquet de Montbreton (1769-1854), Didier, Charles (1805-1864), Walckenaer and Legouvé, Ernest (1807-
1903). These concern in particular the Simplon in the Swiss Alps, on the Swiss and Italian borders. The work will have been 
undoubtedly the major source having guided the author of this notebook in his trip in Italy.  

Interesting notebook of a trip in Switzerland and Italy of a rather readable writing.  

$ 1 540,00 

78. [ MOROCCO TRAVELOGUE, 1912-
1913]. JOURNAL DE MARCHE 1912 
ETUDE SUR LE MAROC AFRIQUE 
SEPTENTRIONALE.1 vol. 12-mo 
manuscript (225 x 175) of : [13] ff; [17] ff; [2] ff; 
[2] ff; [21] ff; numerous passages in Arabic in the 
text; 2 handwritten maps out of the text (one of 
which is captioned in Arabic); 6 small plans 
sketched in the margins; 1 large "Map of Political 
North Africa" folding and in color. Half black 
cloth, smooth spine, boards covered with blue 
marbled paper, paper title-piece in black ink glued 
on the first board. 

Fascinating handwritten notebook on North 
Africa and in particular Morocco. From an 
anonymous author, the content of the second part 
seems to indicate that it is about a French officer sent to Morocco from November 8, 1912 to February 16, 1913 on the 
occasion of the Moroccan Campaign, a French military and political colonial war under the reign of Sultan Moulay Abdelaziz. 
From then on, it saw French forces confronting Moroccan resistance to the establishment of the French protectorate in 
Morocco. The conflict lasted from 1907 to 1934. 

The text is written in black ink in a very legible handwriting. If the majority of the text is in French, several passages are in 
Arabic including a handwritten map of Morocco with its regions captioned in Arabic. The whole is subdivided into 3 major 
and 2 minor parts.  

The first of the major parts is a study on Morocco. It is composed of 13 sheets and decorated with 2 handwritten maps out of 
text. It is an in-depth study of the country addressing mainly geographical, ethnic, sociological and religious issues. The first of 
the two erudite parts, it is most probably based on works from the 19th century. 



The second and probably more interesting part is a diary relating the "pacification of Morocco" from November 8, 1912 to 
February 16, 1913. In this part composed of 17 sheets and very personal, the author relates his experience on the spot. It is a 
question of his observations of which: the landscapes, the meteorology and his places of camp (" [...] Sidi Mohammed Ech. 
Chleuh. Stony ground, not very fertile, few crops, few douars. Camped on a rocky outcrop from which there is a nice view of 
the atlas. Pure sky, hot weather, little wind. Burning sun." Translated from French), agriculture and the cultural and religious 
practices of the inhabitants ("To sow the earth, the native begins by throwing very clear grain on the surface saying: "Bismillah" 
then he ploughs at seven to eight centimeters deep.") but also his military activities ("November 25, 1912, Monday. Stay at 
Hadjerat ben Naceur. The 2nd Cie of Senegalese riflemen and 200 camels placed under my orders are going to operate a 
supply operation in Zaïliga."). 

The third and last major part is entitled "Study of Northern Africa, Geography, Ethnic, Sociological and Religious". This part 
is written on a smaller sheet of paper and in a thinner, though very legible, handwriting. It is thus slipped between the first 
plate and the cardboard front page.  

In addition to these three substantial parts, 2 small appendices are added. They are a short "History of Hassan and the Queen 
of the Berbers (Kahima)" in 2 sheets, as well as the "Order of parking for November 10" in 2 sheets as well. Bound at the end 
of the notebook, is a large "Map of Political North Africa" folding and in color.  

Interesting account of an officer sent to Morocco during the Moroccan campaign between 1912 and 1913, embellished with 
erudite parts on Morocco and Northern Africa.              $ 1 650,00 

 

79. [POSTAL ROUTES] -LIVRE DE POSTE CONTENANT LA DESIGNATION DES RELAIS DE POSTE DU 
ROYAUME ET LA FIXATION DES DISTANCES EN MYRIAMETRES ET KILOMETRES, 2 L’INDICATION DES RELAIS 
PLACES SUR LES ROUTES ETRANGERES ... 3 LE TABLEAU DU SERVICE DES PAQUESBOTS DE LA MEDITERRANEE, 
POUR L’AN 1843. Paris, Imprimerie Royale, 1843. 1 vol. 8-vo (200 x 130 mm) of : LXIV, 420 pp; 1 folding map; 1 very 
large folding map not bound.Contemporary half calf, smooth spine decorated, spotted edges, marbled paper covered slipcase. 

1843 edition of this postal guide for the same year printed in Paris, at the Imprimerie Royale. This work is a very detailed 
guide to the horse mail service. Indeed, it contains all the information related to the routes, the rates, the post offices etc. 
These post office guides were reprinted every year in order to keep them up to date. A folding map of the " Surroundings of 
Paris " is enclosed in-fine as well as a very large folding map lined on cloth, folded and unbound entitled " Map of the postal 
routes of France " (573 x 690 mm). Beautiful copy in its period romantic binding.            $  330,00 



80.  -THE CONTOUR' ROAD BOOK OF ENGLAND. London, Gall and Inglis, 1908. 1 vol. 12-mo (157 x 100 
mm.) of: 40 pp. of maps, xiv, 848 pp. 32 pp. of index, 1 folding map, [7] ff. advertising printed in red. Publisher's red percale, 
title in gilt letters on the first board, smooth spine decorated and titled in gold. 

Nice and fresh copy of this famous guide illustrated with 41 pages of maps at the beginning of the volume, a large folding map 
in-fine and many road profiles in the text. 

$  165,00 

81. THIERY. -ALMANACH DU VOYAGEUR A PARIS, CONTENANT UNE DESCRIPTION EXACTE ET INTERESSANTE 
DE TOUS LES MONUMENS, CHEFS-D’ŒUVRE DES ARTS, ETABLISSEMENTS UTILES, &AMP; AUTRES OBJETS DE 
CURIOSITE QUE RENFERME CETTE CAPITALE […] Paris ; Hardouin, 1784. 1 volume 12mo (175 x 105 mm) of : 40 pp. 
(including title, false title and notice); 632 pp. (including table). (a pale halo on the 1st leaves, rare stains or foxing). Full 
contemporary tan basane, smooth spine decorated, red morocco title, marbled edges (spotting, wear). 

Nice copy of this particularly precise and detailed guide to the French capital. The editor indicates " The art lover who took 
care of the writing [...] imposed himself the law of going himself to see all the objects of which he reports (translated from 
French)". An important table of contents is placed in-fine.  Quite rare on the market. 

$  308,00 

82.  -VIEWS OF THE CITY AND ENVIRONS OF ROME. VUES DE ROME & SES ENVIRONS. VEDUTE DI 
ROME SUOI D'INTRONI. Rome, F. Ducro, 1855. 1 vol. 8-vo oblong (190 x 260 mm.) of : [52] ff. including a lithographed 
title, [1] engraved title and 51 engravings. Publisher's paperback reproducing the title on the first cover (stains, soiling). 

Rare trilingual visual guide to Rome and its surroundings with 51 full-page engravings depicting the most emblematic buildings 
and places of the Eternal City.  

In the media of the nineteenth century, at a time when tourist trips for the aristocratic class could last for weeks or months, 
Rome acted as a powerful magnet for many people whose goal was the study of classical antiquity. This guidebook gave these 
pre-photographic travelers a vast iconography, a preview of all the monuments they could admire in Rome. Beautiful prints 
on quality paper. 

$ 1 320,00 



Maritime explorations 

83. BROSSES (CHARLES DE). -HISTOIRE DES NAVIGATIONS AUX 
TERRES AUSTRALES CONTENANT CE QUE L'ON SÇAIT DES MOEURS ET 
DES PRODUCTIONS DES CONTREES DECOUVERTES JUSQU'A CE JOUR; 
& OU IL EST TRAITE DE L'UTILITE D'Y FAIRE DE PLUS AMPLES 
DECOUVERTES & DES MOYENS D'Y FORMER UN ÉTABLISSEMENT. 
Paris, Durand, 1756. 2 vol. 4to. 7 fold. maps. Full contemp. marbled calf.  

First Edition of this important work by Charles de Brosses (1709-1779), 
considered as one of the major works dealing with the first voyages in the 
Pacific, intended to stimulate French exploration and colonization of the South 
Seas.  

This publication is the major work of Brosses, French magistrate, historian, 
linguist and writer. In the eighteenth century, "Terres Australes"  does not refer 
only to the glacial continents of the Arctic and Antarctic, but refers to a larger 
and more indefinite region of the southern hemisphere from the Cape of 
Good- Hope to the Strait of Magellan via the Indian Ocean and the South 
Pacific, three distinct regions that the author names respectively: Australasia, 
Polynesia and Magellania (this last name based on the belief in existence from 
a continent beyond the tip of South America). The book contains the story of 
all journeys to the south, starting with the second Vespucci expedition from 
1502 to 1747, including trips to Magellan, Drake, Schouten, Tasman ... The 
text was later used as base for Callander's highly influential "Terra Australis 

Cognita" of 1766-1766 (in this form it had much to do with British plans for colonial expansion through transportation). 
Brosses suggests that France should colonize Australia (thus virtually predicting its ultimate destiny!), Arguing that colonization 
should be done by France's "found, beggars and criminals". The text is illustrated with 7 maps by Robert de Vaugondy, which 
gives the geographical representation of the mid-eighteenth century world. The first represent  the whole of the southern 
hemisphere with Australia in center. There are also detailed maps of "Southern Polynesia", the Strait of Magellan and the 
Malvinas Islands, Australia, "Papuan Land" (New Guinea), and the Caroline Islands. Fine fresh copy. 

$ 9 350,00 

84. CHABERT (JEAN-BAPTISTE). -VOYAGE FAIT PAR ORDRE DU ROI EN 1750 ET 1751, DANS L'AMERIQUE 
SEPTENTRIONALE, POUR RECTIFIER LES CARTES DES COTES DE L'ACADIE, DE L'ISLE ROYALE & DE L'ISLE DE 
TERRE-NEUVE ; ET POUR EN FIXER LES PRINCIPAUX POINTS PAR DES OBSERVATIONS ASTRONOMIQUES. PAR 
M. DE CHABERT ENSEIGNE DES VAISSEAUX DU ROI, MEMBRE DE L'ACADEMIE DE MARINE, DE CELLE DE 
BERLIN, & DE L'INSTITUT DE BOLOGNE. Paris, Imprimerie Royale, 1753. 1 vol. 4to (265 x 198 mm.) of : [1] f. (title) 
; VIII pp. (extract from the registers of the Royal Academy of Sciences and Marine, Table of titles and chapters) ; 288 pp. ; 
[5] ff. (table, errata); 6 folding maps engraved by Dheulland (one large one bound at the end of the book), 1 folding plate with 
9 figures, 1 folding plate of calculations, 1 engraved headband by Gobin (Drawing by Flote de St Joseph). Provenance: Jesuit 
College of Paris (small ex-libris stamp on the title). Full contemporary speckled calf, spine with nerves, brown morocco title-
piece, boards decorated with a triple gilt fillet and stamped arms in the center, gilt roulette on the edges, marbled edges. 
(Corners and spines discreetly restored.) 

First edition of this major work in the history of navigation, by Joseph-Bernard Chabert (1724-1805).  

The work was held in high esteem by the French Academy of Sciences, and recommended as a model of navigation for future 
sailors. The first part relates the author's voyage from Brest to Louisburg and four expeditions, while the second part is an 
account of his astronomical observations at sea. These observations, and Chabert's research in astronomy, particularly accurate 
even by today's standards, give this work a true scientific value. Chabert added six maps to the first part, each contains 
information of astonishing accuracy, making this work an important source for Canadian geography. Chabert entered the Navy 
on July 14, 1741, on the "Léonard". He sailed to the American coast, where he remained until 1746, when he was on board 
another ship, the "Emeraude". After a promotion in 1748, he was ordered by the King to travel through what is now the 
southeastern region of Quebec, eastern Maine, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, it is this voyage that 
he relates in the present work. A few years after Chabert's visit in 1750-1751, the French and Indian War was declared in 
1754, and three-quarters of the population of the 10,000 Frenchmen, considered a threat to British positions, were forcibly 
removed to other parts of North America. Chabert was received in 1753 as a member of the Maritime Academy of Brest, and 
subsequently of those of Bologna, Berlin and Nancy.  

The present work aims at rectifying the coastline of the maps of Acadia, Isle Royale and Newfoundland as well as making 
astronomical surveys. The first part of the book deals with his journey from Brest to Louisbourg and his stay there. Then, in 
the second part, Chabert presents his astronomical observations of latitude and longitude made for example in the Strait of 



Conso, but also in Louisbourg or in the Bacareau Passage, at the western end of Acadia. The 6 folding charts of the coasts of 
the current regions of southeastern Quebec, eastern Maine, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, as well 
as the rigorous astronomical observations of latitude and longitude by Chabert are a precious help for the mapping of these 
regions. The work includes a very precise folding map entitled: "Carte réduite des côtes de l'Acadie, de l'Isle Royale et de la 
Partie Méridionale de l'Île de Terre-neuve". Nice and fresh copy. 

$ 3 080,00 

85. KERGUELEN-TREMAREC (YVES-JOSEPH DE). -RELATION DE DEUX 
VOYAGES DANS LES MERS AUSTRALES & DES INDES, FAITS EN 1771, 1772, 1773 & 
1774. PAR M. DE KERGUELEN, COMMANDER LES VAISSEAUX DU ROI LE 
BERRIER, LA FORTUNE, LE GROS-VENTRE, LE ROLLAND, L’OISEAU & LE 
DAUPHINE. OU EXTRAIT DU JOURNAL DE SA NAVIGATION POUR LA 
DECOUVERTE DES TERRES AUSTRALES, & POUR VERIFCATION D’UNE NOUVELLE 
ROUTE PROPOSEE POUR ABREGER D’ENVIRON HUIT CENT LIEUES LA TRAVERSEE 
D’EUROPE A LA CHINE. Paris, Knapen & Fils, 1782. 1 vol. 8vo of : VIII ; 244 pp. ; [2] 
ff. ; 1 folding map. Culs-de-lampe. 19th century half-sheep. 

Original edition, of great rarity, of the two expeditions of Kerguelen in search of the 
legendary southern continent. 

Thanks to his connections at court, Yves-Joseph Marie de Kerguelen (1734-1797) obtained 
the command of an expedition in the southern seas. He embarked from Lorient on the 
Berryer on May 1, 1771, in search of the hypothetical and mythical "land of Gonneville" 
[translated from French], which Captain de Gonneville had discovered in 1503, and which 
had been the object of many previous expeditions. Louis XV entrusted him with the mission 
to "attempt one of the most important discoveries still to be made" [translated from French]. 
The king's memoir specifies "that Sieur de Kerguelen is instructed that there is every 
appearance that there is a very large continent in the south of the islands of Saint-Paul and 
Amsterdam and that it must occupy part of the globe from 40 and 45° south latitude to 
around the pole, in an immense space which has not yet been penetrated" [translated from 
French] (pp.4-5). 

Kerguelen arrives at the end of August in Ile de France (Mauritius). He then arms two lighter 
vessels, the Fortune and the Gros-Ventre, commanded by his friend Louis de Saint-Aloüarn 
(1738-1772, French naval officer and explorer). As the season was not propitious for 
navigation from the south, he took the new sea route eastward to reach the Indies via the 
Seychelles and the Maldives. 

On January 16, 1772, after three months at sea, he returned to Port Louis and set sail for 
the southern lands: "On the 13th [February], at four o'clock in the morning, we saw an island; 



but it was not the one we had seen the day before; the currents had carried us away during the night. I continued on my way 
to the East-Quarter-Northeast and at ten o'clock in the morning, I was informed of a large, very high cape. A moment later, I 
saw other lands that were also high. At seven o'clock, the sun having cleared the mist and brightened the horizon, I saw a 
continuation of land, which extended at all sight from the Northeast to the South of the compass, which included about 25 
leagues of coastline" [translated from French] (p.22). 

In spite of the very difficult weather conditions, the Big Belly managed to dock. It is the second of Saint-Aloüarn, who sets 
foot ashore and takes possession, in the name of France, of what will become the Kerguelen Islands. But Kerguelen, aboard 
the Fortune, could not get close to shore and decided to return to the Ile de France to make his discovery known. On his 
return to France, Louis XV promoted him to Captain. 

In March 1773, after receiving financial aid, he set out again for a second expedition to the southern lands. He found about 
80 leagues of coastline, without being able to determine whether it is an isolated archipelago or a few islands extending a 
continent to the pole. The bad weather forces him to go up northward while making a stopover in Madagascar. He returns to 
Brest in September 1774 and will be judged in court martial for non respect of instructions, illicit trade and trade of trinkets, 
as well as for having embarked a clandestine passenger, Louise Seguin (first European woman explorer in the Antarctic region, 
disguised as a boy, during the voyage of Kerguelen). Disbarred from the Navy, sentenced to six years in prison, he is cleared 
and released four years later and resumes service, participating in the U.S. War of Independence. Rallying for the Revolution, 
he was made Rear Admiral before being admitted to retirement in 1796. 

The book contains the report on the discovery of the Kerguelen Islands (pp.1-120); "Observations on the War of the Americas" 
(pp.121-133) and on "the disposition of warships" [translated from French] (pp.134-153). ); a memoir on Madagascar (pp.154-
169); "Observations on the way of waging war against England" [translated from French] (pp.170-185); a "reflection on the navy" 
[translated from French] (pp.186-209) and on scurvy (pp.210-219), followed by a section on day and night signals (pp.220-
244). Because of the dedication "À la Patrie", the book was banned by decree on May 28, 1783, and most of this edition was 
seized and destroyed by the French government. 

The illustration is composed of a large folding plate consisting of a map of the "Terres Australes" with a vignette of 1 coastal 
profile of Reunion Island, 2 small maps ("Baie de l'Oiseau" and "Baie du Lion-Marin") and 6 coastal profiles of the "Terres 
Australes ou partie septentrionale de l'Isle de Kerguelen". 

$ 9 350,00 

 

 

 

 



86. LA BARBINAIS (LE GENTIL DE). -NOUVEAU VOYAGE AU TOUR DU MONDE. PAR MR. LE GENTIL. AVEC 
UNE DESCRIPTION DE L'EMPIRE DE LA CHINE. Amsterdam, Pierre Mortier, 1728. 3 vol. in-12°. Half morocco. 10 
fold-out maps and 3 full-page views. Second edition of this travel report around the world, decorated with a frontispiece 
engraved by Audran along with 17 maps and plates by Le Gentil de La Barbinais. Native of Saint-Malo, de La Barbinais was 
the first French navigator who undertook a trip around the world. In August 1714, he embarked on an armed merchant ship 
for Chile, from the port of Cancale. 
When he arrived in Lima, he had to get 
rid of his goods at a 50% loss. In March 
1716, he left Peru for China to seek his 
fortune. During his stay, he met Father 
Laureati, Italian Jesuit and apostolic 
mandarin. This gives him a lot of 
information about China. Then, he shut 
himself up in a monastery of bonzes, with 
whom he had interesting conversations, 
which enabled him to record them in his 
travel report. In 1717, he reached Ile 
Bourbon (Reunion Island). After a 
stopover in Brazil, he returned to Europe 
without the fortune he had hoped for 
when he left France. The account of his 
trip is written in the form of letters. In 
these, he confines himself to describing 
the places he visited and the customs he 
observed, omitting  nautical observations 
since he was not interested in the subject. 
The pleasant style of his relationship, his 
descriptions, his reflections on trade, 
attest to a great interest in the truth. 
Beautiful copy. 

$ 1 980,00 



87. [LA PEROUSE]. -ASSEMBLEE NATIONALE. LOI RELATIVE A LA DECOUVERTE DES DEUX FREGATES LA 
BOUSOLE ET L'ASTROLABE, COMMANDEES PAR M. DE LA PEROUSE. Evreux, Imprimerie du département, 1791. 
2 ff. in-folio (244 x 196 mm.) of 4 pp. Printed. Engraved headband, note signed in black ink in margin of p. 4. (traces of folds 
and holes in margins). Unbound, preserved as issued in a contemporary paper folder.  

Very rare decree of the National Assembly ordering the financing and organization of a maritime expedition in search of La 
Pérouse.  

Among the French navigators of the 18th century who explored the globe, there is none whose name is more popular than 
that of La Pérouse; perhaps part of this uncommon fame is due to the disastrous outcome of his expedition. On the personal 
instructions of Louis XVI, the director general of ports and arsenals, Claret de Fleurieu, decided to send an expedition to 
complete the work of Cook and Clarke and to search for a passage to the northwest of America. Louis XVI himself drew up 
the plan for the voyage and entrusted this mission to Jean-François de Galaup, Count of La Pérouse (Albi, 1741- ?): The 
brilliant naval officer who had just distinguished himself in Hudson Bay during the American War of Independence and was 
promoted to the rank of captain, had won the confidence and friendship of the King, the Duke of Castries (Minister of the 
Navy) and Fleurieu.  

La Pérouse left Brest on August 1, 1785 at the head of two corvettes, the Boussole and the Astrolabe, bound for Cape Horn. 
On board: a precious team of surgeons, engineers, physicists, geographers, botanists, astronomers, draftsmen... who had the 
task of carrying out the largest scientific, political, economic and commercial enterprise of the century. La Pérouse had sent 
his reports to France as and when he could. The last shipment was entrusted to the British ship "Sirius" in 1788 during its last 
stopover in Botany Bay (Australia). In February 1791, when La Pérouse had still not returned, the present edict ordering to 
search for him was published. In this decree, published on February 25, 1791, the government "to all Ambassadors, Residents, 
Consuls, Agents of the Nation, to the different Powers" (translated from French) to search for the missing frigates, "the National 
Assembly taking the commitment to indemnify & even to reward [whoever] will be able to provide news of them", and 
chartering a special mission in view of this search, [of which d'Entrecasteaux will take the lead]. A second law, promulgated on 
May 4, decreed that the relation of the voyage of La Pérouse will be printed at the expense of the Nation "in testimony of 
satisfaction of the devotion of M. la Peyrouse to the public thing, & to the increase of human knowledge and useful discoveries". 
This edict was also published in Paris, Valenciennes, Pau, Auxerre and Saint-Malo.  

Remarkable document, perfectly preserved. 

$ 3 300,00 

88. [LA PEROUSE]. -LOI RELATIVE A M. DE LA PEYROUSE, & A L'IMPRESSION DES CARTES PAR LUI ENVOYEES. 
DONNÉE A PARIS, LE 4 MAI 1791. Paris, Imprimerie Royale, 1791. 2 ff. in-folio (244 x 196 mm.) of which 1 blank. 
Engraved headband surmounted by the handwritten inscription in brown ink "lu à l'audiance du mercredy vingt-sept juillet 
1791."; red official stamp and signature in black ink at the end. (traces of folds, soiling and defects of use). Unbound, preserved 
as issued in a contemporary paper folder.  

A second rare decree of the National Assembly , this one ordering the publication, at the expense of the nation, of La Pérouse's 
account and maps of his voyage around the world.  

$ 2 750,00 

89. LEMASSON (H.). -LES ETABLISSEMENTS FRANÇAIS DE L'OCEANIE. Papeete, 1899. 1 vol 12mo (191 x 121 
mm) of : [3] ff. (false title, title, preface) ; 142 pp. (including bibliography). Publisher paperback.  

Rare edition of these notes on French Polynesia by Henry Lemasson (1870-1956) published on the occasion of the colonial 
exhibition of 1900.  

Considering that the distant possessions of Polynesia are still too unknown to visitors, the author provides detailed instruction 
in geographic, historical and economic aspects. These include the Marquesas archipelago, the Tuamotu archipelago and the 
Gambier achipel. Through these notices, Lemasson sheds light on the beauty of its sites and its incomparable natural resources 
to promote its growth and development with the metropolis. 

$  440,00 



Maritime drawings 

90.  -[ INK WASH DRAWING / ARSENAL LIFE SCENE CIRCA 1800]. s.l.n.d., circa 1800. 1 sheet (192 x 270 
mm), drawing in black ink wash. (Some light stains or foxing). 

Superb ink wash drawing representing a scene of life in an arsenal around 1800.  

In France, maritime design is a tradition that dates back to the end of the 17th century. The constitution of a leading military 
fleet under the impetus of Louis XIV and his minister Colbert pushed sailors to become artists in order to represent these 
ships in a more realistic way than the nautical scenes due to the more generalist artists of the time. In the 18th century, maritime 
designers such as Nicolas Ozanne (1728-1811) and his brother Pierre (1737-1813) pushed this art to its highest level. Their 
engraved drawings illustrate treatises on navigation, shipbuilding and maritime history. This drawing, made in the years 1800-
1820, is unsigned. However, it presents the finesse and qualities of the works of the Ozannes and is certainly the drawing of 
one of their students or of a continuator of their art who knows other masters from the 19th century such as Jean Jérôme 
Baugean (1765-1830 ) or Léon Morel-Fatio (1810-1871). 

In the foreground of this drawing executed in ink wash stands the imposing bow of an already rigged ship, ready for launching. 
At the foot, on the inclined plane, a carpenter carrying a plank gives us a good idea of the dimensions of the ship. In the 
background, a round-shaped barge, carrying a load mast and a capstan, is moored in front of a second half-rigged ship, at the 
quay facing the arsenal buildings with tiled roofs which could be those of the port-arsenal from Toulon. Silhouettes cluster on 
its deck and a rowboat moored at its stern seems to be maneuvering it. In the background to the left, a third ship is shown 
with full sails out, the bow pointed towards the entrance of the port. In the background, the silhouette of high hills or mountains 
emerges. The artist intentionally represented every detail of the pieces of wood constituting the bow of the first ship: every 
nails holding the planking to the frames are even represented. This drawing was probably intended to illustrate a treaty on 
shipbuilding. We found very similar designs in Pierre-Alexandre Forfait's Treatise on Rigging (1752 - 1807), published in 
1788. 

$ 1 320,00 

 



91. [SBONSKI DE PASSEBON (HENRI)]. -[ THIRD RANK VESSEL UNDER SAIL]. s.l.n.d. [Marseille, circa 
1690]. 1 sheet (384 x 455 mm), black ink wash drawing (stains, traces of light wetness, thumbtack holes at corners). 

Powerful ink wash drawing depicting a third rank ship of the fleet of Louis XIV, original work attributed to Sbonski de 
Passebon, model of an engraving published in "Plans de plusieurs batimens de mer" (Marseille around 1691).  

Henri Sbonski de Passebon (1637-1705), is the descendant of a Polish family. Son of a military man who was Provost of the 
province of Limousin, he served more than 30 years in the king's galleys and ended his career there with the rank of Captain 
in 1696. He participated in several naval campaigns in the Mediterranean, notably the bombardment of Genoa in 1684. But 
he is most famous as a naval painter and author of "Plans de plusieurs batimens de mer", illustrated with seventeen double 
engravings showing the different types of ships used in the French military and commercial navy: flutes, brûlots, galleys, 
galleasses, tartanes, brigantines, etc. The ships and their rigging are rendered in great detail, providing a wealth of information 
on the naval architecture of Louis XIV's time. In particular, we can see the representation of one of the first galiotes with 
bombs, which had only recently been perfected.  

The present drawing, masterfully executed in ink wash around 1690, corresponds in every respect to the engraving in the book 
entitled "Vaisseau de troisième rang à la voile", engraved by Claude Randon. In the preface of the book, it is specified that the 
plates were engraved by Randon "after the drawings of the author". It was during the reign of Louis XIV that Richelieu's dream 
of providing France with an efficient Navy, offering "permanence at sea", a strategic tool of power, took shape under the 
leadership of Colbert. In the 1680s, with an average of more than 120 ships of the line, the French fleet was the first in Europe 
and faced four intense naval wars: Franco-Spanish (1635-1659), Dutch (1672-1678), League of Augsburg (1688-1697) and 
Spanish Succession (1701-1714), against the Spanish, the Dutch and the English. In the French navy, the classification by rank 
was used during the reign of Louis XIV: according to the 1669 regulations, third rank ships were ships of 900 to 1,000 tons 



armed with about 50 cannons; in 1689, ships of about 
1,200 tons carrying 60 to 72 cannons were classified. 
These were two-deckers, and sometimes even three-
deckers. 

Passebon's work was very successful and some of the 
plates, including the famous plate of the flagship, 
appeared in the "Neptune François" (Mortier, 1693), 
considered to be the most beautiful work of maritime 
cartography of its time. However, to our knowledge, 
historians do not report any trace of Passebon's original 
works. However, we have recently come into 
possession of an oil painting identified as the model for 
the engraving entitled "Vaisseau du premier rang 
portant pavillon d'Admiral". Our wash has all the 
characteristics to be one of the lost originals: reversed 
image, general composition and drawing perfectly 
identical to the engraving. Furthermore, a thorough 

analysis provides clues to its anteriority: the artist has represented details not faithfully reproduced by the engraver, notably in 
the drawing of the sculpted works adorning the ship and the sailors present on the deck. The graphics and the movement of 
the sea are also different. But the most spectacular difference is certainly the sensation of volume and movement that Passebon, 
a sailor before being an artist, was able to represent with accuracy. The work of the engraver, who did not have the eye of a 
sailor, presents errors of proportion and perspective: verticalized and deformed transom and rudder, flattened rear and front 
decks... These elements strongly modify the general appearance of the ship. The comparison of the two images makes us 
regret the loss of the original works of Sbonski de Passebon, the engravings of Randon being unfortunately only pale copies. 
Our drawing, found and identified, reveals the remarkable talent of one of the very first French marine painter. It also offers 
us a rare realistic representation of a ship of the famous fleet of Louis XIV. 

$ 8 250,00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

92. [THREE DECK VESSEL SEEN FROM 

THE REAR AND DETAILS OF THE RIGGING]. - 
s.l.n.d. [circa 1800]. 1 sheet of brown paper (355 
x 254 mm) pencil sketch with colored chalk 
highlights, with manuscript captions in English. 

Superb study of a ship, executed in pencil, of a 
three-deck vessel showing the sumptuous 
decoration of its transom, decorated with 
woodwork and gilded sculptures.  

Drawn at the level of the waterline of a rowboat (?), 
it was certainly executed on the spot by the 
anonymous artist. He adds two small sketches in 
the margin representing a detail of the rigging and 
a sculpture as well as notes in English, suggesting a 
preparatory work. 

$  990,00 



Maritime and Military 

93. [POSTER]. -INVENTAIRE DES AGRES, 
APAREAUX & USTENCILES DU NAVIRE LA NOTRE-
DAME DU ROZAIRE, DE BORDEAUX: LEDIT 
NAVIRE DE 72 PIEDS & 8 POUCES DE QUILLE, 25 
PIEDS DE LARGE, 11 PIEDS 6 POUCES DE CALE; DU 
PORT DE 300. TONNEAUX OU ENVIRON, AYANT 
FAIT TROIS VOYAGES A LA MARTINIQUE, & 
CONSTRUIT A BORDEAUX, MATE DE SES TROIS 
MATS, LEURS VERGUES & BEAUPRE, CHALOUPE & 
CANOT. EN L'ETAT OU ON LE TROUVERA. DONT IL 
SERA PROCEDE A LA VENTE JUDICIAIREMENT & 
VOLONTAIREMENT, AU SIEGE DE LAMIRAUTE DE 
CETTE VILLE, LE CINQ AVRIL 1751 & JOURS 
SUIVANTS.. "Je Certifie le présent inventaire veritable 
à Bord ce 31 mars 1751. Jurridartique [signature]. 1 
folded sheet (420 x 530 mm.) printed in black and 
annotated on the front in brown ink and pencil with a cross 
in front of each item and a certification of the inventory 
dated and signed in fine (traces of creases, stains, soiling). 
Antique paper folder. 

Rare copy of a poster of the judicial sale in 1751 of a 
merchant ship armed for trade between Bordeaux and 
Martinique. Placard indicating the dimensions of the ship 
and listing more than 320 pieces of rigging, instruments and 
objects inventoried on board. 

During the reign of Louis XV, the increase of the merchant fleet and the progression of trade with the islands made Bordeaux 
one of the main French ports for colonial trade. The present inventory of the "Notre-Dame du Rozaire" corresponds to that 
of a ship engaged in "straight" trade with the West Indies: exchanges of regional commodities (such as wine) for colonial 
products, and not the infamous "triangular trade". Bordeaux supplied a large part of Europe with coffee, cocoa, sugar, cotton 
and indigo, and became the leading French port and the second largest in the world after London.  

It is indicated in the heading that this 300-ton frigate, armed with 8 cannons and built in Bordeaux, had already made 3 
transatlantic voyages, expeditions carried out while maritime traffic benefited from a short period of peace between the War 
of the Austrian Succession (1744-48) and the Seven Years' War (1755 to 1762). 

The historical interest of this particularly exhaustive inventory is remarkable both in terms of vocabulary and knowledge of 
life on board an 18th century merchant ship. It is divided into sections devoted to: the rigging, the carpenter's, the gunner's, 
the cooper's and the pilot's articles. Then come the "utensils for the cook's room". The list ends with about thirty miscellaneous 
objects followed by the contents of the "ship's surgeon's chest" composed of various remedies and instruments. The list of the 
cook's tools is particularly informative concerning what is prepared and consumed on board a ship in 1751. 

The handwritten notation in ink at the bottom of the poster "certified the present inventory true on board March 31, 1751" 
and signed "Jurrilartigue" and the crosses in front of each item indicate that it was checked off as the ship was inventoried, in 
preparation for the sale. 

Rare and beautiful document in good condition. 

$  825,00 

94. [MANUSCRIPT]. I. MEMOIRES SUR LA NECESSITE ET LA SITUATION DES FORCES MARITIMES 
RELATIVEMENT AUX AVANTAGES DU COMMERCE. II. MEMOIRES SUR L'ETAT DE LA MARINE ET LE COMMERCE 
MARITIME, PAR JEAN-FREDERIC OHELYPEAUX, COMTE DE MAUREPAS, SECRETAIRE D'ETAT A LA MARINE SOUS 
LOUIS XV DE 1733 A 1749. s.l.n.d. [seconde moitié du XVIIIe siècle, après 1755]. 1 vol. 12-mo (169 x 108 mm.) 
entirely handwritten in brown ink containing two parts with proper pagination of : [1] f. (title calligraphied in blue and red ink, 
note); 249 pp. (error of pagination without incidence); [1] p.; [37] ff. full marbled basane, smooth spine decorated, red title-
piece, cold fillet framing the boards, gilt roulette on the edges, gilt dominoté paper endpapers (contemporary binding). 

Memoirs on the state of the Navy and maritime trade by Jean-Frédéric Phélypeaux, comte de Maurepas (1701-1781), Secretary 
of State for the Navy under Louis XV from 1733 to 1749. 



 In the introduction to this 
memoir, the author states: "Since 
twenty three years that the King 
entrusted me with the Department 
of the Navy and that of Maritime 
Commerce, I have had occasion to 
make many reflections on these 
two parts of my administration" (p. 
1). The end of the manuscript is 
occupied by a memoir on the 
maritime fortifications of France 
and a summary of the expenses 
made for their maintenance 
between 1733 and 1754. These 
two parts are announced at the 
beginning of the work: "Nota. The 
first of these two memoirs was 
written by Monseigneur le Comte 
de Maurepas and given to the 
King. The second was requested 
by Monseigneur Le Garde des 
Sceaux in 1755 and written by M. 
Petterin". Thus, in the first part, the 
author makes a presentation of the 
Navy and maritime trade by 
bringing his personal reflections. 
He dwells on: foreign trade, 

maritime trade, the state of the Navy and finally remarks and advice on the management of the Navy. The second part, which 
begins on page 247, is a compilation of writings on the expenses of commercial ports. It is entitled: "Maritime Fortifications. 
Memoir concerning the works which were made for the maintenance and repairs in the commercial ports on the funds of the 
maritime fortifications". Thus, in this part, the expenses of each port are presented in a table. At the very end of the book is a 
summary of all the expenses listed in this second part. Fascinating memoir well preserved in its period binding. 

$ 2 750,00 

95. BIGOT DE MOROGUES (SEBASTIEN-FRANÇOIS). -TACTIQUE NAVALE OU TRAITE DES EVOLUTIONS ET 
DES SIGNAUX. A Paris, Chez H. L. Guérin & L. F. Delatour, 1763. 1 vol. in-4 °. 49 plates with a total of 133 figures. 2 
engraved headbands. Contemp. Calf.  

First edition of this important work which lists in detail all the night and day signals used in the navy.  

Before publishing it, Bigot de Morogues used his manuscript for a few years to instruct the naval guards of Brest. Sébastien-
François Bigot de Morogues (1705-1781), son of a naval commissioner, entered the Royal Artillery Regiment in 1723. He 
then went to the navy in 1736, served on the "Bourbon", and became captain in 1756. In 1759, he commands the "Magnifique", 
forming the rear guard of the squadron of the marshal of Confians destined for a landing in Scotland, and supports alone, 
November 20, day of the battle of Quiberon, the shock of three English ships. His solid knowledge of both the artillery and 
the navy has made him think several times about the ministry of the navy; but this nomination never succeeds. Appointed 
Inspector of Marine Artillery in 1771, he ended his life on his land. His abilities enabled him to compose practical works of 
clear design and exposition, which for a long time were authoritative; he is also at the origin of the Academy of Marine formed 
definitively in 1752, and of which he was the first director. The work is divided in two parts: the first deals with naval evolutions 
and the second general signals and orders (by day, by night, by fog) that a naval army must know and execute. Impressed by 
the formalism of European naval tactics, the work is characteristic of the technical fights of the time. As a result of a desire for 
prudence, we wanted to avoid random overflow maneuvers. Attempts to concentrate on the opposing fleet are becoming 
increasingly rare, and rigidity of the line and discipline of fire is imposed. The battles can be summed up in endless evolutions 
to take advantage of the wind, followed by a barren cannonade between two parallel lines. This formalism reigns especially in 
France since the treaty of 1696 of Father Hoste, but also in Spain and, to a lesser extent, in England. It leads to a strategic 
deviation, the "non-battle" which contributes to developing the passivity of the officers. 

One of the rare copies printed on large paper, very fresh. 

$ 4 180,00 

 

 



96. CHAPMAN (FREDERIC-HENRI DE) / VIAL DU CLAIBOIS (HONORE, SEBASTIEN) [TRANSLATOR] -
TRAITE DE LA CONSTRUCTION DES VAISSEAUX, AVEC DES ECLAIRCISSEMENTS & DEMONSTRATIONS 
TOUCHANT L’OUVRAGE INTITULE : ARCHITECTURA NAVALIS MERCATORIA, &C. TRADUIT DU SUEDOIS… PAR 
M. VIAL DU CLAIRBOIS. A Brest, Chez R. Malassis ; A Paris, Chez Durand, Chez Jombert, 1781. 1 vol. 4to. 20 
fold. Plates + 40 ff. manuscripts inserted at the beginning and at the end of the text, with diagrams, entitled "Carlsunds 
Elucidation of Chapmas, Parabolic System". Contemp. sheep.  

French edition translated from the Swedish, of one of the most famous naval architecture treatises produced in the 18th 
century. Copy with 80 pages of notes and handwritten addendum diagrams in English.  

In the 18th century, naval architecture is the equivalent of what will be the 20th aerospace industry. However, in 1750 it 
remains an empirical art based on the knowledge and the eye of some exceptional master carpenters: most military and 
merchant ships are built without a specific plan, based on simple sketches and arsenal models. Duhamel Du Monceau's work 
"Elements d’architecture navale" published in 1752, is a revolution. It addresses shipbuilding for the first time in a scientific 
way and accessible to all. From then, the civil and military shipyards adopt a rational work based on the physical and 
mathematical sciences and perfectly established plans. This work by Sweden Frederick Henry of Chapman, (1721-1808) 
appeared for the first time in 1775. Translated into several languages, he will not know an edition in English until 1820 (Smith, 
Cambridge). This French edition is due to Sébastien Vial de Clairbois, (1733-1816), naval engineer and a naval historian, who 
adds his own notes. This treatise is the work of a sailor who knew perfectly the construction of the vessels. Frederic Chapman 
was born in Gothenburg, the great Swedish port of the North Sea. At the age of 15, he left for Stockholm to learn the art of 
shipbuilding. With a partner he opened a shipyard in Gothenburg from 1744. This did not prevent him from traveling a lot 
and even being briefly arrested in 1741, when he visited an English shipyard without authorization. In 1750 he took the 
mathematics classes of English Thomas Simpson (1710-1761). He will thus use Simpson's method (numerical calculation of 
an integral) to determine mathematically the different characteristics of a ship (volumes, surfaces, center of gravity ...). In 1757, 
he took the charge of the Swedish royal shipyards for King Gustav III (1771-1792). He was then relieving the Swedish fleet, 
which had fallen somewhat into decay. He built a total of 24 ships. Appointed Vice Admiral in 1791, he ceased his activity in 
1793, when he was 72 years old. The work is divided into IX chapters dealing with every aspect of the construction: 
displacement, stability, center of gravity, resistance, sails, proportions of buildings and rigging, and construction practice. It is 
illustrated with 8 out-of-text tables and 11 out-of-text plates, including 3 folding cutaway schematics. Copy used by a British 
construction site: it is riddled with forty sheets of manuscripts in ink of additions and notes, diagrams, tables of calculation as 
well as annotations in the margins, all written in English . Provenance: James Ronalds, London (ex libris manuscript) and 
"Institution of Naval Architects, Scott Library Collection, 1930 (printed label). Thus, while an English edition was available 
from 1820, some British architects continued to use the present copy and supplemented it with large manuscript additions. 

$ 2 420,00 

97. CLEIRAC (ESTIENNE). -US ET COUTUMES DE LA MER. DIVISES EN TROIS PARTIES. I. DE LA NAVIGATION. 
II. DU COMMERCE NAVAL, & CONTRATS MARITIMES. III. DE LA JURIDICTION DE LA MARINE. LE TOUT REVU, 
CORRIGE ET AUGMENTE PAR L’AUTHEUR EN CETTE DERNIERE EDITION. Rouen, Jean Viret, 1671. 1 vol. 4to. 
Contemp. velum.  

Third edition (after 1647 and 1660), the most complete, of this work of Estienne Cleirac (1583-166?), Jurisconsult, master of 
the requests then prosecutor of the king,  native from Bordeaux.  

His work deals with the old maritime laws, including the famous "laws of Oléron" or "judgments of the sea" and it also contains 
some comments on whaling. It is divided into three parts: I. "Of navigation", II. "Naval Trade & Maritime Contracts", III. "Of 
the jurisdiction of the navy: with a Traicté of the terms of marine & regulations of the navigation of the rivers & rivers". Two 
curious chapters are devoted to his Basque compatriots ("Expedition or Voyage of the Basques in the Sea of Greenland", and 
"First discovery of America by the Basques") where the author claims that the Basques discovered Newfoundland and Canada 
one hundred years before Columbus. He adds: "The pilot who brought the first news to Christopher Columbus and gave him 
the cognition and the address of this new world, was one of our Basque terreneuvier"! The book is extensively commented on 
in the Encyclopedia Britannica (11th ed.), In the Sea Laws chapter: "The version of Cleirac, however, is probably due to the 



higher style in which it was published and the importance of the other treatises on the maritime issues he had proposed. For 
the first time, in a single volume, it seems to have obtained a preference in England over Garcie's text, and an English translation 
of it has been introduced in the "Black Book of the Admiralty". Fine copy, preserved in its original vellum binding, of this rare 
treat: Only a few copies have gone on sale in the last 30 years. 

$ 3 850,00 

 

98. DEPARTEMENT DE GUERRE. -EMPLACEMENT DES TROUPES DU ROI 
AU 1ER JANVIER 1787. Imprimerie Royale, S. l. N. D. [1787] 1 volume 12mo (180 
x 116 mm.) of: 40 pp. Vignette on the title in engraved frame (Fournier). 

Original paperback, cover of dominoté paper with stars, label printed on the first plate " 
Département de la guerre ". 

Rare booklet, printed in small numbers by the Royal Printing House, giving the details 
and location of the French troops in 1787: infantry, artillery, cavalry, hussars, dragoons, 
chasseurs and king's household and gendarmerie. Each troop is presented in a full or 
double page table giving the names of the officers, the regiments and their location in the 
different regions. The names of the heroes of the recent American War of Independence 
are included. (Rochambeau, Chastelux...). We have not found any copy preserved in 
public funds for the year 1787.  

Nice copy in its original condition. 

$  550,00 

 

99. DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU (HENRI-LOUIS). -ÉLEMENS DE L'ARCHITECTURE NAVALE, OU TRAITE 
PRATIQUE DE LA CONSTRUCTION DES VAISSEAUX. PAR M. DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU, DE L'ACADEMIE ROYALE 
DES SCIENCES, DE LA SOCIETE ROYALE DE LONDRES, HONORAIRE DE LA SOCIETE D'EDIMBOURG & DE 
L'ACADEMIE DE MARINE, INSPECTEUR GENERAL DE LA MARINE. SECONDE EDITION REVUE, CORRIGEE & 
AUGMENTEE PAR L'AUTEUR. A Paris, rue Dauphine, chez Charles-Antoine Jombert, Imprimeur-Libraire du Roi 
pour l'Artillerie & le Génie, à l'Image Notre-Dame, M. DCC. LVIII. 1 vol. in-4° (262 x 200 mm.) of : XLIV (title with 
engraved vignette, dedication, preface) ; 49 pp ; XXIX (alphabetical table, title page of the part paginated 49, first page of the 
table paginated II) ; 484 pp.  (resumption of pagination at 51 and not 50 because odd page, including table of contents and 
explanation) ; 1 engraved frontispiece and 11 engraved bands after N. Ozanne (10) and Chedel (1) ; 24 engraved folding plates 
(plates 8 and 9 on a single folding leaf). (Rare foxing or faded leaves). Full contemporary marbled calf, spine ribbed and 
decorated, brown morocco title-piece, gilt roulette on the edges, red edges. 

Second edition, partly original, the best of this reference work, very popular in the 18th century, the first one that approaches 
shipbuilding in a scientific way and accessible to all (OE: 1752, same address). 

Its author, Henri-Louis Duhamel du Monceau (1700-1782) is one of the great scientific minds of the 18th century, often at 
odds with the Encyclopedists, he is one of the founders of modern agronomy and forestry, and left an important body of work 
in various fields, and especially in that of marine and shipbuilding. 



Being a landowner in Gâtinais and in a certain financial ease, he could at leisure devote himself to his two first passions: botany 
and agronomy. In 1728, he was admitted to the Académie des Sciences and submitted more than sixty memoirs on agriculture, 
commerce, the navy and the mechanical arts. 

In 1731, he was entrusted with the study of the improvement of wood for shipbuilding, which earned him recognition as a 
specialist in the wood industry. From 1731, he collaborated, at the request of Maurepas, with Buffon, who was working on the 
translation of Hales, whose work had a significant influence on that of Duhamel. A first break between the two men occurred 
in 1738, when Buffon presented to the Academy a text that Duhamel considered as a plagiarism of his own work, and then 
the following year when Buffon supplanted Duhamel by becoming intendant of the King's Garden, which explains why 
Duhamel turned to the Navy. 

With Richelieu, but especially Colbert, France had acquired a powerful navy, capable of competing with the British fleet, and 
shipbuilding was at the center of this great military and industrial project. Duhamel's knowledge of wood particularly 
recommended him for the application of scientific principles to shipbuilding. In 1737, he went to England and the Netherlands 
with the shipbuilder Blaise Ollivier, and on August 1, 1739, he was appointed Inspector General of the Navy for the Ponant 
and the Levant by Maurepas, according to the decision of Louis XV. 

At that time, if the technique was based on numerical rules, they were obtained empirically, and no theorist had really 
succeeded in applying mathematical principles to shipbuilding (attempts by Goubert and Andrault de Langeron). 

With the present work, Duhamel succeeds for the first time in establishing a science of shipbuilding. Written from notes for 
personal use that were considered interesting for instruction by officers and builders, the Elémens d'Architecture navale is a 
work of popularization that brings to light the secrets of builders that were previously jealously guarded. A true practical 
manual, the work presents elementary notions on the frameworks and the main parts of the ship, specifies the standards and 
technical references of the different types of ships, deals with plans and gives directly applicable calculation methods. It was a 
real success and was quickly translated. 

The intaglio illustration includes a frontispiece by Chedel after Ozanne, a fleuron on the title and a vignette at the head of the 
dedication by Ozanne as well as ten delightful vignettes at the head of the chapters signed by Chedel (chapter 10) or Ozanne 
(chapters 1 to 9) representing maritime engineers in front of models and shipyard scenes, scenes of wood stereotomy, arsenals 
and views with sailing ships and finally 23 unsigned folding plates, including one with 2 subjects (pl. VIII and IX), making a 
total of 24 subjects. This second edition is augmented by the 10th chapter: "Méthode pour connoître sur un plan si le vaisseau 
qu'on projette portera la voile". 

In this desire to reform the French navy, Duhamel du Monceau created in 1741 a first naval school which was closed in 1758 
for budgetary reasons. In 1765, under the patronage of the Duke of Choiseul, he founded the School of Royal Shipbuilding 
Engineers, the forerunner of the École nationale supérieure de techniques avancées. Maurepas accepted the project on the 
condition that Duhamel would direct it, which he did until his death, and although the position was unpaid. With teachers 
such as Pierre Bouguer, Étienne Bézout and Charles Étienne Louis Camus, the students quickly made a name for themselves 
with their skills, such as Antoine Groignard, Léon Guignace, Joseph Marie Blaise Coulomb and Jacques-Noël Sané, thus 
helping to give substance to the royal project. 

Duhamel visited the ports and the coasts and recommended improvements. He carried out inspections in the arsenals, which 
were vast complexes of administrative buildings (troop barracks, arms room, convict prison, etc.) and workshops (rope works, 
sail making workshop, pulley workshop, etc.), thus prefiguring the reorganization of the arsenals undertaken from 1763 
onwards with Antoine Choquet de Lindu and the great order of 1765. 

Concerned about the hygienic conditions in which sailors lived, he expressed his views on the subject in a work published in 
1759 entitled “Moyens de conserver la santé aux équipages des vaisseaux” (Means of maintaining the health of ship's crews). 

The gift of his collection of ship models and arsenal machines to King Louis XV in 1748 must be considered as the founding 
act of a national collection. He remained curator of the Salle de Marine until his death in 17829. It should also be noted that 
Duhamel helped the Orléans officer Bigot de Morogues to found the Académie de Marine. 

Beautiful copy of this major work in the history of the French Navy.            $ 3 355,00 

100. GRANDMAISON (PHILIPPE AUGUSTIN THOMAS DE). -LA PETITE GUERRE, OU TRAITE DU SERVICE DES 
TROUPES LEGERES EN CAMPAGNE. PAR ..., CAPITAINE, AVEC COMMISSION DE LIEUTENANT COLONEL DE 
CAVALERIE AU CORPS DES VOLONTAIRES DES TROUPES DE FLANDRE. SL [Paris], SE, 1756. 1 vol. 8vo. 
Contemporary full calf.  

Original edition of one of the founding texts of the theory of the « petite guerre» (little war).  

It was in 1746 that Maréchal de Saxe revealed his perfect mastery of indirect strategy, through the use of "petite guerre", 
continuous harassment, to defeat the enemy at retail. In the middle of the 18th century, the practice of the "petite guerre" 
forced the general admiration in France, to the point that the legendary leaders of free companies served as examples in the 
dictionaries of the time (La Chesnaye , Trévoux, the Encyclopédie), to illustrate their definitions of "petite guerre". This work 
of Grandmaison is the second publication that deals with the subject, following the Treaty of the Knight of Lacroix (son of the 
famous supporter of the end of reign of Louis XIV) published in 1752. Fine copy.          $ 1 375,00 



101. [HULIN (GABRIEL)]. -LES NOBLES COUSTUMES OU GUIDON, STILE ET UZANCES 
DES MARCHANDS QUI METTENT A LA MER. TRAICTANT DES ASSEURANCES, POLICES, 
AVARIES, LAMENAGES, PILOTAGES, JET DE MARCHANDISE A LA MER,... ; [SUIVI DU : 
TRAITE DE LA NATURE ET USAGE DES MARCHES SEPARANTES LES PROVINCES DE 
POITOU, BRETAGNE ET ANJOU. PAR M. GABRIEL HULIN,...] Rennes, Jean Gaisne, s.d. 
(circa 1651). 1 vol. small 18mo in 2 parts with continuous numbered pagination: 1 to 74 pp. 
(including title first part) then 75 to 156 pp. (including title second part). Wood engraved on the 
titles including the bookseller's mark and the figure of justice. Provenance: initials "P.L.T" at the 
bottom of the last page. Full contemporary vellum.  

Very rare copy of this collection published in Rennes, containing a guide of maritime law without 
the author's name, followed by a “Traité de la nature et usage des marches séparantes les 
provinces de Poitou, Bretagne, et Anjou” due to Gabriel Hulin , lawyer and tax attorney from 
Rennes, dealing with conflicts of law relating to these “undivided” territories. 

Maritime law finds its origins in the days of the Crusades and the development of the trade with 
the East. Towards the end of the 12th century, Aliénor d'Aquitaine (1122 - 1204) ordered the 
compilation of texts relating to her region which is particularly oriented towards the sea: the “rôles 

d’Oléron”. This text remains the basis of many maritime legislation. In the 14th century, the “Guidon de la mer”, written in 
Rouen, was added to this. It is devoted specifically to the issue of maritime insurance. The discovery of America at the end of 
the 15th century and the growing development of trade with this new continent only increased the importance of maritime 
law. The present edition, designed in a very small format allowing sailors and traders to always have it at hand, includes in the 
first part this fundamental text under the title: “Les nobles coustumes ou Guidon, stile et uzances des marchands qui mettent 
à la mer, contient les droits de taxes, les assurances et les lois régissant le transport de marchandises sur les mers et sur les 
rivières”. He explains to his owner the steps to follow to insure his merchandise, his ship, his equipment and his crew. It also 
indicates the captain's obligations and the penalties incurred in the event of “baraterie”: faults committed voluntarily by the 
captain or the owner of a vessel. It also deals with the famous “lettres de marque”, mission orders from privateers, by which a 
sovereign allows a captain and his crew to search, attack, seize and destroy the ships or equipment of an opposing nation. 
Finally, he indicates the rules of attribution and distribution applying to the catches: “Si les maistres des navires combattent 
contre les mores, pirates, et éscumeurs de mer, ou contre les ennemis de leur prince, pour se défendre et éviter le péril, et en 
se défendant, ils conquièrent par force navires ou marchandises; ou s’ils trouvent quelque marchandises flottant aux rivages 
de la mer, comme ambres, pierres précieuses, pierres, baleines, marcouins ou autres poissons…”. The second book, “Traité 
de la nature et usage des marches séparantes les provinces de Poitou, Bretagne, et Anjou”, explains the jurisdiction applicable 
to “marches”. These territories had the particularity of belonging to two or more provinces, for justice and for the purposes 
of feudalism. They served as borders between Poitou and Anjou on the one hand and Poitou and Brittany on the other. Helin 
distinguishes three kinds of “marches”: “communes” or “preventive”, for which prevention takes place in terms of the 
jurisdiction debate between the said provinces; the “advantagères” or “fiancères”, because it is necessary that the lord or prince 
who is not advantaged trust the payment of his rights to the vassals, after they have paid them to the prince or lord adviser; and 
the “counter-hosts”. Thus, these territories are subject to administrative conflicts and form a true undivided zone endowed 
with very specific legal conditions that the author explains in detail in his treaty.  

Pretty Rennes edition due to the bookseller Jean Gaisne adorned with initials and engraved woods, including its mark bearing 
the arms of Brittany on the titles and the figure of justice in-fine. We have found no copy of this undated edition in public 
funds, but only one dated 1651 (Vatar and Gaisne, Rennes) with only the “Traité des marches”, with a different format and 
pagination. The bookseller Gaisne undoubtedly wanted to bring these two texts together in this specific edition intended for 
sailors and traveling traders. Touching copy of this very rare treaty bearing the marks of its use by its former owner who affixed 
his initials at the bottom of the last page: "P.L.T". 

$ 3 520,00 

102. LE CORDIER (SAMSON). -INSTRUCTION DES PILOTES. Au Havre de Grâce, P.J.D.G. Faure, 1773. 2 parts 
bounded in 1 vol. 12mo of : 179 pp. ; [3] pp. ; [1] f. bl. ; [2] ff. ; 190 pp. ; [7] ff. ; 20 geometric figures engraved on wood, 
pretty headbands and lamp bases. Soft contemp. vellum. 

Revised and expanded edition of this fundamental work for pilot training and navigation. 

Its author, Father Samson Le Cordier (1660 - 1720), hydrographer of the King, followed the maritime teaching given in Dieppe 
by Father Denys. He then sailed in the service of the State and in 1681 as a pilot in the crew of the “Écueil”, a fourth rank 
vessel. Wounded during a battle, he was forced to leave the navy. Determined to use his experience for the instruction of 
young sailors, he opened a hydrographic school at home in 1682. Around the same time, he received the title of hydrographer-
examiner of pilots and ship gauges. In 1690, the King appointed him professor of hydrography at Dieppe, where he succeeded 
Father Denys.  

The art of piloting takes its essence in the insufficient familiarity of the captains with the regions they had to frequent for trade, 
especially with the opening of markets and international trade. A pilot with local knowledge of the maritime areas was therefore 



necessary to drive the ships safely to the dock. This treatise appeared for the first time in 1683 when Colbert had just redefined 
the main principles of the rights of pilots and of the captain of a ship (ordinance of 1681).  

Today, this profession remains at the heart of maritime trade. Le Cordier’ two-part work is intended to educate pilots by 
teaching them the basics of navigation. The first part, written in the form of questions and answers, contains an “abrégé de la 
Sphere, les principes nécessaires pour trouver l'heure de la pleine Mer dans les Ports, le jour & le quantieme du mois auquel 
doivent arriver les Fêtes mobiles & immobiles, les différentes. [...] Avec une Instruction générale sur le Pilotage, en faveur de 
ceux qui veulent se rendre experts dans cette science, & se mettre aussi au fait des manoeuvres d'un Vaisseau.” This part deals 
with piloting practices; the solar and lunar cycle; how to find the time on the open sea in different ports; " fériales " letters and 
their use to know the day of entry of the months and the day of the week on which a holiday occurs; the height of the pole, 
the longitude and the latitude, the estimate length of the way, the nautical charts as well as the maneuvers of the vessels 
according to the situations of the ports. This work is intended to be used in the field as evidenced by: “the table for finding 
easily and without any calculation the time of the open sea in all kinds of ports the days of moonlight being known” [translated 
from French], placed at the beginning of the book to “please [...] those who need it” [translated from French]. 

The second part, written in the form of problems and explained examples, “contient tout ce qui est nécessaire pour observer 
exactement la latitude, ou la hauteur du Pole dans tous les lieux du monde, tant aux Etoiles qu'au Soleil; Avec les Tables de 
leur Déclinaison & Ascension droite, & de la Latitude & Longitude d'un grand nombre de Lieux”. This part explains, among 
other things, how to use and make an “arbalestrille” (instrument used in navigation for the measurement of angles) and is 
embellished with many tables along with their explanations: Table des Réfractions et de la hauteur de l’oeil au dessus de la 
surface de la Mer; Tables Solaires; Table de la déclinaison du Soleil; Table de la latitude et de la longitude des principaux 
lieux où l’on peut naviguer; etc. 

The illustration consists of 20 geometric woodcut figures such as constellations and astronomical diagrams.  

Touching copy bearing the marks of its use: Its owner, Pierre Patroulé, has written his name in length on the front cover and 
on the guards. He further annotated the text of the work (pp. 138, part 1 and 128-131 part 2) and used the guards for 
calculation notes, including a calculation rule. 

$  495,00 

103. LEMAU DE LA JAISSE (PIERRE). -PLANS DES PRINCIPALES PLACES DE GUERRE ET VILLES MARITIMES 
FRONTIERES DU ROYAUME DE FRANCE, DISTINGUEZ PAR DEPARTEMENS, GOUVERNEMENS GENERAUX & 
PARTICULIERS DES PROVINCES, AVEC LES OFFICIERS GENERAUX ET PRINCIPAUX QUI Y COMMANDENT EN 
CHEF POUR LE ROY, & DANS LA NOUVELLE FRANCE OU AMERIQUE, ENSEMBLE LES OFFICIERS DES ETATS 
MAJORS DE CES PLACES & DES AUTRES VILLES INTERIEURES DU ROYAUME, AU PREMIER JUILLET 1736. 
GRAVEZ DANS LA CARTE GENERALE DE LA MONARCHIE & DU MILITAIRE DE FRANCE, DE TOUS LES TEMS. 
PRESENTEZ AU ROY, PAR LEMAU DE LA JAISSE, DE L'ORD. DE S. LAZARE. A Paris, Didot, Quillau, Nully, 1736. 
1 vol. 12mo (172 x 109 mm) of : [1] f. (title with vignette with the King's coat of arms) ; 268 pp. ; 112 copper-engraved plans 
and heraldic medallions, each printed on a piece of circular paper mounted in a woodcut frame. Contemp. calf, gilted arms 
of France on covers. 

First edition of this unusual work by Pierre Lemau de La Jaisse. The book is composed of 112 small circular plans mounted 
within woodcut frames, accompanied by their matching coats of arms, also mounted in smaller circular frames below. Opposite 
each is a brief description of the town with its position, and a list of the staff officers and the governor. Fine copy. 
                   $ 1 650,00 

104. [LOCKE (JOHN)]. -HISTOIRE DE LA NAVIGATION, SON COMMENCEMENT, 
SON PROGRES ET SES DECOUVERTES JUSQU’A PRESENT. LE COMMERCE DES 
INDES OCCIDENTALES. Paris, Étienne Ganeau, 1722. 2 vol. 12mo (163 x 102 mm) of 
: I. [6] ff. (title, preface, approval, privilege) ; 378 pp. ; [3] ff. (table) ; II. [4] ff. (title, table) ; 
316 pp. Full contemporary calf, spine ribbed and decorated, titles and endpapers in red 
morocco, cold fillet framing the boards, gilt roulette on the edges, edges spotted with red. 
(Some foxing or stains). 

First edition in French of this unusual work translated from English and base on the work 
of John Locke (1632-1704).  

Famous English philosopher, John Locke is one of the important figures of rationalism. 
Opposed to absolutism in England and close to the Earl of Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley-
Cooper (1621-1683), he contributed to the emerging theories of social contract, law and 
natural law, and the state of nature. Much later, from the 19th century on, he was considered 
one of the precursors of liberalism.  

The first volume of the present work deals with: "History of Navigation, its beginning, its 
progress and discoveries until now" (translated from French). In this part, the author talks 
about the history of navigation as a whole going back to the first ships that undertook 



perilous crossings. The second volume focuses on: "History of Navigation, Commerce with the West Indies" (translated from 
French). In this part, John Locke deals mainly with the discovery of the West Indies by Christopher Columbus and the 
successive voyages that followed. Thus, the islands of Cuba, Curacao, Martinique, Guadeloupe, Grenada and St. Vincent are 
discussed, as well as the activities of the Spanish, French, English and Dutch in these islands. Finally, pp. 177-316 include: "A 
Catalogue of the best Geographical Maps and Travel Books, and the character of their authors" (translated from French). 
Provenance: Jean-Claude Dezauche (1745-1824), engineer-geographer, engraver, publisher and map dealer. (ex-libris 
engraved on the back of the first plates).  

Beautiful and well preserved copy.                $ 1 980,00 

105. [MANUSCRIPT / PIRACY / MEDITERRANEEN] LOUIS XV / ROUILLE (ANTOINE-LOUIS). -
MEMOIRE DU ROY POUR SERVIR D'INSTRUCTIONS AU SR DU REVEST, CAPITAINE DE VAISSEAU. Versailles, le 24 
avril 1752. 1 vol. folio hold with a silk ribbon. [13] pp. handwritten in brown ink and [1] f. Bl., wax seal and signature of King 
Louis XV and by the Minister of the Navy.  

Order of mission fixing the framework of the expedition of a French squadron to the Pasha of Tripoli in order to stop the 
attacks of the local pirates, document signed by the hand of the king Louis the XVth ( 1710-1774) and Antoine-Louis Rouillé 
(1689-1754), Minister of the Navy,  [The Junon was a 44-gun ship built in Le Havre in 1747].  

The "Barbary corsairs" of the Mediterranean represented a real scourge for maritime traffic until the 19th century, capturing 
thousands of ships, attacking coastal towns and supplying slave traffic with captured crews. Some of the captains of the galleys 
of these corsairs were what were called at the time "renegades» : Europeans converted to Islam to escape slavery, like John 
Ward and Zymen Danseker or French captain Sicard, named in this memoir. Although the attacks of the Barbary pirates 
peaked in the early mid-seventeenth century, they remained in the middle of the 18th century a constant threat to maritime 
traffic. Thus, the French, Spanish and Italian fleets still regularly carry out retaliation or diplomacy missions to local rulers of 
Algiers, Tunis and Tripoli, sponsors or accomplices of privateers of the North African coasts. In this memoire, King Louis 
XV sets the framework for a mission sent to the Pasha of Tripoli in April 1752 to stop attacks and looting of French ships. 
Following the bombing of Tripoli by the French in July 1728 against the city of Tripoli, the Treaty of 9 June 1729 is supposed 
to protect French ships from the acts of piracy of Tripolitans. However, for the past three years, the corsairs of Tripoli have 
engaged in aggression and looting against French ships and crews: "All the French captains who had the misfortune to meet at 
sea corsairs of Tripoli were exposed to be removed all their effects and provisions which were in the propriety of these corsairs, 
and to be abused, some even received the bastarding at the risk of their life, and it was not possible to give up the navigation 



to the violence of the Tripolitans any longer ". Despite various diplomatic actions, these acts of piracy have not ceased. King 
Louis XV therefore decided to send a squadron in front of Tripoli to get Pacha the restoration of the treaty, financial 
compensation and the punishment of corsairs having been identified. Before the arrival of this fleet, the captain of Revest is 
sent to deliver to the Pacha the King's courier detailing the damage caused by the corsairs and the requirements of the French 
sovereign. The King requires the Pasha to punish those suffering the same treatment they have done to the French, to have 
all the French captains compensated for the looting done to them, and to effectively prevent their safety for the future, by 
adding to the treaty of 1729 an article that barely pronounced death against the "Rais" who will dare to plunder or insult a 
French ship in any way whatsoever ". The king also demands "the heads of the principal culprits, namely of a French renegade 
named Sicard, who is the author of thieves of the Tripolitans" and he adds to his letter to the Pacha the list of "Rais" to be 
punished. In addition, he sets the amount of the required indemnity at between 5 and 6,000 sequins. The captain de Revest 
is ultimately responsible for making known to the Pasha that "his majesty suspects him of bad faith or collusion with his « 
corsairerie », if he hesitated to chastise them ...". And so that his demands are satisfied, the king specifies that "the captain de 
Revest will not hide from the Pasha that he must be immediately followed by several vessels of strength designed to support 
the just pretensions of his majesty ..." 

Remarkable original document signed by the king's hand, precious historical source for the knowledge of the history of piracy 
in the Mediterranean. 

$ 4 840,00 

106. [MANUSCRIPT]. -ÉTAT DE LA 
MARINE DE FRANCE AU 1ER JANVIER 
1771. s.l., 1771. 1 vol. 8vo (184 x 135 
mm) entirely handwritten in brown ink 
with : [52] ff. ; 1 folding table ; [1] f. Full 
contemporary brown morocco, smooth 
spine decorated, fillets and fleurons on 
the corners of the boards, gilt edges, 
dominoté paper endpapers. 

Manuscript giving the list and the state of 
the units of the French royal navy 
classified by home port, document of 
capital importance to know the condition 
of the French fleet 13 years after the 
Seven Years' War, a time when its 
rearmament is in full swing in anticipation 
of a new confrontation with the British 
fleet. 

At the time of its writing, an annual publication bearing the identical title "Etat de la Marine pour l'année..." (Paris, Lebreton) 
lists the general officers of the French Navy. Presented in the form of double-page tables, our manuscript lists with meticulous 
precision the entire royal fleet, from the smallest to the most important unit. A beautiful ink wash drawing depicting a first 
rank ship with its sails set is placed on the frontispiece of the title, written in capital letters in a ruled frame. A first table gives 
the number of each type of ship from the ports of Brest, Rochefort, Lorient and Toulon: Vessels from the 1st to the 4th rank, 
frigates, chebecs, corvettes, Senaults, gunnery corvettes, flutes, Gabare, barges, yaks, longboats. There follow 48 tables giving 
details for each of these units classified by rank: name, place and year of construction, name of the architect, dimensions, 
draught, tonnage, crew in wartime and in peacetime, armament and caliber of the cannons. Finally, a last column indicates the 
state of these ships (under construction, in service, in condition, in need of a large refit, disarmed, out of service, condemned 
to be demolished...) as well as their current position (armed for the Levant, in India, at sea, armed for private individuals, 
armed for the Island of France, armed for Mauritius, used for coastal shipping...): Bugalechs, Pontoons, Barges, Gabares, 
Cleaning machines including 7 cleaning machines and one with pincers, Boats to transport mud, Barges, Flatboats. Table 50 
lists "Vessels, Frigates, Prams, and Other Condemned Vessels serving as Guard Corps and Stores in the ports” [translated 
from French]. Finally, a fold-out "Tableau de la Marine" is placed in the back, giving a numerical summary for each of the 4 
ports of all the units, with columns: "At Sea, In State, To be Refurbished, In Refit, Condemned to be Rebuilt or Replaced, 
Out of Service" [translated from French] as well as their crews in wartime (62,045 men) and in peacetime (42,287 men). The 
total thus gives 194 units and 201 "Sails". Contemporary notes on the following title page indicate "Military Officers in Service" 
and "Expenditure for one month's armament of a Vessel in peace and war" [translated from French]. These numerical notes 
possibly indicate the work of a commissary. 

Document preserved in its attractive green morocco binding richly decorated with starred dominoté paper endpapers. 

$ 3 850,00 

 



107. [MANUSCRIPT]. VALIARIEL (JACQUES DE). -TRAITE DE NAVIGATION CONTENANT LES PROPOSITIONS 
ET PRATIQUES DE GEOMETRIE, UN TRAITE LA SPHERE, DE NOUVELLES OBSERVATIONS ET REMARQUES SUR LES 
MAREES ET TABLES DE LEUR ETABLISSEMENT, DES VARIATIONS DU COMPAS DE ROUTE, LES REGLES 
GENERALES DE LA NAVIGATION PAR LE QUARTIER DE REDUCTIONET DEMONSTRATION PAR CARTES MARINES 
PAR LES SINUS, TANGEANTES ET SEXTANT COMMUN QUE QUE LOGARITHMES, AVEC QUELQUES SECTIONS 
ASTRONOMIQUES, LE TOUT CLAIREMENT DEMONTRE ET EXPLIQUE, FAIS PAR MOY JACQUES DE VALIARIEL, A 
CREDITION ET DU DEPUIS A CARLISLE LE 24 MAY 1758. VOLUME 1ER. 1758. 1 vol. 12mo (175 x 122 mm) entirely 



handwritten in brown ink with : [2] ff. (title, table of contents) ; 1 folding map of the world ; 290 pp. ; 3 folding maps of the 
Bay of Biscay, the coasts of Barbary with the Canaries, and the Atlantic Ocean with the facades of Europe, Africa and the 
islands of America. A total of 4 folding maps and more than a hundred drawings, diagrams, schematics, calculation tables... 
in-text or half-page; 1 handwritten ff. of a letter pasted on the title page. Various handwritten bookplates in brown ink on 
endpapers. (Stains, soiling, period reinforcements to maps). Contemporary half calf with corners, mute spine, marbled paper 
covered boards. (Wear and tear). 

Manuscript dealing with navigational techniques executed by a French naval officer, started on May 24, 1758 in Carlisle, 
document illustrated with more than a hundred technical drawings and 4 folding nautical charts. 

Remarkable personal manual composed by the naval officer Jacques de Valiariel for his personal use and of which we have 
found no trace of publication. 

Synthesis of the knowledge of the time and of his personal practice as a sailor, his treatise begins with the detailed table of 
contents of this volume that he wants to be the first one. A nice folding map representing the two hemispheres is bound 
afterwards. The development of these different parts and questions follows: Of navigation in general, of the scale of tenths, of 
the Sphere, of the lunar cycle to the golden number, to know the day of the new full moon, of the ebb and flow of the tide, of 
the establishment of the tides, of the latitude of a place on earth, of the general problems of navigation, the height of the stars 
and their declination, the variation of the compass, the drift of ships, nautical or hydrographic charts, their construction and 
use with sounding levels, astronomical questions, definitions of geometry, navigation by increasing latitude, rectilinear 
trigonometry... Each subject is illustrated with finely executed pen-and-ink drawings and diagrams. The part on the marine 
maps is particularly interesting: "As it would be necessary 
that the terrestrial globe was of a too inconvenient size to 
be able to represent the sea, the coasts and the dangers, 
one did not only make maps in flat to represent great 
extents of the surface of the terrestrial Globe one also 
made for each coast and for each port in particular in 
great volume although they represent only one very small 
part of the terrestrial globe to mark the things there very 
exactly, namely around the coast of the cities, the entries 
of the ports and the rivers, and in sea: the rocks, the 
banks, the dangers, as well what appears as what is hidden 
under water that one finds only by sounding with a line 
charged with a large lead at the end of which there is a 
cavity which is filled with tallow which brings the color 
and the qualities of the bottom..." [translated from 
French, p. 123]. This chapter is further illustrated with 3 
folding maps superbly drawn in ink: map of the Bay of 
Biscay including 2 reduced maps, map of the East 
Atlantic with the coasts of Portugal and Morocco and the 
Canary and Azores Islands, and a general map of the 
Atlantic including the Tropic of Cancer and the Equator, 
from Ireland to the Gulf of Guinea, and showing the Gulf 
of St. Laurence, Newfoundland, Acadia, Bermuda, the 
Caribbean and the coasts of Brazil as well as the islands 
of the Azores, Canary Islands, Cape Verde, Fernando, 
St. Matthew, and Ascension. 

Our manuscript is entirely written in a fine and legible 
handwriting, of the same hand by Jacques de Valiariel. 
This one indicates he began his writing on May 24, 1758 
in Carlisle. If it is indeed the English city, it is possible 
that Valiariel was held there as a French prisoner of the 
seven years war then in progress. It was common for 
imprisoned sailors to produce this type of document to occupy their time. After its author, the manuscript passed into the 
hands of Antoine Faure, Pilot on the ship the Sovereign of Bordeaux, 1767.  (Handwritten bookplate repeated). [The 
Souverain was a 74-gun ship of the French Navy. It was launched in 1757 during the Seven Years' War and took part in the 
Battle of Lagos in 1759. During the American Revolutionary War. It took part in the battle of Martinique in 1780, the battles 
of Fort Royal and Chesapeake in 1781, and the battle of the Saintes in 1782]. It will then become part of the library of Admirals 
Grasset and Ceillier from which it comes directly. Despite the mention "Volume 1", the manual is complete in itself and it is 
uncertain whether Valiariel made a second volume, his successive owners having possessed only this one. 

Very nice marine document, preserved in its modest original binding. 

$ 7 150,00 



108. MEDINA (PEDRO DE). -L’ARTE DEL 
NAVEGAR. IN LAQUAL SI CONTENGONO LE 
REGOLE, DECHIARATIONI, SECRETI, & AVISI, 
ALLA BONA NAVEGATION NECESSARII... Venice: 
Gianbattista Pedrezano, 1554. 8 parts in 1 vol. 4to 
(205 x 150 mm) of : [12] ff. (engraved title, privilege, 
preamble, table and 1 blank f.) ; CXXXVII (pagination 
errors between ff. XXX and XXXII, XLVIII and LVII, 
LXIX and LXXIII, CXXXIIII and CXXXVI) ; 8 
engraved titles (corresponding to the 8 parts) ; numerous 
engraved initials, 1 full-page engraved map ; numerous 
diagrams and tables in the text, all included in the 
pagination. (body of the book particularly fresh). 
Contemp. vellum.  

Rare first Italian edition of this famous navigation 
treatise, first scientific work devoted to the subject.  

The historian and hydrograph, Peter of Medina was 
born in 1493, probably in Seville, and probably died in 
1567. Humanist and scholar, he published five books, 
including at least three in Andalusia: Libro de grandezas 
y cosas memorable de España, Libro of Verdad (Seville, 
1549), Arte de navegar (Valladolid, 1545), Cronica 
breve de España (Seville, 1548), Tabula hispaniae 
geographica (Seville, 1560), Cronica de los Medina 
(1561). The Art of Navigation  had a huge success in 
Europe, as evidenced by its many translations. The Art 
of use must be read first, as the model of contemporary 
knowledge, such as translation, in maritime language, a 
sort of Instauratio magna, in the style of Francis Bacon, 
whose frontispiece still remembered in 1628, the caravel 
sailing towards the New World. The present edition is 
due to Vincenzo Paletino da Corzula, translated from 

the Spanish original. The book is illustrated 82 diagrams and wood-cut figures specifying the type of navigation recommended, 
according to the winds, the Sun, the North Star or the Moon. ), including the great woodcut of the ships on the title and early 
book 2, and a full-page map of Europe, Africa and the New World. Fine copy.         $ 23 100,00 

109. [MILITARIA - HANDWRITTEN 

DIRECTORY]. -STATISTIQUE EXTERIEURE. 
s.l., Octobre 1837. 1 vol. 8vo oblong (183 x 248 
mm) ff. with lithographed tables in black and 
completed by hand in brown ink of : [8] ff. (indicative 
note); 80 ff.; 2 folding maps lithographed in black, 
completed in brown ink and enhanced with 
watercolor. Full contemporary red calf, smooth spine 
decorated with double gilt fillets, gilt fillet framing the 
boards, 1st board titled in gilt letters: "Statistique 
extérieure. October 1837." (Covers restored, soiling 
and wear to the tabs with small angular misses). 

Remarkable handwritten directory of information 
with individual cards per country, work of an official 
of the diplomatic corps or the French secret services 
intended for the use of a minister. 

This meticulous and rigorous work offers the main 
military statistical data of twenty-two countries. The manuscript begins with an "Indicative Note" (translated from French) on 
the changes that have occurred since July 1, 1837 concerning the statistical situation of the countries mentioned. Arranged in 
alphabetical order with a tab system, the nations appear as follows: England, Austria (augmented by a fold-out map enhanced 
with watercolor), Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, Denmark, Egypt, Spain, United States, Greece, Hanover, Holland, Ottoman 
Empire, Portugal, Prussia (augmented by a fold-out map enhanced with watercolor), Roman States, Russia, Sardinia, Kingdom 
of Saxony, the Two Sicilies, Sweden and Norway, and Wurtemberg. For each state, the following information is recorded: the 
members of the diplomatic corps of the various powers present in the capital, the population, the sovereign and the 
presumptive successors, the ministers, the main generals, the military state of the army, the distribution of the troops in the 



world, the Navy, with the vessels, their positions and their commanders, and a point on their finances. For each of the 
information given, the author indicates at the top or bottom of the page the source: thus, concerning the military state of the 
army of Austria, he specifies: "According to the information of a special agent" (translated from French, f.6 verso) or for the 
navy of Egypt: "According to a dispatch of Mr. Lesseps" (translated from French, f.24 verso) and of the United States: 
"According to the dispatches of Mr. Laforest and the English gazettes" (translated from French, f.32 verso). 

Very beautiful document, remarkably calligraphed on a quality laid paper and preserved in its original official binding.  

$ 4 180,00 

110. ROUSSEL (DE). -ETAT MILITAIRE DE FRANCE POUR L'ANNEE 1783. VINGT CINQUIEME EDITION. Paris, 
Onfroy, 1783. 1 vol. 16mo. Contemporary red moroco with arms.  

Rare work giving all the officers who belonged to the French military corps.  

The first part lists those directly affiliate to the War Ministry, the people working in court, the governors of the principalities. 
The second part is devoted to the armies. Fine copy. 

$  495,00 

111. SADE (LOUIS DE). -MEMOIRES SUR L'ADMINISTRATION DES FONDERIES EMPLOYEES PAR LA MARINE. s.l., 
1788. 1 vol. 4to (270 x 214 mm) of : 60 pp. (including title). Endpapers and headbands. Publisher's paperback, untrimmed 
copy. (Soiling, stains and defects of use). 

Unique edition of this rare memoir dealing with the administration of foundries employed by the navy, due to Louis Chevalier 
de Sade, addressed to the Minister of the Navy, Marshal de Castries. Publisher's paperback, untrimmed copy. (Soiling, stains 
and defects of use). 

Louis Chevalier de Sade (1753-1832), a learned aristocrat and cousin of the Divin Marquis, was a privileged witness of the 
American War of Independence, the end of the Ancien Régime, the French Revolution, the Consulate, the Empire and the 
Restoration. Unlike the Marquis, the Chevalier is a man of the Ancien Régime. He is distinguished by his unorthodox training 
and background for a writer and intellectual of his time. Coming from the modest branch of the Sade family, the Eyguieres, 
unlike the Marquis who descended from the noble branch of the Saumane, Louis de Sade was sent at a very young age, after 
a stay with the Jesuits, to the harsh boarding school of the Abbé Choquart where he frequented Mirabeau and of which he did 
not keep a flamboyant memory. At the age of fifteen, the Chevalier was incorporated into the navy and it is thus as a perfect 
autodidact that he acquired most of his considerable knowledge. Thus, unlike many of his educated contemporaries, he knew 
neither Greek nor Latin, but he had a vast knowledge in all fields of the physical and human sciences. This is evidenced not 
only by his manuscripts, but also by his publications as well as by the tasks entrusted to him: command of a squadron, 
installation of Benjamin Franklin's new invention, the lightning rod, on all the civilian ships of the Brest navy, numerous 
missions of intercession during the early revolutionary period and requests for articles in several short-lived counter-
revolutionary journals. 

Charles Eugène Gabriel de La Croix de Castries (1727-1801), Marquis de Castries, Baron of the States of Languedoc, 
Castelnau and Montjouvent, Count of Charlus, Lord of Puylaurens and Lézignan, was also Marshal of France and Secretary 
of State of the Navy. In the context of the American War of Independence, he reorganized the fleet and had the Council 
adopt the new maritime strategy that led to success during the war; ships were redeployed to take into account the globalization 
of the conflict and squadrons were entrusted to new, more offensive leaders, such as the Count of Grasse (1722-1788). These 
choices contributed in part to the Franco-American victory of 1781. 

In his memorandum addressed to the Marshal, Sade questioned the operation and usefulness of the Indret foundry, then 
under construction, which was intended to recast the cannons out of use in order to manufacture new ones. His proposal was 
as follows: instead of building this foundry, he suggested equipping the ports (where the cannons were located) with melting 
furnaces to melt them down on the spot, thus avoiding all the transport steps. The Marshal's reply acknowledging the receipt 
of these writings followed, as well as a second letter in which he notified him that he would send him the observations made 
by Monsieur de Manson (1724-1809) on his memorandum. Jacques Charles de Manson was then a colonel of the French 
Revolutionary Brigade. In his memoir, Manson wrote that he shared most of the Chevalier's opinions and added his own 
ideas. Sade responds to these observations by arguing and rectifying some of his interlocutor's proposals: "Summing up, we 
see that a foundry cannot be useful in Indret, in an isolated place, where there is no material, no fuel, no engine, no local 
consumption, no way to take advantage of all the metal that is brought there [...]" [translated from French] (p.53). The work 
ends with a copy of a letter from the Chevalier de Sade addressed to the Maréchal de Castries indicating the good reception 
of his mails as well as the memorandum of Monsieur de Manson. 

Interesting testimony to the continuing efforts to modernize the French navy after the North American conflict. Very rare 
document of which only two copies are listed in public collections and none have been sold in the last fifty years. 

$  715,00 



Atlas and Geography 

112. [COMPOSITE ATLAS] FER (NICOLAS DE). -ATLAS ITINERAIRES DE FRANCE D’ITALIE ET DES PAYS BAS. 
Paris, de Beaurain Geographe du Roy, 1728. 1 vol. 4to. Contemp. green morocco.   

Beautiful composite atlas, nicely bound, composed of a manuscript title, 35 maps, 65 plans, 31 views and 52 engraved sheets 
of text, mostly on double page, mounted (17 fold.), of which 41 are entirely colored by hand, 40 and 33 partially.  

Nicolas de Fer was a very prolific French cartographer, active from the early 1690s until his death in 1720. The Atlas is devoted 
to France, Italy and the Netherlands. It contains 107 maps or views of de Fer, 15 by Jean Baptiste Nolin (1657-1708) French 
engraver and publisher or his son (1686-1762) of the same name. 

$ 13 200,00 

113. BELLIN (JACQUES-NICOLAS). 
-DESCRIPTION GEOGRAPHIQUE 
DES DEBOUQUEMENS QUI SONT 
AU NORD DE L'ISLE DE SAINT 
DOMINGUE AVEC DES CARTES ET 
DES PLANS DES ISLES QUI 
FORMENT CES PASSAGES, ET DES 
DANGERS QUI S'Y TROUVENT. 
POUR LE SERVICE DES VAISSEAUX 
DU ROY... A Versailles, de 
l'Imprimerie du département de la 
marine, 1768. 1 vol. 4to (254 x 204 
mm) of : [5] ff. (engraved false title, 
engraved title, table of chapters, table of 
maps and plans) ; 152 pp. ; 34 engraved 
maps (of which 16 of them folding). 
(Slight marking of leather on endpapers 

and first leaf, otherwise very fresh). Full contemporary marbled basane, spine ribbed and decorated with anchors and fleur-
de-lys, brown morocco title-piece, royal arms in the center of the boards, red edges. (headpieces discreetly restored, spotting). 

Rare first edition of this road map of the West Indies by the first hydrographer of the French Royal Navy, Jacques-Nicolas 
Bellin (1703-1772).  

Bellin was a key figure of 18th century cartography and spent fifty years at the “Dépôt des Cartes et Plans”, where he produced 
his “Neptune François”, the 59 maps of all the regions of the world in his "Hydrographie française" (1 volume, 1753) and the 
"Petit Atlas Maritime" (5 volumes, 1764), a navigator's breviary for several decades. In the present work, he gathered and 
published the information collected by officers and engineers of the Navy, sent to the West Indies to establish a precise 
cartography of the “ débouquements” of St Domingue, particularly perilous passages yet necessary to take on the way to 



Europe. On the second page of the introduction, we can read: "The word “Débouquement” means a narrow passage between 
the lands, through which it is necessary to make one's way out of an area, or to leave a coast. This word comes from the 
Spaniards who were the first to sail in these waters and named these Passages & Entrances “Bocca”, “Bouches” (mouth) in 
French. The Sailors later made the word “Débouquement”, meaning to leave a narrow Passage" (translated from French). 
Among the 34 maps that illustrate this work, there is a general map of the North of St Domingue and its five landings as well 
as another one of the Bahama Channel representing the South of the Gulf of Mexico. Beautiful copy in arms binding. 

$ 3 080,00 

114. JAILLOT (ALEXIS HUBERT). -ATLAS NOUVEAU CONTENANT TOUTES LES PARTIES DU MONDE, OU SONT 
EXACTEMENT REMARQUES LES EMPIRES, MONARCHIES, ROYAUMES, ESTATS, REPUBLIQUES & PEUPLES QUI S’Y 
TROUVENT & PRESENT. Paris, Hubert Jaillot [Amsterdam: Pierre Mortier], 1696. 2 vol. in-plano. Hand-colored engr. 
titles, 104 engraved maps mounted on guards, comtep colored. (78 double-page and 3 folding), 1 double-page plan of Paris, 
104 engraved tables, 89 small maps and views on 23 sheets.  Contemporary calf. Fine copy in period colors of the second 
edition of this atlas by Mortier. The publisher of Amsterdam Mortier lived in Paris between 1681 and 1685. He knew the 
maps of  Sanson / Jaillot well. Mortier and Huguetan publish three successive editions of their counterfeit Atlas New. The first 
two are from 1692 and 1696. The first edition faithfully reproduces the French work, and the name of Mortier does not 
appear in any place. Most maps of the New Atlas of Mortier and Huguetan are faithful counterfeit maps of the French edition. 
Mortier strives to complete and develop the New Atlas: 99 maps in 1692, 111 in 1696 and 168 in the last edition. The Atlas 
includes a map World Map-World Geo-Hydrographic, or General Description of the Earth Globe and Aquatic Two-Plan 
Hemispheres. [Amsterdam,] 1691, shows California as an island, and parts of New Zealand and Australia. The two 
hemispheres are drawn on an enlarged scale, engraved with distinction, and usually printed on high quality paper. 

$ 68 200,00 

115. [LA BORDE (JEAN-BENJAMIN DE), BÉGUILLET (EDME), GUETTARD (JEAN-ÉTIENNE)...] -
DESCRIPTION GENERALE ET PARTICULIERE DE LA FRANCE [VOLUMES I-IV] VOYAGE PITTORESQUE DE LA 
FRANCE [VOLUMES V-XII]. Paris, Ph. D. Pierres et Imprimerie de Monsieur pour Lamy, 1781-[1799/1800]. 6 vol. 
In-folio divided into 12 volumes (491 x 321 mm) : I.T1. [3] ff. (half-title, title, dedication), XX pp. (preface), 216 pp; T2. [2] 
ff. (half-title, title), pp. 217 to p. 535; II. T3. [2] ff. (half-title, title), xxiv pp. (speech), 254 pp. (20 plates on 10 leaves); T4. [2] 
ff. (half-title, title), 240 pp. ; III. T5. [2] ff. (half-title, title), 104 pp. and 29 engravings on 17 leaves + 1 folding genealogical 
table + 1 plan on double page, [1] ff. (t. Comté de Foix), 56 pp. and [1] ff. and 7 engravings on 4 leaves ; T6. [1] ff. (title, 
Introduction), XXV pp, 173 pp, [5] pp (table and approval) and 66 engravings on 44 leaves; IV. T7. [3] ff. (half-title, title, 
Dauphiné, prospectus), [8] ff. , 6 pp. , [8] ff. , 6 pp. , [4] ff. 3 pp. and 124 engravings on 88 leaves; T8. 2] ff. (half-title, title), 
[2] ff. 4 pp. and [18] ff. 4 pp. 173 engravings on 89 leaves ; V. T9. V., [2] ff. (half-title, title), 64 pp. , 8 pp. , 6 pp. , 11 pp. , 4 



pp. , 4 pp. , 4 pp. , 6 pp. , 4 pp. , 4 pp. , 4 pp. and 72 engravings on 49 
leaves; T10. 2] ff. (half-title, title), 4 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 4 
pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 4 pp. , 3 pp. , 4 pp. , 3 pp. and 133 engravings on 78; 
VI, T11, [1] ff (title), 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 
pp. , 74 engravings on 44 leaves; T12. [1] ff. (title), 3 pp. 3 pp. 2 pp. , 3 
pp. , 2 pp. and 33 engravings on 24 leaves; [1] ff (title.), 2 pp. , 3 pp. , 3 
pp. , 2 pp. , [1] ff. 3 pp. (table of all parts), and 34 engravings on 22 
leaves. A total of more than 780 engravings, with one to eight engravings 
per full page and engravings on double and triple pages as well as one 
folding genealogical table. Full contemporary calf, decorated smooth 
spines, gilt frieze framing the boards, gilt edges. (hinge, corners, 
headpieces discreetly restored). 

First edition of this colossal description of France by Jean-Benjamin de 
La Borde (1734-1794), composer, historian, patron of the arts and 
French fermier général who was the first valet de chambre of King Louis 
XV.  

This very ambitious Description de la France is intended to be 
particularly complete, covering the history of the manners and customs 
of the French people, the geography as well as the natural history of the 
different French regions. However, only the first four volumes could be 
realized in this spirit. In fact, due to the excessiveness of the project, 
which was to last nearly 20 years (1781-1800), Laborde encountered 
problems both financially (sponsorships) and in terms of the overall 
feasibility of such an undertaking. However, he enjoys very good 
relations with many engravers and has an excellent financial manna 
being the son of the banker and farmer general Jean-François de La 
Borde, baron de La Brosse. 

To these obstacles is added the revolutionary political context which 
does not arrange his business as a monarchist. This position and his great closeness to the monarchy will be worth to him to 
be guillotined in Paris on July 22, 1794, preventing him from seeing the outcome of his work. 

This is why, after the fourth volume, the following ones are unfortunately shortened. Indeed, if the illustrations are more and 
more present, the textual descriptions are less and less provided as the volumes progress. In spite of these disappointments, 
La Borde still manages to draw up the most complete panorama of France of the time including many landscapes, places, 
cities and monuments but also sometimes historical scenes like this extraordinary plate of Moreau Le Jeune engraved by 
Malbeste, Lienard and Née representing a "Vue de la plaine des sablons ou se faisoit ci-devant la revue des Gardes françoises 
et des Gardes Suisses" (View of 
the plain of the sablons where the 
review of the French and Swiss 
Guards used to take place) or the 
"Revue de la Maison du Roi, au 
trou d'Enfer" (Review of the King's 
Household, at the Hole of Hell) 
drawn by Le Paön and engraved 
by Le Bas. Thus, the work covers 
almost all the French regions: 
Auvergne, Burgundy, 
Champagne, Corsica, Dauphiné, 
Franche-Comté, Guyenne, Ile-de-
France, Languedoc, Lyonnais, 
Normandy, Pays de Gex, Paris 
and its surroundings, Picardy, 
Provence and Roussillon. 

This work, although from the old 
regime, is clearly more ambitious 
than its predecessors. If La Borde 
hides nothing of his attachment to 
the monarchy and its King, his ambition is not to flatter the ego of the latter but rather to honor the many riches of France 
and its people, both historically and culturally. Thus, although the objectives of this titanic project were not completely 
achieved, this work of La Borde is a model for later publications such as the Description de l'Égypte (1821-1830). A fine copy 
of this impressive description of France, well preserved in its period binding.         $ 22 000,00 



116. LE ROUGE (GEORGES-LOUIS). -HISTOIRE DETAILLEE DES ISLES DE JERSEY ET GUERNESEY. Paris, 
Delaguette, Duchesne, 1757. 1 vol. small 12mo (172 x 103 mm) of : [1] f. (title) ; IV (preface) ; [1] f. (count of fires) ; 180 
pp. (including table) ; [3] pp. (approval, privilege); 2 folding maps; 2 woodcuts. (Small tear to large map with trace of yellowed 
adhesive, tear to p. 123, traces of glue at edge of large map, rare foxing, fresh copy). Full basane, spine ribbed and decorated 
with fleurons in a medallion of fleur-de-lys, red edges, green bookmark. (Defects of use to the headpieces and the corners). 

First French edition translated from English by Georges-Louis Le Rouge, (E.O.: "An Account of the Isle of Jersey", Philip 
Falle, London, 1694). 

Cartographer, engraver, architect and geographer, Georges-Louis Le Rouge is the author of atlases, maps and battle plans. In 
his translation, Le Rouge remains faithful to all that Falle says about the Military Government, the Civil Jurisdiction, the 
Assembly of the States as well as the Rights and Privileges. 

The illustration consists of 2 folding maps, the first one representing the archipelago of the Channel Islands: Jersey, Guernsey, 
Alderney (or Aurigny) and the second one, Jersey in close-up. Of this second map, Le Rouge specifies that it: "appears to be 
without question the best so far" (translated from French) as in this one: "the cliffs or sheer rocks are distinctly marked there" 
(translated from French). As well as 2 woodcuts on pp. 57 and 59 showing, according to the inclination of Jersey and Guernsey, 
the best exposure for the agricultural lands. 

Provenance: Théodore Le Cerf (ex-libris stamp and manuscript ex-libris). From the Society of Antiquaries of Normandy, Le 
Cerf is interested in the Anglo-Normans and is the author of: "L'Archipel des îles Normandes, Jersey, Guernsey, Auregny, 
Sark et dépendances, institutions communales, judiciaires, féodales de ces îles" (Paris, 1863). The work of Le Rouge is one of 
his major sources. 

A copy of an interesting provenance preserved in its original binding. 

$ 1 320,00 

117. PTOLEMAEUS (CLAUDIUS) /MERCATOR 

(GERARD). -I. GEOGRAPHIAE LIBRI OCTO, 
RECOGNITIAM DILIGENTER... [II. GALLIAE TABULE 
GEOGRAPHICAE. BELGII INFERIORES GEOGRAPHICAE 
TABULE]. Cologne, Gottfried von Kempen, 1584 / 
Duisburg, [1585-1602]. 3 parts in 1 vol in-folio of: [2] ff. ; 106 
pp. ; [16] ff. ; [5] ff. ; 27 cards on double page in beautiful period 
colors with description of each one on the back; 1 folding card 
with description; [15] ff. ; [10] ff. ; 23 maps on double page with 
description of each one on the back; 1 full-page map with 
description.18th cent. calf. First edition, with the translation of 
the geography of Ptolemy by Pirckheimer, edited by Arnold 
Mylius, copy with the 27 maps in beautiful contemporary 
colors. Gerard Mercator (1512-1594),  named by Ortelius "the 
Ptolemy of our time", engraved these copper-plates  as part of a 
cosmography that he intended to publish in five volumes. 
Mercator's time and effort in revising Ptolemy's Geographia was 
part of a larger project that occupied most of his life. Mercator's 
plan was to produce a work on the geography and history of the 
ancient and modern worlds. His general Ptolemaic map is one 
of the most beautiful ever produced. The plates of Mercator 
were so perfect that 7 other editions were made with them. 
[bound with Mecator Galliae Tabule Geographicae. 24 
engraved maps]. 

$ 46 200,00 

 

118. QUADT (MATTHIAS). -FASCICULUS GEOGRAPHICUS COMPLECTENS PRAECIPUARUM TOTIUS ORBIS 
REGIONUM TABULAS CIRCITER CENTUM, UNA CUM EARUNDEM ENARRATIONIBUS. Cologne, Johann 
Bussemecher, 1608. 1 vol. in-folio (272 x 203 mm) of : [4] double tabbed ff. (title, dedication, preface, table), 85 double-
page tabbed maps with text on verso and 2 full-page, [2] ff. Double-page mitered and [1] f. (tables and index). Maps in period 
colors. Contemp. stamped vellum.  

Third and final version of Matthias Quadt's printed atlas, containing 6 maps related to the Americas. Matthias Quadt was a 
younger contemporary of Mercator, Ortelius, and Eitzing, and like Mercator was one of the few who was able to engrave his 
own maps. The original version, Europae totius terrarum orbis partis praestantissimae, was printed in 1596 with 67 maps. In 
1600 Quadt issued an augmented version with fifteen new maps under the title Geographisch Handbuch. The present work 



is again augmented with five new maps: number 4 (Barbaria), 32 (Thuringia), 34 (Lunaeburgensis Ducatus), 64b 
(Neopolitanum Regnum) and 65 (Mediolanensis Ducatus). All are based on Ortelius, as is the title-page, which is from the 
same plate as the title in the Geographisch Handbuch. “Another flourishing school of cartography was centered in Cologne, 
the works of Braun and Hogenberg, Quad and Vopel adding a lustre to its fame” (Tooley). “In 1592 the engraver Matthias 
Quad had his first quarto atlas, Europae Descriptio, published in Cologne by Johann Bussemacher. This atlas of Europe 
contained 50-54 maps, and was republished in 1594 and 1596. A few years later it was expanded to cover the whole world, 
and published in 1600 as Geographisch Handtbuch, with 82 maps, and in 1608 as Fasciculus Geographicus, with 86 maps. 
Fine copy, nicely bound and in original colors. 

$ 63 800,00 

119. [ROUX (JOSEPH)]. -NOUVEAU RECUEIL DES PLANS DES PORTS, ET RADES DE LA MER MEDITERRANEE 
PUBLIES NOUVELLEMENT PAR LES MEILLEURS AUTEURS. Gênes, Yves Gravier, 1848. 1 vol. 8-vo oblong (175 x 245 
mm) of : [1] f. (Engraved title), 179 engraved maps, 1 plate of flags (defects of use and stains, mainly at the bottom of the last 
20 leaves). Half brown contemporary basane, smooth mute spine, boards covered with pink glue paper (stains and wear). 

Rare edition of Genoa, by Yves Gravier, of this famous maritime atlas of the Mediterranean due to the Marseilles cartographer 
Joseph Roux. The most complete edition with 180 plates.  

This important collection, the most complete and accurate for its time, is due to Joseph Roux, known as "l'Ancien" (1682-
1742) who opened in 1708 a hydrographic store in the port of Marseille, under the sign of the "Boussole Couronnée". He is 
the founder of the greatest dynasty of French marine painters, and his son, Joseph Roux le Jeune, is known as the inventor of 
the genre of the ship's portrait, a genre that was perfected by the three following generations. If the son, who also worked as a 
hydrographer for the Duke of Choiseul, thought he could draw something other than nautical charts, it is undoubtedly because 
the work of his father, the author of the present atlas, is particularly neat, and nicely decorated with compass roses, ships and 
other sea monsters, and fortified cities.  

The work was intended for professionals: sailors, pilots who sailed in the Mediterranean, captains of all nationalities and even 
the British. It is known that Nelson used Roux's atlases during his campaigns. The entire Mediterranean coast is represented, 
so there are plans of the ports and roadsteads of the Spanish (Alicante, Barcelona, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malaga), French (Toulon, 
Marseille, etc.), Italian (Naples, Palermo, etc.), North African (Rome, Rome, etc.) and Mediterranean (Rome, Rome, etc.) 
coasts. ), North Africa (Tangiers, Oran, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, Alexandria), Dalmatian, Greek (islands of Morea, Candia, 



Serigo, Milo, Scio, Gulf of Smyrna, Salonika, Corfu, Navarino, Paros, port of Athens, etc.), Turkish, Syrian, as well as the 
main islands of the Mediterranean (Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, Cyprus, Malta, etc.). The first edition, published in Marseille by 
Roux in 1764 under the title "Recueil des Principaux Plans des Ports et Rades de la Mer Méditerranée", included 121 plates.   

Our edition, under the sign of the bookseller Yves Granier de Génes, has 180 plates. Maps 164 to 179: Longon, Porto Fino, 
Venere, Hercules, Fiorenzo, Salerno, Messina, Savona, Policastro, S. Euphemia, Malta, St Paul, Marsascirocco, Candia, 
Aboukir and Marmara are captioned in English. They bear the names of various authors: Ayrouard, Zannoni and Bellin. The 
last plate is titled "Flags flown on warships and merchant ships in 1833".  

To our knowledge, it is the most complete edition of this famous roadmap, of which we have not found any copy in public 
collections. Our copy of this remarkable atlas giving details of the ports of the "big blue" bears the stigma of its use at sea, but 
has remained complete with all its plates. 

$ 3 850,00 

120. TASSIN (CHRISTOPHE). -I. CARTE 
GENERALLE DE LA GEOGRARHIE [SIC] ROYALLE. II. 
CARTES GENERALES DE TOUTES LES PROVINCES DE 
FRANCE ET D'ESPAIGNE, REVÜEUES ET CORRIGEES. 
A Paris, chez N. Berey, 1655. [Relié à la suite, du 
même] :  A Paris, chez N. Berey, [vers 1655]. 2 parts 
bound in 1 vol. 8mo oblong (180 x 240 mm) of : I : [1] f. 
(engraved title), 40 pp. of text on 2 columns with 3 
engravings in-text, 17 engraved maps ; II : [2] engraved ff. 
(title, table), 66 engraved maps. A total of 83 maps, all in 
period colors (Ex-libris faded on the title, rare stains or 
soiling, small cropping at the lower corner of about ten 
leaves). Full contemporary soft vellum, edgewires through 
the headpieces, smooth mute spine (stains and defects of 
use). 

Second edition of Tassin's general atlas, increased with 
maps of Tartary and the Holy Land.  



Nicolas Tassin (1600-1660) was a cartographer and architect from Dijon, Geographer to the King, precursor of Sanson. Tooley 
believes that he laid "the foundations of what is the French school (translated from French)". (Maps & Makers, p. 42). Mireille 
Pastoureau locates only two copies of this edition in public collections (BNF and British Library). Ours conforms to its 
description with 17 and 66 maps.  

The 40 pages of text include a treatise on cosmography and geography (pp. 1-14), a "description of the kingdoms, estates, 
republics and principality of Europe" (pp. 15-22), and a description of the general maps of the provinces of France and the 
kingdoms of Spain (pp. 23-40). The maps, finely engraved and adorned with decorated cartouches, begin with a "figure of the 
World" representing the two hemispheres, engraved by H. Picart, with below: "the earth is to the lord, all the regions it contains 
and all the inhabitants". The 4 continents and the European states follow. Tassin adds maps of Tartary and Palestine in this 
second edition. The second part contains the 66 maps devoted to the provinces of France and Spain. The 83 maps as well as 
the frontispieces are enhanced in period colors. 

A fine copy, fresh and preserved in its original binding. 

 

Pastoureau (Tassin I B and III D) 

$ 6 600,00 

Astronomy – Cosmography. - Navigation. 

121. BIOT (JEAN BAPTISTE) & HUMBOLDT (ALEXANDER VON). -SUR LES VARIATIONS DU MAGNETISME 
TERRESTRE A DIFFERENTES LATITUDES. 1804-1805 1 vol. 4to of : 23 pp. ; 1 folding table and 2 full-page plates (including 
1 map). Modern Bradel-style cardboard, 18th century style marbled paper covers. 

Memoir in which the scientists, Biot and Humboldt, propose general laws of magnetic inclination deduced from their 
observations in Europe and America. 

Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859), famous German naturalist and explorer, was also one of the precursors of 
oceanography and climatology. He is as famous for the extent of his erudition as for his numerous travels, particularly in 
America where he made more than 300 observations on the inclination of the magnetic needle and on the intensity of magnetic 



forces. The value of his work and the strong influence of his personality had a definite influence on the scientific circles of his 
time. 

Astronomer, mathematician, physicist with multiple interests, professor at the Collège de France at the chair of mathematical 
physics, Jean-Baptiste Biot was the first to establish the extraterrestrial origin of meteorites. He is best known for his work on 
magnetism (Biot-Savart's law) and, in optics, on the rotation of the plane of polarization of light during the crossing of a 
solution. On August 24, 1804, he accompanied the chemist and physicist Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850) in the first 
scientific balloon flight. The two scientists began their ascent in the Alps and climbed to nearly 4000 meters to study the 
variation of the Earth's magnetic field with altitude, a subject he would further explore with Humboldt. 

By combining the observations made by Humboldt in America and Europe with those of Biot in the Alps, the two scientists 
drew useful conclusions for the general theory of terrestrial magnetism. Together they published this dissertation entitled “Sur 
les variations du magnétisme terrestre à différentes latitudes.” in the Journal of Physics, Chemistry, Natural History and the 
Arts, which Biot read at the National Institute of Mathematical and Physical Sciences in December of the same year. 

For their work, Humboldt and Biot started from a point of reference. They chose points where the inclination of the magnetic 
needle is zero and where the actions of the two hemispheres are equal. The sequence of these points forms the magnetic 
equator. The observations collected are divided into zones parallel to the equator, in order to better highlight the increase in 
intensity from the equator, and to make the independent demonstration of small anomalies, which, being sometimes quite 
sensitive and frequent enough, could not be attributed entirely to the errors of the observations. It seemed, indeed, more 
natural to attribute them to the influence of local causes. In support of this opinion, Biot cites that in his trip to the Alps, the 
magnetic needle had a stronger tendency to return to the magnetic meridian in these mountains than in Paris. The following 
results leave no doubt in this respect (1). 

The illustration consists of a folding table: "Hémisphère Hémisphère Magnétique Boréal. Hémisphère Magnétique Austral", 
a board consisting of three diagrams illustrating the demonstrations in the text and a map showing the magnetic equator. 

 

(1)  Traité complet du magnétisme, Becquerel (M., Antoine César), 1846. 

$ 1 320,00 

122. [BOISYVON (CHARLES DE)]. -
ÉCLAIRCISSEMENT DE L'ABYME DU FLUX ET REFLUX 
DE LA MER, CONTRE DEUX NOUVELLES OPINIONS DE 
LEUR CAUSE, AMPLEMENT REFUTEES AU 
COMMENCEMENT DE CE LIVRE. AVEC UN AGREABLE 
PORTRAIT GEOGRAPHIQUE EN GENERAL. PAR 
F.C.D.B. Avranches, Philippes Motays, 1665. 1 vol. 
12mo of : [16] ff. ; 184 pp. ; [4] ff. Title with a vignette engraved 
representing 1 cube in perspective which contains a globe 
surmounted by a schematic representation of Mont Saint-
Michel and the islet of Tombelaine, aiming to illustrate the 
movement of the tides; initial letters engraved on wood. Two 
extracts from catalogs on the first guard. Handwritten ex-libris 
“D. Virgue 1713 ”on the back of the second cover. [Attached 
to the book: loose article devoted to the book published in 
Ouest France in December 1950 by Eugène Deprez 
(honorary professor at the Faculty of Letters of Rennes).] Full 
contemporary vellum. 

Very rare first edition of this work on the tides composed by a 
Norman Capuchin monk, Charles de Boisyvon. Printed in the 
town of Avranches, near Mont Saint-Michel, world famous for 
the magnitude of its tides of more than 14 meters, this curious 
work is an attempt to explain this phenomenon. The 
astonishing engraving on the title page aims to illustrate the 
movement of the tides: it shows the terrestrial sphere inscribed 
in a cube in perspective, and above, the beach and the bay, 
with Mont Saint-Michel and the islet of Tombelaine. The 
author indicates that the coat of arms of his family is located 
on the side of the cube: “l’écusson des Armoireries (écu pâlé 
d’argent et d’azur) de ceux qui se ne nomment Boisyvon que 
Dieu veuille toujours les assister et conserver.” 



Before giving his explanation, the author refutes two commonly held opinions to explain the cause of the tides. The first 
explained the tides by a rectilinear and reciprocating motion of the earth along the axis of the world from pole to pole in six 
hours and in just as much time for its return. The underlying mechanism of this motion was said to be a magnetic virtue at 
each pole which attracts, in turns, the earth sixty feet by six hours in six hours. The second view asserted that the ebb and flow 
was due to the rays of the sun reflected from the moon's body and that, as it grew and fell, the sea followed its movements. De 
Boisyvon qualifies the first theory as grotesque because the magnetic virtues seem impertinent to him, while he calls the second 
a ludicrous tale. Subsequently, the author delivers his own pseudo-scientific explanation of the phenomenon that he attributes 
to the internal movements of the earth, endowed with cracks and caverns responding to a mysterious lunar influence. Then, 
in a much longer second part, the author develops, according to his sinuous prose, his representation of the physiognomy of 
the earth, offering a "Portrait Géographique" ("Geographical Portrait") composed of several chapters: "De la Terre et des 
Principes de la Géographie", "Description exacte des Figures Géographiques, tant généralles que particulières, pour la 
correction des deffauts de celles dont on se sert habituellement", "Divisions du Globe Terrestre", "L'Europe", "L'Asie", 
"L'Afrique", "La Mexicane", "La Perüane", et "La Magellanique". The last 8 pages, absent from most of the copies, contain 
quotes from Saint Francis of Assisi and religious compositions in verse. In one of them, we learn that de Boisyvon was born 
in the seventh year of his parents' marriage and that he was a brother of the Order of Saint Francis, and thus speaks of his 
work: "J’espère que les lieux et la Mer et la Terre payront de leurs secrets ma curiosité, et qu’aucun deformais n’en fera point 
accroire à la stupidité. Mes écrits ne sont pas de recherches sublimes, mais leur diversité contente le désir."  

It is difficult to say what motives determined this religious to attempt a personal explanation of the physical phenomena of the 
tides, more difficult to know the extent of his mathematical knowledge. He was certainly not aware of the discoveries of science 
and was not to read the Journal des Savants which appeared in Paris at that time. The work is dedicated "à très noble et très 
illustre messire Pierre de Boisyvon, chevallier, seigneur, baron et patron de Boisyvon, des Essarts, de Saint-Martin, de 
Fontenermon, de Saint-Pierre Langer, de Coulange, de la Réauté, de Thievile et de Brecé...". The dedication contains 
information on the Boisyvon family: their ancestors were at the Crusades with Godefroy de Bouillon; others were advisers to 
the sovereign court of Rouen, and not all of those called de Boisyvon enjoyed the caresses of fortune. He adds, with humor: 
”Si la mer avait de l’intelligence comme elle montre de la régularité dans son mouvement, elle avouerait que s’abaissant à vos 
pieds; son élévation serait d’autant plus fameuse que vous ferez un plus favorable accueil à ce divertissement hydro-
géographique que je vous dédie.” (translated : "If the sea had intelligence as it shows regularity in its movement, it would 
confess that lowering itself at your feet; its elevation would be all the more famous as you will give a more favorable reception 
to this hydro-geographical entertainment that I dedicate to you.”) 

Extremely rare book: to our knowledge only two copies are listed in libraries around the world (B.N.F. and Mazarine Library), 
one of which is incomplete from the last 4 pages.  

Beautiful copy preserved in its original parchment binding. 

$ 3 850,00 

123. BOUGUER (PIERRE). -ENTRETIENS 
SUR LA CAUSE DE L’INCLINAISON DES 
ORBITES DES PLANETES. OU L'ON 
REPOND A LA QUESTION PROPOSEE PAR 
L'ACADEMIE ROYALE DES SCIENCES, 
POUR LE SUJET DU PRIX DES ANNEES 
1732. & 1734. SECONDE EDITION DANS 
LAQUELLE ON A SAISI L'OCCASION 
D'EXAMINER QUELLE EST L'ETENDUE DU 
MECHANISME OU DES LOIS DE PHYSIQUE. 
Paris, Jombert, 1748. 1 vol. 4to of : [2] ff. ; 
140 pp.; 2 folding plates, culs-de-lampes, 
vignette on the title. Contemp. marlbled cover. 

Second edition (1st: 1734), updated, of the 
theories on the cause the inclination of the 
orbits of the planets exposed by Pierre Bouguer 
at the French Academy of Sciences. Pierre 
Bouguer (1698-1758), appointed royal 
hydrographer in Le Havre in 1730, then 
attached to the Academy as associate surveyor, 
he was sent in 1735 to Peru with Godin and La Condamine to measure a degree of the meridian under the equator. Bouguer 
is the author of numerous scientific publications, including "The Figure of the Earth, determined by the Observations of 
Messrs. Bouguer and La Condamine ..." (1749). Bouguer is the first to notice the deviation that the attraction of the mountains 
causes to pendulum. He is also credited with the invention of the heliometer, which is used to measure the diameter and 
distances of the celestial bodies. He is also the creator of the photometry, part of physics that teaches to measure the intensity 
of light.This second edition of the "Conversations on the Inclination of the Planets" gives Bouguer the opportunity to update 



his theories on the subject and to compare them with his experience and the publications that have been made since 1734. 
Extract: "... it is always very certain that everything is now arranged as if matter had first been moved according to an infinity of 
various senses. The parts which form each spherical layer, had to be easily forced by the shock to follow exactly the same path; 
that is why all these parts have described almost exactly from the beginning exactly parallel circles. But it is evident that the 
layers could not subjugate their neighbors in the same way in the same direction: for they can only act very little on each other; 
they can only act by friction, and because there is always between them, in spite of the extreme fluidity of the ether, some kind 
of engrainment. Thus, although the motion of some always influences the movement of others, and their directions become 
continually more conformable, it is not surprising that we still observe a great obliquity in all celestial movements." [translated 
from French]]. Bouguer illustrates his subject of demonstrations and mathematical equations. 

Fine copy, very fresh.                   $  880,00 

124. [BRANCAS-VILLENEUVE 

(ANDRE-FRANÇOIS DE)]. -SYSTEME 
MODERNE DE COSMOGRAPHIE ET DE 
PHYSIQUE GENERALE. (...) [SUIVI DE:] 
EXPLICATION DU FLUX ET REFLUX DANS 
LEURS VERITABLES CIRCONSTANCES. (...) 
Paris, Jombert, 1747-1749. 1 vol. 4to (265 x 
205 mm) in 2 parts of: first part: VIII (title, 
notice, table and errata); 82pp.; 2 filled tables; 4 
large folding plates of systems; second part: XVI 
(title, notice, table of chapters); 489pp. 
(pagination error without incidence, p.35 and 36 
paginated 33 and 34). 4 engraved vignettes and 
lettering. Handwritten ex-libris in brown ink: 
"M. Arthaud notaire" on a label engraved on the 
back cover. (A few pages browned, some 
foxing). Full contemporary marbled calf, spine 
ribbed and decorated, red morocco title, gilt 
filleting on the boards with angular fleurons, 
double gilt filleting on the edges, inner gilt 
roulette, gilt edges. (Covers and corners 
discreetly restored). 

Rare and unique editions of these two works by 
Abbé André-François Brancas (169? - 1758). 

Brancas is the author of several works of physics 
and astronomy, all published anonymously. His 

works often challenge the scientific discoveries of the time. Thus, in the first text: "Système moderne de cosmographie et de 
physique générale [...]", he refutes the system of Copernicus. He presents the different theses on the universe as well as the 
observations of the main academies of sciences. His remarks are illustrated with 2 folding tables and 4 large folding plates 
representing astronomical diagrams remarkably executed. Note the spectacular plate showing the elliptical trajectories of 
Saturn, Jupiter and Mars around the Earth. 

In the second work, following the example of the works of César d'Arcons, Scalberge or Jacques Alexandre d'Arcons on "Le 
fux et le reflux de la mer", Abbé Brancas gives his own vision of the phenomenon of tides. At a time when the bases of 
astronomy such as we know it today are already known and mathematically established thanks to Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, 
etc., Brancas, still believes in the rotation of the sun around the earth and thinks that the stars are only "firmament planets" 
(translated from French: II, p.7 ), not more distant from us than twice the distance of Saturn and that if they shine so much, it 
is because of their "mass and of their atmosphere more extended than the solar planets, and more suitable to the reflection of 
the rays (solar), or at least of their disc more radiant because of their fixity or stability" (translated from French: II, p.7) . A 
little further on, he explains the "simple and natural cause of all the movements of the stars... by the rarefaction and the active 
electrification, which is produced, on the one hand in the ether surrounding their atmosphere, and in the condensation and 
reactive electrification of this element on the opposite in the extent of their shadow [...]" (translated from French: II, p.9). 

His works are particularly rare on the market. For the first text, we have located 7 copies preserved in public funds, none 
passed in public sale and only 4 for the second text. The reunion of these two texts in one work is all the more sought after as 
we have not found any copy including these two works. 

Provenance: "M. Arthaud notaire" (ex-libris handwritten in ink on a label engraved on the back of the first cover). 

Rare reunion of these two texts showing the persistence of contradictory scientific theories in the 18th century. 

$ 3 850,00 



125. CASMANN (OTHO). -MARINARUM QUAESTIONUM TRACTATIO 
PHILOSOPHICA BIPARTITA, DISCEPTANS QUAESTIONES PARTE PRIORE 
AD MARIS NATURAM PERTINENTES INTERIOREM: POSTERIORE DE 
MOTU MARIS AGITATAS, PRAECIPUE VERO DE EO QUI DICITUR 
AFFLUXUS & REFLUXUS MARINUS. Frankfurt, Palthenius, 1596. 1 vol. 
12mo (170 x 98 mm) of : 244 pp. (including title with vignette, foreword, 
pagination errors without incidence). Engraved ex-libris on back cover: "Rudolph 
Graf von Abensperg und Traun, K.K. nürcklicher Camerer"; crowned monogram 
at upper right of title of same provenance; handwritten ex-libris in brown ink 
crossed out at bottom of title: "Anton Hiltenbrand". Painted contemporary full 
vellum binding with headband, raised bands on the joints, blue edges. (Some 
worm tracks). 

First edition of this treatise on the sea and the tides by Otto Casmann (1562-1607), 
an eclectic author and important figure in the history of anthropology and 
psychology.  

Casmann studied philosophy in Marburg with Professor Rudolf Goclenius and 
theology in Helmstedt, where he obtained a master's degree in philosophy. There 
he taught logic in lectures in which he took a stand against the Aristotelian system. 
Initially a Catholic, it was not until 1587, during his studies at the University of 
Heidelberg, that he gradually converted to Protestantism. From 1594, he taught 
philosophy and theology in Stade. His approach is centered on logic and natural 
philosophy.  

In 1594, he published his first version of "Psychologia anthropologica" in which 
he defined the term "anthropology", inherited from Magnus Hundt. Casmann 

defines anthropology as "the doctrine of human nature", which is a particularity of being that participates in the double world-
nature, the spiritual and the physical, which are united at the basis of reason. In 1596, he published his second version of 
Psychologia anthropologica, which focused on the structure of the human body. However, Casmann wrote on a wide variety 
of subjects, which he always approached with a so-called "biblical" philosophy. This is the case of the present book where the 
author tries his hand at oceanography, always tinged with theology. 

Indeed, in this book, Casmann deals with many themes related to oceanography, including: the question of sea water and the 
causes of its salinity, the Aristotelian approach to water as an element, ice water and its formation in cold areas, the 
consequences of the sphericity of the Earth on the masses of water, the movement of waves, currents and the tidal cycle (the 
ebb and flow) or the explanation of the differences in tidal range observed between seas. Thus, in this treatise, Casmann 
delivers his theologically tinged approach and his critical opinion on the work of the many authors who wrote on this subject 
before him. Provenance: Rudolph Graf von Abensperg (engraved ex-libris and crowned monogram); Anton Hiltenbrand 
(1721-1786), theologian, university professor and specialist in natural sciences, agriculture and theology in Lemberg 
(manuscript ex-libris). 

A work of great rarity of which we have found only a few copies passed on sale and a few conserved in public funds. Fresh, 
preserved in its beautiful original painted vellum binding.             $ 2 640,00 

126. LE GENTIL DE LA GALAISIÈRE (GUILLAUME). -[BINDING 
WITH THE ARMS OF LOUIS XVI] VOYAGE DANS LES MERS DE L'INDE, 
FAIT PAR ORDRE DU ROI A L'OCCASION DU PASSAGE DE VENUS SUR LE 
DISQUE DU SOLEIL LE 6 JUIN 1761 & LE 3 DU MEME MOIS 1769. A Paris, de 
l'Imprimerie Royale, 1779 (I.), 1781 (II.). 2 vol. 4to (262 x 195 mm)  of : I. xvi 
(title, dedication, foreword, table of chapters and articles) ; 707 pp. ; xiii (table of 
contents) ; [3] pp. (additions, errata) ; 13 engraved folding plates (including 4 maps) 
; II. xvi (title, foreword, table) ; 844 pp. ; xvi ; [4] pp. (errata, notice to the 
bookbinder) ; 14 engraved folding plates (including 8 maps). A total of 27 plates. 
Full contemp. calf, coat-of arms of Louis XVI.  

First and only edition of this important scientific work due to the French astronomer 
Guillaume Joseph Hyacinthe Jean-Baptiste The Gentil de la Galaisière (1725-1792). 
Le Gentil embarked on the order of the Academy of Sciences for India to observe 
the passage of Venus on the disk of the Sun. He left Brest March 26 and arrived on 
10 July in the Ile de France (Mauritius), hoping to find another ship appareillerait 
for India. Unable to reach Pondicherry because of the conflict with the English, he 
made some observations in Mauritius and decided to wait for the next passage of 
Venus eight years later. Thus his scientific journey will last in the end eleven and a 
half years. He then makes the most of his long stay and travels through India and 



the Indian Ocean from Madagascar to Manila, collecting specimens of natural sciences, geographical positions or ethnological 
evidence to study the tides, monsoons, natural history, astronomy and Indian religion. His book contains many valuable 
information about Madagascar, Mauritius, Reunion and the Philippines, details on the customs of the Indians of the 
Coromandel coast, on astronomy of the Brahmins, astronomical observations in Pondicherry, remarks on the navigation 
through the Straits of Malacca ... He managed to reach Pondicherry where the governor had him build an observatory to 
which Le Gentil will devote himself more than a year.The rich iconography of the book consists of 27 plates and maps 
dedicated to the collected information and its astronomical observations.  

Exceptional copy to the arms of Louis XVI, sponsor of the expedition of the author. 

$ 13 200,00 

127. MELA (POMPONIUS). -COSMOGRAPHIA, SIVE DE SITU ORBIS. Venice, Erhard Ratdolt, 18 Juillet 1482. 1 vol. 
8vo (218 x 158 mm) of : [1] f. (including engraved and enhanced world map in frontispiece), [46] ff. (Title in red, large and 
small woodcut lettering). Numerous handwritten annotations in brown ink in the margins. Vellum binding.  

First illustrated edition of the very first Latin work devoted to geography, the only incunable edition to contain the two treatises 
of the famous Roman geographer.  

Pomponius Mela, who wrote around 43, is the oldest known Roman geographer. He gave a description that covers the known 
world of the Greco-Romans. Nothing is known of him, except his name and place of birth which he indicates himself, the 
small town of Tingentera or Cigentera in the province of Betic, in the bay of Algeciras. His life is dated from the period of the 
Emperor Claudius by deduction of the geographical indications he gives in his works: the designation of the city of Roman 
Africa under the name of “Caesarea”, name given by Juba II under Augustus. the reference he makes to Cornelius Nepos, a 
writer who died in the reign of Augustus. The triumph that follows the conquest of Brittany, which can only be that of Claude 
seen the previous remark and dates from 424. Mela is the author who presents the most complete picture of the state of 
geography in the middle of the first century of the Christian era. His present work is written in a typical Latin style and 
embellished  with metaphors. Apart from the geographical chapters of the Natural History of Pline the Elder (where Mela is 
cited as an important reference), De situ orbis is the only treatise on the subject in classical Latin. The modified Ptolemaic 
map of the World was the second map to be printed in Italy (Campbell p.119). It shows Europe, Asia and the northern part 
of Africa, with the Nile represented with taking sources in two lakes, one directly on the equator, and the other just south of 
it. These lakes intersected with those now known as Lake Albert and Victoria Nyanza, showing that their location was 
supposed, if not known to geographers, at least four centuries before their belated discovery. To the south, rivers that rise 
mountains and flow into these lakes, Niger in West Africa is also represented. It is also the first map to represent the 
Portuguese knowledge of the time of the west coast of Africa which leads six years later to cross the Cape of Good Hope. 



Campbell suggests that the publisher, Erhard Ratdolt, might have been the cartographer. This map will be copied for an 
edition of Salamanca as well as for Schedel's Nuremberg Chronicle. First edition of Priscianus' translation of “Dionysius's De 
situ orbis”; the Ratdolt edition is the only incunable edition to contain the two geographical treatises. The copy has many 
contemporary handwritten annotations in it’s large margins. Fine copy of this book of any rarity. 

$ 38 500,00 

128. [PÉZENAS (ESPRIT)]. -ASTRONOMIE DES MARINS, OU NOUVEAUX ÉLÉMENS D'ASTRONOMIE A LA PORTÉE 
DES MARINS [...]. Avignon, Chez la Veuve Girard, Imprimeur-Libraire, 1766. 1 vol. 8vo (201 x 130 mm) of : [2] ff. 
(f.t., t.) ; xx ; 366 pp. ; [1] ff. 35 pp. of tables ; [1] pp. 8 engraved plates in fine. Full contemporary speckled basane, gilt fillet 
framing the boards with fleurons at the corners, smooth spine decorated with floral motifs and gilt title, red edges, roulette on 
the edges, marbled paper endpapers. 

First edition of this work dedicated to nautical astronomy.  

Born in Avignon, the Jesuit Father Esprit Pézenas (1692-1776) first taught philosophy and mathematics in Aix-en-Provence, 
then went to Marseille where he taught hydrography from 1728 to 1749 and directed the observatory there. He was a 
corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences in Paris. 

$ 1 320,00 

129. RABIQUEAU (CHARLES). -LE MICROSCOPE MODERNE, POUR DEBROUILLER LA NATURE PAR LE FILTRE 
D'UN NOUVEL ALAMBIC CHYMIQUE, OU [SIC] L'ON VOIT UN NOUVEAU MECHANISME PHYSIQUE UNIVERSEL. 
DEDIE A THEMIS. Paris, Chez l'Auteur, Demonville, 1781. 1 vol. 8vo (200 x 122 mm) of : [4] ff. (false title, title, 
dedication to Themis, table) ; 364pp. 4 folding plates ; 1 large map ("Carte Générale de la Terre") ; [2] ff. (approbation, 
privilege of the King and errata). (Some foxing, fresh body of work). Full contemporary brown basane, smooth spine 
decorated, morocco title, red edges. (Worn and scuffed leather, accident on the upper cover). 

First edition of this very rare work of scientific popularization dealing with physics, electrical experimentation and mechanics 
of the universe, work of a scientist of the second half of the 18th century with very original ideas: Charles Rabiqueau. 

The physicist Charles Rabiqueau was an engineer-optician to the king and gave courses in experimental physics at his home, 
rue Bailleul, in the Hôtel de Carignan. His work is dedicated to Themis, goddess of goddesses, to whom he asks for justice 
against the insensitive physicists. The first part deals with the elements and principles that animate the Earth, the Sun and the 
living beings, while the second part deals with the different phenomena that govern the celestial and terrestrial elements 
between them. One finds there several observations on magnetism, electricity, stars, comets, meteors, eclipses, flows, etc. An 
interesting letter on prejudice occupies the end of the volume (pp.359-364). 



In his book "La formation de l'esprit scientifique", the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962) cites Rabiqueau's 
work and considers him as a precursor of this spirit. Thus, whatever the scientific value of his theories, Rabiqueau is one of 
the men who contributed in the 18th century to the emergence of a pre-scientific thought freed from its historical and religious 
dogmatic shackles.   

The work is illustrated with 4 folding plates, including a curious representation of the system of the Universe, and a general 
map of the Earth (390 x 600 mm) drawn by the geographer Clermont in 1780. The latter shows in particular the coasts of 
New Zealand and New Holland (Australia), recently discovered by James Cook. However, it does not yet show the discoveries 
of the navigator in the North Pacific, in particular Hawaii and the coasts of Alaska. 

A copy of this uncommon work in its original binding. 

$ 1 540,00 

130. SOLINUS (CAIUS JULIUS). -DE MIRABILIBUS QUAE MUNDI. Venice, Nicolaum Jenson, 1473. 1 vol. in-folio 
(285 x 182 mm) of : [1] f. bl. ; [2] ff. ; [1] f. ll. 63] ff ; [1] bl. f. ; [1] f. ll. Text printed on 33 lines. Location of the ornamental 
initial remained blank. Annotations in the margins in brown ink on each pages. Copy with the pin holes in the margins, which 
were used by the first printers to position the ff. on the press. Full calf binding circa 1800.  

First edition of "De mirabilibus quae mundi", major work of the grammarian and roman compiler gaius julius solinus, in which 
this author, who lived in the 4th century, summarizes his vision of the world from various sources such as pliny, pomponius 
mela, cornelius bocchus and others. 

The work is written in the form of a collection of curiosities in natural history, geography and history. The compilation of 
solinus on the wonders of the world was widely 
distributed throughout the middle ages. Quotes from 
the book by authors such as augustine, isidore and 
bede attest its influence from an early date and a large 
number of manuscripts from the ninth century and 
later attest its continued popularity. The most striking 
and picturesque accounts of the work were transferred 
almost in their entirety to medieval maps. The book is 
one of the possible sources of the oldest preserved 
maps of the world such as the famous “mappa mundi” 
of albi (produced in the 8th century, the oldest 
preserved map of the world), or even the “mappa 
mundi” of the cathedral. Of hereford, dated from the 
end of the 13th century. (c.r. Beazeley, the dawn of 
modern geography, i, 1987, pp. 247-272): its 
geographical arrangement derives in large part from 
the natural history of pliny and the geography of mela. 
It is of global importance, both for the different 
countries it represents, of which it is often the first 
preserved representation, for the memory of the 
world, and for the history of world cartography. 

When the book was published, it had been less than 
20 years since the Gutenberg Bible had been printed: 
it was the time of the genesis of printing and 
typography, of which the printer of this book, Nicolas 
Jenson ( 1420 - 1480) is one of the precursors. Jenson 
is an engraver who began his career as a printer in 1458 
when Charles VII sent him to Mayence to "secretly" 
learn about Gutenberg's printing techniques. Following 

his stay in Germany, Jenson exercised most of his career as a printer in Venice and developed Roman characters that 
minimized the amount of ink used (very expensive at the time) while increasing the readability of the text. Thanks to his 
mastery, typography historians consider them to be the most perfect block letters ever engraved. Jenson would print more 
than 150 books during his lifetime and inspired the typographer from The Times newspaper to create his famous typeface, 
which he named “New Roman” in honor of Jenson. 

"De mirabilia mundi" was also printed in paris the same year by Louis Simonel "au soufflet vert", all the other editions are later. 
Very complete copy of the 68 sheets, including 3 blanks.  

Extremely rare edition: only 2 copies have gone on public sale in the last 50 years, including one in 2011 in poor condition 
and incomplete with 2 white sheets. Our copy has retained its wide margins which are abundantly annotated by a contemporary 
hand. Also, within these margins are the pinholes characteristic of early printing that helped guide the press so that the sheets 
were printed uniformly.               $ 52 800,00 



131. TOURAINE (MICHEL). -TRAITE DES INSTRUCTIONS DU CALENDRIER UNIVERSEL ET PERPETUEL [...] A 
Paris chez Charles Huguier, rue de la Huchette, à la Sagesse, 1707. 1 vol. 12mo (172  x 107 mm) of : [8] ff. ; 248 pp. 
Numerous tables, calculations and engravings. Culs-de-lampe. Contemp. marbled paperboard. 

Second edition of this very rare work from Touraine (EO: 1705) pointing out the errors of the calendar. 

Michel Touraine (circa 1670 - 1733) was priest and parish priest of Margency from 1699 to 1720. Passionate about astronomy, 
he spent most of his life challenging the reform that would give birth to the Gregorian calendar. 

In 1582, Pope Gregory XIII reformed the Julian calendar in order to compensate for the gap accumulated over the centuries 
in the calculation of the days, which in particular caused the Easter holiday to drift towards summer. This reform, prepared 
by a college of scientists, gave rise to the Gregorian calendar. The difference between the two calendars is mainly based on the 
way leap years are distributed. This change in the mode of calculation resulted in a spectacular way: Thursday, October 4, 
1582 was immediately followed by Friday, October 15, at least in Catholic countries. This reform aroused much political, 
religious and scientific resistance: a number of countries (notably Protestant and Muslim) refused what they considered to be 
a diktat from the Pope, and learned astronomers contested the mode of calculation used to revise the calendar. 

Touraine, one of these contenders, spent nearly thirty years pursuing the Gregorian reform. He fought on all fronts and 
engaged the iron with all his opponents, in particular his fellow priest of Houilles, but also the famous César-François Cassini 
(1714 - 1784), who had the audacity to sing the praises of the Gregorian reform after having criticized it at first! Touraine 
appealed to the Pope, who sent him an emissary. It was during this struggle, at once grandiose and derisory, that he first 
published an  “Abrégé des instructions du calendrier universel et perpétuel” in 1690, which went relatively unnoticed. Then, 
in 1705, he published the first edition of his “Traité des Instructions du Calendrier Universel et Perpetuel [...]” which was 
republished in 1707. This work, hailed as much as it was contested by many scholars, made a lot of noise in the scientific 
community of the time. The author demonstrates with precision the errors present in the calendar. His book begins with an 
explanation of the time, the solar and lunar cycles, the golden section and the epacte ("nombre épactal" p.44). Thanks to 
numerous demonstrations and mathematical calculations, Touraine presents the 6 errors in the calendar that he has identified, 
all accompanied by objections and reflections by various scholars. He devotes the second part of his book to the 4 conclusions 
serving as corrections to the errors previously identified: (1) The number of solar and lunar days of each month is not correct; 
(2) "the epactal numbers are badly distributed" [translated from French] (p.147); (3) it is useless to alternate between the Epactal 
and Golden Numbers for the calculations of the solar and lunar calendar; (4) the bisextil years are not correctly identified. 
These conclusions are accompanied by reflections and questions/answers about them as well as 8 replies from the author in 
response to one of his protesters. The book ends with a calendar regrouping the universal calendar of Touraine, the Roman 
calendar before the reform of 1582 and the Gregorian calendar accompanied by 6 explanatory tables useful for the 
understanding of its calendar. 

A very rare work on the calculation of time, of which only 3 copies are listed in public collections and no history of sales.  

$ 1 045,00 

Sciences - Technology – Natural History 

132. BOUCHER DE PERTHES. -DE 
L'HOMME ANTEDILUVIEN ET DE SES 
OEUVRES. Paris, 1860. 1 vol. 8vo of :  [2] ff ; 
99 pp. ; [1] ff ; 3 plates. Autograph dedidaction 
of the author in brown ink on the cover page. 
Editor paperback. 

First edition of this founding text of the 
prehistoric science, due to Jacques Boucher de 
Perthes (1788-1868), pronounced during the 
session of June 7th, 1860 of the Imperial 
Society of emulation.  

The work  is illustrated with two plates 
representing tools: "Probably out of axes and 
other tools of antediluvian flints" and a 
geological section: "reduced cut of the 
Menchecourt ground near Abbeville" 
lithographed in the text. With his theory of the 
existence of an antediluvian man, the author 
attracts the wrath of the scientific community. 
It was not until 1866 and the discoveries of 
Henry Testot Ferry that scientists began to 



realize the importance of Boucher de Perthes’work, unfortunately very shortly before his death. Nice copy in it’s publisher 
cover. Provenance: Mr Cornuau, prefect of the Somme (handwriting of the author). Published at a few copies.  

$ 2 750,00 

133. BOURDET (M.). -TRAITE PRATIQUE DES DIGUES LE LONG DES FLEUVES ET DES RIVIERES, AUQUEL ON A 
JOINT DES REGLES TOUCHANT LES EPIS, FASCINAGES & RESERVOIRS, &C. PAR M. BOURDET, ELEVE DE 
L'ACADEMIE ROYALE D'ARCHITECTURE DE PARIS, INSPECTEUR GENERAL DES HYDRAULIQUES DE S.M. LE ROI 
DE PRUSSE. Berlin, Paris, Ch. Ant. Jombert, 1773. 1 vol 12mo. 9 folded plates. Contemporary calf.  

Rare treaty on the construction of dikes by Mr. Bourdet (1719 - 1799), French engineer and hydraulician of the Royal 
Academy of Architecture of Paris, who practiced mainly in Germany.  

During his whole life, Bourdet has sought to retain water, divert it, or protect itself from it, whether it is for sailing, increasing 
agricultural surfaces, building or using the driving force of water. This work deals with the issues of interest relating to dikes: 
the reasons for their construction, repairs in case of breakage, disadvantages and benefits for humans other than saving lives. 
All these topics are detailed in 19 chapters along with 9 diagrams of a great precision. The book is dedicated to Count Othon 
of Podexils (1719 - 1781), Prussian ambassador. Provenance: Bramshill (ex-libris emblazoned on the back of the 1st cover). 
Fine copy, fresh.                 $ 1 320,00 

134. DARWIN (ERASMUS). -ZOONOMIE, OU LOIS DE LA VIE ORGANIQUE, PAR 
ERASME DARWIN, DOCTEUR EN MEDECINE, MEMBRE DE LA SOCIETE ROYALE 
DE LONDRES, AUTEUR DU JARDIN BOTANIQUE, ETC. TRADUIT DE L'ANGLAIS 
SUR LA TROISIEME ÉDITION, ET AUGMENTE D'OBSERVATIONS ET DE NOTES, 
PAR JOSEPH-FRANÇOIS KLUYSKENS, PROFESSEUR DE CHIRURGIE A L'ÉCOLE 
ELEMENTAIRE DE MEDECINE, ET CHIRURGIEN EN CHEF DES HOPITAUX CIVILS 
DE GAND, MEMBRE CORRESPONDANT DE LA SOCIETE DE L'ÉCOLE DE 
MEDECINE DE PARIS, ET DE PLUSIEURS SOCIETES SAVANTES. A Gand, chez P. 
F. de Goesin-Verhaeghe; rue Haute-porte, n°229, 1810-1811. 4 vol. 8vo (212 x 138 
mm.) of : I. [3] ff. (faux-title, title, epigraph); 20 pp. (preface by the translator); [1] f. (title 
of the first part); 23 pp. (resumption of pagination at 19, preface by the author); [1] pp. 
(table) ; 614 pp. ; [1] p. (errata); 3 watercolor plates; II. [2] ff. (title, table) ; 659 pp. ; [2] pp. 
(errata, notice to the binder); 4 plates (3 watercolors, 1 engraved); III. XIV pp. (title, title 
of the second part, preface by the author) ; 586 pp. ; 3 engraved plates ; IV. [1] f. (title) ; 
570 pp. (including table) ; 1 engraved folding plate. A total of 11 plates (including 1 folding 
and 6 in watercolor). (Body of the book very fresh). Contemporary half-basane, boards 
covered with marbled paper, spines decorated with smooth edges, title in black morocco, 
edges speckled. (A few small freckles). 

First edition in French, translated from English by Joseph-François Kluyskens and due to 
Erasmus Darwin (E.O.: 1795 and 1799). The present work is considered to be his main 
work on natural sciences and medicine. 

Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802) was a British poet, physician, botanist and inventor. Seventy 
years before the work of his famous grandson and in the face of the then dominant creationism, he significantly initiated 
reflections on the origin of life and its evolution. As a physician, he practiced his art with great success in Lichfield. He wrote 
a famous poem, the "Jardin botanique" (1781), divided into two parts, entitled "l'Économie de la végétation" and "Amours des 
plantes", and a very original work, the "Zoonomie ou Lois de la vie organique" 
(1794): he classifies the diseases of man according to a method similar to the 
one adopted by Carl von Linné (1707-1778, Swedish naturalist) for plants, 
and explains them all by excitability, like Thomas Brown (1785-1862, British 
naturalist and malacologist). In this work, as well as in the posthumous poem 
"The Temple of Nature", he exposes evolutionary ideas. His curiosity led him 
to question the reasons for the presence of fossilized shells at the bottom of 
mines as well as the development of bacteria, which he observed under a 
microscope. He also conducted research on clouds. In his work and his 
reflection, he came to question the then dominant doctrine of creationism. 
He gave a role to sexual selection in the evolution of species, an idea that his 
grandson would also support and even entitled "Zoonomia" the first 
manuscript of the Origin of Species. 

Also an inventor in various fields, Erasmus Darwin allowed others to take 
credit for some of his inventions, fearing for his reputation as a doctor. He is 
credited with: Josiah Wedgwood's horizontal windmill (grandfather of 
Charles Darwin's wife Emma Wedgwood); a type of carriage that does not tip over (1766); a talking machine (1771); the 



Somersetshire Coal Canal box elevator; a geometric device for linking the direction of a vehicle (1758), prefiguring 
Ackermann's directional geometry; an artesian well; and various meteorological devices. The translator, Joseph-François 
Kluyskens, describes Darwin's work as follows: "To make known the laws which govern all organized bodies; to reduce all 
these laws which relate to organic life into classes, orders, genera, and species, and finally to make them serve as an explanation 
of the causes of disease; such was the aim which Doctor Darwin proposed to himself when he composed Zoonomy, a sublime 
work which cost him more than twenty years of work, and the deepest meditations” (translated from french). 

The work is illustrated with 11 plates, several of them enhanced with watercolors, representing the retina and the ocular 
spectrum. Note the impressive engraving of the chair "to correct the distortion of the spine" (translated from french). 

Rare and beautiful copy, preserved in its original binding, of which only 2 copies have been sold in the last 50 years. 

$ 1 980,00 

135. KELLER (ANTOINE ÉDOUARD). -DES OURAGANS, TORNADOS, 
TYPHONS ET TEMPETES [AND] DES OURAGANS...  2 parts in 1 volume 8-
vo (222 x 159 mm) of : 24 pp. (including title); [1] f. (errata and additions); 1 full-
page diagram; 46 pp. (including title and table), tables in the text. (Stamps of the 
Library of the Ministry of the Navy and Colonies).Half tan basane, boards 
covered with marbled paper, smooth spine decorated, gilt title. 

First edition of this work on hurricanes, tornadoes and typhoons by François 
Antoine Édouard Keller (1803-1874), hydrographic engineer of the Navy, 
former student of the École Polytechnique.  

The present work is actually composed of two works bound together, both of 
which are extracts from Keller's work on currents and tides, one entitled "Des 
ouragans, tornados, typhons et tempêtes" (1847), the other "Des typhons de 1848, 
des ouragans obliques et des coups de vent fixe etc" (1849). These excerpts are 
therefore much earlier than the publication of "Des Ouragans, tornados, typhons 
et tempêtes, typhons de 1848, typhon de 1849" (1861), whose content is entirely 
taken from them and completed. After brilliant studies at the École 
Polytechnique, Keller joined the corps of hydrographic engineers of the French 
Navy in 1823. From 1824 to 1826, then from 1829 to 1838, he sailed on the 
western coasts of France under the orders of Charles-François Beautemps-
Beaupré. From 1840 to 1850, he made the meteorological observations that were 
the basis of his work. Having climbed the ranks, he was promoted to the rank of 

first class hydrographic engineer in 1848. The quality of Keller's work on hurricanes and other meteorological phenomena 
was widely recognized. The book has numerous diagrams and tables in the text as well as a full-page diagram showing the 
"Northern Hemisphere Hurricanes from July to October" and the "Southern Hemisphere Hurricanes from January to April" 
(translated from French).     $  715,00 

136. KLEIN (THEODORE). -ORDRE 
NATUREL DES OURSINS DE MER ET 
FOSSILES. Paris, Bauche, 1754. 1 vol. 
8vo (200 x 128 mm) bilingual Latin-
French of : [3] ff. (false title, engraved 
portrait of the author, title with vignette); 
233 pp. (including preface, tables, 
disclaimer, inconsequential pagination 
error); [3] pp. (including errata and 
bookseller's catalog); 28 off-text 
engravings. Endpapers. Contemporary 
marbled calf, smooth spine gilt, red 
label, cold fillet framing the boards, gilt 
roulette on the edges. (Small traces of 
damp-staining on the upper margin on 
about ten pages). 

First French translation, with Latin text 
opposite, by François-Alexandre Aubert 
de la Chesnaye des Bois of this work on 
sea urchins first published in 1734 under 
the Latin title "Naturalis Disposito 
Echinodermatum" by Jacob Theodor 
Klein. 



François-Alexandre Aubert de la Chesnaye des Bois (1699-1784) is a French writer, genealogist and compiler. La Chenaye 
des Bois is mainly known for his publications on the genealogy of noble families and especially his "Dictionnaire de la 
Noblesse". 

Jacob Theodor Klein (1685-1759) is a German marine zoologist, naturalist, lawyer, botanist and member of the Royal Society. 
He had one of the richest natural history cabinets in Europe. His collection of sea urchins, parts of which are kept in the State 
Zoological Collection in Munich, is considered a valuable source of scientific material for zoologists and paleontologists. Klein 
is known, among other things, for having built a classification system intended to rival that of Carl von Linné (1707-1778; 
Swedish naturalist) and for having founded the botanical garden of Ogród Botaniczny w Oliwie in Gdansk. He "had many and 
varied interests in natural history besides sea urchins. He developed a botanical garden in Danzig, founded and directed a 
society of naturalists there, made extensive collections, and published about two dozen monographs, including studies of birds, 
fishes, reptiles, and invertebrates other than sea urchins, especially mollusks" (D.S.B.) 

His seminal treatise on sea urchins, recognized as one of the major works on the subject until the 19th century, summarizes 
the author's feelings on taxonomic methods. His method is based entirely on external characteristics, such as the number and 
position of the limbs and mouth, and he vigorously opposes any method, including the Linnaean system, based on characters 
that are not externally visible. His work also contains a "general table of a zoological method" [translated from French] 
classifying animals that have feet and those that do not. 

The illustration consists of an attractive portrait of Klein standing in front of his natural history cabinet and 28 plates engraved 
by Maisonneuve representing various species of sea urchins. The last 6 plates are engraved after Humblot's original drawings 
of sea urchins that were in the cabinet of René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (1683-1757; French physicist, mathematician, 
meteorologist, naturalist and director of the Académie des Sciences). 

A fine copy preserved in its original binding. 

$ 1 320,00 

137. LEDERMÜLLER (MARTIN FROBENE). -I. AMUSEMENT MICROSCOPIQUE TANT POUR L'ESPRIT, QUE 
POUR LES YEUX; CONTENANT CINQUANTE ESTAMPES DESSINEES D'APRES NATURE ET ENLUMINEES, AVEC 
LEURS EXPLICATIONS [...]. II. DEUXIEME CINQUANTAINE DES AMUSEMENS MICROSCOPIQUES […]. III. 
TROISIEME CINQUANTAINE DES AMUSEMENS... AVEC UN SUPLEMENT ET UNE ADDITION […]. Se grave et se 
vend à Nuremberg che's Adam Wolfgang Winterschmidt, imprimé che's De Lanoy, 1762-1768. 3 vol. 4to (255 x 
202 mm) of : I. [5] ff. (engraved full-page frontispiece in contemporary colors, title, preface) ; 126 pp. ; 50 full-page plates in 
contemporary colors ; [2] ff. (warning, table of contents); [followed by the text o. in German] : [8] ff. (title with vignette, full-
page engraved frontispiece, dedication, warning); 96 pp.; [1] f. (table of contents); [bound in-fine by mistake [6] ff. (paginated 
from 41 to 52) of the 7th volume of Knorr's work: "Vergnügen der Augen und des Gemüths [...]", 1768]; II. 138 pp. (including 
title with vignette); 50 full-page plates in contemporary colors; [1] f. (table of contents); [followed by the o. text in German]: 
[54] ff. (paginated 97 to 204); [1] f. (table of contents); III. 5] ff. (full-page engraved frontispiece, title, preface) ; 118 pp. 
(pagination error without incidence); 50 full-page plates in period colors; [1] f. (table of contents); [followed by a supplement]: 
23 pp. (including title); [1] pp. (disclaimer); [followed by o. text in German]: [8] ff. ; 94 pp. (including title, dedication, warning); 
[1] f. (table of contents); [followed by a first appendix in German]: 20 pp. (of which title); 1 full-page plate in period colors; 
[followed by a second appendix in German]: 8 pp. (including title with vignette) ; 1 full-page plate in contemporary colors. A 
total of 152 full-page plates in contemporary colors. Full contemporary marbled calf. 



Very rare copy combining the first French edition with the German edition of this remarkable treatise on the microscope by 
the German physicist Ledermüller (German O.E.: 1759-1762) lavishly illustrated. 

Martin Frobenius Ledermüller (1719-1769) lawyer, naturalist, amateur microscopist and keeper of the natural history 
collection of the Margrave of Brandenburg-Culmbach, Frederick. "The author was an eighteenth-century polymath. A lawyer 
by profession, Ledermüller showed a keen interest in the art and science of botany, as well as the more recent science of 
microscopy" (Hunt). Ledermüller began his microscopic studies under the guidance of Christoph Jacob Trew (1695-1769; 
German physician and botanist) and was particularly interested in adapting dark cameras to function as solar projective 
microscopes for close observation of insects. 

"Amusement microscopique" is the culmination of the author's research into microscopes and their use. This important work 
shows in detail the new possibilities of observations offered by the microscope, a technology then more and more powerful. 
Intended to seduce and surprise a public eager for curiosities, the quality and richness of its astonishing and sumptuous 
illustrations make it a remarkable ancestor of our modern publications of scientific popularization on the subject. 

As one flies through the book, one is reminded of the excitement of childhood when looking at samples under a magnifying 
glass for the first time: butterfly wings, crystals, tiny shells, microscopic life forms in water, tissue and plant samples, human 
fingerprints, fleas, flies, etc. Also included in this guide to the miniature world are practical tips for building microscopes, as 
well as various ways to view slides and project images from dark cameras. 

The 152 copper engravings that make up these three volumes were inspired by the Bayreuth collection of natural history 
specimens owned by the Margrave of Brandenburg-Bayreuth. The plates represent the most diverse subjects and especially 
what amused the author: various molds, camphor, mercury, salt, butterfly wing, sting of a bee, mollusks, piece of cork, fish 
scale, small piece of sponge, drop of blood, various hairs, apricot, snail, ox tongue, cochineal, moss, blade of grass, piece of 
Dutch thread, Brabant lace, etc. The illustrations of the microscopes, of the different parts that compose them and of their 
manipulation are particularly successful. 

The frontispiece by Preissler is an allegory of nature and science, and the plates engraved by Winterschmidt and sumptuously 
hand watercolored, were produced from the author's drawings. 

Each of the 3 volumes in French (including supplements and additions) are followed by their respective text in German. The 
third volume contains the: "Answer of Ledermüller to some objections and doubts made to him by Monsieur Le Baron de 
Gleichen which will serve as a supplement to the microscopic amusens with an addition by the entrepreneur Adam Wolfgang 
Winterschmidt, accompanied by an exact observation of the manner of a chamber fly, which had several small insects on it, 
very carefully drawn after nature, by the microscopic lens nro. 5" [translated from French]. 

A very nice copy of this spectacular work preserved in its original binding.          $ 13 200,00 

 

138. PASCAL (BLAISE). -TRAITEZ DE L'EQUILIBRE DES 
LIQUEURS, ET DE LA PESANTEUR DE LA MASSE DE L'AIR 
CONTENANT L'EXPLICATION DES CAUSES DE DIVERS 
EFFETS DE LA NATURE QUI N'AVAIENT POINT ESTE BIEN 
CONNUS JUSQUES ICI & PARTICULIEREMENT DE CEUX 
QUE L'ON AVAIT ATTRIBUEZ A L'HOMME DU VUIDE. 
Paris, Guillaume Desprez, 1663. 1 vol 12mo. 2 folded 
plates, one woodcut diagram in text. Comtemp calf.  

First edition of the first account of Pascal’s aw, stating that 
pressure in a liquid is transmitted undiminished in all 
directions.  

Divided into two closely related parts, this posthumous work is 
devoted to the laws of hydrostatics and to the demonstration 
and description of the various effects of the weight of air. 
Continuing the investigations of Stevin, Galileo, Torricelli, and 
Mersenne, he provided in the Traitez a lucid account of the 
fundamental concept of pressure. Using the recently invented 
Torricellian barometer, Pascal had his brother-in-law climb the 
Puy-de-Dome in 1648 and watch the barometer level fall with 
the ascent, thereby demonstrating that air had weight... The 
relationship of barometric change and change in the weather 
was first outlined here. 

$ 3 850,00 



139. [PRESTET, (JEAN)]. -ELEMENS DE MATHEMATIQUES OU PRINCIPES GENERAUX DE TOUTES LES SCIENCES 
QUI ONT LES GRANDEURS POUR OBJET. CONTENANT UNE METHODE COURTE ET FACILE POUR COMPARER CES 
GRANDEURS ET POUR DECOUVRIR LEURS RAPPORTS PAR LE MOYEN DES CARACTERES DES NOMBRES ET DES 
LETTRE DE L'ALPHABETH. DANS LAQUELLE LES CHOSES SONT DEMONTREES SELON L'ORDRE GEOMETRIQUE, 
ET L'ANNALYSE RENDUE BEAUCOUP PLUS FACILE, ET TRAITTEE PLUS A FONDS QUE L'ON A FAIT JUSQU'ICI. Paris, 
André Pralard, 1675. 1 vol 4to. 2 fold. tables. Contemp. sheep. 

Original edition of this work due to Jean Prestet (1648-1691), in which this mathematician who was the student of Nicolas 
Malebranche (1638-1715) gives the first demonstration (page 368) of the "rule of signs" that Descartes had stated without 
justification in his Geometry in 1637.  

Leibnitz had clearly indicated a demonstration element, but he did not really give it. Prestet recognized that his own 
demonstration was insufficient and it was not until 1828 and Gauss's work before having a further demonstration. Jean Prestet 
native of Chalon-sur-Saone, was an oratorian priest and mathematician. In his "Elemens de Mathematiques", his major work, 
he seeks to base mathematics on arithmetic and algebra rather than geometry. Prestet spent his youth composing his work, 
under the direction of Malbranche (from 1670 to 1675). The Privilege is dated September 27, 1672, the recording of October 
21, 1675 and the completed printing of November 20, 1675. The work is dedicated to the Superior General of the Oratory, 
A. de Sainte-Marthe, and the dedication signed JP, while the title has no author name. The work is divided into two parts : 
the first deals with arithmetic and algebraic operations on numbers, integers, fractions, powers, radicals, as well as proportions 
and some of their applications (such as the rule of companionship), and logarithms. The second part explains what Prestet 
calls the foundations of analysis, that is to say the algebraic theory of equations, the Diophantine analysis, and also contains a 
chapter of combinatorics. The text is illustrated with two fold. tables. Prestet produced a second edition in 1689, then a third 
in 1701. His manuscript work has totally disappeared. There is mention of a treatise on geometry by him in the 
correspondence between Malebranche and Charles Rene Reyneau (1656-1728). The only autograph of his hand known to 
historians is his letter to Leibniz of 1675. Fine copy of this important treatise, preserved in its period binding. 

$ 2 420,00 

140. TEMMINCK (COENRAAD JACOB) - MEIFFREN LAUGIER DE CHARTROUSE (BARON). -NOUVEAU 
RECUEIL DE PLANCHES COLORIEES D’OISEAUX, POUR SERVIR DE SUITE ET DE COMPLEMENT AUX PLANCHES 
ENLUMINEES DE BUFFON […] Paris ; F. G. Levrault, Amsterdam ; Legras Imbert et Comp., 1838 [1820-1839] 7 
vol. in-folio (380 x 285 mm) of: vol. 1 (includes volumes I and II) [3] ff. (false title, title, dedication); 11 pp. (prospectus) [257] 
pp.; vol. 2 (includes volumes III and IV) [2] ff. (false title, title); [347] pp.; vol. 3 (includes vol. V) [184] pp; 109 pp. (table); 
vol. 4 (plates from 1 to 150); vol. 5 (plates from 151 to 300); vol. 6 (plates from 301 to 450); vol 7 (plates from 451 to 600); a 
total of 600 plates. Slight and small scattered foxing to the text volumes, a few yellowed leaves in fine of the 3rd text volume, 
a few very small foxes to a few plates in the 3rd plate volume. Bound in contemporary green half-chagrin, boards covered with 
blue marbled paper, spine ribbed and decorated in black and gold, titles and endpapers gilt (some minor rubbing). 

 



Superb copy of this masterpiece of ornithological works co-edited by Coenraad Temminck and Guillaume Meiffren de 
Laugier, comprising 600 magnificent hand-colored and gummed plates of birds from all over the world, depicting more than 
800 birds from all over the world, executed after the drawings of Jean-Gabriel Prêtre and Nicolas Huet 

Coenraad Jacob Temminck (1778-1858) is considered one of the greatest ornithologists of his time. His father, treasurer of 
the Dutch East India Company, intended him to become an employee of the Company. But he was made aware of natural 
history by his father, whose personal collection was enriched by François Levaillant (1753-1826), and he turned to the study 
of birds. He then entered the service of the German ornithologist Meyer in Offenbach who introduced him to taxidermy. 
Temminck became the first director of the National Museum of Natural History in Leiden, a position he held from 1820 
until his death. He was the author of numerous works, including "Manuel d'ornithologie, ou Tableau systématique des oiseaux 
qui se trouvent en Europe" (1815), for a long time the reference on European birds. But his masterpiece remains his present 
"Nouveau recueil de planches coloriées d'oiseaux...". A fervent supporter of the classification of species, he wrote in 1820 "The 
more we want to agree reciprocally on the nomenclature of genera and species, the more the sciences will gain, and the less 
we will have to occupy ourselves with the most boring and sterile work that I know of". He co-edited the present work with the 
Frenchman Guillaume Michel Jérôme Meiffren de Laugier, baron de Chartrouse (1772 -1843), politician, restorer of the 
Roman monuments of his city, botanist and ornithologist, he lent to the artists many naturalized specimens of his collection 
to realize the illustration and it is considered that it is Temminck who is the author of the scientific part of the work and the 
new species which are described there are allotted to him. Many animals, birds and mammals but also fishes, were dedicated 
to him as Temminck's sandpiper (Calidris temminckii), Temminck's courvite (Cursorius temminckii), Temminck's 
woodpecker (Dendrocopos temminckii), Temminck's pangolin (Manis temminckii), Temminck's akalat (Pellorneum 
pyrrogenys), Temminck's tragopan (Tragopan temminckii), Temminck's sporophila (Sporophila falcirostris), Temminck's 
roller (Coracias temminckii), Temminck's cat (pardofelis temminckii), Temminck's todirostrum (Hemitriccus diops) or the 
kissing gourami (Helostoma temminckii). 



The two illustrators are chosen by the authors among the best animal iconographers of the time. Their names are engraved in 



the lower left corner of each plate:  

Jean-Gabriel Prêtre (1768 - 1849), a Franco-Swiss natural 
history painter who illustrated birds, mammals and reptiles in 
a large number of books. An outstanding ornithological artist, 
he first worked for the zoo of Empress Josephine, then for 
the Museum of Natural History in Paris. He drew natural 
history specimens collected during important French 
geographical and exploratory expeditions, including Dumont 
d'Urville's Voyage de l'Astrolabe, Freycinet's Voyage autour 
du monde, Laplace's Voyage autour du monde and others. 
Early in his career, Prêtre worked closely with Temminck, 
who complimented him by naming the red-eyed parrot 
(Phaethornis pretrei) after him. A prolific artist, he also 
illustrated Palisot's Flore d'Oware et de Benin, Tussac's Flore 
des Antilles, the Dictionnaire des sciences naturelles 
published between 1816 and 1830, and the ornithological 
works of Lesson and Vieillot.  

Nicolas Huet (1770 -1830), French painter, draughtsman and 
engraver. He was the eldest son of Jean-Baptiste Huet, 
himself the son of Nicolas Huet the Elder, all painters and 
engravers of animal life. He participated in Napoleon's 
scientific and artistic exploration of Egypt between 1798 and 
1801, illustrating the government report. A talented 
watercolorist and engraver, he acquired a reputation as a 
natural history draftsman. In 1804, he was appointed painter 
to the Museum of Natural History and to the menagerie, 
Empress Josephine's collection of animals, birds and plants. 
He also illustrated the works of naturalists Étienne Geoffroy 
Saint-Hilaire and Georges Cuvier and produced a series of 
246 drawings on vellum, published in 1808 under the title 

"Collection de mammifères du Muséum d'histoire naturelle". A professor of animal iconography, he also created elaborate 
drawings of animals, often on vellum, for such notables as Frederic-Augustus II of Saxony, the officer André Masséna, the 
Prince of Essling and the Duke of Rivoli. His contribution to the illustration of the "Nouveau recueil des planches colorées 
d'oiseaux" is masterly. 

The title announces that the work is intended to complement Buffon's "Histoire naturelle des oiseaux" (1770-1786): The very 
numerous explorations around the world made since Buffon's work had enriched ornithology with a considerable number of 



species that justified such a publication. The "prospectus" bound at the beginning of volume 1 announces: "The authors of the 
present undertaking have taken on the task of responding to the desires of naturalists and the needs of science [...]. They are 
currently offering to the public a collection of colored plates whose essential object will be the birds that are not represented 
in Buffon's illuminated plates" and further on: "The work will be published each month by delivery of six plates entrusted to 
the care of the first engravers in this genre, according to the drawings of Mr. Huet, a painter, attached to the Museum of 
Natural History, and of Mr. Prêtre, well known by the figures with which he has enriched several modern works. Both of them 
are especially charged with the supervision of the illumination". Thus, this monumental project appeared in 102 issues over 
nearly two decades from August 1820 to January 1839, and in folio and large quarto format [the present copy], uniform with 
Buffon's work. Our copy is bound with the text placed in the order of the "methodical table" of the work, in 15 orders: 1 
raptors, 2. Omnivores, 3. Insectivores, 4. Granivores, 5. Zygodactyls, 6. Anisodactyls, 7. Alcions, 8. Chelidons, 9. Pigeons, 10. 
Gallinaceous, 11. Alectorids, 12. Racers, 13. Grales, 14. Pinnatipeds, 15. Palmipeds, 16. Inerts. That is to say 5 volumes 
bound in 3 volumes, followed by 4 volumes of plates arranged from 1 to 600 totaling 800 figures, all the original serpents are 
present. The body of the work has remained at the size of the issues with its wide margins, without being trimmed. The book 
presents birds from all continents, including America, Africa, Asia and Oceania. The quantity of new species presented for 
the first time to the public added to the quality of the engravings whose execution and coloring was directed by Prêtre and 
Huet made this work one of the masterpieces of natural history that Brunet qualifies as "one of the most beautiful and 
important books on ornithology. 

Superb copy, complete with the dedication to Cuvier, the prospectus and all the plates, the body of the book and binding are 
particularly fresh. 

Reference: Brunet V, 693-694; Anker 503; Fine Bird Books, 1990, p. 147; Nissen IVB 932. 

$ 38 500,00 

141. TRABAUD. -PRINCIPES SUR LE MOUVEMENT ET L'EQUILIBRE, 
POUR SERVIR D'INTRODUCTION AUX MECANIQUES & A LA PHYSIQUE. 
Paris, J. Desaint & Ch. Saillant, 1741 [9 février et 1er juillet]. 2 parts in 1 vol. 
4to. 25 plates (N°5 with flaps). Contemp. Calf. First edition and first print of this 
anonymous treatise attributed to Trabaud, master of mathematics. The work is 
about body-related motion, gravity, body shock, static, balance of forces and 
weights, hydrostatic, fluid balance and hydraulics, and formation of the ellipse. It is 
illustrated with 25 technical plates, of which one with flaps. The book had two 
prints, which are distinguished by the layout and correction of the text: ours 
corresponds to the first, recognizable in particular by the absence of preface and 
the introduction of the chapter "Formation of the ellipse "within the opening slips 
(pp I to XX). Fine copy.            $ 1 980,00 

 

142. WALLACE (ROBERT). -DISSERTATION HISTORIQUE ET POLITIQUE 
SUR LA POPULATION DES ANCIENS TEMS, COMPAREE AVEC CELLE DU 
NOTRE, DANS LAQUELLE ON PROUVE QU'ELLE A ETE PLUS GRANDE 
AUTREFOIS QU'ELLE NE L'EST DE NOS JOURS. (…) TRADUITE DE L'ANGLOIS 
PAR M. E. [MARC ANTOINE EIDOUS]. Amsterdam et Paris, Rozet, 1769. 1 
vol. 8vo. Full contemporary calf.  

First edition under this title and second translation into French, by M.A. Eidous, 
considered the best of this major work by Robert Wallace, famous for having 
influenced Malthusianist thought. 

The author, Robert Wallace (1696-1771), was a pastor of the Church of Scotland, 
economist and member of the Edinburgh Philosophical Society. His work 
“Dissertation on the Numbers of Mankind in Ancient and Modern Times” was 
published in Edinburgh in 1753 in which he developed the idea that, after a rapid 
growth of the human population in biblical times, a divine measure favored the 
monogamy, which can only lead to a decrease in the population. A theory adopted by 
Montesquieu who oversaw the translation of his work into French. Wallace seeks to 
demonstrate that the earth was, in ancient times, more populated, and seeks the causes 
of this depopulation: physical causes (climate, sterility of regions, famines, pestilences, 
floods, earthquakes, etc.) and moral causes (wars, poverty, intemperance, illicit love, 
idleness, luxury, etc.). The Dissertation had already been translated into French by 
Elie de Joncourt in 1754. The second part of the work called "Critical Examination of 
the Discourse of M. Hume on the Population of Ancient Times, Compared with that 
of Ours" is a critique of the theories of his friend David Hume concerning the 
demography of ancient peoples.  Very nice copy, rare. Particularly fresh interior.              $  715,00 



Herbariums – Pharmacy - Veterinary 

 

143. [ ALBUM OF 25 DRAWINGS 
OF FLOWERS ]; s.l., s.d. [c.1830] 1 
vol. 12mo oblong (110 x 185 mm) of : 25 
watercolor enhanced drawings of flowers 
(except the last one) with their names in 
brown ink. Contemporary black 
cardboard imitating galuchat, smooth 
mute spine, title in gold on the first plate. 

Charming album with 25 drawings of 
flowers finely watercolored. In the 19th 
century, the art of drawing and watercolor 
is a common practice of the aristocracy 
and bourgeoisie, especially by young 
women.   

Each sheet contains the name of the 
species captioned in brown ink with its different characteristics represented next to each other: pistils, petals, stems, buds ... 
Are represented: fuschia, peony, malmaison rose, hawthorn, cornflower, bindweed, hydrangea, camellia, poppy, dahlia, 
larkspur, geranium, wallflower, yacinth, jasmine, lilac, queen daisy, lily of the valley, mother of the valley, buttercup, forget-
me-not, garden poppy, periwinkle, sweet pea and hollyhock. 

Work of great finesse executed on wove paper.$          935,00 

 

144.  [ALGUIER]. COLLECTION ET DESCRIPTION 
DES PLUS BELLES ALGUES ET PLANTES MARINES 
QU'ON TROUVE SUR LES BORDS DE L'OCEAN AUX ENVIRONS 
DE ROYAN. [Circa 1850] 1 vol. 8-vo (245 x 155 mm) and 2 vol. in-
4 (280 x 215 mm) of : 325 species of seaweeds distributed on 161 
plates accompanied by important handwritten descriptions. Half red 
moroco with corners, boards covered with marbled paper, spine 
ribbed and titled, cold-stamped blue percaline, gilt title "Album for 

collecting" and decorated with framing the first plate, smooth spine. 

Impressive alguier of unknown author gathering a total of 325 seaweeds. As announced on the title page, these species were 
collected on the coast of Royan in the lower Charente.  

This colossal work is divided into two parts: the first entitled "Basic notions on marine algae" and the second entitled "Collection 
and description of the plants produced in this booklet". The first part, which is an introductory course on seaweed botany, is 
divided into four chapters: "1. search for and collection of seaweeds", "2. treatment and application of plants", "3. definition of 
seaweeds, their structure, reproduction and nutrition", "4. general information on seaweeds, their colors, shapes, usefulness 
and role in nature", and "5. collection and description of the plants produced in this booklet". The second part, much longer, 
is dedicated to the specimens collected in the vicinity of Royan. The whole is organized in classes (e.g. "Les Frondosées"), 
tribes (e.g. "Les Ulvassées"), genera and species (e.g. "Chondrus crépu, Chondrus crispis"), most often with vernacular and 





scientific names. The 325 well-preserved and titled specimens are arranged opposite a very complete description. The whole 
is written in black ink in a very legible handwriting and paginated. Remarkable work well preserved and carried out with 
application. 

$ 3 850,00 

145. DE BUSSIERES DE LAMURE (FRANÇOIS-BOURGUIGNON). -[ MEDECINE MANUSCRIPT]. MATIERE 
MEDICALE DE MR DE LAMURE, PROFESSEUR EN MEDECINE DANS L'UNIVERSITE DE MONTPELLIER. 
Montpellier, le quinzième may 1755. 1 vol. 4to manuscript in black ink of : [3] ff. ; 924 pages ; [10] ff. Contemp. cardboard. 

Contemporary manuscript of a course on medical subjects given by de Lamure during his early years of teaching. 

Born in Martinique to a family from Provence, François-Bourguignon de Bussières de Lamure (1717-1787) studied medicine 
in Montpellier at the oldest medical school in the world founded in 1220. He entered the Royal Society of Sciences of 
Montpellier in 1742 and was appointed professor in 1750. He then became dean of the royal professors of medicine at the 
faculty of Montpellier in 1767. Because of his eloquence and knowledge, his lectures were very successful and circulated in 
copies, as was the custom at the time. They will be published by his students in 1784 under the name: ”Nouveaux éléments 
de matière médicale, extraits des leçons publiques de M. de Lamure,... avec des réflexions judicieuses... pour la connaissance 
des maladies, et l'application des médicaments... recueillis et mis en ordre par M***, docteur en médecine au Ludovice´e de 
Montpellier" of which one does not find any copy passed on sale. 

The manuscript deals with pharmacology and specifies the therapeutic actions of various drugs and how to use them: emetics, 
purgative, parsley, borax, sabine, violet flowers, tobacco, coloquint, sowbugs, thistle, fennel, asparagus, euphorbia, etc.. His 
course contains a very interesting section on scurvy (pp.905-915), a time when no effective remedy has been found. The author 
explains the symptoms of this disease and suggests ways to treat it with different plants (watercress, rocket, horseradish, stream 
speedwell and water clover). 

Precious document for the history of medicine and the prestigious faculty of Montpellier. 

$ 2 750,00 

146. FUCHS (LEONHART). -COMMENTAIRES TRES EXCELLENS DE 
L'HYSTOIRE DES PLANTES, COMPOSEZ PREMIEREMENT EN LATIN PAR 
LEONARTH FOUSCH, MEDECIN TRES RENOMME : ET DEPUIS, 
NOUVELLEMENT TRADUICTZ EN LANGUE FRANÇOISE, PAR UN HOMME 
SCAVANT & BIEN EXPERT EN LA MATIERE Paris, chez Jacques Gazeau, en la 
rue Sainct Jehan de Latran, devant le college de Cambray, 1549. 1 vol. folio 
(316 x 208 mm) of: [11] ff. (including title, dedication, privilege, table), [1] bl. f., [277] 
ff. (handwritten chronological table); handwritten annotations from the period. 
Engraved bookplate and motto "Semper Jucti" on the first back cover. Marquis de 
Migien with his signature dated 1751 on the second flyleaf. Knight of St. Louis, former 
captain in the regiment of the French guards, Burgundian bibliophile who lived at the 
chateau de Savigny-les-Beaunes. Full 16th c. calf, double gilt fillet framing the boards, 
spine ribbed and titled in gold, edges speckled with red. (A few wormholes in the 
lower margin, defects of use, soiling, stains, traces of folds and small restorations on 
the first folios and on folio "O", the rest fresh). 

First French translation by Eloy Maignan of the most famous botanical treatise of the 
Renaissance entitled "De historia stirpium commentarii insignes" (Basel, 1542) by 
Leonarth Fuchs (1501-1566), Bavarian physician and botanist. Together with 
Hieronymus Bock, known as Tragus, Otto Brunfels and Valerius Cordus, he was one 
of the major actors of the emergence of botany as a natural science in its own right, 
the latter being very close to medicine in its time. Copy in period colors entirely ruled 
in brown ink. 

Author of more than 500 books and pamphlets, he opposed the theories of Arab 
physicians and philosophers and his texts concerning the anatomy of the eye and its 
diseases were a reference for the time. In 1535, he was appointed professor of 
medicine at the University of Tübingen, where he taught for 31 years and also founded 
the first German botanical garden. He was also a translator, commentator and editor 
of the works of the Greek physician Claude Galen. Because of his major contribution 
to the field of botany, the name of the genus fuchsia is partly named in his honor by 
Charles Plumier, who discovered these plants in Saint-Domingue at the end of the 
17th century. 

 



The present work, a French translation from 1549, is illustrated with 509 woodcuts in the text and plates representing 4 plants, 
all in period colors. The drawings are by Albert Meyer and the engravings by Veit Rudolph Speckle. The engravings, which 
were used by the Basel publisher Michael Isingrin for the in-8 edition of 1545, have been reduced and reversed from those 
of the original edition and are engraved by Albrecht Meyer, Heinrich Füllmaurer and Veit Rudolf Speckle. 

In this herbarium, Fuchs describes more than 400 plants in all their aspects: name, form, place, time, smell, temperament as 
well as virtues. To do so, he relies mainly on three ancient references: Dioscorides, Galen and Pliny. Although the author 
focuses mainly on German plants, his work is the first to include plants from America such as corn, cactus, pumpkin, kidney 
bean, chili pepper, marigold and tobacco. 

Fuchs' work represents a major change in the history of natural sciences in that it is the first monograph on medical botany to 
be based on a truly scientific approach. At the time, botany was intrinsically linked to medicine, with plants being studied 
mainly for their medicinal virtues. Although Fuchs, himself a physician, was also part of this approach, he nevertheless 
demonstrated a desire to study plants for themselves. In doing so, he participated in the emergence of botany as a natural 
science in its own right, quite distinct from medicine. The engravings that accompany the descriptions of the plants are of a 
rare finesse for the time and thus constitute a real advance for the scientific drawing in botany. Moreover, Fuchs seriously 
invested himself in the realization of the illustrations, contrary to the majority of the authors of the time who left the 
responsibility to the editor. In this way, he made sure that each engraving clearly shows all parts of the plant described. In 
order to make his illustrations as complete as possible, many plants are represented at different stages of their evolution in 
one and the same drawing. This book is now recognized as a major historical work in its field according to the University of 
Glasgow. It is even considered one of the best illustrated books of all time and a masterpiece of the German Renaissance by 
the Stanford University Press. Its scientifically rigorous approach for its time set a new standard of accuracy and quality, and 
it was the first known publication of plants from the Americas. Our copy is finely watercolored in period colors and has 
contemporary handwritten annotations in brown ink in the text as well as 14 pages of additional table in the same hand. 

A very nice and fresh copy, preserved in its original binding in fine condition. 

$ 48 400,00 

 

 



147. [HERBALS] /LAMARCK (JEAN-BAPTISTE DE) /CANDOLLE (AUGUSTIN-PYRAMUS DE). -I. HERBIER 
DISPOSE SUIVANT LA METHODE LAMARCK. II. [HERBIER]. III. SYNOPSIS PLANTARUM IN FLORA GALLICA 
DESCRIPTARUM. s.l. (France), s.d. (circa 1810) / Paris, H. Agasse, J.G.A. Stoupe, 1806. 2 vol. fol. + 1 vol. 8vo. vol. 1: 
138 ff. + 2 specimen folders waiting for insertion; Vol. 2: [1] f. (title); 103 ff. ; [3] ff. (Table of plants). Vol 3: in-8, XXIV-432 
pp. Contemp. cardboard bindings.  

Remarkable set comprising a large herbarium in two volumes arranged according to the method of Lamarck, containing more 
than 250 specimens, together with a copy of the abstract of his flora in Latin published in 1806.  

 

The French naturalist Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck (1744-1829) was one of the first, before Darwin, to have understood the 
theoretical necessity of the evolution of living beings. André Pichot (1950 - ...), a CNRS researcher in epistemology and the 
history of science, goes so far as to say that the qualifiers concerning the theories of these two scientists should be reversed: 
Lamarckian transformism is a true theory of evolution, whereas that Darwinian evolutionism is mostly an adaptive 
transformation of species. Before devoting himself to the zoology of insects and worms, Lamarck was first a botanist. He is 
the author of numerous articles published in "The Botanical Encyclopedia" between 1783-1796 and "French Flora" (3 vols., 
1779). In the third edition of this work (of which a copy is part of this set), for which Augustin de Candolle brings samples 
from Switzerland, Lamarck brings to the attention of new plants. Its purpose is to arrange plants into categories according to 
their actual structures and, at the same time, provide the public with a convenient and safe way to identify plants. Lamarck 
adopts the binary classification by genus and species, and, above all, he invents the dichotomous method of putting the one 
who seeks to determine a plant successively in the presence of two contrary terms between which he must decide before 
moving on to another, where he finds a narrower alternative until he eventually finds the name of the plant, thus publishing 
the first key of determination. This process is for the non-specialist and is still used today in botany. 

 

Lamarck arranges plants in a serie which comprises six degrees: polypetalous, monopetalous, compound, incomplete, 
unilobed and cryptogamous. The present herbarium consists of 2 volumes containing more than 250 specimens of plants and 
flowers. Each of them is dried, carefully glued to the front of a page, numbered (for the second volume) and, for a very large 
number, named by its vulgar name and Latin. The numbering and denomination is done in brown ink, as is the framing of 
each page on the front. The number of specimens per page varies from 1 to 4 depending on their size. Specimens such as 
"Common Pied-de-vet, Arum maculanum", "Violette sauvage, Viola sylvestria" and the "Crested digitalis, Digitalia purpurea" 
are also found. Volume 1 consists of unconnected leaflets held by a lacing carton. In volume 2, the author has re-used a 
military register, visible on the front of each page, and calligraphed the title page in black ink. The sheets are embedded in a 
paper frame with a frame drawn in ink. The set is bound in a contemporary cardboard binding with laces. The copy of 
"Synopsis plantarum in flora Gallica descriptarum" present in this set has a similar binding (Original edition of this summary 
in Latin of the French Flora published in 1779, increased in 1805 by Candolle de 2000 species). Scarce set, in fine condition. 
(List of plants available). 

$ 7 480,00 

 

 



148.  [ PHARMACY DOCUMENTS] [Circa fin 1600, 1700, 1800] Set of 37 documents (from 300 x 220 mm to 130 
x 160 mm): 37 loose documents on 1 f. (memory of supplied medicines and recipes of remedies) ; 1 document of [22] ff. 

(memory of apothecary). 

Fascinating corpus of apothecary 
documents gathering several documents 
from the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries.  

The major part of the corpus is 
composed of recipes for ointments, 
broths, syrups and other remedies from 
the 17th and 18th centuries. The 
remainder of the corpus consists of 
pharmacy bills or "Mémoire de 
médicaments" from the 19th century, 
corresponding to lists of preparations 
provided by pharmacists for patients, as 
well as an apothecary's mémoire of 22 
sheets. In total, the set consists of 
approximately 60 pages handwritten in 
ink and of various formats and authors. It 
should be noted that the profession of 
apothecary, a term that originated in the 
18th and 14th centuries, underwent a 
turning point in the 18th century with the 
arrival of the first pharmacies as they are 
known today, gradually making the term 
disappear in favor of that of pharmacist at 
the same time as the profession evolved. 
Thus, the present corpus covers this 
period of transition of the profession.  

Among the rather old recipes of 
preparation one finds: "For the Cold, 
especially those which are threatened of 
pulmonia"; "Memory to make the 
ointment back excellent for the paralics 
and the rheumatisms. "; "Remedy 
excellent for lung and oppression of the 
chest"; "Syrup for the chest"; "Broth of 
limaçons of the gardens"; "Broth for the 
chest"; "Recipe of a jelly which made 
infinite cures for the chest"; "Jelly of red 
cabbage"; "Ratafias purgative"; "Memory 
of the syrup of wormwood". One can 
note as example of recipe: "Fasson to 
make the syrup of chevrefeuil: On a 
scoop of flowers you put a pint of water 
which one lets infuse twenty-four hours 
then one passes the pond one puts then 

this infusion has to clarify sugar by pound of castonade. One puts a pint of infusion one lets cook the whole like the other 
syrups".Among the "memories of medicines" one finds in particular: "Pharmacy fontanés in Nimes. Memory of the medicines 
supplied to Mr. de Gasté"; "Pharmacy of Lignon. Memorandum of medicines supplied to Mr. Le Marquis de Gasté"; 
"Memorandum of medicines supplied to Mr. Deperin. Signed Villebois". Finally, the set includes an apothecary's account 
book of 22 ff. 

$ 1 740,00 

149. [REMEDIES AND MEDICAL PRESCRIPTIONS] [circa 1790] Set of 60 letters and handwritten notes 
distributed on 73 loose-leaf sheets, single or double and of very varied sizes (from 100 x 100 mm to 200 x 170 mm); 1 
handwritten plate of geometrical shapes in colors titled "Pl. XI". 

Large set of more than 60 letters and handwritten notes dated from the end of the 18th century and addressed to the Soucanye 
de Landevoisin family at the castle of Auvillers in Neuilly-sous-Clermont.   



These documents of various formats, many of which are dated and signed, are prescriptions and medical recommendations, 
some of which were written by practitioners from Liancourt and the surrounding area (Oise), such as Dr. Lehelloco, Lohon 
or Carré. From then on, we find prescriptions to treat colic, rheumatism, gangrene or even aperitif broths to cure obstructions. 
In this collection of documents is a letter from Armand-René Soucanye de Landevoisin, a student, addressed to his father, 
telling him about his meeting with the famous cartographers Cassini and Verkaven, dated 20 fructidor year VIII (1800) in 
Paris. Among the proposed remedies one finds: "Infallible remedy for rabies. Take three very fresh [cout] from which you 
will have removed the germ, then you will beat them together to make a small omelet that you will make with walnut oil, when 
you mix the eggs, you will add a good pinch of powdered oyster shell, which you will mix well with the eggs, then you will 
make the patient eat it as hot as possible. He must eat it at two or three o'clock in the morning, since it is necessary for him to 
sleep after eating it, and he must eat it without bread, which he must not eat until at least [five] days later. He will be cured, as 
this remedy has never failed anyone. Interesting collection of well-preserved and legibly written documents. 

$ 1 410,00 

150. [VETERINARY TREATISE] -SECRET VERITABLE DE LA MEDECINE CHEVALINE. [circa 1800] 6 handwritten 
booklets 4to format (270 x 195 mm) of : 195 pp. numbered; [46] pp. (table and directory). Cover with laces, half brown cloth, 
smooth spine, blue paper covered boards, green ink title-piece glued on the first board. 

Impressive 18th century treatise on veterinary medicine for the care of horses. Of unknown author and entirely handwritten, 
this work is subdivided into 107 chapters shedding light on the knowledge of the time in the field of horse medicine. With a 
total of 195 numbered pages, the author addresses a multitude of ailments that affect the animal and how to remedy them.  

Among the subjects treated, here is the list of chapters in the first booklet: 1. Introduction ; 2. De la beauté, vertu et force du 
cheval ; 3. Du troublement de cerveau ; 4. De la migraine du cheval ; 5. Du mal de tête généré par le rhume, à cause du froid 
et mauvais traitement ; 6. Du mal des oreilles ; 7. Du [bourme] du cheval ; 8. Du cheval [morucru], et de permettre que les 
chevaux saingnent fréquentement ; 9. Du mal des yeux ; 10. Du mal en l’oeil, soit par coup ou descente d’humeur ; 11. Moyen 
d’empêcher la descente d’humeur sur les yeux larmoyants ; 12. Du chancre tant en la langue qu’en plusieurs parties de la 
bouche du cheval ; 13. Comme il faut cognoitre l’aage du cheval aux dents et autrement ; 14. Pour cognoitre le dernier aage 
et la fin des jours du cheval ; 15. Du mal des dents et de plusieurs choses qui arrivent en la bouche du cheval qui luy privent 
de manger ; 16. Des trenchees au ventre du cheval ; 17. Des estranguillons ; 18. Du mal de col au cheval ; 18. Du cheval 
malade, des signes de la mort ou de la guérison ; 20. Du fresain qui est prise de gasle ; ou soit de la gale tenant au col du 
cheval. 



The sixth and last booklet contains 46 unnumbered pages, including: a " Table and repertory of horse medicine " recalling all 
the chapters; a list of the ailments developed in the chapters with the quantities of remedies to be administered to the horse; 
a list of additional remedies (ointments, oils, balms, powders etc.). 

$ 2 750,00 

151.  -[ VINEYARD AND APICULTURE IN 
THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY] [Circa 1820] 11 
handwritten pieces in black ink of different formats 
subdivided into 4 parts: I. 1 small in-8 notebook of 31 
leaves; 1 large in-4 notebook of 32 numbered leaves; 4 
additional leaves; II. 3 small in-8 notebooks of 24, 36 
and 15 leaves; III. 8 leaves in large in-4 format, 2 in-8 
leaves and 1 leaf with a diagram; IV. 2 small double 
leaves in in-8 format 

Interesting corpus of 12 handwritten pieces from the 
beginning of the 19th century on the theme of 
agriculture. Of various formats, the set is composed of 
reading notes taken from works published on the theme 
of agriculture and more particularly the themes of 
beekeeping, the cultivation of fruit trees (orange and 
lemon trees) and vineyards.  

The first part is devoted to beekeeping and bees in 
general. It is composed of a small notebook in-8 format 
of 31 leaves, a large in-4 of 32 numbered leaves and 4 
additional leaves. These last ones are extracted from the 
"Traité de l'éducation des abeilles et de leur 
conservation" (Paris, 1804) due to P. C. G. Beville, as 
well as from the "Traité pratique sur l'éducation des 



abeilles" (Paris, 1806) due to Stanislas Beaunier (1781-1858) of the agricultural society of Blois, and finally from "Culture des 
abeilles, ou méthode expérimentale et raisonnée sur les moyens de tirer meilleur parti des abeilles" (Vevey 1771) by François 
Xavier Duchet (17..-1782).  Horticulturist, naturalist and physician, their works make up a very complete corpus with both 
theoretical and practical aims. Thus, these leaflets focus on everything there is to know on the subject, namely: the natural 
habitat of the bee, the way to collect swarms, the exploitation of hives to take advantage of them without destroying them, the 
way to govern the hives for each month of the year, the utensils necessary for beekeeping, the way in which bees shape honey 
and wax or the concoction of a syrup for the bees' food.  

The second part is devoted to agriculture and in particular the culture of fruit trees (orange and lemon trees). It is about 3 
small notebooks format in-8, all taken from the " Cours complet d'agriculture, théorique, pratique, économique, et de 
médecine rurale et vétérinaire ... ou dictionnaire universel d'agriculture " (Paris, between 1785 and 1796) due to the abbot 
François Rozier (1734-1793), priest, learned botanist and French agronomist. This very rich course highlights the many 
advances in agricultural techniques and practices in the 18th century as well as in veterinary medicine. Each booklet from this 
course is titled: 1. orange and lemon trees. Culture. Des moyens de multiplier des orangers et des citronniers", 24 sheets; 2. 
"Culture, principes des végétations, jachères, luzernes", 36 sheets; 3. "Second cahier d'agriculture", 15 sheets.  

The third part is especially devoted to the cultivation of the vine. It is also drawn from the course of the abbot Rozier and is 
composed of 8 leaves in the large format in-4, 2 leaves in-8 and 1 leaf with a diagram. The first two are titled: " Liste des espèces 
et variétés le plus généralement cultivées en France " and " Temps de la vendange ". 

Finally, a fourth part consists of 2 small double sheets in-8 entitled "Sheep" and "Treatment of headaches" which also seem to 
be taken from works of the time on the subject. 

Beautiful corpus on agriculture and especially beekeeping, fruit trees and vineyards. 

$ 1 265,00 

Linguistic 

152. GADEN (HENRI). -NOTE SUR LE DIALECTE FOUL PARLE PAR LES FOULBE DU BAGUIRMI. (JOURNAL 
ASIATIQUE OU RECUEIL DE MEMOIRES D'EXTRAITS ET DE NOTICES RELATIFS A L'HISTOIRE, A LA PHILOSOPHIE, 
AUX LANGUES ET A LA LITTERATURE DES PEUPLES ORIENTAUX.) Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1908. 1 vol. 8vo 
(228 x 142 mm) of : 70 pp. (including title). Publisher's paperback. 

A beautiful copy of this seminal work on the Foul dialect spoken by the Foulbé of Barguirmi by Henri Gaden (1867-1937). 
A French military officer, linguist, colonial administrator, ethnologist and photographer, Gaden is considered the first great 
specialist in the culture of the Fulani people, otherwise known as Foulani, Fulbhés, Fulfulde, Pular, Fellata or even Foulbés 
(as in this work).  

Nicolas Jules Henri Gaden was born in Bordeaux into an aristocratic family of German origin. After Saint-Cyr, he was assigned 
to the Saudan as assistant to the resident of Bandiagara from 1894 to 1896. During his second stay in Sudan from 1897 to 
1899, he participated in the capture of Samory, founder of the short-lived Wassoulou Empire and the main resister to French 
colonization in West Africa. Resident in Zinder and Baguirmi, he joined Mauritania in 1908 in Boutilmit where he ensured 
the supply of the Adrar column. He then moved to Saint-Louis in 1910 as head of the office of political affairs in Senegal. 
Wounded during the First World War, he was appointed military commander of Mauritania and then became its Governor 
after the creation of this territory in 1919. He worked for a long time to create a Mauritania extended to the Senegalese Fouta, 
unfortunately without success. His failure will earn him his disgrace. He retired in 1926 in Saint Louis where he remained 
until his death in 1939. Throughout his life, he carried out numerous works of ethnography and philology on the Arabic and 
Fulani languages. He was a fervent supporter of a colonial administration of association and not of assimilation. Thus, he 
worked with local collaborators with the goal of not destroying local social structures, but rather understanding them. His many 
photographs are recognized as being of high ethnographic and artistic quality. After a brief historical and geographical 
contextualization of the Baguirmi and its people, Henri Gaden discusses the phonetic material, the roots, the nature of the 
words and the syntax of the Foul dialect. He goes on to give numerous examples of Foul sentences with their French 
translations above. He also includes a collection of vocabulary classified by roots and two texts in the Foul dialect of Say 
(Niger). A well-preserved copy of this renowned work, one of the first major works on Fulani languages. 

$  275,00 

153. OUDIN (ANTOINE). -GRAMMAIRE FRANÇOISE, RAPPORTEE AU LANGAGE DU TEMPS. Rouen, Jean 
Berthelin, 1645. 1 vol. 12mo (159 x 110 mm) of : [4] ff.(including title and table of contents) ; 320 pp.; vignette on the title 
and headbands. (Wormholes in the margins of the text on about ten ff.). Soft contemporary parchment, titled in ink. (small 
hole in the middle of the spine).  

Third revised and enlarged edition (EO: 1633) of this very rare French grammar of this period, by Antoine Oudin (1595-
1653), French linguist, interpreter and secretary to kings Louis XIII and Louis XIV. French grammars published at this time, 



meaning before the creation of the Académie Française in 1634 and whose 
first dictionary only appeared in 1694, are very rare and we have not found 
a copy of this grammar sold in the last 50 years. 

Antoine Oudin was the son of César Oudin, who was an interpreter himself 
and secretary to Henry IV. During his life, Antoine Oudin, above all a 
romanist, which means a specialist in Romance languages such as French 
or Italian, was at times a translator, a lexicographer, in other words the 
writer of dictionaries and even grammars, but also a writer. During a trip to 
Italy, he befriended Pope Urban VIII with whom he perfected his 
knowledge of the Italian language. Towards the end of his life, in 1651, he 
gave Italian lessons to Louis XIV. Thus, Oudin wrote several works of 
linguistics and bilingual dictionaries among which one can quote: 
"Curiosités françoises, pour servir de complément aux dictionnaires, ou 
recueil de plusieurs belles propriétés, avec une infinité de proverbes et de 
quolibets pour l'explication de toutes sortes de livres" (Paris, 1640), 
"Recherches italiennes et françoises, ou Dictionnaire contenant outre les 
mots ordinaires, une quantité de proverbes et de phrases pour l'intelligence 
de l'une & l'autre langue. Avec un abrégé de grammaire italienne" (Paris 
1640), "Trésor des deux langues espagnole et françoise, ou dictionnaire 
espagnol-françois et françois-espagnol" (Paris 1645) or the present work, 
"Grammaire françoise rapportée au langage du temps" (Paris 1633).   

It is important to remember that the latter, Oudin's first work on the French 
language, predates the foundation of the famous Académie Française, 
founded in 1634 by Cardinal Richelieu. In fact, it was an important 
reference for the work of the first academicians which would lead to the "Dictionnaire de l'Académie française", the first edition 
of which was published in 1694 and the ninth of which is currently being written. With regard to dictionaries and grammars, 
there are two possible approaches to dealing with a language: the prescriptive approach, which aims to impose a usage deemed 
correct, or the descriptive approach, which seeks to describe the different usages in all their diversity without trying to impose 
one instead of the others. Although Oudin's approach is mainly prescriptive, he does sometimes address other attested uses. 
However, his objective is still to lay down the rules for what he considers to be good practice of the French language, and his 
work is more of a prescriptive approach. 

The language in question "Francien", which was spoken in an extended region around the Île-de-France and a dialectal variety 
of the Langue d'Oïl. The latter was spoken for several centuries in the northern half of the current territory of metropolitan 
France, with the exception of Brittany, Alsace and Lorraine, but also in the south of the current territory of Belgium (Wallonia). 
This language took shape from the middle of the Middle Ages and gradually disappeared after the revolution of 1789 to 
become French as it is spoken today, the latter being mostly inherited from Francian. At that time, because Francien was the 
dialect of the king and his court, but also of famous authors of literature, it imposed itself and replaced little by little Latin, 
which was preferred for a long time for writing, in particular in sciences and by the Church, and which was to remain for a 
long time after. With the ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts (1539), the king François I wanted legal and administrative writings to 
be written in "langue françoise". By "langue françoise", today called "langue française", and even if the term has been used to 
refer to the entire langue d'Oïl, it means more precisely the Francien dialect. This was only about the written language, the 
aim was neither to forbid the use of other dialects of the langue d'Oïl, nor that of the langue d'Oc, spoken in the southern part 
of the current metropolitan France, nor even the use of other regional languages. Thus, at the request of successive kings, 
several authors tried to set out the rules of good French. This desire for standardization in order to use French instead of Latin 
in a certain number of domains resulted in the creation of the Académie Française. Oudin's approach in this book is a perfect 
example of this will.  

In the first part, the author deals with the phonology of French, that is to say the pronunciation of the phonemes (vowels and 
consonants) as well as the syllables, while giving the way to transcribe them in writing, in other words their graphemes. In a 
second step, he deals with morphology, i.e. the construction of words in order to determine their grammatical nature (nouns, 
adjectives, verbs, etc.), syntax, i.e. the organization of words within a sentence, as well as semantics, corresponding to the 
meaning of lemmas (or words) and more generally of statements (clauses, sentences and groups of sentences). Finally, in the 
third part, he goes into great detail about verbal inflection, i.e. what expresses person, tense, aspect, mode and voice, by means 
of disinences (or terminations) and auxiliaries.  

A well-preserved copy in its contemporary binding of this very complete and rare grammar of the "French language", prior to 
the creation of the Académie Française, by a Romanist, interpreter and secretary to the king. 

$ 1 320,00 

 

 



154. PLUCHE (ABBE). -LA MECANIQUE DES LANGUES ET L’ART DE LES ENSEIGNER. 
SUPPLEMENT A LA MECANIQUE DES LANGUES. Paris, Estienne, 1751-1753.  1 v 
12mo. Contemsheep.  

First edition of this pioneering work on the didactics of languages by Abbot Pluche (1688-1761), 
published in 1751 and accompanied by his "Supplement" added in 1753.  

In the 17th and 18th centuries, authors such as du Marsais, Beauzée, Diderot or d'Alembert, 
developed the "mechanics of languages" which aims to improve their teaching in colleges. Starting 
from the providential postulate, in this book the author is particularly interested in the origin of 
language and the construction of languages. A work at the service of a new method of learning 
called formerly "mechanical" or "natural" method, which favors the progressive discovery by the 
setting in situation through texts of great authors, their explanation and translation. A teaching 
that we would describe today as a "practical" method, learning by example. This innovative 
approach, however, will earn him strong criticism that he will answer in a "supplement" added 
later. In it, he defends his position on the teaching of languages and the advantages of his method. 
His work also includes a part on the theory of Beau and the teaching of fine arts. 

$  572,00 

155. RENOU (JEAN-BAPTISTE). -NOUVELLE METHODE POUR APPRENDRE FACILEMENT LES LANGUES 
HEBRAÏQUE ET CHALDAÏQUE, AVEC LE DICTIONNAIRE DES RACINES HEBRAÏQUES & CHALDAÏQUES, & DE 
LEURS DERIVEZ. Paris, Jacques Collombat, 1708. 1 vol. 8-vo (200 x 130 mm) of : [7] ff. (title in red and black ink, epistle, 
preface, table, approval, privilege); 386 pp. 2 large folding tables in red and black ink. (Ex-Libris: "Ludovici Renault, presbeteri", 
inscription in brown ink facing the title: "M. Fourmont has given reflections on this grammar whose author I have not yet 
discovered. [illegible] mentions these reflections on p. 311. It seems to me impossible to follow this grammar when studying 
alone. [Lavocat] is infinitely clearer, more methodical", wormholes in the inner margin of the first few leaves, wear and tear to 
the binding, wetness in the margins of the first few leaves, a few browned pages, scattered freckles and stains, small lack of text 
on p. 23). Full contemporary calf, spine ornamented, red morocco title, red speckled edges. 

First edition of this grammar of Hebrew and Chaldaic by Jean-Baptiste Renou, with two large folding tables and dedicated to 
the Duke of Burgundy on the title page.  

This work deals with two distinct biblical languages: Hebrew and Chaldaic. The latter are, however, related because they are 
part of the Semitic family. The term Chaldee is old and somewhat erroneous. In fact, it corresponds to what is nowadays 
called Biblical Aramaic, that is to say the language in which some parts of certain books of the Bible, such as those of Daniel, 
'Ezra (Ezra) and Ne'hemiah (Nehemiah), were composed from the fifth to the second century BC. It should be noted that the 
original languages of the Bible are Biblical Aramaic (or Chaldean), Biblical Hebrew and Greek.  

Thus, as stated in the preface, the objective of this new learning method is to give scholars direct access to the sacred texts. 
However, the author does not castigate the translations of the Bible into Latin or even into French, which have greatly facilitated 
the diffusion of the message of the Bible to the population. Renou simply deems noble the will to know the "language which 
God himself used to make us hear the divine Laws" (translated from French), that is to say the Chaldee. The work begins with 
a section on Hebrew, itself subdivided into two sub-sections. The first deals with "the easiest and most necessary rules for 
declining and conjugating, in order to pass as soon as possible after these permissive knowledge, to the explanation of the 
Holy Bible" (translated from French). Thus, Renou proceeds to the explanation of its writing system (alphabetic), its phonology 
(pronunciation of consonants and vowels), its diacritics (written accents), its grammatical categories (nouns, pronouns, verbs 
etc.) and finally its conjugation. The second sub-section concerning Hebrew deals with: "observations which are so many 
exceptions or clarifications of these same rules, which one must then consult, because they contain many Hebraisms or idioms, 
the knowledge of which makes the Hebrew text much more intelligible. Thus, the same points are detailed, this time 
addressing the major difficulties posed by Hebrew. The second part, shorter, proceeds in the same way for the Chaldee. 
Finally, the third and very long part takes the form of several dictionaries on: "Hebraic roots and their derivations", "Chaldaic 
roots" and "Hebraic & Chaldaic roots". An "alphabetical table to find the French words contained in this dictionary" is also 
attached at the end of the book. This grammar contains two large folding tables in black and red ink entitled "Table of all 
Hebraic conjugations" and "Table of all Chaldaic conjugations". A fine copy of this grammar of Hebrew and Chaldaic. 

$ 1 320,00 

156. SOBRINO (FRANCISCO). -NOUVELLE GRAMMAIRE ESPAGNOLLE ET FRANÇOISE. Bruxelles, François 
Foppens, 1703. 1 vol. 12-vo (155 x 95 mm) of : [4] ff. (title, warning, table); 271 pp. ; [1] p. (privilege). (black ink stain on 
the edge and in the margin of some leaves, paper slightly browned, scattered foxing). Full contemporary calf, spine ribbed and 
decorated. 

Second edition, corrected and enlarged, of this Spanish grammar by Francisco Sobrino. The latter, printed in Brussels in 
1703, corresponds to the last years of the Spanish Netherlands which lasted from 1556 to 1713 and of which Brussels was the 
capital. The latter, subdivided into 17 attached provinces, extended over an area corresponding to the present-day 
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and part of northern France and were attached by personal union to the Spanish 



Monarchy under the Habsburgs. Thus, Spanish grammars were particularly appreciated by the French speakers of the court 
of Brussels, of which Sobrino was a member, as he announces on the title page: " Master of the Spanish language in this court 
of Brussels " (translated from French), but also of France or elsewhere. Indeed, Spanish already enjoyed a certain prestige at 
that time, especially in literature, with, for example, El ingenioso hidalgo don Quijote de la Mancha (1605, 1615), by Miguel 
de Cervantes. This grammar follows a first one of 1697, which Sobrino had wished to complete by adding to it: "many beautiful 
ways of expressing oneself, & of writing elegantly in the Spanish language, & of necessary remarks on the accents which regulate 
the right pronunciation of the proper nouns & of the equivocal or doubtful times of the verbs" (translated from French). By 
Spanish is meant here Castilian (castellano in Spanish), that is, the Romance language born in the kingdom of Castile under 
the Catholic kings during the Middle Ages. This language has nowadays become established in Spain and in Spanish-speaking 
Latin America under the name of Spanish, although other Iberian-Romance languages are still spoken in Spain, such as 
Catalan, Asturian-Leonese and Galician/Portuguese. In this grammar by Sobrino, announced as "the best of all those that had 
appeared up to that point", it mentions the flexion in Spanish, i.e. the modification of determiners, nouns, adjectives and verbs 
in gender, number, person, tense, mode etc. Indeed, Spanish being a Romance language, in other words, derived from Latin, 
like French, it has a complex conjugation, gives a gender to common nouns and practices the agreement of determiners and 
adjectives. The use of propositions is also mentioned, which sometimes differs significantly from French. In a final section 
added for this second edition, the author first details the Spanish tonic accent. The latter, which is difficult to master for French 
speakers, is essential to the understanding of Spanish words in speech. Indeed, it must be placed on any word of two syllables 
or more and some words can only be distinguished by their accented syllable. This is why, beyond a good mastery of Spanish 
phonemes, the mastery of the tonic accent is absolutely essential for oral expression. Finally, Sobrino discusses some typical 
Spanish turns of phrase and idioms. A well-preserved copy of this very complete Spanish grammar. 

$  715,00 

157. VIGUIER (PIERRE-FRANÇOIS). -ÉLEMENS DE LA LANGUE TURQUE, OU TABLES ANALYTIQUES DE LA 
LANGUE TURQUE USUELLE, AVEC LEUR DEVELOPPEMENT. Constantinople, Imprimerie du Palais de France, 
Mars 1790. 1 vol. 4-to (255 x 200 mm.) of : XXXII pp. (half-title, title, au Roy, instruction, analytical tables of the Turkish 
language), 462 pp. ; [1] f. (errata). (Faint wetness at the end of the volume in the lower corner). Brown half-chagrin, smooth 
spine, speckled edges. 

Unique first edition of this grammar of the Turkish language by Pierre-François Viguier (1745-1821), French missionary, 
orientalist and linguist.  

It is the fourth book to come out of the presses of the French embassy in Constantinople, established by Choiseul-Gouffier 
in 1787. The Arabic characters that it contains come from Basel. Born in Besançon, he studied at the Seminary before teaching 
rhetoric at the college of the city and then theology with the Lazarists at the seminary of Sens. The Lazarists having been put 
in charge of the establishments of the Society of Jesus in the Levant, he went to Constantinople where he was appointed 
apostolic prefect with the mission of developing the Congregation of the Mission for the Levant. During his 18-year stay, he 
perfected his knowledge of Oriental languages, enabling him to write his Élémens de la langue turque, a work published in 
1790 and dedicated to Louis XVI. As a renowned orientalist, Viguier was the first to distinguish in Turkish the exclusive use 
of guttural or palatal vowels in the same unit (word or syntagm). This is a question of vowel harmony, which requires that the 
syllables of a single unit be a sequence of "compatible" vowels and thus belong to the same " category " as the preceding vowel. 
In Turkish, as Viguier had pointed out, this is the case for gutturals and palatals, which, not belonging to the same " category 
", are not found at the same time in the same unit. This peculiarity of Turkish is one of its most salient features in comparison 
with the languages of the world.  

Being addressed to missionaries and Westerners staying in Turkish-speaking regions, Viguier's grammar is meant to be 
practical: the grammatical rules are accompanied by dialogues and familiar conversations allowing their concrete application. 
At the end of the book, a very complete French/Turkish lexicon is also provided. As with many foreign language grammars 
with a writing system that was particularly different from the Latin alphabet at that time, Figuier uses a romanization of Turkish. 
In other words, in order to facilitate the teaching of pronunciation but also conjugations, he transcribes Turkish into the Latin 
alphabet even though his writing system was the Arabic alphabet. However, Figuier also includes an explanation of the use of 
the Arabic alphabet in Turkish. Nowadays, since the Romanization (called "Sign Revolution") decided by Mustafa Kemal 
(Kemal Atatürk) in 1928, the Latin alphabet definitely replaced the Arabic alphabet which had been in use since the 13th 
century. This decision was part of his policy of both nationalism and modernization of Turkish society.  Turkish is an Oghuz 
language, itself included in the family of Turkic languages. It is typically an SOV (subject-object-verb) and agglutinative 
language, i.e. its grammatical features are marked by the assembly of basic elements called morphemes. This agglutinative 
aspect of the Turkish language makes it particularly interesting. For example, in Turkish, from "ev" (house) one forms: "evler" 
(the houses), "evlerim" (my houses), then "evlerimde" (in my houses) or even "evlerimdekiler" (those who are in my houses). 
Nice copy of this very complete grammar of Turkish by Jean-François Figuier. 

$ 1 980,00 



Games 

158. [ANONYMOUS]. -LE JEU DE L'HOMBRE, 
COMME ON LE JOÜE PRESENTEMENT A LA COUR 
&AMP; A PARIS ; OU L'ON VOIT COMMENT SE JOÜE 
ESPADILE FORCE, L'HOMBRE A DEUX, A TROIS 
&AMP; A CINQ. AVEC L'EXPLICATION DES TERMES 
DONT ON SE SERT EN LE JOÜANT. Paris, Vve 
Claude Barbin, 1699. 1 vol. 12-mo (170 x 100 mm) of 
: [5] ff. (title, notice to the reader, table); 129 pp. ; [7] ff. 
(table of laws, excerpt from the privilege); Figures in the 
text. (Ex libris in ink on the second flyleaf : " Joannis Bap 
"). Full contemporary calf, spine gilt, gilt title (binding 
rubbed, corners and spines worn). 

Rare first edition of this work exposing the rules of the 
game of Hombre, of anonymous author although 
attributed to Marie Cochart (1643-1707), printer and 
author, widow of Claude Barbin (1628-1698).  

This game is the oldest known game of tricks with bids, 
and is therefore the precursor of Bridge. In this type of 
game, the players take turns exposing a card on the table and the one who has played the strongest card takes possession of 
the set by raising it and folding it in front of him, the player makes a trick or a trick.  

The game of Hombre was invented in Spain at the beginning of the 17th century before arriving in France around 1650, but 
it seems to have been inspired by Tommaso Garzoni's "La piazza universale di tutte le professione del mondo" (Venice, 1585), 
translated by Cristóbal Suárez de Figueroa, "Plaza universal de todas ciencias y artes" (Madrid, 1615). In France, it was played 
in the second half of the 17th century (attested as early as 1657) and until the beginning of the 18th century when it was finally 
replaced by the quadrille (a variant with four players).  

Although there are variants with 5 players (the quintille), 4 players (the quadrille, then the mediator) and 2 players (the 
piquemédrille), it is originally played with 3 players. 

The "Hombre" ("man" in Spanish) is the player who wins the bidding, also called the "declarer", who has to pass his contract. 

Today, the game of Hombre is still played in its old form in Denmark and in Spain in the form of tresillo, which appeared in 
the early 19th century. 

A well preserved copy in its original binding.                $  495,00 

159.  –[ANONYMOUS] ARRET DU CONSEIL D'ETAT DU ROI QUI CONFIRME LES DIFFERENS REGLEMENS 

RENDUS SUR LA FABRICATION DES CARTES A JOUER, ET QUI FIXE LES VILLES DANS LESQUELLES LA 
FABRICATION EN EST PERMISE. Paris, Imprimerie Royale, 1776. 1 vol. in-folio (250 x 200 mm.) of: 7 pp., [1] blank 
page. (foxing, trace of fold). Unbound, as issued. 

One of the last regulations on the production of playing cards taken before the revolution.  Recalling the state of the legislation 
in force concerning the production and taxation of playing cards, the text also includes a "State of the cities where his majesty 
wants and intends that the manufacture of cards be restricted..." (translated from French). Established in 1583, the rights on 
cards were abolished on March 2, 1791. However, the law of 9 Vendemiaire Year VII [30 September 1798] and article 80 of 
the law of 5 Ventôse Year XII [23 February 1799] re-established the taxes, the collection of which was entrusted to the indirect 
taxation service. It was not until January 1st 1959 that the State abolished the tax on card games, which was replaced by the 
VAT.                    $  242,00 

160.  -[ANONYMOUS] ÉDIT DU ROY, DONNE A FONTAINEBLEAU AU MOI D'OCTOBRE 1701, PORTANT 

ETABLISSEMENT AU PROFIT DE SA MAJESTED 'UN DROIT DE DIX-HUIT DENIERS SUR CHAQUE JEU DE CARTES A 
JOUER, ET REGLEMENT POUR LE MAITRES CARTIERS A Grenoble, A. Giroud, Librairede Nosseigneurs du 
Parlement, à la salle du Palais, 1701. 1 vol. 4-to ( 243 x 175 mm.) of 8 pp. (some foxing, fold). Unbound. 

Rare Grenoble printing of this tax provision on playing cards.  Introduced in 1583, the rights on the cards will be abolished 
on March 2, 1791. However, the law of 9 Vendemiaire Year VII [30 September 1798] and article 80 of the law of 5 Ventôse 
Year XII [23 February 1799] re-established the taxes, the collection of which was entrusted to the indirect taxation service. It 
was not until January 1st 1959 that the State abolished the tax on card games, which was replaced by the VAT. 

$  275,00 



161. [CARDS GAME] -ANALYSE GEOGRAPHIQUE DES DEPARTEMENTS DE LA 
FRANCE. Paris, Bourrut Lemerie, [circa 1836]. Set of 90 cards (132 x 82 mm). (some 
foxing) 1 original cardboard box (160 x 120 mm) covered with red paper, title printed in 
color on the cover (defects of use) 

Third edition of this suite of 
educational maps dedicated to the 
French departments, complete with its 
90 maps: 4 maps numbered from I to 
IV (title, warning, distribution, list), 
and 86 departmental maps numbered 
from 1 to 86. 

Each department is represented by a 
geographical map surrounded by 
attributes representative of the region 

and the names of its famous men. A text of geographical and 
administrative presentation occupies the lower part. Very well preserved 
in its original box.                    $  935,00 

162. MUNICIPALITE DE PARIS / CHARON-BAILLY-MULOT-LEMOINE-. -EXTRAIT DU REGISTRE DU 
CONSEIL GENERAL DE LA COMMUNE [...] RAPPORT DES COMMISAIRES NOMMES POUR PROPOSER DE DETRUIR 
LES MAISONS DE JEUX... Paris, Lottin, 1791. 1 vol. in-folio (270 x 215 mm.) of: 10 pp., [1 bl. f. (some foxing, trace of 
fold). Unbound, with full margins. 

Rare document dedicated to the project of the municipality of Paris to eliminate the gambling houses, based on the work of 
Joseph Charon. This municipal officer, author of "Essai sur les jeux [...] (Paris, 1791), develops here his arguments and his 
solutions to put an end to their proliferation. 3 questions open the debate: "What should be understood by forbidden games? 
How to discover with certainty where the games are held? And what will be the penalties to be pronounced against the 
offenders?" (translated from French). Untrimmed copy, in its published state.             $  242,00 

Literature and Varia 

163. ALCIAT (ANDRE). -OMNIA ANDREAE ALCIATI V. C. EMBLEMATA : CUM COMMENTARIIS, QUIBUS 
EMBLEMATUM OMNIUM APERTA ORIGINE, MENS AUTHORIS EXPLICATUR, &AMP; OBSCURA OMNIA DUBIAQUE 
ILLUSTRANTUR. PER CLAUDIUM MINOEM [...] Parisiis : apud H. de Marnef et viduam G. Cavellat, 1583. 1 vol. 
small 8mo (185 x 120 mm) of : [8] ff. (including engraved title and notice to the reader); 717; [2] pp. 211 woodcut emblems 
in text, including 197 emblems and 14 botanical subjects. (rare freckles or tiny wormholes Full contemporary brown calf, spine 
with mute bands and fleurons, gilt fillet framing the boards with central medallion surmounted by the name (faded) of the 
owner in a gilt frame, gilt edges (slight restorations, stains and spidering). 

First Parisian edition of the Emblem with the commentary of Claude Mignault. 



Its author, André Alciat (Andrea Alciato, or Alciati, from his Italian name, Andreas Alciatus in Latin, 1492-1550), is an Italian 
jurisconsult and writer of Latin language, emulator of Ulrich Zasius and Guillaume Budé. He is one of the first representatives 
of the current known as legal humanism and the inventor of a genre, the emblem, heir of the hieroglyph and brother of the 
modern motto. His collection of allegories in Latin verse on moral subjects was a true "bestseller" in Europe, with more than 
one hundred reprints. First published in 1531 in Augsburg, Germany, under the title including the name of the author and 
dedicatee "Viri clarissimi D. Andreae Alciati iurisconsultiss. Médiol. ad D. Chonradum Peutingerum Augustanum 
iurisconsultum Emblematum liber". The present "pirate" edition, published 17 days after the expiration of the privilege without 
the consent of the author of the commentary, follows the edition published in 1581 by Christophe Plantin in Antwerp.  

"Emblemata" is the plural of the Latin word "emblema", a term that designates a decorative element, a mosaic or an ornament: 
in his preface to Peutinger, Alciat describes his emblems as an intellectual amusement, a pastime for humanists steeped in 
classical culture. As he expresses it in his preface (translated): "While children play with nuts and young people with dice, card 
games fill the time of the lazy. During the holiday season, we make these emblems, crafted by the noble hand of artisans. Just 
as trimmings are added to garments and badges to hats, it is fitting for each of us to write silent signs. Even though the supreme 
emperor may give you precious coins and beautiful antiques, I give you, poet to poet to poet, paper gifts: take them, Konrad, 
as a token of my love." 

The work contains 211 woodcut emblems in the text, including 197 emblems and 14 botanical subjects placed in-fine. 

A fine, fresh copy, preserved in its attractive original binding. 

$ 1 980,00 

164. [FOIGNY, GABRIEL DE]. -[ UTOPIA]. LES AVANTURES DE JACQUES 
SADEUR, DANS LA DECOUVERTE ET LE VOYAGE DE LA TERRE AUSTRALE 
CONTENANT LES MOEURS & LES COUTUMES DES AUSTRALIENS, LEUR 
RELIGION, LEURS EXERCICES, LEURS ETUDES, LEURS GUERRES & LEURS 
ANIMAUX... Amsterdam, David Mortier, 1732. 1 vol. 12mo (163 x 100 mm) of : [8] 
ff. (title, preface, table) ; 341 pp. ; [2] pp. (approval, privilege). Full contemporary marbled 
basane, smooth spine decorated, fawn morocco title, red edges, endpapers of dominoté 
paper with floral motifs. 

Last edition of the most famous utopian novel of the 17th century about the southern land 
(OE: 1676) and its inhabitants by Gabriel de Foigny (1630-1692).  

A defrocked monk and libertine thinker, Foigny was initially a member of the Cordeliers 
order, where he was considered an excellent preacher. It was not until 1666 that he turned 
away from Catholicism and moved to Switzerland. From then on, he published a few 
lessons including the manuals: "La Facilité et l'élégance des langues latine et françoise 
comprend en XCI leçons (1673)" and "L'Usage du jeu royal de la langue latine (1674)". 
His utopian novel was published in 1676 and provoked strong reactions and indignation. 
Indeed, this fictional account of the southern land, a land of which practically nothing was 
known at the time, was forbidden to be sold in several regions, including Geneva, because 
of its description of the unorthodox mores and customs of the "Australians".  

Originally published under the title: "La Terre australe connue, i.e. the description of this 
hitherto unknown country, its manners and customs, by Mr. Sadeur", the work depicts a utopian society whose marvellousness 
turns into parody. The main character, Jacques Sadeur, also imaginary, discovers a country: "without rules and without 
precepts" (translated from French), in which there is neither power nor classes and where the anarchy which reigns there 
creates a certain harmony. The idea is reminiscent of "L'Abbaye de Thélème", described in Gargantua by Rabelais, published 
in 1534. Foigny imagines a country populated by good savages commanded by reason "which unites them and leads them to 
all that is best and most just" (translated from French). One can read that this country: "can pass for a perfect image of the state 
of the man enjoying the natural bliss on the Earth" (translated from French). Throughout the pages, the author depicts a society 
populated by egalitarian and vegetarian hermaphrodites, who, in spite of their gentleness and tolerance, massacre all sexual 
individuals, the latter being seen as half-men. Jacques Sadeur, himself a hermaphrodite, is thus accepted and lives for 35 years 
in this imaginary society. There is no need to dwell on the reasons for the censorship of such a story at that time. Foigny was 
logically forced to explain the content of his scandalous book to the courts. In order to escape justice and to affirm his good 
faith, he pretended to be a simple translator and not the author of the incriminated work. Gabriel de Foigny died, according 
to the authors, in a convent of his order in Savoy in 1692. Because of its setbacks, the work has known many editions of which 
this is the last one, all rare on the market.  

Provenance : Leopold P. de Lowenstein (handwritten bookplate in brown ink at the bottom of the preface leaf). 

A nice and fresh copy. 

$  880,00 



165. GORLIER (ARTHUR H.). -[ MANUSCRIPT]. RECUEIL DE 
CHANSONS. s.l.n.d., [Circa 1790: filigrane]. 1 vol. small in-4° (202 x 
159 mm) entirely handwritten in brown ink of : 601 pp. (including calligraphic 
title, pagination error without incidence) ; [10] ff. (table of contents). 
Handwritten ex-libris in brown ink on the title: "Marie Frignard". Calligraphic 
signatures of the author in fine: H. Gorlier. Half green vellum of the period, 
boards covered with marbled paper, smooth spine, red morocco title, red 
speckled edges. (Body of the work in a nice condition despite some soiling, 
stains, defects of use and traces of wetness). 

Considerable collection of original songs on the theme of love, some of them 
quite erotic, manuscript due to H. Gorlier. 

Gorlier explores the theme of love, mixing mythology (Cytherea, Aphrodite, 
Hymenaeus) to the romanticism of the time as in this extract: "If it is necessary 
to pay to the love, Tribe of the tender years, If it is necessary to pay to the 
love, tribe of my most beautiful day, let us love, let us love always, Let us 
banish from us the detours, Let us thus return to the court, Of the Goddess 
himénée [...]" (translated from French, p.70). Non-exhaustive list of 
compositions: "Aimable Suzon"; "Au pouvoir de l'amour"; "Aujourd'hui 
j'épouse Isabelle"; "Belle astre de mes jours"; "Conservez-vous pour moy"; "De 
l'amour qui touche votre âme"; "Des maux que je souffre en t'aimant"; "Espoir 
flatterteur"; "Je veux t'apprendre un jeu nouveau"; "Let's give ourselves over to 
tenderness"; "Quand je vois venir Lisette"; "N'écoutez jamais un amant". The 391 songs, with a regular and very legible writing, 
are coated on late 18th century "Dutch" paper with a "pro patria - nooz" watermark. A remarkable alphabetical index of the 
titles of the songs placed in-fine allows to navigate easily through the various compositions. 

We have not found any trace of publication of these songs, which suggests that they are original compositions. 

Beautiful document preserved in its original binding.              $ 3 080,00 

166. [KITCHINER (WILLIAM)]. -APICIUS REDIVIVUS; OR, THE COOK'S 
ORACLE... BEING SIX HUNDRED RECEIPTS, THE RESULT OF ACTUAL 
EXPERIMENTS INSTITUTED IN THE KITCHEN OF A PHYSICIAN, FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF COMPOSING A CULINARY CODE FOR THE RATIONAL 
EPICURE AND AUGMENTING THE ALIMENTARY ENJOYMENTS OF PRIVATE 
FAMILIES; COMBINING ECONOMY WITH ELEGANCE, AND SAVING 
EXPENSE TO HOUSEKEEPERS, AND TROUBLE TO SERVANTS. London, 
Samuel Bagster, 1817. 1 vol. 12mo (163 x 105 mm.) of : [211] ff. (including title 
and preface) ; 2 full-page engraved plates with 4 figures of animals ; 2 engraved leaves 
with captions opposite. Goodwyn of Tetbury, label pasted on the back cover. (Body 
of the book very fresh). Contemporary half calf with corners (English binding), spine 
blindstamped and decorated with gilt fillets, black morocco title, boards covered with 
marbled paper. (Cracks to the spines). 

A very rare first edition of this popular household manual, "written in a 
straightforward style, which attests to Kitchiner's familiarity with the whole range of 
tasks involved in running a household, from shopping, through preparing and serving 
food, to washing up. Mrs. Beeton [1836-1865, the most famous food writer in British 
history] admits to being inspired by it, and his influence is recognized in other 
household guides." (O.D.N.B.). 

William Kitchiner (1775-1827) was an English optician, telescope inventor, amateur 
musician, and outstanding cook. His name had become a household word in the 

19th century, and his best-known book, Cook's Oracle, was a huge success in British and American bookstores. In addition, 
the book includes the oldest known recipe for potato chips: "Potatoes fried in slices" (Recipe No. 104), making Kitchiner the 
inventor of the latter! Unlike most food writers of the time, he cooked himself, washed dishes, and performed all the domestic 
tasks he wrote about. He traveled with his "portable cabinet of taste", a folding cabinet containing his mustards and sauces. He 
was also the creator of the famous Wow-Wow sauce containing the following ingredients: vinegar, beer, parsley, pickles, 
English mustard, mushroom ketchup in a base of beef stock, flour and butter (No. 328). It is not surprising to learn that 
Kitchiner was an eccentric who gave sumptuous banquets in his London home. 

The book opens with a long preface followed by the table of contents which is structured as follows: “Boiling”; “Roasting”; 
“Frying”; “Broiling”; “Vegetables”; “Fish”; “Broths, Gravies, and Soups”; “Sauces and Gravies”; “Made Dishes” et 
“Miscellaneous”. Bible of cooking of the time, the work contains a multitude of recipes and cooking techniques: “Harrico 



Mutton Soup” (No. 202) ; “Water Soup” (No. 223) ; “Lobster cake” (No.179) ; “To fry soles” (No. 145) ; “Observations on 
roasting pork” (No. 49) ; “To salt beef and pork” (No. 6) ; “Potatoe snow” (No.114). 

The illustration consists of two engraved plates, representing respectively a sheep and a pig, and an ox and a calf, with details 
of their parts captioned opposite on two engraved leaves. 

A fine copy, fresh inside, preserved in its original English binding.            $ 1 540,00 

167. [MANUSCRIPT]. CHIC (LEON). -RECUEIL D'AIRS NATIONAUX ET DOMINE SALVUM. Brest, s.d. [circa 
1868]. 1 vol. 4to oblong entirely handwritten on printed staves of : [63] ff. Contemporary red half-chagrin. 

Manuscript collection of 31 national airs from various countries noted on printed staves. 

Its author, Léon-Prudencio Chic (1819-1916), born in Oviedo, Spain, was composer and chief of music for the crews of the 
Brest division fleet. 

The 31 handwritten arias are carefully noted in black ink on printed staves (24 per sheet) and some scores include annotations 
by the author. On the last 3 ff. music notes are written in grey pencil, suggesting that they are original compositions by Chic, 
which are added to the 31 scores. 

The tunes are "specially arranged for the music of the fleet so that they can be played by 10 instrumentalists as well as by the 
most numerous musics" [translated from French]. Chic therefore writes his scores so that they can be adapted by orchestras 
composed of different musicians: clarinet, saxophone, bass, trombone, flute, double bass, drums, etc. Among these national 
airs from various countries of the world (France, Norway, Chile, United States, Peru, Egypt, Greece, China...) are two Domine 
Salvum: a musical composition that served as the national and royal anthem of France during the celebration of mass during 
the Ancien Régime. 

A collection offered in homage to his Excellency Admiral Charles Rigault de Genouilly (1807-1873), Minister of the Navy and 
Colonies, according to the golden mention struck in the center of the first plate. During his career, he led a colonial maritime 
expedition to China and then to Vietnam and was one of the founders of the Shipwreck Relief Society to which he bequeathed 
most of his fortune. 

Beautiful original document preserved in its original binding. 



List of the musics: 1. Air Français; 2. Domine Salvum (pour les cérémonies religieuses); 3. Domine Salvum (pour être joué 
aux couleurs); 4. Air Anglais; 5. Air Russe; 6. Air Autrichien; 7. Air Belge; 8. Air Hollandais; 9. Air Prussien (voir l’air anglais); 
10. Air Bavarois; 11. Air Suédois (voir l’air anglais); 12. Air Norvégien; 13. Air Espagnol; 14. Air Suisse; 15. Air Danois; 16. 
Air Portugais; 17. Air Italien; 18. Air Romain, 19. Air Américain; 20. Air Brésilien; 21. Air Buenos-Ayres; 22. Air Montévidéo; 
23. Air Chilien; 24; Air Péruvien; 25. Air Mexicain; 26. Air Turc; 27. Air Grec; 28. Air Egyptien; 29. Air Persan; 30. Air 
Chinois; 31. Hymne de Riégo (Air Espagnol repris après les événements de 1868). 

$ 2 750,00 

168. [UTOPIA] -VOYAGE DE ROBERTSON AUX TERRES AUSTRALES, TRADUIT SUR LE MANUSCRIT ANGLOIS. 
Amsterdam ; Sans nom, 1767. 1 vol in-12° (180 x 105 mm) not trimmed of : 280 pp (including title). Grey publisher's 
paperback (halo and small tears on the spine). 

Second edition of this social and political utopia by an anonymous author under the pseudonym "Robertson".   

The anonymity of the author is probably explained by the severe criticism of the European society and in particular of the 
parliamentary power that he develops here. Indeed, in this work, the author claims to have sailed to South America with 
Francis Drake towards the end of the 16th century and, once in the Pacific, to have run aground on an unknown island in the 
southern hemisphere. On the latter, he found a society with "ideal" morals. The work thus takes the form of a comparison 
between this society and European society. Thus, disguised as a kind of adventure novel, it is indeed a vast social, political and 
philosophical critique aiming to point out the failings of European society. A well preserved and untrimmed copy in its original 
grey paperback.                    $  330,00 

Religious prints and manuscript from 15th to 19th century 

 

169. [GRUEL  (LEON) & ENGELMANN]. -PETITES HEURES. Gruel-Engelmann, 35 rue Boissy d'Anglas. Paris. 
1875 (Colophon). 1 vol. 16mo (135 x 104 mm.) of : 160 ff. (all illuminated, of which 25 illustrated on full page), [4] ff. (blank 
leaves with engraved frames in blue and red). Full contemporary green morocco, smooth spine, boards decorated with a gilt 
monogram surmounted by a count's crown, gilt fillet on the edges, gilt inner frieze, gilt edges, dominoté paper endpapers with 
gold starred designs, silver braided clasps. (Signed Gruel on the tail). Folder and case. 

Lovely missal, imitating medieval books of hours, remarkable work of lithography and chromolithography to create something 
in the taste of medieval illuminations.  

These books were often wedding gifts, which is confirmed here: a space that was left blank, at the level of the marriage office, 
has been filled in with royal blue and red ink with the names of Paul de Daumigny and Jeanne de St Phalle. After an illuminated 
title and the publisher's mark, there is an illuminated and historiated calendar with small vignettes corresponding to the seasons 
and the work often associated with it, wood harvesting, gardening, mowing of lawns and wheat fields, grape harvesting, etc. 
The heart of the book deals with ordinary masses and marriage. The text is printed in black, red and blue with colored and 
gilded initials and small ornaments. The illuminations are of various inspirations: rather baroque, with architectural ornaments, 
but most of them are quite in the medieval taste, and reproduce the legendary or natural bestiary, the magnified vegetation, 
the religious figures typical of the manuscript books of hours. The illustration is completed by 25 full-page scenes, taken from 
the New Testament or from various lives of saints. A copy in perfect condition, very well bound. 

$ 1 650,00 



170. JOANNE BONA (D.). -MANUDUCTIO AD COELUM MEDULLAM CONTINENS SANCTORUM PATRUM, 
& VERTERUM PHILOSOPHORUM. Bruxellis, Typis Francisci Foppens, sub signo Sancti Spiritûs, 1670. 1 vol. 18mo. 
Contemp. calf with clasps.  

Brussels edition of this charming little work of popular spirituality, comparable to the imitation of Christ because of the 
simplicity of its style, and based on the ideas of the Church Fathers and certain ancient philosophers.  S. 0.: 1658. 14 Latin 
editions appeared over the next four decades; it was translated into Armenian, English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. 
The author, Cardinal Giovanni Bona (1609-1774), was a Cistercian monk and abbot renowned both for his erudition and for 
having preserved the great simplicity of his lifestyle even after having attained a high rank in the Church. A fine copy in its fine 
original binding which has kept its clasps. 

$  385,00 

171. JOHANNE LEUSDEN. -NOVUM TESTAMENTUM. Amsterdam, Van Somers, 1688. 1 volume 16-to (120 x 70 
mm) of : [8] ff. (title, notice to the reader, tables) ; 703pp ; [1] p. (printer's notice). Full contemporary calf, spine ribbed and 
decorated with fleurons, red speckled edges. 

Greek edition of the New Testament by Johannes Leusden (1624-1699), a famous Dutch orientalist and Calvinist, professor 
of theology and Hebrew in Utrecht. In a portable format for practical purposes, this New Testament is written entirely in 
Greek except for the title, which is bilingual Greek/Latin, and the preface and notice to the printer, which are in Latin only.  

Born in Utrecht and educated in Amsterdam, Leusden was one of the greatest biblical scholars of his time. Author of 
numerous works, he wrote extensively on Hebrew philology including: Philologus Hebraeus (1656), Philologus Hebraeo-
Mixtus (1663) or Philologus Hebraeo-Graecus (1670). In 1661, he published his Biblia Hebraica, the first edition of the 
Hebrew Bible with numbered verses. However, Leudsen's copious annotations attached to the latter made him the target of 
strong criticism from the clergy in his time and later. Indeed, the Catholic Encyclopedia of 1913 rejected Leusden's notes. In 
addition to his supplements to the text, which were not unanimously accepted by the clergy, Leusden's work on the biblical 
texts is nonetheless substantial and of notable interest for theology and the history of religions. This numbering initiated in his 
Biblia Hebraica is also used for this Novum Testamenti (1688), in Greek. A fine copy of this New Testament in Greek, the 
work of Johannes Leusden. 

$  275,00 

172. [ BOOK OF HOURS FOR THE USE BRUGES OR 
GAND. IN LATIN, ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT ON 
PARCHMENT.] SLND [Pays-Bas ou Belgique, circa 1460]. 
1 vol. 12mo (186 x 135 mm) manuscript of [110] ff. of parchment 
written in ink on rules drawn in pale ink of: [1] f. bl.), [6] ff. 
handwritten marriage note in brown ink on 1st counterguard 
dated 1590. (calendar calligraphied in brown and red ink on 32 
lines with illuminated initials), [102] ff. with calligraphy on 20 
lines, textualis formata ; 14 full-page miniatures, 22 illuminated 
vignettes (Pericopes, Obsecro te, O intemerata and suffrages), gilt 
painted champie initials with interlacing three-lobed flowers in 
their center (on six lines), gilt champie initials (on two lines) 
sometimes with filigree and flowery antennae, gilded or 
watermarked initials in the text, frames on gilded cribbed 
background with blue and orange acanthus leaves and small 
simple vegetation in bright colors, line ends in red and blue ink 
with a gilded shield in the middle (litanies), rubrics, [1] f. bl. (rare 
soiling, traces of use or rubbing, body of the book still fresh and 
with very vivid colors). Full calf with Renaissance interlacing with 
vestiges of colored wax and central medallion (XVIth c.), spine 
with 5 ornate nerves, boards with rich interlacing decorations in 
a framing of fillets with frieze of foliage and birds, trace of white, 
blue and red wax in the interlacing, roulette on the edges, gilt 
edges, spandrels and brass clasps, ; restorations to the spine 
(minor wear or defects of use). 

Sumptuous book of hours for the use of Bruges or Gand in a local  workshop in the third quarter of the 15th century, 
illustrated with 36 polychrome paintings, 14 of which are full-page and 22 miniatures, and adorned with friezes in the margins 
and numerous lettering.  

A liturgical book intended for the lay Catholic faithful, the Book of Hours allowed them to follow the Liturgy of the Hours. It 
differs from the breviary or psalter which was reserved for clerics. The result of a long development initiated in the 14th 
century to make the liturgy accessible to the laity, its production shines with a thousand lights in the 15th century. Artists 
competed with each other to decorate these precious volumes of private devotion with their own hands. The Limbourg 



brothers and the Très Riches 
Heures of the Duke of Berry, Simon Bening and the Hennessy Book of Hours, Jean Fouquet and the Hours of Étienne 
Chevalier, as well as a myriad of still anonymous masters such as the Master of Bedford, marked the major milestones until 
the advent of printing, which standardized their production. In addition to this collection of prayers linked to the hours of the 
day, the book of hours most often includes a calendar to follow the evolution of the liturgy throughout the year, and sometimes 
psalms, gospels and particular offices. In the Middle Ages, before the advent of printing, because of the very high price of 
manuscripts and their poor distribution, it was often the only book owned by families who sometimes noted their civil status: 
marriage, births, deaths. This is the case of our time book which bears on the first counter plate this moving inscription in 
brown ink: "This last day of September 1590, we ... [Name erased: Claude Le Paige] lieutenant of the guards of his highness 
of Bar Le Duc on the one hand and Alix de la Taxe on the other hand have married in front of the holy Catholic church at 
the place of Mircourt". With under the signatures the indication "Age 36 years" and "Aged 17 years" and underneath: "he died 
on May 9 of the year 1610. She died on September 14 in the year 1622". 

Our manuscript is entirely written in Latin on 108 double-sided sheets. It begins with the 12 pages of the Calendar for the use 
of Rome/Utrecht: Variants: March 19: Landoaldi pbri, March 31: Valerie v., April 17: Rufi mr., May 7: Gaudencii mr. ( 
Godehardus ?), May 14: Corone Virginis, May 21: Valentis mr., July 5: Donati mr. July 12: cleti pp., Sept. 5: Saturnini mr. 
(nothing at this date in CoKL), Sept. 12: Ypoliti, Oct. 12: Marvelli mr., Oct. 20: Asterius mr., Nov. 6: Winnoci abb. - ff. 7r-9v 
: Evangelical pericopes - ff. 11r-14v : Hours of the Cross - ff. 15r-18 : Hours of the Holy Spirit - ff. 18r-20 : Missa Beate Marie 
- ff. 21-23 : Obsecro te and O Intemerata - ff.24-31 ff. 24-31 : Suffrages (Holy Trinity, St. John the Baptist, St. Peter, St. Paul, 
St. John, St. Andrew, St. Lawrence, St. Jacob, St. 
Martin, St. Nicholas, St. Catherine, St. Agatha, St. 
Barbara, St. Margaret, St. Mary Magdalene, St. Anne) 
- ff. 33r-69v : Hours of the Blessed Virgin according 
to the usage of Rome : 33r : Matins - 43r : Lauds - 50r 
: Prime (antiphon " Assumpta es ", capitulum " Que est 
ista ") - f.53 r: Tierce - f.56r: Sexte - f.59r: None 
(antiphon "Pulchra es" and capitula "In plateis sicut") - 
f.62r: Vespers - 67r: Compline. - ff. 71r-74v: Officium 
beate Marie quod dicitur per totum adventum - ff. 76r- 
81: Penitential psalms - ff. 82-85v: Litany and petitions 
- ff. 87r-108v: Office of the dead according to the 
usage of Rome (according to Knud Ottosen, order of 
the answers: 14, 72, 24, 46, 32, 57, 68, 28, 40) 

The illuminations were probably made by an artist 
active in Bruges or Gand (Belgium) around 1470. The 
floral elements of the friezes are very similar to other 
Books of Hours of this period, in particular the 
graphics and colors of the Acanthus leaves. List of full-
page miniatures: - f.10v : Crucifixion with the Virgin 
and Saint John; in the background a landscape of 
groves. - f.14v : Pentecost in the Upper Room. The 
Virgin is surrounded by the apostles in a building with 
open arches, showing the enclosure of an estate. - 
f.17v: Nativity and adoration of the angels. The Virgin 
is holding the baby Jesus in front of two kneeling 
angels, in a gothic building with columns and ogival 
windows. - f.31v: Annunciation. The Virgin's room is 
colored orange and green; Gabriel wears a long red 
cloak. - f.41v: Visitation. The Virgin and Elisabeth 
meet on the threshold of a  



 



thatched cottage in front of an imposing lacustrian building with a pointed roof and a dormer window, flanked by a medieval 
tower with a blue roof and a drawbridge at the back. An entrance through the water is visible behind the Virgin. - f.47v: Nativity. 
The infant Jesus in his golden oval is framed by Mary, Joseph and the angel in the background, his wings spread, in a sort of 
threshold between the interior and exterior of a building with cross windows. - f.50v: Annunciation to the shepherds. In front 
of a landscape alternating between different seasons, with a medieval castle in the background, two shepherds in the midst of 
their sheep are receiving the rays of the solar message. - f.53v. Adoration of the Magi. Two of the three wise men are standing, 
another is kneeling. - f.56v. Presentation in the Temple. The Virgin is accompanied by Joseph and a servant girl. - f.59v. 
Massacre of the Innocents. Herod is depicted standing and ordering a soldier on the right with his sceptre to strike down his 
sword on a newborn child lying naked on the ground; in the distance, a scene shows a soldier killing the baby a woman is 
carrying in her arms. f.64v: Flight into Egypt. The Virgin with the child is on a donkey, preceded by Joseph; in the distance a 
column whose statue is breaking is placed in the middle of a landscape of groves. 

- f.68v. Assumption of the Virgin. The Virgin in heaven, kneeling before the Father, Christ and the Holy Spirit, receives her 
coronation in a flamboyant gold and red box bordered with azure. - f.73v. King David. Kneeling in prayer in the foreground, 
his harp and crown on the ground, he receives the divine rays; in the background, a landscape of trees and mountains is 
completed on the left by a medieval castle. - f.84v: Resurrection of Lazarus. Jesus stands among several figures against the 
background of a Gothic monastery.  

The illuminated initials are particularly well done, as are the friezes composed of various flowers including acanthus leaves 
and poppies. The 24 miniatures of the saints are of great finesse, with many details such as the small winged devil represented 
on the first one, behind St John. Historically valuable iconographic source, the backgrounds, foregrounds and backgrounds 
of the large paintings are equally finely executed, depicting cities, castles, homes and characters of the Middle Ages.  

Its elegant Renaissance binding is slightly later. However, the body of the book, with its wide margins, seems not to have been 
trimmed and it is possible that it replaced a first fragile binding, like velvet. 

Provenance : Claude Le Paige (circa 1552-1610), married to Alix de La Taxe in 1590 in Mircourt [Mirecourt, French 
commune of Loraine] (inscription on the back of the first cover transcribed above). He was the son of Gérard Le Paige and 
Isabeau Hardy. He was ennobled at the request of the Elector of Cologne, by letters from Charles Duke of Lorraine, given to 
Nancy on November 23, 1585, for military services rendered. (Door Azure, 2 doves affrontee Argent, membered and beaked 
Gules, set on a montjoye Or, & surmounted by a crosslet of the same, & for crest a newborn lion Argent, holding from its 
right paw a sword of arms hilted in gold). This family is from the city of Angers. His grandfather, Eustache-Alexandre Le 
Paige, who was born in this city, and said he came from a noble family, returning from the Italian wars where he had served 
the king as a captain, under the command of the lord de la Trémoille, passing through Basincourt, duchy of Bar, married in 
1500, Isabeau de La Chaussée. He fixed his residence at the said Basincourt, where he is buried (Nobiliary or armorial general 



of Lorraine and Barrois By Ambroise Pelletier, p. 474). Handwritten ex-libris from the 16th century on the lower cover : 
“François Bey”. 

Work in an exceptional state of conservation, very fresh more than half a millennium after its production. 

Biblio: "Flemish Miniatures 1404-1482, Bernard Bousmanne and Thierry Delcourt, 2012". 

POR 

173. [BOOK OF HOURS]. HEURES CHOISIES DES DAMES 

CHRÉTIENNES. Paris, Lesort, 1860. 1 vol 12mo of: [1] ff. (title), 208 pp. 
numbered in red in roman numerals, all chromolithographs, including 5 full-
page miniatures.Full embossed havana morocco, boards decorated with a lattice 
of diamonds with cold fleur-de-lys, initials "L. T." in the center of the first board, 
spine with five raised bands, title and cold fleurons, inner border decorated with 
gilt lace, garnet-red edges decorated with gilt fleur-de-lys, white, violet and green 
silk bookmarks. (binding signed in the tail "L. Lesort" and engraved label of this 
publisher). 

Second edition of these hours approved by the bishop of Dijon, taken from 
manuscripts from the 12th to the 17th century from the cabinet of Mr. H. 
Baudot in Dijon.  

It contains 5 large miniatures and numerous paintings and ornaments, initials... 
all printed in chromolithography, gold and silver, in the spirit of the manuscript 
hours of the medieval period. The calligraphy of the text, in French, was 
lithographed by A. Leroy. 

Provenance: "Souvenir de la baronne de Wimphen" (handwritten note in ink on 
the title page), wife of General Emmanuel-Félix de Wimphen (1811-1884). 

Superb copy, beautifully bound.           $ 1 320,00 

174. [MANUSCRIPT] SIEUR CASSAIGNE. -LA JOURNEE DU CHRETIEN SANCTIFIE PAR LA PRIERE & LA 
MEDITATION APPARTENANT AU SIEUR CASSAIGNE [...] 1758. 1 vol. small 12mo of : 232 pp. ; [8] ff. Full red 
contemporary morocco. 

Splendid collection of handwritten prayers bearing the mention of its author on the title page: “Sieur Cassaigne”.  

The work begins with prayers (for the morning, evening, confession and communion) followed by devotional practices for all 
days of the week and various prayers to honor the Saint. The collection continues with Christian thoughts for every day of the 
month, Sunday vespers and the litanies of the Blessed Virgin. It ends with the 
commandments of God and of the Church and a prayer in Latin dedicated to 
the King.  

Beautiful copy preserved in its luxurious original binding of red morocco 
richly adorned with unusual and original decorations: four angels at the 
corners and a heart in the center.     
           $  715,00 

175. RICCI (BARTOLOMEO). -VITA D.N. JESU CHRISTI EX VERBIS 
EVANGELIORUM IN IPSISMET CONCINNATA. Rome, Barthol. 
Zanettum, 1607. 1 volume 8vo (200 x 127 mm) of : [15] pp. (engraved title, 
privilege, notice to the reader, index); 160 pp. (alphabets); 160 engravings ; 2 
folding engraved maps: Maps of the Promised Land (Palestine) and of 
Jerusalem (handwritten titling in brown ink of the engravings, stains, soiling, 
wear and tear, small marginal restorations to the 1st ff. and to the maps). 
Handwritten inscription in brown ink on the endpapers. Vintage red morocco, 
smooth spine decorated. 

A lavishly illustrated first edition of this work on the life of Jesus by the Jesuit 
priest Bartolomeo Ricci. 

Bartolomeo Ricci (1542-1613) entered the novitiate of the Society of Jesus in 
Rome in 1566. He became successively master of novices in Naples, then in 
Rome, and provincial of Sicily. Ricci was a promoter of Ignatian spirituality. 
The present work "Vita D.N. Jesu Christi Ex verbis Evangeliorum in ipsismet 
concinnata" retraces the life of Jesus and the words of the Gospels. 



The illustration consists of 2 engraved folding maps: Maps of the Promised Land (Palestine) and of Jerusalem as well as 160 
engravings on each page: “La génération éternelle de Jésus Christ”; “Conception de Saint-Jean”; “Généalogie de notre St Jésus 
Christ”; “la Ste Vierge visite Ste Elizabeth”; “Démoniaque délivré dans la synagogue”; “Jésus dans la synagogue lle jour du 
Sabat guérit la main paralitique d’un homme”; “Mission des apôtres, pouvoir des miracles”; “L’ascension”; etc. Each engraving 
is captioned by hand in brown ink in a contemporary handwriting.Rare work of which we have found only 3 copies sold in 
the last 50 years.Beautiful copy preserved in its original red morocco binding, complete with the two maps and 160 engravings.
                           $ 2 750,00 

176. [BOOK OF PSALMS] SACRÆ LITANIÆ VARIÆ, CUM BREVI PIAQUE QUOTIDIANA EXERCITATIONE. 
Cologne, Corneille d'Egmond, 1655. 1 vol. small in-18° printed in red and black : 240 pp. ; 18 half-page etchings. Culs-de-
lampe. Full contemp. morocco. 

Charming little book of psalms and prayers in Latin.  The book begins with a calendar and continues with various prayers, 
psalms, litanies and devotional exercises for private use. The illustration consists of 18 half-page engravings at the head of the 
chapters depicting biblical characters and religious scenes. 

Very beautiful red and black print preserved in its period red morocco binding.             $  275,00 

Sketch books. 

177. [DRAWINGS ALBUM]. -[ECOLE FRANÇAISE DU 
XIXÈME SIÈCLE / FRENCH SCHOOL OF THE XIXTH 
CENTURY]. s.l.n.d. [circa début XIXe]. 1 vol. in-folio oblong 
(346 x 480 mm) of : 71 original drawings pasted on [59] ff. 
(including 14 in grey pencil and 57 in gouache and watercolor). 
Bookbinder's label on one of the title pages: "A. Giroux et Cie, R. 
du Coq St-Honoré, Paris" accompanied by the handwritten 
mention in grey pencil: "BH FHH".  Full green morocco, smooth 
cold-stamped spine, framed with cold-stamped fillets on the boards, 

cold-stamped monogram "M.G." in the center of the first board with nine-pointed crown, roulette on the edges, gilt edges, 
moiré silk endpapers. 

Sumptuous album with 71 drawings in the tradition of the French school of the first part of the 19th century. 

In aristocratic circles, the art of watercolor was fervently practiced, especially by women, and sometimes at a very high level. 
This album is a good example. It contains 1 to 4 drawings of various sizes on each ff. (from 48 x 48 mm to 332 x 385 mm) 
totalling 71 original compositions, of which 57 in color and 14 in grey pencil. Some of them are signed and dated: "Hyacinthe 
Foissey" (1792-?); "Lemercier 1822" (1797-1859); "Louis Dupasquier 1827" (1808-1885); "Chevallier 1870" and "1846". Most 
of the drawings are by the same hand and unsigned. They are of great finesse. Among the subjects, are represented: female 
and male characters, sailors, bourgeois, oriental scenes, peasant scenes, scenes of piety, Normandy coasts and Mont Saint-
Michel bay, south of France and Mediterranean, monks, cardinal, portraits, courtesy scenes, children, etc. 

The album bears the label of the Maison Giroux. Important Parisian manufacturer of furniture and luxury accessories, he is 
nicknamed "the merchant of princes" because his products were intended for an aristocratic and bourgeois clientele. Created 
in 1799 by François-Simon Giroux (1776-1848) at 7 rue du Coq-Saint-Honoré in Paris, then taken over in 1838 by his sons, 
Alphonse-Gustave (1810-1886) and André (1801-1879) under the name "Alphonse Giroux et Cie", the company was finally 



transferred to 43 bd des Capucines in 1857. The bookbinder's label allows us to date the making of our album between 1838 
and 1857. In addition, and in view of the reputation of the Maison Giroux, it is very likely that this album was offered as a gift 
and was personalized with the monogram and the title of the person (a nine-point crown): the Countess "M.G.", the probable 
author of the unsigned drawings. 

Complete list of works available on request.            $ 13 750,00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

178. CORNIL (GASTON). -[ NOTEBOOK OF SKETCHES AND DRAWINGS]. Paris, 1918-1919 1 vol. in-folio of : [59] 
ff. (grouping 32 sketches, drawings in black or color using different techniques: graphite, charcoal, pencil, gouache, watercolor, 
paste); some drawings with captions; one signed drawing. Full cloth. 

Charming artist's notebook composed of sketches and drawings made around 1918-1919. Its author, the painter Gaston 
Cornil, born in 1883, appears in the "Dictionnaire des peintres de Montmartre". 

Landscape artist, portraitist, illustrator, he is also the author of series of postcards and advertising posters. In the 1910s, Cornil 
exhibited at the "Salon de l'Ecole Française", a salon of which he became president after the First World War. This prestigious 
salon, created in 1903 by the painter Paul de Plument de Bailhac, proposed a classical art: post-landscape painting in the 
tradition of the Barbizon school and the art of worldly portraiture. Organized for decades at the Grand Palais, then at the 
Musée du Luxembourg, this exhibition is now held in the royal rooms of the Madeleine. At the time when Gaston Cornil 
became its president, the exhibition presents many post-impressionist painters. Other artists joined them, including some from 
the "Montparnasse" group, which was known as "la Horde". Members of the Institute and other great artists such as: Boudin, 
Landowsky, Grange, Cheyssial, Decaris, Belmondo, Lartigue, Cocteau, Marais, Mac Avoy, Deplanque, Terzieff, Falcucci, 
Poirier, Ciry, de Solère, Tchepik, Coquillay... also participated in this exhibition. 

The works of Gaston Cornil, quite rare on the market, have appeared in public 
sales in Europe and the USA since the 1960s. Twice, in 1955 and 1960, the 
French State acquired his works. 

The present notebook is, according to our research, the only one known of this 
artist who disappeared without any rights. It is composed of 32 sketches, 
drawings in black and color pencil using different techniques (pencil lead, 
charcoal, pencil, gouache, watercolor, pastel ...). In addition to beautifully 
executed landscapes of Paris and its region, representative of the artist's known 
work, this notebook is filled with many portraits taken on the spot: including 
about fifteen female characters, a work in hand, in their outgoing or evening 
dress or in their intimacy. These drawings are particularly successful, from a 
simple sketch to a perfectly finished color drawing.  In other drawings, the artist 
expresses his humor: 2 English merchant officers on the Champs Elysées in 
August 1918, French soldiers, burlesque characters... Note a preparatory study 
for a poster similar to the one he produced for the "Compagnie Hypmobile", 
as well as a postcard from his series devoted to the great flood of the Seine in 
1909.   

Moving testimony on Paris at the beginning of the "Roaring Twenties". 
                  $ 1 650,00 



 

 

Miniature books and Dance Cards 

179. [ANONYMOUS] -NOUVEAU MESSAGER DE LA COUR. Imprimerie de Doublet. 1 vol. 32-mo (98 x 63 mm) of 
: 128 pp; 4 folding tables (half-title printed on the back of the first table); 6 out-of-text portraits included in the pagination 
depicting the royal family (some pages still attached). 

Green boards covered with contemporary decorated paper with floral motifs. 

Edition of 1818 of this new messenger of the court of Louis XVIII printed in Paris at Caillot. These small messengers were 
printed very regularly in order to provide the king's court with all the necessary information about France and the world. Of a 
portable format, it could be stored in a pocket and taken out when necessary. It includes: a table on the main states of Europe 
and the world (capitals, population etc.), a table of new measures (kilometer, kilogram etc.), the signs of the zodiac, the eclipses, 
the different calendars in the world, the dates of the seasons, the planets of the solar system, the complete Gregorian calendar 
and the cycles of the zodiac, the list of the members of the royal families (France, Austria, Great Britain, Netherlands, Poland 
etc.), the residences of the French royal family and their staff (the king's house, the house of Madame la duchesse d'Angoulême, 
the house of the duc de Berry, the house of the duc d'Orléans etc.), the king's ambassadors, the list of the peers of France, the 
deputies of each department, the king's advisors, the ministries, the general administrations, the list of the cults, the police 
commissioners, the monuments, the libraries, the museums, and a brief history of Paris etc. A well preserved copy of this new 
messenger of the court for the year 1818. 

$  385,00 

180. [MINIATURE DANCE CARD]. - SLND (circa 1850). 1 miniature vol. (23 x 15 mm.) 
of 3 bone ff. Bound in gold and silver metal, plates in the form of a chiseled and engraved coat of 
arms with a dog in the center, fixing ring.  

Rare 19th century mother-of-pearl ball book.  

The notebook of ball makes its appearance in the public balls about 1820. It is used as a reminder 
for the dancer who writes the order of the dances that are on the program of the evening. Next to 
each dance, she wrote the name of the partner who had offered to dance (or the one she had asked 
for). Soon, its use was extended to men as well. The present notebook, of a very neat workmanship, 
is certainly one of the smallest ever produced, could be worn around the neck of its owner like a 
medallion. 

$  935,00 

181. [MINIATURE NOTEBOOKS]. -NOTES, DRESSES, CAISSE. [circa 1870] 3 miniature 
volumes (77 x 40 mm ; 65 x 40 mm ; 53 x 40 mm.) of : [20] bl. ff. ; [10] bl. ff. ; [20] bl. ff.  

Empire green paper boards with imitation morocco grains, title and gilt garlands on the first boards, 
the whole contained in a presentation case of the same paper, here decorated with a red paper listel. 

Delightful set of 3 small notebooks arranged in a display case revealing their respective titles: Notes, 
Dresses and Caisse, all very nicely decorated. Intended for a woman and probably placed on a desk, 
they allowed her to note various useful information to remember. The notebook entitled "Dresses" 
might have been used to keep track of her wardrobe, to organize her week's clothing and to plan 
purchases. Generally speaking, these small notebooks could be used as a memo book, an account 
book, an address book, an appointment book, etc. 

Nice set of small notebooks well preserved in their contemporary bindings and slipcase. 

$  605,00 



182. [MINIATURE BOOK]. -CHANSONS JOYEUSES DE PIRON, 
COLLE, GALLOT ETC. Paris, Aubry, s.d. (c. 1810). 1 vol. in-32° (63 x 50 
mm.) of : [2] ff. ; 255 pp.; [1] p. bl. Contemp. sheep. 

First miniature edition of this collection of texts by three 18th century 
chansonniers, all three represented in profile in an engraving on the title page.  

These small volumes were much sought after for the suggestive songs they 
contained. The copy has an engraved frontispiece depicting a gallant scene 
titled "Ma pinte et ma mie" and serving as an illustration for the first song 
entitled: "L’heureuse médiocrité" to the tune of "La Bonne Aventure, ô gai!". 
Alexis Piron (1689-1773), Charles Collé (1709-1783) and Pierre Gallet (1698-
1757), playwrights and authors of popular songs, were all three members of 
the famous Société du Caveau. The latter was created in 1729 in Paris by 
Pierre Gallet himself and brought together authors and lovers of songs, books 
and wine twice a month in the lower room of a cabaret rue de Buci.  

Non-exhaustive table of songs: L'heureuse médiocrité, Conseil aux belles, Le 
bouquet, A une jolie soeur du pot, Le chasseur aux abois, Le réveil-matin, La 
leçon maternelle, Entendons-nous, Le curé de Pomponne, L'ami 
complaisant, Chanson historique, Avis à une cruelle, A une dame déguisée en 
homme, L'amant consolé, La paix du ménage, L'hirondelle de carême, 
L'heureux caractère, Manon Frelu, Le petit écot de la Grand'Pinte, Chanson 
érotico-bachique, Sur l'entrée d'un ambassadeur turc dans Paris, L'heureux 

savetier, La friande, Agnès épelant, Leçon de trictrac, Vaudeville, Robin turelure lure, A Suzon, Le meâ culpâ, La sagesse à 
la mode, Les raretés, La craintive rassurée, L'âge d'or, La vendangeuse, Chacun à son tour, Le sommeil profond, Le grand 
chorus de Cythère, Ronde à danser, Branle à danser, Vaudeville d'une farce parade, Le sommeil de Vénus, Jugement de 
Pâris, Les mirlitons, Le bonnet de Lise, Les couples assortis, L'enfant précoce, La fausse prude, Le jaloux dupé, La veuve 
consolée, Cantique sur Saint Roch, Couplet à madame***, qui s'appeloit Barbe, L'instant critique, Où allez-vous M. 
l'abbé?,Du Prévôt des Marchands, Philis demande son portrait, De tous les capucins du monde, Berger qu'as-tu fait de mon 
coeur?, Vous voulez me faire chanter, Que ne suis-je la fougère!, Ca n'durera pas toujours, Du Carillon de Dunkerque, Du 
haut en bas, Portrait du diable, Air particulier, La meunière, Rondeau, Vaudeville, Autres couplets, Air à faire, [...] 

$  825,00 

183. [MINIATURE BOOK]. -HEURES DES JEUNES CHRETIENS. Paris, Marcilly, ca. 1815. 1 vol. in-24° (68 x 46 
mm.) of : [1] f. ; 128 pp. ; 5 engraved plates. Annotations in black ink at the beginning and in-fine. Cardboard covered with 
long grain morocco imitation paper. 

Charming little book of hours for young Christians containing the Order of the Mass and various services in French as well as 
hymns and prayers in Latin. This tiny book ends with the wedding service, rather than the service for the dead, as was the 
custom in the old Books of Hours. 

The illustration consists of an engraved title and five plates, the most charming showing David dancing and playing the harp 
as he leads the Ark procession. The Blessed Virgin surrounded by two angels can also be seen. 

The beginning and the end of the work are annotated in ink. These annotations are prayers: a prayer for communion at the 
beginning of the work and two prayers for the deceased parents at the end. 

Nice copy. 

$  418,00 

184. [MOTHER-OF-PEARL DANCE CARD]. - SLND. (circa 1850). 1 vol. 
18-vo (73 x 42 mm.) of 5 bone ff. Bound in mother-of-pearl, top cover adorned with 
an engraved metal decoration representing a bouquet of flowers and a coat of arms, 
turned bone and metal mechanical pencil linked by a chain with a holding ring. 

Charming 19th century mother-of-pearl ball book.  

The notebook of ball makes its appearance in the public balls about 1820. It is used 
as a reminder for the dancer who writes the order of the dances that are on the program 
of the evening. Next to each dance, she wrote the name of the partner who had offered 
to dance (or the one she had asked for). Soon, its use was extended to men as well. 
The present notebook, finely worked, is decorated with two metal cuts riveted on the 
first plate. Beautiful object, perfectly preserved. 

$  825,00 



185. [MOTHER-OF-PEARL DANCE CARD]. A.S. - SLND (circa 1850). 1 vol. 
24-to (48 x 37 mm.) of 10 ff., inscriptions in pencil. Bound in mother-of-pearl, top board 
decorated with an engraved flower in a frame, blue silk spine and endpapers, bone and silver 
mechanical pencil inserted in silk rings, brass chain connected to a ring. 

Charming 19th century mother-of-pearl ball book.  

The notebook of ball makes its appearance in the public balls about 1820. It is used as a 
reminder for the dancer who writes the order of the dances that are on the program of the 
evening. Next to each dance, she wrote the name of the partner who had offered to dance 
(or the one she had asked for). Soon, its use was extended to men as well. The present 
notebook, bound in finely engraved mother-of-pearl and blue silk, bears pencil inscriptions 
of the names of its owner's riders. 

$  715,00 

186. [MOTHER-OF-PEARL DANCE CARD]. A.S. -BAL. SLND (circa 1850). 1 
vol. 24-to (48 x 32 mm.) of 5 bone ff. with inscriptions in ink and pencil. Bound in mother-
of-pearl, upper board decorated with engraved decoration framed by a blue border with 
central title "Bal", engraved initials "A. S." on the lower cover, pencil with bone button inserted 
in a gilt metal twist. 

Charming 19th century engraved mother-of-pearl ball book. 

The ball book appeared in public balls around 1820. It serves as a reminder to the dancer 
who writes the order of the dances that are on the program of the evening. Next to each 
dance, she wrote the name of the partner who had offered to dance (or the one she had asked 
for). Soon, its use was extended to men as well. 

The present notebook, finely worked, bears the initials "A. S.". Its owner has written in ink 
the types of dance at the top of each sheet: "waltzes, polkas, schotischs, mazurkas... And in 

pencil the names of his riders. 

$  825,00 

187. [SILVER DANCE CARD AND MIRROR]. - SLND (circa 1850). 1 vol. 24-
to (50 x 40 mm.) with swivel handle  (48 mm.), 4 ff. of bone 1 mm thick. Silver binding 
800 thousandths (weight 37 g., boar's head stamp), beveled mirror with rocaille decoration 
of acanthus, shells and foliage, pivoting handle with ring, lead holder linked by a chain. 

Charming 19th century silver ball book in the form of a hand mirror. 

The notebook of ball makes its appearance in the public balls about 1820. It serves as a 
reminder to the dancer who writes the order of the dances that are on the program of the 
evening. Next to each dance, she wrote the name of the partner who had offered to dance 
(or the one she had asked for). Soon, its use was also extended to men. 

The present notebook, particularly refined, also serves as a mirror. Superb condition. 

$ 1 320,00 

 


